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PREFACE

In this book students are guided slowly through the in-oofs of

the important general theorems in the elementary theory of alge-

braic equations. A background of plane trigonometry, plane

anabatic geometn’, and tlic difToreniial calculn.s i.s presupi)osed.

Development from the partifculnr to the general is an outstand-

ing feature of tliis book. For example, determinants of order

three, determinants of order four, and detenninants of onlcr five

are defined in such a way that the.se definition.s illu.ctrate all the

details in the intricate general definition of determinants of order

n winch follows. Each property of dctemiinants i.s pro\’Cfl com-

pletely if n is four or five, precisely as the general theorem is later

proved. The same plan is used in the jwoofs of the theorems on

systems of linear equations in n variables.

Attention is called also to the detailed exposition in this book.

One type of amplification is sejjaration of a complicated proof into

simpler parts, as in the proof of Sturm’s theorem and the ilhis-

trative material which precedes this proof. Again, clarifying

restatement occurs frequently, as in the proof of the theorem

characterizing the roots of the quartic equation by properties of

its discriminant. Equations and theorems are also cited, as in

the proof of the algebraic solution of the reduced cubic eqiiation.

Numerous problems arc inserted at approjjriate intervals. In

general, the odd-numbered problems constitute a complete, set.

The even-numbered problems may be used as an altcrnat6^s6t.

Some problems illustrate proofs in the te.xt.

The discussion of complex numbers in chapter 8 is independent
of the preceding chapters. However, 'in lAy experience, a sys-
tematic study of the complete and precise statements and proofs
of the general theorems in this book may well precede a study of
the abstractions of modern algebra.

L. W. GniFFiTiis
Evanston, Illinois

July 22, 1946
'
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BINOIMIAL EQUATIONS

1. Functions and equations. Tlie idea of function has proved to

be of importance in mathematics and its applications. If c may

assume several values, then cr - 2c — 15 is a function of c because

each value of z determines a value of c^ — 2c — 15. If c may
assume several amines, then z is called ,a variable. Tlio statement

that /(c) is a single-valued function of c means that each value of

c determines one value of /(c). The symbol /(c) denotes the value

of /(c) when c has the value c. Thus, if /(c) is the particular func-

tion c^ — 2c — 15, tlicn /(4) is -1“ — 2-4 — 15, that is, —7. A
function may depend on more than one variable. For example,

if Cl maj’- assume several values and indei)endcntly Co may assume

several values, then 2ci — co is a function of ci and co bccau.«e each

pair of values of ci and zn determines a value of 2ci — Cj. The
statement that/(ci, • •

•, c„) is a single-valued Junction of the n in-

dependent variables Ci, Zn means that each set of values of

ci, z„ determines one value of /(cj, •••,Cn). The .symbol

/(ci, denotes the value of /(ci, •••,c„) vhen Cj, •••, c„

have the values ci, • ••, Cn respectivel3^ Thus, if /(ci, Co) is the

particular function 2ci — co, then /(2, —1) is 2-2 — (—1), that

is, 5.

Equations are notations for questions about functions. For ex-

ample, is there a value of c for which the value of c“ — 2c — 15
is 9? The equation c“ — 2c — 15 = 9 states this question. Is

there a value of c for which the value of 2c“ — 3c — 17 is the same
as the value of c^ — 2c — 15? The equation 2c~ — 3c — 17 =
2^ — 2c — 15 states this question. If k is a number, is there a
value c of c such that /(c) is hi The equation /(c) — h states this

question. If g(z) is a function of c, is there a value d of c such that
/(d) is gid)1 The equation /(c) = g(z) states this quastion. Is
there a value of c for which the value of c“ — 2c — 15 is — IG and
at the same time the value of c^ -b c — 4 is —2? The simultane-
ous equations c^ - 2c - 15 = -IG and c^ -f s - 4 = -2 state

1



BINOMIAL EQUATIONS

this question Are there \alues of 2i and zj such that 2zi — iz

has the \alue 3 and -zi +Z2 has the ^aIue -2? The sunul

taneous equations 22i — zj = 3 and —Zi + 22 = ~2 state this

question If more than one equation is under consideration the

equations are said to form a system The equations nhich are

discussed in the elementary theorj of equations are formed by

inserting the sj-mbol = betneai a function and a number or be-

tween two functions

The statement that a number c is a root of an equation /(z) = K

means that the number /(c) is the number k Thus 6 is a root

of z® — 22 — 15 = 9 because C* — 2 0 — 15 is 9 The notation

6^ — 2 C — 15 = 9 expresses this relation between these num
bera Agam the notation /(c) = k expresses the statement that

the number f(e) is the number k If the symbol » js inserted

between numbers the result maj be called an equation but it

must be carefuUj distinguished from the equations which ini oh e

functions The statement that d is a root of /(z) »» g[t) means

that/(d) jj(d) A toot of nQ stem of equations IS a root of each

equation in the sjetero Two sjstcma are equiialent if they liave

the same roots A root of an equation is said to satisfy the equa'

tion Fuidmg the roots of an equation is called solving the equa

tion

The statement that a set of nuntbera ci c* ts 0 toluhon of

/(*! «*) “ k means that /(ci c«) « A: A solution of a

S3 stem of equations m more than one % ariable is a solution of each

equation m the system For example the set of numbers 1 —1
19 a solution of the system 2ri z* = 3 and — zi + bz 2

Two sj steins are equivalent if they have the same solutions

Later when there can be no ini'understanding it will be said

that z IS a root of /(z) = 0 and that Zi ,
z„ is a solution of

/(2l 2n) = 0

2 Illustrations of use of factonzabon of a function If the opera
tions mdicated in (z — S)(z-l-3) are performed the function
* - 2z — 15 is obtained This is the meaning of the statement
that (z — 5)(z -f- 3) IS identical^ equal to z* — 2z — 15 The
notation (z - 5)(z + 3) s - 2z - 15 states this fact It is

especially to be noted that these same operations can be performed
if z IS replaced by any 1 alue c of z This implies that if z is re-

placed m the identitj (z - 5)(s +3) s z^ - 2z - 15 b3 an3
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value c of z, then an equality (c — 5)(c + 3) = c" — 2c — 15 be-

tween numbers is obtainefl.

In general, /(ci, •••,=«) ••,=») means that the result

which is obtained by perfonning the operations intlicated in

/(^ij
• •

•} "n) 's the same as that obtained by performing the oper-

ations indicated in • • *, r„).

The faetored form (c — 5)(c4-3) may be' used instead of

the expression z* — 2c — 15 in the delciTnination of functional

values. Thus, when z ha.s the value 1, the function ha.s the value

(1 — 5)(1 +3), that is, — IG. When z has the value —I, the

function has the value (
— 1 — 5)(— 1 -f 3), that is, —12. When

z has the value 5, the function has the value (5 — 5)(5 + 3), that

is, 0-8, that is, 0. When z has the value —3, the function has the

value (-3 - 5)(-3 -f- 3), that i.s, (-S)-O, that i.^ 0.

The use of the factored fonn of the function in computing func-

tional values indicates that the functional value is 0 if the value

of one of the factom z — 5 or z -f- 3 i.s 0. and tluit, if each of thc.«c

values is different from 0, then the functional \’nhie is different

from 0. Thus 5 and —3 are the only roots of z* — 2z — 15 = 0.

This illu.st rates the general fact that, if /(z) can be factored, then

all the roots of /(z) = 0 arc found from the factored form of tlii.s

equation.

The follomng solution of the equation

(1) z" = 1

is a more complicated illustration of this general fact. Clearly the

roots of (1) arc the roots of the equation z’’ — 1 = 0. Al.«o,

~ 1 = (2 — 1)(2“ -f z -f I). Therefore the roots of (1) arc the
roots of

(2) 2 - 1 = 0,

and the roots of

(3) z- + z -hi = 0.

Since the factorization of the function on the left-hand side of (3)
is not ob\ious, the roofs of (3) are found by the quadratic formula.
Th^^ are the numbers (-1/2) (V3/2)z and (-1/2)-
(v3/2)t. Hence there are three roots of the equation z^ = 1,
namely, these two complex numbers and the number 1. That
each of these numbers is a root of z® = 1 can be checked bj' direct
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substitution That the factored fonn of the quadrat c function

on the left-hand sde of (3) m {2 — ({— 1/2) + (V^/2)i]}

\z — [(
— 1/2) — can also be checked Hence these

three roots are the only roots of 2® 1

The equation i* = 1 can also be eol\ed by factonzation Thus

2« _ 1 _ (*2 - l)(j2 + 1 ) - (2 _ 1)(2 + i)(22 + 1 ) By the

quadrat c formula the roots ofz^-f-l = 0arei and —t There-

fore the roots of s* = 1 are 1 — 1 t —

»

The equation

(4) = I

IS more difficult In fact only one root of this equat on can be

found by obvious factonzatioo Thus — \ = {z — 1)(2* -h 2
*

-f 8®
-f- 2 + 1) Hence the roots of (4) are the roots of

(5) 2-1-0
and the roots of

(6) 2«-|- 2®-|- 2*-|-2 + l-0
There ts QO obvious facionzaion of the left-hand side of (6)

Later it will be explained how fourth-degree equations are solved

A new method of solving (1) will be explained in section 5 In

section 8 it will be proved that this method is applicable to (4)

and to

(7) 2" - I

if n is a positive integer In sect on 9 it will be proved that this

method is also applicable to

(8)
^

2" c

if n 13 a pos tive integer and e is a non zero complex number
Equations of the forms (7) and (8) ate called binomial equations

because they conta a exactly t o terms

PROBUAIS

1 Show that = -t 3) Uaing th« forei z* * - 6 of

thiafunction compute lU values when ihaaUie values 4 3 2 —1 —3 Check
by us ng the factored fonn of tbn funrt on What are the roots of -f- * — 6
= 07

2 Sbowthats® * - 6 a (* + 2)(» - 3) Proceed as in problem 1 if 2

has the values 4 3 2 —1 —2
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3. Verify + 1 ^ (z + l)(z- - z + D- Solve z® - -1 by fnctoriza-

tion and the quadratic formula.

4. Solve 2® = 1 by factoriration, using the resiiKs of problem 3 and the

roots of (1) vs Inch were found previouslj’.

3. Complex numbers in trigonometric form. Complex nnmlvers in

trigonometric fonn arc used in the new method of solving bi-

nomial equations wluch vas mentioned at the end of section 2.

In general, multiplication and division of complex numbci-s aic

shnplified bj^ using the.ee numbers in trigonometric form.

The proce.ss of expressing complex numbers in trigonometric

foim is clarified by establishing a rectangular cooidinate .sy.stem

in a plane and associating each complex number with a point in

the plane. Two perpendicular lines in the plane aic .selected n.s

X-axis and F-axis, and the .same unit of measure is used.

Several particular complex numbers will be expressed in trigo-

noraetiic form befoie the process is applied to an arbitrary complex

number. The complex number (
— 1/2) + which was a

root of (1), determines the point whose X-coordinate is —1/2 and

whose F-coordinate is \/3/2. This is the point P in Figuic 1,

It is known that P lies on the terminal line of the angle 120° in

standard position and that the length of the line from the origin

to P is 1. By tiigonometiy .sin 120° = '\/3/2, and cos 120° =
—1/2. Therefore (

— 1/2) + {\/S/2)i = l(cos 120° -f f.sin 120°).

The right-hand side of this equation is called a irigonomdric form

of the complex manber (
— 1/2) -{- (Vs/2)f. However, P is also

on the terminal line of the angle —240°, and sin (—240°) = x/O/Z
and cos (—240°) = —1/2. Therefore

(
— 1/2) -f (-v^/2)f = 1

[cos (—240°) -b f sin (—240°)]. The right-hand side of this equa-
tion is also called a trigonometric foim of (—1/2) ('v/3/2)f.

In general, if r = 1 and 6 denotes any angle which is cotciminal
with 120°, then (

— 1/2) -f (•\/3/2)i = r(cos 0 -{- f sinO). Each
of these expressions invohdng r and 0 is called a trigonometric
form of (

— 1/2) (\/3/2)f. Each of these angles is called an
ampUlude of tliis complex number, and r is called the 7}iodiilus of
this complex number.

The complex number 1 - / will now be expressed in trigono-
metric form. Since 1 — f = 1 (— l)t, the number 1 — i de-
termines the point whose X-coordinate is 1 and whose F-cooidi-
nate is -1. This is the point Q in Figure 2. It is known that Q
lies on the terminal line of the angle 315° in standaid position and
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that the length of the line from the ongm to Q is \/5 Also

sm3I5° = -I/V2 and cosSlS” 1/v^ Therefore 1 —

t

\/2(cos315® + t Bin 315®) In the same way it is proved that

1 — t = \/2[cos (—45®) + * sm (—45®)] and that 1 — t = -\/2

[cos (315® + 300®) +t Bin (315® + 360®)] In general if r =

\/2 and 6 designates any angle which is cotermmal with 315®

then 1 — t - t(cos 9 + a sin 9) Each of these angles is an ampli

tude of 1 — t and r is the modulus of 1 — i

The complex number 1 will now be expressed in trigonometric

form Since 1 1 + 0 » the complex number 1 determines the

point whose X coordmate is 1 and vhoee Y coordinate is 0 If

r » 1 and 6 is any angle nhich 13 cotermmal with 0° then 1

r(cos 9 + 1 sm 9) Each of these angles is an amplitude of the

complex number 1 + Q » and the modulus of this complex num
her la the pos t ve number r

In each of these illustrations the rectangular coordinates of the

pomt which IS detennmed by the complex number are such that

the V alue of r and a value of 0 are known by experience It w 11

now be explained how the value of r and a v alue of 9 is determined

by the literal non zero complex number c + d» Here c and d are

real numbers The point S whose X coordinate is c and n hose

Y coordmate is d is determined by the complex number c + di

If r designates the length of the line from the ongm to S and if

9 designates any angle m standard position such that S lies on the

terminal Ime of 9 then by tngonometiy

(9) sm 9 = — and cos 9
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Tliercfore

(10) c = r cos 0, nnd d — r sin 0.

From these expressions r is computed first. Thus, <r + d* ~

(rco3 0)* + (rsin 0)' = i'‘(cos" 0 + pi»“ 0) = r. Now r i.s jiosi-

tive because it is a length. Also it i-< a property' of the real number

s}'stcni that there is one and only one positive number who'-e

square is the positive number c‘ + d‘. 'J'lih po^tiHve nuinhrr
,

whose square is <r -h dr, is dcsignalcd hy (he synihol d- d~.

Hence

(11) r = V^c" + (/’.

If c 0, a value of 0 crin be computed from the fact that tan 0

= d/c and the fact that the quadrant in which 0 tcrniinate.s is

known. If c = 0 and if d is jioMlivc, then a value of 0 is 90°. If

c = 0 and if d is ncRativc, then a value of 0 is 270°. Then r and 0

are known, nnd each of the exprc.^sions r{cos 6 + i sin 0) is a Irigo-

nomclric form of the complex ninnbrr c + di. 'Fhc value of r which

is found from (11) is (he inodulus of c + dt, and each value of 0

which is determined from (9) is an ampUlmle of c + di.

4. Multiplication and division of complex numbers in trigono-

metric form. The following lemma .slates the simple rule for

multiplication of complex numbci's in trigonometric form.

LxmtA 1. The product of two complex numbers in trigonometric

form is a complex number in trigonometric form. The modidus of
the product is the product of the moduli of the factors. An amplitude

of the product is the sum of an amplitude of the first factor and an
amplitude of the second factor.

PaooF. If r(cos 0 i sin 0) and s(cos <j> -i- i sin d>) arc two com-
plex numbers in trigonometric form, then their product is

r«Kcos 0 cos — Bin 0 sin 4>) + rXsin 0 cos </> -f- cos 6 sin <?>)]. From
trigonometrj’’ it is knoum that

(12) cos (0 Ar <l>)
= cos 0 cos ^ — sin 0 sin

sin
(fi + <l>)

= sin 0 cos </> -{- cos 0 sin <j}.

\

Hence the product of the tw'O given complex numbci’s is

rs[cos (0 -h (^)) -f i sin (0 -f <#))].
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The product t(* + 1)[(—1/2) + {y/S/2)i\ will be computed

to illustrate the use oi lemma 1 By (9) and (U) it is found that

1 +

1

= V^(cos45® + *6in45") Therefore by the lemma a

trigonometric form of (1 + 0[(—1/2) + (•\/3/2)i] is (VS 1)

[cos (45° + 120°) + t sm (46“ + 120“)1 By (9) and (11) it is

found that 0 + 1 t = l(eos90° + ism 90°) Hence by the

lemma applied to these last tivo complet numbers in tngono-

metne form the modulus of t(l +t)((— 1/2) + (•v/3/2)i] is

I(V^ 1) and an aropbtude is 90“ + (45° + 120“) Hence a

tngonometne form of the product i(l + 1)((— 1/2) + (\/3/2)iT is

(14) \/5(cos 255“ +

1

sin 255“)

The non trigonometric form of the product t(l + 1)[(— 1/2) +
(V3/2)i] IS obtamed by rouUiphcaUon in the usual manner

Thus td+i) 1-1 Also (t-l)({-l/2) + (\/3/2)i3-

[(1 - V3)/2] + [(-! — V5)/2Jt Therefore the usual form of

the product «(l + t)l(-l/2) + (•s/3/2)»l is

It will now be checked that the number (14) equals the

number (15) Thus cos 255“ = cos (180“ 4- 76“) — cos 75“ •
— cos (30“ + 45*) “ —{cos 30“ cos 45* — eia SO* sin 45*)

— (V3/2)(v/5/2) + (1/2)(V5/2) - (-vs + 1) V2/4 Sum
larly sm 265“ = -(1 + \/Z)‘\/2/A If these results are used in

(14) the number (15) IS obtamed

It IS to be noted that il the number of factors in a product is

greater than three then multiplication usmg tngonometne forms

of the complex numbera is preferable

PROBLEMS

1 Express eacli oC the foIloinDg complex numbers in tngonometne form
—1+t (— 1/2) — (v^/2)i —I Hot the pont determined by each of these

numbers

2 Treat the numbers — 1 — » (1/2) — (v/S/Z)! t as in problem 1

3 Find (
— 1 + «)[(—1/2) — {y/S/Z) ](—») by the repeated use of lemma

1 Then perform th s multiplicat on in non tngonometne form Show that
the two results are equal

4 Proceed as m problem 3 with (—1 — »)[{1/^) — iVl/2)']i
6 By repeated use of lemma 1 find l(—

—

(\/3/2)t]*
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6. By repented use of lemma 1 find [(1/2) —
7. Prove that if r(cos 0 + i pin 0) is a trigonometric form of the complex

number c + di, and if c + di is not zero, then a trigonometric form of the com-

plex number l/(e -f di) is

(16) - (cos (-0) -F t sin (-0)].
f

8. Prove that if a -f- hi = r(cos 0 -F » sin 0), c -F di = 8(cos i;> -F f sin <(>), and

c -F di is not zero, then (a -F hi)/(c -F di) = (r/s)|co3 (0 — it>) -F i sin(0 — <>)1.

This is the ride for dwision of complex nvmhcrs in trigonometric form.

6. The cube roots of unity in trigonometric form. Tlie now method

of solving equation (1), wliicb was mentioned in section 2, will

now be explained. The desired root 2 is given the notation

(17) z = r(cos0 -F i sin 0).

Bj' (9) and (11), a trigonometric form of the complex number 1,

which appears on the right-hand side of the given equation (1),

is l(cos0° -F i sin 0°). Hence (1) becomes

(18) [r(cos 0 + i sin ^)1^ = 1 (cos 0°
-F i sin 0®).

Now by the lemma it is true that

(19) [r(cos 6 + i sin 6)f = r(cos 20 + i sin 20).

Hence, by the lemma applied to the right-hand side of (19) and
r(cos d -F f sin (?) as factors, it is true that

(20) r(cos 0 + i sin 0)
• [r(cos (? -F f sin (?)]" = r^(cos 30 -F i sin .30).

Hence (18) becomes

(21) r^(cos 30 -F f sin 30) = l(cos 0° -F i sin 0°).

Are there values of r and 0, that of r being positive, for which
the complex number on the left-hand side of (21) is the complex
number on the right-hand side? This is the question stated by

(21)

. Therefore, by the definition of equality of complex numbei-s,
there are two questions. First, is there a positive number r such
that

(22) ^
and, next, is there a value of 0 such that 30 is coteiminal with 0°?
By the properties of the real number system there is one and only
one positive number which satisfies (22). Therefore ?• = 1. Also



10 bino^hal equations

35 IS coterminal with 0® if and <aJy if A is an integer such that

(23) 35 = 0“ + * 360*

I^ow when A « 0 the® 5 = 0* when A *= 1 then 5 = 120*

when A = 2 then 6 = 240* Hence three values of 3 are by (17)

zo = J(cos0* + t8m0*)

(24) zi = + tstt 120®)

2j = 1 (cos 240“ + t sin 240®)

The«e numbers zo z\ zz tngonometnc form Theu- ordi

narj fonns are

-1 V3 -1 Vi
(25) 30 1 3,=-^+—. =

It IS to be noted that these three roots of (1) which have been

found using trigonometric foims are the values found from (2)

and (3)

It win now be proved that if zj designates the value of z which

IS obtained if A - 3 in (23) then zj zg If A - 3 then 5 “
(0® + 3 360®)/3 -3C0*andz3 KcosSCO* + r sin 360*) How
e\er 360® is cotermioal with 0* Therefore zj “ zo In the same

i -ay it IS proved that if zg designates

the value of z which is obtained if

fc 4 then Z4 = Zi In general if

two %a]ues of A differ by an integer

which IS divisible by 3 then the two

X lalues of B which are determined

from (23) differ by an integer which

IS divisible by 360* Therefore the

roots of (1) which are determined

by two such values of k have coter-

FiooiieS mmal amplitudes and are equal Thus
it has been proved that there are

three and only three distinct numbers which satisfy the equation
z® — 1 These numbers are the numbers (24) that is the mini
bers (25) These numbers are (he cate roots of unity

The symbol w is also used to des^ate the complex number

(~V2) + (VS/S)* which was designated by Zi in (24) There-
fore u = l(cosl20® +*sinl20®) Also «^ = l(cos 240° +
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? sin 240°) by lemma 1. In this notation the three cube roots of

unitij arc 1, u, or.

Each of the complcK numbci's 1, cj, w" determines a point as in

section 3. The notation Pi, P„, P^i may be U'^cd for these points.

In Figure 3 they are designated bj' the s\TnboIs 1, w, or. These

points lie on the circle \vho«e center is tlie origin and whose radius

is unity. They arc the vertices of an equilateral triangle.

6. De Moivre’s theorem. This theorem will bo U‘'cd later in

solving (4), (7), and (S) by the method mentioned at the end of

section 2. Do Moivre’s theoicm will be pioved by m.athcmatical

induction. The fiit't step in such a proof i': verification that the

theorem is true for at lea'^st one value of n. Usually verification

is carried out for ‘^ei'cral small values of 7i. The second step is

proof of the lemma for the mduction.

De iVIomiE’s TiiEonEM. If n is a positive integer, then

(26) (cos 0 + i sin <?)” = cos nO i sin nO.

Proof. De iMoivre’s theorem is true for the value 2 of n

because by lemma 1

(27) (cos 6 + i sin <?)‘ = cos 20 + i sin 20.

If both sides of (27) are multiplied by cos 0 + 7 sin 0, and if lemma
1 is applied to the right-hand side of the icsult, it is found that

(28) (cos 0 + 7 sin fff = cos 30 + 7 sin 30.

Therefore De Moi\Te’s theorem i*? true for the value 3 of n.

Lemma for the induction. If no is a value of n for which {5S)

is true, then no + 1 is a value of n for ^ohich {26) is tnie,

.By the statement of the lemma it is known that

(29) (cos 0 + 7 sin 0)"® = cos tjqO + 7 sin noO.

It is to be proved that

(30) (cos 0 + 7 sin 0)"“+^ = cos (no + 1)0 + 7 sin (uq + 1)0.

If both sides of (29) are multiplied by cos 0 + 7 sin 0, the result is

(31) (cos 0 + 7 sin 0) • (cos 0 + 7 sin 0)"®

= (cos 0 + 7 sin 0) • (cos noO + 7 sin jjqO).
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Now the left-hand side of (31) is the left-hand side of (30) Also,

by lemma i the nghtrhand side of (31) is the nght-hand side of

(30) This completes the proof of the lemma for the induction

Smce (26) has been verified for the value 3 of n it is known by
the lemma that (26) is true for the value 3 -h 1, that is, the value

4 of n Agam, cmce (26) is true for the value 4 of n, it is known

by the lemma that (26) ts true for the value 4 -f 1, that is the

value 5 of n Tlierefore, by a contmuation of this process, (26) is

true for each positive mte^ml value of ii

7 The fifth roots of unity De Moivre’s theorem will now be used

to sohe (4) 11 2 IS given the notation (17), then (4) becomes

[r(coa 9 + 1 Rin 5)1® = 1 (cos 0* -f * sin 0*) Hence by De Moivre’s

theorem (4) becomes

(32) r®(cos 59 + * sm 59) 1 (cos 0* -f » sm 0*)

Then as in the discussion following (21) r is determined b} the

fact that r is positive and the equation r® *= 1 and 9 is determmed
from

(33) 56 =s 0* -1- fc SCO fc an mteger

Therefore r 1 Also the values 0 1 2 3 4 of yield respec-

tively the roots

2o = 1 (cos 0® -b t sm 0*),

/ 1 360® 1 360®\

(34) +

/ 3 300“ 3 360®\
.3 = l(^cos— -b.sin—j,

/ 4 360® 4 360®\
24 « 1

^cos—^ b » sm—-— \

,

of (4) If two values of I differ by an mteger which is divisible
by 5 then the two values 9 whidv are determined by (33) differ
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by an integer ivlncli is divisible by 300°. Therefore the two roots

(17) of (4) whicli arc determined by such values of /: have co-

terminal amplitudes and arc equal. Thus it has been proved that

there are five and onl3' five distinct numbers wliicli arc roots of

(4). These numbers arc tbe num-

bers (34). These numbers arc the

fifth roots of nnily.

The sj-mbol t is often used to des-

ignate the number which was given

the notation zy in (34). Therefore

-by De Moivre’s theorem = ro,

e® = zz, = z-i. In this notation

the five fifth roots of unitj’ are 1, t,

6^, e'K These complex numbem
determine respcctivclj- the five points

which are designated bj' 1, e, c,

in Figure 4. These points lie on the circle whose center is the

origin and whose radius is unity. They are the vertices of a reg-

ular pentagon.

8. The nth roots of unity. De ‘MoivTc’s theorem will now bo used

to solve (7). If the notation (17) is used for z, then (7) becomos

(35) [r(cos 0 + i sin 0)]" = l(cos 0° 4- i sin 0°).

Hence by Do Moivre’s theorem (7) becomes

(36) r"(cos nO -f- i sin nO) = l(cos 0° 4- i sin 0°).

Therefore r and 0 arc determined from

(37) 710 = 0°
-f- /j-SGO®, k an integer,

(38) r" = 1.

Therefore r = 1. Also, if two values of k differ by an integer which
is divisible by n, then the two values of 0 determined from (37)
differ by an integer which is divisible by 360°. Then the two roots
(17) which are determined by such values of k have coterminal
amplitudes and are equal. Thus it has been proved that there
are n and only n distinct numbers which are roots of z” = 1.

Fiooar. 4.
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These numbers are

20 = l(co3 0® +isinO‘’),

/ 1 3G0’
,

1 360°^
21 =llcoa +*8in—-— I,

/ 2 360“
,

2 3G0°\
(39) 22 = 1 1 cos—^— + 1 sm —

J

,

r (n - 1) 360“
. (» - 1) 360“T

r„_i = 1 I cos + 1 sm
J

These numbers are the nth roots of unity

These n numbers (39) may be wnttcn simultaneously by

/ fc 3C0“ 1. SC0“\
(40) Zk * 1 (cos h «sin I

,

it » 0 1 2 n - 1

\ow So IS actually a real number because its amplitude is 0“,

and hence by (6) the Y coordinate of the point determined by

Zo IS zero Also if n is an even mteger then n/2 is an mteger and

the value n/2 of k gives $ « 300“/2 - 180“ By (9) the Y coor

dinate of the point determined by Zn/t is zero Hence if nis even,

then r«/2 is a real number If nis odd then zo is the only real

number among the roots (40) These results ate eummacited m
theorem 1

Theoeem 1 If n IS a positive integer then there are n disbnct

nth roofs of ufiUy They ore the number# (^) that is Ihe numbers

(40) If n *8 odd, then Zg is the only real number among these roots

If n IS even, then Zg and z„/3 are ihe only real roots

PROBLEMS

1 Apply theorem 1 to find tlie fourth roots of unity Show that these

roots are the same as those found in seetK» 2 by factorization

2 Apply theorem 1 to find the nxth roots of unity Show that these roots

are the same as those found m fffoblem 4m section 2

3 By comparmg the results of problem 2 with (24) determine which of the

sixth roots of unity are cube roots of unity and which are not cube roots of
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4., Apply theorem 1 to find the eighth roots of unity. B3' comp-aring thcfio

results with the results of i^roblcm 1 determine precisely which of the eighth

roots of unity are fourth roots of unity and which arc not fourth root.s of vniity.

If the sj'mbol e is used to dcsignat-c the number wliich wa.s given

the notation Zi in (39), then by Dc Moivre's theorem r = zs,

= 2„_i. In this notation tlie n nth roots of unity are

'
1, c"“^ These complex numbers detcnninc respectively

71 points which lie on the circle whose center is the origin and

whose radius is unity. They are the vertices of a regular polygon

of n sides. The following theorem hn.s been proved.

Theoreji 2. If n u a positive integer, and if c designates the com-

plex- number cos {SG0°/n) + isin {SGO°/n), then the n nth roofs of

unity arc 1, e, t", • •
•, e"“'.

If n = 3, then c in tiicorcm 2 is the complex nu7nbcr whicii

was designated by w at the end of section o.

9. The nth roots of an arbitrary non-zero complex number. Dc
'Moivre’s theorem will now be used to solve the iiarticular bino-

mial equation

(41) = 07.

If the desired root is given the notation (17), then (41) becomes

(42) [r(cos 0 + i sin 0)]'‘ = l(cos 120'’ i sin 120°).

Hence b}" De Moivre’s theorem (41) becomes

(43) r‘'(cos 40 + i sin 40) = l(cos 120° -b i sin 120°).

Hence r — 1, and 0 is determined from

(44) 40 = 120° -f fc-3G0°, k an integer.

Hence

(45) 0 = 30° -f A: -90°, k an integer.

How, if two values of k differ by an integer which is divisible bj’^ 4,
then the values of 0 differ by an integer which is divisible by 360°.
Hence there are four and only four distinct roots of (41). They
are

(46) Zk = l[cos (30° -f /c*90°) + i sin (30° + A: -90°)],

fc = 0, 1, 2, 3.
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It IS to be noted especiJilly that each equation of the type (7)

has on the right-hand side a number whose modulus is 1 Equa-

tion (41) also has this property

As an illustration of the solution of an equation of the type (8)

in which the modulus of c is not 1, the equation

(47) 1? = 1 + t

will now be solved If a is given the notation (17), then (47) be-

comes

(48) [r(cos ff + t «n e)P = \/2{coa 45“ + i sm 45°)

Hence by De Moivre's theorem (47) becomes

(49) r®(cos S8 + t sm 36) = \/5(co8 45° + i sm 45°)

Therefore r and 6 are determined from

(50) r* - -s/S

(61) 39 - 45° + * 360° ^ an integer,

and the fact that r is a positive number It is a property of the

real number system that there is one and only one positive num
her which satisfies (50) This number is •^\/5 that is

Also the values 0 1 2 of i are the only ralues of k such that the

values of 9 which are determined from them by (51) are non-

cotermmal Hence there arc three and only three distinct roots

of (47) They are the numbers

Zo = </2[cos (16° -I- 0 120°) + t sm (16° + 0 120“)],

(52) 2i
= -^[cos (15°

-I- I 120°) + t sm (15° + 1 120°)],

Z2 = -^/Slcos (15° + 2 120°) -1- lein (15° + 2 120°)]

No new ideas are miolved m the solution of the general bino-

mial equation (8) If the required, root t is given the notation

r(cos 9 -f-

1

sm 9) and the complex number c the notation

«(coso; -f- tsm a), then by De Moivre's theorem the equation

2' = c becomes

(53) r'‘(cos n9 -h i sm n9) = «(cos a -h t sm a)

Therefore r and 9 are determined from

(54) r" = * r positive,

(55) n9 =* a -f- i 360°, k an mteger
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Now s is a positive number. Also it is a property of the real

number sj'stem that there is one and only one positive number

whose nth power is s. This positive number is designated by -^s.

Therefore r = v^.
Also (55) becomes

« + 7; -300°

(56) 0 = ,
h an integer.

Now, if two values of k differ by an integer wliich is a multiple of

n, then the two values of 0 determined from (5G) differ by an

integer which is a multiple of 3G0°. Therefore the values of the

root r(cos 6 + i sin 6) which are determined by the^-e two values

of k are equal. Hence there are exactly n distinct roots of the

equation s” = c. They arc the numbei-s ro, Ci, • •
•, r„_i, whose

values are

II/- / a
. .

2o = V s I cos - + 1 .‘'in - 1

,

\ 71 71 /

Zi

(57) •

2i

If e is defined a,s in theorem 2, then the product zo-e is the number
Zi. In geneial,

(58) zoe‘ = z. (z = 1,2, ••.,71 - 1).

Hence the follomng thcoiem has been proved.

Theorem 3. Let nbc a positive integer and e designate the com-
plex number cos {S60°/n) -j- i sin {360°/71). Let a trigonometric
form of the non-zero complex number c be s{cos a d- 7 sin a). Then
there are exactly n roots of the equation s" = c. They are the com-
plex number \/s[cos (a/n) -f isin {a/71)] and the products of this
complex number by e, • •

•, e"~^.

= ^cos
« + 1-300°

. .
a + 1-3G0

-1- i sin •

1 -300°^

n )
’

nr
.-1 = Vs cos

« -h (n - 1)..3G0”

« -f (n - 1)-3G0°'
-f 7 sin

’ 71
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If c > 0 and n IS odd, tlxoi 8o is only real root of (8) If

c > 0 and n is even, then 2o and 2o«*^^ are the only real roots

If c < 0 and n is odd, then Z(ii_i)/3 is the only real root^ If c < 0

and n is even, there are no real loOta

Corollary 1 If d%s a non-zero real number, then the cube roots

of d® are d, d«, du*

Proof If rf > Oandifn = 5,« = d,« = 0® in theorem 3, then

the result stated in the corollary is obtained If d < 0, then

—d >0 By the preceding case the cube roots of (—d)® are

—d, —du, —du* Therefore the result stated m the corollary is

obtamed by multiplication by —1

Corollary 2 If d and b are real numbers such that d® = 6^,

then d •• b

Proof If d or 6 is 0, then the other is 0, and they are equal

If d > 0 then d 6 by the property of the real number system

which follows (65) If d < 0 then -d > 0 and by the precedmg

case —d » —b Therefore d - 6

PfXOBLEMS

1 Find the cube tooU of u and the fifth roots of —

i

3

Find the cube rooU of —w and the fifth roots of i

3 Find the fifth roots of —I and the fifth roots of <»

4 Find the sixth roots of —1 and the sixth roots of —

u

5 Find Ihoftxsrth roots of — 1 + toad tbeBtthrooteol (1/2} — (y/3/2}i

6 Find the fourth roots of —1 —i and thefifth roots of (—1/2) — [y/3/2)t

10 Rekhon between the cube roots of a complex number and

the cube roots of the coniugate complex number If c + di is a

complex number, then the conjugate complex number is, by defini-

tion, c — di By (11) these complex numbers have the same posi-

tive number as moduli This modulus will be designated by s

It 13 also true, by (9) and tngoaometty, that, if a is an ampli-

tude of c + dt, then —a ts an amphtude of c — dt Hence

(59) c -f* dr = a(cos « + » sin a)

(GO) C — di = #[cos (—a) -h » sm (—a){
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The three cube roots oic + di will be designated by Ai, As, A^.

Therefore, by theorem 3 and (59),

( cos - + ? sin -
j ,

\ 3 3/

a + 300°
,

. .
a + 3G0°\

(Cl) As = = Vs (cos 1- t sin
J

,

As = yliw" = ^cos -
+ 2-300°

.
a + 2-300°'

h 1 sin

Tlie three cube roots of c — (U will be designated by Bi, Bn, Bs-

Therefore, by theorem 3 and (00),

J3i = "V^ ( cos f- i sin )

,

Vs 3 /

J/- / -a + 300°
.
-a + 3G0°\

(02) Bs = Biu = V s (cos 1- i sin 1

,

o 3/-/ -a+2-3C0°
Bs = Bio>- = ^ (cos + i

° -«+2-300°
sin )

By lemma 1 it is true that

(63) AiBi — ('^ )*(cos0° + i sin 0°).

Hence AiBi is real. Also, by (Oli) and (02i), it is true that the

modulus of Bi is the modulus of Ai and that an amplitude of Bi
is the negative of an amplitude of Aj. Hence B\ is the conjugate

of Aj. Again, by (GI2) and (G23), it is tnie that A2B3 = AiuBiur
= AiBioS^ — AiBi. Now the angle (—a + 2-3C0°)/3, which is

an amplitude of Bs, is not the negative of the angle {a. + 300°)/3,
which is an amplitude of A2. But (—a + 2-3C0°)/3 is coterminal
with — (a + 3G0°)/3, .since their difference, [(—a + 2-360°)/3]
— [— (a + 360°)/3], is an integer which is a multiple of 300°.

Hence — (a + 300°)/3 is an amplitude oi Bs. Hence Bs is the
conjugate of A2. Similarly it is proved that A3B2 is real and Bs
is the conjugate of A3. In lemma 2 these results are summarized.

Lemma 2. Lei a trigonometric form of the complex number c + di
be s{cos a + i sin a). Then a trigonometric form of c — di is
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s[cos (—a) +t«n(—a)J Let Ai desiffnale the particular cube root

^s[co« W3) + t «n (a/^1 of e + dt Let D\ designate (he par

ticular cube rooi '^s[cos (—«)/5 + * «« (— a)/3] of e — dt Then

the three cube roots of e + dt are At uAi and the three cube

roots of c — di are Bi aiBt Also Bt ts the conjugate of Ai

and At Bi ta a real number AUo a?Bi la the conjugate of uA\

and uAi is a real number Also «Bi ts the conjugate of oi^Ai

and u^Ai vBi ts a real number

Lemma 2 states the iropoitaDt fact that the three cube roots of

a complex number and the three cube roots of the conjugate com
plex number can be paired so that in each pair the two numbers

are conjugate complex numbers and their product is a real number

It 13 to be noted e«peciaJly that the proof of lemma 2 holds re

gardless of whether d m (59) is or is not zero Therefore lemma 2

IS true even if c + di is a real number

rROBUEJlIS

1 F nd the cube roots o( — I + « and tbe cube roots of — 1 — t Show
that tbsse cube roots can be paired as indicated jo lemma 2.

2 Proceed as m problem 1 tor w and its conjugate

3 Proceed as n problem I for 8 and its conjugate

4 Proceed as in problem I for —Sand is conjugate

6 Proceed as in problem I for (1/2) + (a/J/?)* and its eoajugate

6 Proceed as in problem 1 for 1 — • and its conjugate

There is further discussion of complex numbers m chapter 8

Other mterestmg and important facta about roots of unity are

discussed m the references oled at the end of this book



CHAPTER 2

CUBIC AND QUAirnC EQUATIONS

1. The general cubic equation and its reduced cubic equation.

In section 2 of chapter 1 the equation .r* = 1 was solved l)y fac-

toring the function — 1. 'J'hc equation 2x''’ — 5x~ — -lx 3

= 0 can also be solved by factoring, .since 2x^ — 5.r“ — -Ir + 3

s (z l)(a; — 3)(2x — 1). A method of finding such .simple

factors of function.s of this kind will be explained in chapter 3.

However, there are cubic functions which liavc no simple factoi's.

Therefore a general method of .solving cubic equations will now
be e.xplained.

It is as.simied that the coenicicnt.s a, h, c, d of the general cubic

equation

( 1 ) a.T‘* -f bjr -i- CT -i- cl = 0

are real numbers, and that the lojuling coefTicicnt a is not. zero.

A real cubic equation is an equation of the form (1) wliosc cocfli-

cients have these two propcrtic.s.

A number h is a root of (1) if and only if it is n root of

(2)

„ b ^ c (I

X + - -f - a; -i-
- = 0.

a a a

This is the meaning of the statement that (1) and (2) arc equiva-
lent equations.

It rnll now be c.xplained how the roots of (2) can bo found from
the roots of a more simple cubic equation. If x and y arc related
by the equation

(3)
f

then x determines y and y determines x. If x is a root of (2) and
if 2/.B computed by (3), then y is a root of the equation which is

obtained by substituting from (3) in (2). This equation is

(4)
be 2b^ \

3a^ 27a^/
= 0 .

21
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Converselj if y is a root of (4) and if (3) is used to compute x

then X 13 a root of (2) The complicated coefficients m (4) enter

frequently in the following proof Hence they mil be abbreviated

by _
(5) C = - - D = -

be 26*

Then (4) becomes

(6) j/* + Cy + D = 0

Therefore all the roots of (1) are obtained by solvmg the more

simple equation (6) for y and then determining x by (3) Equation

(6) determined from (1) by (6) IS called the reduced cubic equation

for (/)

2 Algebraic solution of the reduced cubic equahon If (7 » 0

then the equation (6) u the binomial equation

(7) !^--D
A method of solvmg this equation ivas explained in section 9

of chapter 1 A method of solving (6) it C will now be e\

plamed

K C ^ 0 then each value el y m 3s* — Sv* — C * 0 deter

mines two non zero values of s (inversely each non zero value

of s determines one v^ue of y because then this relation can be

written in the form

In particular a v alue of y which satisfies (6) determmes two non
zero values of z which satisfy the equation obtained by substi

tutmg (8) in (6) Hus equation is

f
+

Conversely each non zero value of z which satisfies (9) determines

a value of y which satisfies (6) The non zero values of z which
B-ltisfy (9) are the values of z which satisfy

C*
z^ + D^ = 0 Cs^O(10)



Therefore, if C 0, all roots y of (G) arc found by iiKing all rooti^

s of (10) in (8).

Now (10) Is a quadratic equation in The di.scriminant of

this quadratic equation will be designated by R. Ilcncc

(11 ) R ir~ + 4-
Also, the two numbers which arc the roots of this quadratic equa-

tion are (-D + \^)/2 and (-/) — ^/^)/2. Hence, if c satis-

fies (10), then z satisfies one of the equations

(
12)

-I) -t-

(13)

-D -

2

Conversely, if z satisfies (12) or (13), then z satisfies (10).

It was proved in section 9 of chapter 1 that there are exactly

three roots of (12) and exactly three roots of (13). Tlic three

roots of (12) will be designated by 2j, zo, 2;, and the three' roots

of (13) by 2.J, 25, 2o. Then, by (8), there arc six valuc.s of y:

(14) y. = ^ (f=l, --qG)*
OZi

It nill now lx* proved that

(1^) 2/4 = yi, 2/5 = Vz, ya = 2/2.

Hence it nnll follow that there arc exactly three roots of (G) if

C^O.
The first step in the proof of (15) is the proof that

tintro; ziZi —
, 22^0 = , ^3^5 = -r

—

O O Q

The fact that 2iz.i = —C/3 will be established by using corollarj’’

2 of chapter 1. Thus, first it wall be proved that Zi2.i is real and
that —C/3 is real. Then it wU be proved that (2124)^ = (-^C/3)’'’.

Now, if jf? g 0, then the right-hand sides of (12) and (13) are in-

deed conjugate complex numbers and therefore, bj'' lemma 2 of
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chapter 1, it is true that 2124 is real But, if R > 0, then

(_D V^)/2 and (—D — VB)/2 are unequal real numbers,

and hence lemma 2 cannot be used But then, by corollary 1 of

chapter 1, 21 is real and 24 is real, and hence 2124 is real Next,

by the hypothesis that a, 6, c, d m (1) are real, it is true by (5)

that —C/3 IS real Finally, 2i* = (—D + VR)/2, since 2i is a

root of (12) ,
also 24^ = {—D — Vfl)/2, since 24 IS a root of (13)

Hence 21^24® = (D® — R)/i Hence, by (11), it is true that

(2124)® = (-C/3)® This proves the first equality m (16) The

other equalities in (16) are proved m the same way
The first equality m (15) will now be proved Thus, by (14),

1/4 “ 24 - (C/324) Hence, by (16), yt = u + z\ Again, by

(14) Vi = 2j — (C/32i), and hence, by (16), pi = Zi + 24 There-

fore-y4 Vi The other equalities in (15) are proved m the same

way It IS especially to be noted that

pi = *l + «4. P2 “ P3 ^3 + *S

AUo, by lemma 2 of chapter I, rj «2i, 25 -> uhi, and Zi “ U2i,

ze - 11)^24 Therefore

(17) pi 2l + 24. Pz “ «2l + p3 “ + ‘*124

This completes the proof of theorem 1

Theoresi 1 The generatcu(nccqualt<max^ + hi* + C2 + d 0

k<i$ exactly three roots These roots are the numbers pj — (6/So),

P2 “ (b/Sa), p3 — (6/Stf), tn which pi, pj, pj ore the three roots of

the reduced equation p® + Cp + D = 6, whose coefunents C and D
are determined from the coefficients a, 5, c, d by (5) // C * 0, then

the roots pi, P2, Ps are found by theorem 3 of chapter 1 If C 7^ 0,

then Ike number R ts determined from C and D by (11) Then the

roots pi, p2, Pa ore found from the roots of two auxiliary equations

(12) and (13) If 2i is one of the roots of (It), then there is exactly

one root of (IS), designated by 24 such that the product 2124 is real

Then the three roots pt, p2, pa ore pwen by (17)

It is to be noted espeoally that onfe addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, division, extraction of roots are used to express zj and
24 m terms of the coefficients C and 2) These processes are the

alychraic processes Therefore these formulas gi\ e an algebraic so-

lution of the cubic equation These expressions are known as

Cardan’s formulas
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PROBLEMS

Solve the following cqunlions by Cnrtlnii's formulas.

I. + 24x= + - 31 =0. 2. r’ + Cr= + ISr - (181/27) «= 0.

3. 3-3 _ Gx= + 14i - (313/27) = 0. 4. j’ - 3j= + -ix - (28/27) - 0.

6. 27x* — 27x~ + 117x — 59 = 0. G. 8x^ + 12j'" — ISx 4* 9 = 0.

7. 3x® + 18r- + 27j - 4 «= 0. 8. 27x^ + 27x‘ -f 144x - G4 •= 0.

9. X* + 3xr + 5r + (100/27) «= 0. 10. x^ Sr- + 2x - (28/27) = 0.

II. x’ - 3x- + 4x - (1/54) = 0. 12. 3x* - 3t= - 2x + (2CS/27) = 0.

13. x* - Gx= + 1.5x - 10 = 0. 14. x= + Gx= + 15x + 11 .^0.

16. X? + Gx' + 9x + G =0. IG. x* — Gx' + Ox + 4 =0.

3. Trigonometric solution of the cubic equation witli real roots.

It i.s to be noted that in each problem of the preceding list the

numbem on the right-hand sides of (12) and (13) arc real numbens,

because R is a positive number. Thus in thc.se problems only the

cube roots of real numbers arc needed. If a numerical cubic

should lead to a value of R which Is a negative number, then the

cube roots of two complex numbers which arc not real would bo

needed. They could bo found by theorem 3 of chapter 1. How-
ever, there is a more j)ractical method of solving a cubic for which

R <0. This method will now be cxidaincd.

In the equation

(18) 2/5 -{- Cy + D = 0

it is now a.ssumcd that C 9^ 0 and that

(19) j)- 4— <0.
27

Also D is a real number, b}' (5) and the h3q)Othesis that the coef-

ficients a, fi, c, d of (1) arc real numbers. Hence D~ ^ 0, and
C < 0 by (19).

If D = 0, then equation (18) becomes

(20) Cy = 0.

Its roots are the real numbers 0, -f-'v/— C, —V —C.
If Z) 0, the following method involves only real numbers and

is preferable to Cardan’s metliod for obtaining numerical results.

Since C < 0, the number V—4C/3 is positive. Then each value
of y m
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detennmes a value ot z Conversely each value of 2 determmes a

value of y In particular a value of y which satisfies (18) deter

mines a value of z which satisfies the equation obtained by sub-

stituting (21) in (18) This equation is
(22)

(lf^V + C-y^* + D-0

Conversely a value of z which satisfies (22) determines a value

of y which satisfies (18) Nov the roots of (22) are the roots of

Therefore the roots y of (18) are found by using the roots z of

(23) in (21)

It will now be proved that if a is any angle the roots of

(24) 4Z* -3Z -cos3a - 0

are the real numbers

(26) cos a cos (a + 120*) cos (a -f 240®)

If ^ 13 any angle then cos 3^ - cos (^ + 2^) cos ^ coa 2^ —
sm ^ sin 2i^ — cos i^(2 cos* — I) — 2 sin* ifr cos “ 2 cos* —
cos 0 — 2 cos <Ji(l - co^ ) “ 4 cos* 0 — 3 cos ^ Therefore

4 cos* Scoe^ — cosS^^Oif^ia any angle Now if a is

any angle then three true equations are obtained by replacing <f)

m turn by a a + 120* a + 240® These three equations are

4 cos* a — 3 cos a — cos 3a = 0

(26) 4 co^ (a + 120*) - 3 cos (a -h 120*) - cosOfa+ 120") » 0

4 cos* (a + 240*) -3 cos {a -1-240*) - co3 3(a -f 240*) - 0

But cos 3(a + 120") = cos (3a + 360“) = cos 3a and cos 3(« -f

240") — cos (3« + 720") =» cos 3a Hence equat ons (26) become

4 (cos a)* — 3 cos a — cos 3a = 0

(27) 4[cos (a + 120*)]* — 3 cos (a -f- 120“) — cos 3a = 0

4Ico3 (a + 240*)]* — 3 cos (a + 240“) — cos 3a = 0

It IS to be noted especialfy that the third term is the same m each
of these equat ons Also equations (27) state the fact that the

numbers (25) are the roota of (24)
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It will now be proved that there is an angle « such that

cos 3a D
(2S)

4 (V—1C/3)3

Tin’s can be written in the form

(29) cos 3a =
-AD

(V-4C73)^
I

Therefore it is sufHcient to show that

(30) -1 <
AD

(y -AC/Zf
< 1 .

This continued inequality is true if and onlj' if

(31) -1 <
D

2(\/-C/3)“
< 1 .

Also (V

—

C/3)^ = V —C^I27. Tlicrcforc (31) is true if and only

if
1

D
1
< 0^127, and hence if and only if < 4(— C^/27).

By (19) this last inequality is true.

It has been proved that there is an angle 3a such that (28) is

true. The angle a is obtained bj' division. If this value of a is

used in (25), the resulting real numbers arc the roots of (23). If

this value of a is used in

cos a,

I—AC
(32) cos (a + 120°),

3

— cos (a + 240 ),
3

the roots of (18) are obtained.

This completes the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 2. If + Cy D = 0 is an equation vnth real

coefficients such that D^ + 4^127) < 0, then C < 0. If D = 0,

its roots are the real numbers 0, + -V~^. IfD 9^0, then

is a yositwe number and there is an angle a such that (29)
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iS trm Then the roots of ^ + Cy + D — 0 are Ike real numbers

(.S2)

In appljing theorem 2 to obtain numerical results loganthms

should be used By (29) the sign of cos 3a is opposite to the sign

of Z) If Z) < 0 an acute angle Sa is found from

(33) log cos 3a = log (—D) — 1 5 log {—C) + 1 5 log 3 — log 2

If D > 0 then there la an obtuse angle 3a and there is an acut6

angle f 6Ucb that

log cos f « log D — 1 5 log (—O + 1 5 log 3 — log 2

After 3a is found from (33) or (34) then a is obtamed by division

Now a IS acute since 3a la between 0* and 180® Therefore > 0

and log j/i " log cos a + (Ic^ (-C) + log 4 - leg 3]/2 Also o

+ 120® terminates m the second quadrant and there is on acute

angle P such that cos (a + 120®) - — cos ^ Therefore Vt <0
and log (-s/a) logcosd + llog(-0 + log 4 - log3]/2 Again

a + 240® terminates either in the third quadrant or in the fourth

quadrant If it terminates in the third quadrant there is an acute

angle y such that cos (a + 240*) - — cos *r Then ys < 0 and

log(—l/a) -logcos-y +llc€(—O +log4 -log 31/2 If « +
240® terminates in the fourth quadrant there is an acute angle £

such that cos (a -h 240*) ** cos 4 yj > 0 and log ys = log cos S

+ (log(-C)+log4-log31/2
Homer s method which is discussed m chapter 4 can also be used

to compute the roots of equations to which theorem 2 is applicable

Other facts about these equations are discussed in the references

at the end of this book

rnoBiEtis

Show that the reduced cub e equatura at each ot the tolbwing equatians has

R <0 Then solve the equaUoD tbe method of theorem 2

1 i’ + 6j® + 9j + 1- 0 8t’-3i*-3j+3=-0
3 !> + - 5 - 0 4 ** + 6i* + 10* + 3 - 0

-1 + 4- 0 6 *? + 12i* + 43z + 46 = 0
73x’ + 9i’ + 3*-2=0 82** + - 21-5-0
9 4i*-24i24.44x-23 -0 10 *»- 6i* + 6i + 8»=0

11 2i* - 61* +

1

+ 2 = 0 18 3i» - I81* + 31i - 13 = 0
0^ +\ai* +2&1 +^ -<0 1% til* + + l&r + h =ti

15 laji* + isfti’ - loox - 8a » q la ymi + sj =. a
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4, Discriminant of the cubic equation. By throrcin 2 the roots of

the reduced cubic equation are all real if R < 0 . By (3) a- is real

if and only if y is real. It wll now be proved that there are other

conditions under which the roots of a cubic are all real. In fact,

there is an expression involving the coeflicients of the cubic from

which tlic character of the roots of the cubic can be determined

without finding the roots. It is to be noted that there is an analo-
,

gous fact for the quadratic equation axr -!- b.r + 0 = 0. The di.s-

criminant of this eqtiation is l>~ — Aac. It is known that the roots

are real if and only if the discriminant is greater than or equal

to zero.

The discrimimnl of (he reduced cubic equation (G) is de.signatcd

by A. Bj' definition

A = (yi - j/2)‘(2/i - y.i)~(y2 - Vs)'-

An expression for A in tonns of the coefficients C find D of (fi)

will now be obtained. Then later it will be proved that the roots

of (6) are all real if and only if A ^ 0 .

It will now be proi’cd that

(35) A = —IC^ - 27D‘.

If C = 0
,
then (G) becomes j/* = —D, and its roots arc j/i

=

7/2 = wji, 7/3 = u-tji. Hence iji — 1/2 = ^—D {1 — w),

Vi — Vs = V—D (1 — or), 7/2 — 2/3
= — D{o} — or). Hence,

by the definition,

A = [{-y^)\l - w)(l - co=)(« - o}~)f.

Also 1 + CO + 0)2 = 0 by the definition of co, and co^ = 1. There-
f°rc U — w)(l — co‘) = 3 . Again, <0 — to* = \/^i. Finally

(^-D )3 = -D. Hence A = {-D-Z-'V^i)- = Z)=- 27r =
-27D^. Therefore (35) is true if C = 0.

^If C ?eo
,

then^^ by (17), t/i — 7/2 = (^i + 24) — (“>21 + orz^)
~ (I ~ “)(2l ‘^“24). Also 7/1 — 2/3 = (21 + *.)) — (w''2i + C0Z.()

= (1 — to^)(zi — to24). Finally 7/2 ^ Ve — (w2i + 10*24) — (10*21

+ "24) = (co — 10^) (zj — 24). Hence, by the definition,

A = [(1 — 10) (1 — 0)2) (co — 10^) (21 — Z4)(2 i
— 1024) (21 — w-24)]*.

Now it was proved in the preceding case that (1 — 10) (1 — lo*) = 3
and that 10 — 10^ = -y/Hi, Also it is verified directly that
(2i — zt){zi — 1024) (zi — 10^24) = zi^ — 24^. Hence, by (12) and
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(13) this product is y/R Therefore A = (3 -y/Si “
—27R Then (35) follows by (11) This completes the proof of

the foUowmg theorem

Tbxoreji 3 The discnmtmmt A oj the reduced cubic equation

y® + Cy + D = 0 ts by defaitltott theJunction (yi — yi)^{yi
—

ys)*

(1/2 — 1/3)^ of its roots y\ yj The value of A tn terms of the

coefficients of the equation m — — S7D^ Also A — —^R

The value of the function (ii — ®2)*(*i — — ^s)* of the

roots of the general cubic equation (1) will now be determined in

terms of the coefficients a b e d of that equation By (3)

xi — lEj - I/I - Vi xi—Xi = yi— yz Xj — I3 = Vs - Vs Also

by (5) and (35)

(36) o*A -4ac® + b^c^ - 46’d + ISabcd - 27a*d*

Therefore by the definition of A

(37) a*(a:i - ars)*(^i - X3)*(i, - 13)’

- -4ac* + bV - 4b®(i + iSabcd - 27o*d»

The left-hand side of (37) is by definition the dtscnminant of the

general cubic equation (!) Hence the following result has been

proved

TnxoBEM 4 The discriminant of the general cubic eguofion

ox® -f bx* -}- car -1- d - tJ »» byde^ition the function a*(,Xi — Z2)*

(zi — Z3)*(z2 — Z3)* of its roots Zi X3 X3 The value of this dis-

criminant IS a*A in which A 1* the discnminant of its reduced cubic

The lalue of the discnminant of the eqwUion oz® -|- bz* + cz -h d
= 0 in term of the coefficients of this equation is —4oc® -|- b^c*

- 4b^d + ISabcd - 27d?d?

It IS especially to be noted tiiat the function a*(ri — Z2)*

(zi — Z3)*(z2 — 13)^ la used as the definition of the discriramant

of the general cubic instead of the function (zi — Xz)‘^[xi — Z3)*

(xz — Z3)® In section 3 of chapter 9 there is an explanation of

this fact

Leuua 1 A cubic equation with real coefficients has three real

roots or it has one real root and two complex roots which are not real

These non-real roots ore conjugate oom^fez wuiuberi
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Proof. Since x is real if and only if ij is real, it is sufTicicnt to

prove the lemma for (6). It Avill be proved that, if .4 and JB arc

real numbers sueh that J5 0 and ..I + Bi is a root of (G), then

A — Bi and —2.4 are tlic other two roots of (G). By substituting

A 4- Bi in (G) and performing the indicated operations, the equa-

tion - iAB- + CA + D + {^A-B - /?'’ + CB)i = 0 is ol>-

tamed. B}' the definition of equality of conij)le.x numbers, this i'’

trae if and only if .4^ — 3/1B“ -f- CA -f B = 0 and 3/1

4- CB = 0. These same conditions aic obtained if .4 — Bi is .sul>-

stituted in (G). Again, .since B 0, the second condition implies

Br = 3.4* -f C. If tiiis is used in the first condition, tlie equation

—8-4^ — 2C/1 4- B = 0 is obtained. Tliercfore —2.1 is the third

root of (6).

Theorem 5. The roots of the real reduced cuhtc equation (6) arc

all real ij and only ij A 0.

Proof. By the definition, A & 0 if each of j/i, yz, ya i'^ a real

number, lliis is the meaning of that part of theorem 5 which

states that the roots arc all real onb* if A g 0.

It will now bo proved th.at, if A ^ 0, then the roots are all real.

This irill bo done bj' .showing that the -second of the two possi-

bilities in lemma 1 contradicts the hypothc.si.s A § 0. If j/i is the

real root of (6) and j/o is given the notation s 4* ti, in nhich s and
i are real numbers and t 7̂ 0, then 7/3 — s — ti. Therefore

2/1 - 2/2 = (2/1 — s) - ti, and yi — ija = {iji — s) 4* ti. Also ijz

— Va = 2ti. Hence A = [[(j/j — s) — /i)[(yi — s) 4* /i]-2/i}“ =
[(2/1 — s)^ 4- /*]*(— 4t“). Since t, iji, s are all real and 2 5^ 0, it is

true that (iji — ^ 0 and {(yj — s)~ 4- /“]" ^ 2* > 0. There-
fore A < 0. This contradicts the hypothc.sis that A ^ 0.

Theore.m 6. The roots of a real cubic equation arc all real and
unequal if and only if its discriminant is -positive. At least two of
the roots are equal if and OJily if -its discriminant is zero; then all the

roots arc real. One of the roots is a real number and the other two
roots are conjugate complex numbers which arc not real if and only
if the discriminant is negative.

Proof. By (3) and the relation between the discriminant of
(1) and the discriminant of (G) wluch Avas proved in theorem 4, it
IS sufficient to prove theorem 6 for (G). By (35) A is a real num-
er. Therefore A > 0, A = 0, or A < 0. By the definition,
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A = 0 if and only if at least tno of the roots are equal Then the

roots are all real by theoron 5 Also, the roots are all real and

distinct if and only if A > 0, theorem 5 Again, if one of the

roots IS a real number and the other two roots are conjugate com-

plex numbers which are not real then A < 0 by the proof of

theorem 5 This is the meaning of that part of the last sentence

of theorem 6 which states that the roots are of this nature only

if A < 0 Fmally it inll be proved that, if A < 0, then the roots

are of this nature This is true because, by the first sentence in

the proof of theorem 5, the first possibility m lemma 1 contradicts

the hypotheses that A < 0

PROBLEMS

Compute the discnnuoant for each of tbe following equationi and char

actenie its roots

I *» - 6r* -t- 8* 4-0
3 x* + 22’-Sz-6-0
6 &» + 8j*

-I- 7* -t- 2 - 0
T **+** - 3* + 3- 0

9 V* + 2lf> -hWj - 40 - 0
11 V* + 2jf* + 8y + 7 - 0
13 v‘ + 8s(* + My -I- 04 - 0
16 y* - - 16v - 20 - 0

i 4r* + 4i’ - 15* - 18 - 0

4 *»-h4i*-|.*-6-0
6 **+2i» + »- 4- 0

8 Zt* - 111* -I- 12* + 9 - 0

10 + 12sf + 8 - 0

12 »• + 3y* + 24y - 28 - 0

14 y* + 7y» + 16y + 12 - 0

16 y* + 33y* - 8y - 800 - 0

6 Algebraic solution of the quartic equation The roots of an

equation of the fourth degree are obtained by solving auxiliary

cubic and quadratic equations A notation for the general quartic

equation is

(38) Ax* +Bx^ + C:^ + Dx + E = 0
,
A^O

A real quartic equation is an equation of the form (38) whose
coefficients are real numbers A number r is a root of (38) if and
only if r IS a root of the equation

Hence the general quartic equation may be gii en the notation
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Now (40) is equivalent to the equation

a;‘‘ + bx^ + xr = x~ — cx^ - (lx — c,

and hence to

/ t) /li^ \
(41) + -xj = ~

It may be that the expression on the right of (41) is a perfect

square of a linear function of x. This is true, for example, if the

quartic (40) is the equation x"* + 4x^ + 3.r" — Gx — 0 = 0. Then

the equation (41) is (x* 4- 2x)~ = x~ + Gx + 9. This cejuation is

equivalent to (x‘ + 2x)* = (x + 3)“. Hence the roots of the orig-

inal numerical quartic are all the roots of x* + 2x = x -h 3 and

all the roots of x“ -f- 2x = — (x -{- 3).

If the quadratic function on the right of (41) is the sq\iarc of a

linear function, that is, if there arc constants p and q such that

(42) x* — (lx — c £s (px + (ff,

then the roots of (40) !irc the roots of the two quadratic equations

(43) X* -1— X = 7JX -f g,
2

*

(44) - X — —{px -h q).
2

Now a quadratic function is the square of a linear function if and
only if the roots of the corrasponding quadratic equation arc equal
numbers, and hence if and only if the discriminant of the C[uad-

ratic function is zero. Also, the discriminant of the quadratic
function which forms the left-hand side of (42) is {—(!)" —
4[(6^/4) — c](— e). Therefore there are constants p and q such
that (42) is true if and only if

(45) (p + c(?>2 _ 4c) = 0.

If (45) is true of the coefficients of (40), then the roots of (40)
are the roots of the two quadratic equations (43) and (44).
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But, if (45) IS not true of the coefficients of (40), then the right-

hand side of (41) 13 not the square of a linear function of x, and

the preceding method of solving (41) is not apphcable

One way of solving (41), if (45) is not true, will now be explamed

If t IS any number, then the roots of (41) are the same as the roots

of theequation which is obtamed by adding [i® -f- (l>/2)x]f +(fV^)

to both sides of (41) Therefore (41) is equivalent to

(46) + + ^

The left-hand side of (46) is the perfect square [i* + (f>/2)x +
(</2)]* Also, by the fact which follows (44) the quadratic func-

tion on the nght of (4G) is the square of a linear function of z if

and only if the discnnunant of this quadratic function is zero

Therefore, ifttsa particular number such that

then the particular equation (46) in which i has this value will

have Its nght-hand side actually the square of a Imear function

of X That 18,
if < IS a value of y which satisfies the equation

then there are numbers P and Q dependmg on < such that the

particular equation (46) m which t has this value becomes

(49) + + -(P^^ + O)"

Then the roots of (41) are the roots of the two equations

(50) 3f‘ + tx + ^
= Px + Q,

(51) + -(P* + Q)
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If tLe operations in (4S) are performed and terms involving the

same powers of y are combined, the resulting equation is

(52) — cy" + — \c)y — d* — + dec = 0.

This equation is called the resolvent cubic equation of the quartic

m-
Logically there arc not two casas, depending on Avhether

(i“ + c{b~ — 4c) is or is not zero, because, if f — 0 in (4G), then

(41) is obtained. In practice the exprc.«.sion d" + c(6‘ — 4c) is

first computed. If d" + c(/r — 4c) is zero, then (42) Ls ^vTitten

dowm at once, with no reference to (52). But if d" + c{b‘ — 4c)

is not zero, then one root of (52) is found. Then equation (49) is

written domi. In each case the four roots of the quartic equation

are the roots of two quadratic equations. Tlie following theorem

has been proved.

TnEonEM 7. The roots oj the quartic equation x’ + bx^ + car +
dx + e = 0 arc found from a root t of the resolvent cubic equation

— cjf + {bd — Jtc)y — d~ — Ire + //cr = 0. There are numbers

P and Q sueli that the quadratic function [{b‘//i) — c + t]x‘ +
\Q)/2)t — d]x + [{ir/Jf) — c] is {Px + Q)~- Then the roots of the

quartic equation arc, the roots of the tivo quadratic equations {oO)

and (51).

In the following problems each equation has the form (40) with
integral coefficients. Therefore the resolvent cubic equation has
integral coefficients. The following illustration shows how to de-

termine anj"^ integral root which the cubic may have. The resol-

vent cubic oi x‘^ -Zx~ + 1 = 0 K if + Zy- - 4y - 12 = 0. If

k is an integer wliich satisfies this cubic equation, then -f-

— 4fc = 12. Therefore -b 3/c — 4) = 12. This shows that k
is a factor of 12. If one of the integers in the list ±1, ±2, ±3,

=t:6, ±12 satisfies the cubic, it is used as t. If each integer
in the list does not satisfy the cubic, then the cubic has no integral
root, and a non-integral root is used as i. Similarly, an integral
root of (52) is a factor of the constant term of (52). If one of the
factors of the constant term of (52) satisfies (52), it is used as i.

each of these factors does not satisfy (52), then (52) has no
integral root and a non-integral root of (52) is used as i.
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PRODLEAIS

Solve tbe foflomng quart c equat <ms tlie method of theorem 7

1 + 8i - 3 0

2 I* 6r* + - 3 0
3 I* 2j* + 3i-2 = 0

4 i' - 3i* lOi - 6 - 0
6 X* &r* - 6i - 5 = 0
6 7r* + lOi - 4 1 0
7 X* -f- + Gi + 4 0

8 X* + 5i 6=0
9 X* + 31-2-0

10 Sr* + ar + 3 0
11 I* - - ISi 6-0
12 z’ + 2z + 2 0
13 I* lOi* + Ox - 2 - 0
14 z* - 12x3 31 + 2 0
16 z* - 33x3 6x + 2 - 0
16 a3 14x* + Sx + 6 0
17 ix* + 4r’ + 15x3 +8 0
16 12x3 + 24*3 + 32/3 + 12x + 3 0
« 3x* 8x* + 4x3 3x + 3 - 0
20 *3+3x* + 4x3 + l 0

e Discnminatit of the ^uaitsc equaboB If X\ and xt ace tbs

roots of (60) and xa aad Z4 the roots of (51) thea Zi xj xa Xt

are the roots of (40) Nov it » proved in elementaiy algebra

that if xi and xj are the roots of (M) and henco of

(53) «> + Q-p)» + (^-q).o
then

(54) X* + "

Similariy if 13 and xt are the roots of (51) and hence of

(55) i“ + Q + p)i: +Q + q^.0
then

(56
) (2 (2'^^) (^ - “'=^4)

Equal on (49) can be writtenm the form + (5/2)x + (t/2))*

“ + 0)^ = 0 Sim lariy (46) can be written m the form
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/(x) = 0 . Therefore, for (he particular t u^'CcI in (-19 ), /(x) is iden-

tically equal to [x= + {h/2)x + (//2)]= - (Px Q)-. Also, by

the way in A\hich (-1 G) was obtained from ( 10),

(57) 3^ + + ex- + (lx + c = /(x).

Therefore

(58) x‘* + bx^ + (XT' + (h + c ^x* + “ o)
~

The function on the right-hand side of (58) is the product of the

function on the left-hand side of (51 ) and that on the left-hand

side of (56). Therefore

(59) x^ + 5x^ -f cx“ dx -b c

= (x - xi)(x - X2)(X - X3)(X - Xj).

The expanded form of the product on the right-hand side of

(59) is x"* — (xi -b X2 -f X-! -b xOx'* -b (Xi.r2 + X1X3 -
1
- XiXt -b

X2X3 -b X2X4 -b XjXi)x- — (X1X2X3 -b XiX2Xt -b Xi.r.iX^ -b X2X3X|)x -b

X1X2X3X1. lienee, by equating tlic coefficients of like poucis of x,

the following relations arc obtained:

-6 = xi -b .T2 -b X3 -b X4,

c = X1X2 -b XiT-i -b xiXi -b .T2r3 -b X2T1 -b .X3T1,

(60)
-d = XiX2r3 -b XiXox, -b Xir3Xj -b .r^xjx,,

C = X1X2X3X4.

In the following discussion the particular functions xjXo -b X3X1,

^1X3 -b X2X4, X1X4 -b X2r3 of the roots xj, X2, xa, xi of the quartic

occur frequentlj'. They mil therefore bo designated by sj, zn, Z3.

Thus, by definition,

2 l
= XiXo -b X3T1,

(61 ) zo = X1X3 -b X2T4,

23 = XiX4 -b X2Xa.

Now, if these three equations arc added and the second equation
la (CO) is used, it is found that

(6^)
-b 22 -b Z3 = c.

Another important lelation between 21, 22, 23 will now be found,
hus 2iZ2 -b ZiZs -b 2223 = (X1X2 -b X3T4 )(Xi.X3 + XoTl) "b (x’lXo +
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Leiql4 3 The Jour tooUoJ a real guarbc equation km mcj Ik
JoUo'stno p-vperlies (i) all the roots are real numhcri, (h) hfo rooi,

ere real numbers, and hro roots are conjugate complex numfcfra ifW
ore not real, (jii) the four roots are txo pairs of conjugate emph
numbers ttkich are not real

First It toH be pro\cd that, if » and < are real oumben
such that t 0 and « + h IS a root of (10), then s - h 13 a root
of (40) Substitution of « + ti in (40) jields an equation of fc

^* *^ ***** ^ "Inch Cl and cj are real constants depending
on ,c,d,e,s i Substitution of « — It jn (40) j lelds the equation

~ ^ definition of equality of complex number*
^c 0 these equations is tme if and only if ci = 0 and e2 = 0

^ ^ expressions for ci and C; it u leniied

a ‘ rlJ t
** * + 2»)l + C + 3i* - f* + 2ibl

V, *
^

+ « + dr 4. c The roots of the equation formed
y equa mg the first factor to aero arc « + <i and » - ft Tie

ar» r °i
formed bj equating the Bceond factor to lero

arc not
conjugate complex numbers vbeh

eounimt, ,f
*

j

are eouni
^ ^ dtscnmtnanl ts zero No two of the roofs

number* .fi,,
.‘^^‘’®^®''®"<*f“’*«^<f*ioroofaarecoruujafee<mipl«

malion Tie
discriminant of &t

f^hich are not rent
*’“*''* conjugate complex nimbers

ts positiie
’ discnmtnanl of the egualm
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are verified in the same way. Ticncc, l)y (05), 6 = (j/i — y2)“(i/i

—
2/3)‘(y2 — I/s)'- Again, the discriminant of tlic reaolvent cubic

(52) is (j/i — i/2)“(!/i — I/3)"(l/2 — I/s)". •‘5i»cc the leading coefTicicnt

of tliis cubic is 1. Therefore the discriimnant 5 of the quartic (//O)

eqmls thc discrivwiavt of its resolvent cubic (52).

Comparison of the coeflicicnts of the cubic in theorem 4 and the

coefiicients of (52) shows that a, h, c, d in tlicorem 4 arc replaced

respectively by 1, — c, hd — 4c, —d~ — h'c + 4cc in (52). There-

fore the dLscriminant of (52) is obtained from the expression for

the discriminant in theorem 4 by these rcjdacements. Hence

(68) 5 = -^bd - 4c)3 + c^bd - 4c)= + 4c‘'*(-d= - 5=c + 4cc)

- 18c(5d - 4c) ( - 5=0 + 4cc) - 27( -d' - bh + 4cc)=.

Another method of obtaining (GS) is to find the reduced cubic

equation + CY + I) = 0 for the resolvent cubic (52). Thus
by (5), -ndth a, b, c, d replaced rcspectivelj’’ by 1, — c, bd — 4c,

—d= — 5=e -f 4ce,
O

C = bd - 4c
3

(69)

D = -d=
„ See bed

6=c 4-
1

3 3

2c^

in the reduced cubic of (52). By theorem 3, the discriminant of

this reduced cubic equation is —4C= — 27JD=. Since the coeffi-

cient of in (52) is 1
,
the discriminant of the resolvent cubic

(52) equals the discriminant of its reduced cubic. Therefore

(70) ^
5 = -4C= - 27D~,

in which the values of C and D are given by (G9). This completes
the proof of the follondng theorem.

Theoeem 8 . Let xi, X2 , X3 , xa be the roots of the quartic equation

+ bx^ cx^ + dx + e — 0. Then its discriminant 5 is, by defi-

nition, the function’ '
. I/Wu lOOVS

{xi — X2)^(xi — X3)=(xi — X4)=(x2 — X3)=(x2 — X the liypotliesls

AT ^ «-• It nail now
Atso 5 ts evaluated m terms of the coeffwients of i'jjy showing that
and (69). The discriminant 6 of the quartic

(.(d ^ contradiction
cnminant of its resolvent cubic equation (62).

5 q
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Lemma 3 The Jour roots oj a real quariie eguaiion haie one oj the

following properties (t) aU the roots are real numbers, (li) two roots

are real numbers, and two roots are conjugate complex numbers which

are not real, (tii) the four roots are two pairs of conjugate complex

numbers which are not real

Proof First it toU be pro\ed that, if s and t are real numbers

such that t 0 and « + ti is a root of (40), then s — <i is a root

of (40) Substitution of s + f» m (40) yields an equation of the

form Cl + e2t = 0 in nhich cj and Cj are real constants dependmg

on b, c, d e,s,t Substitution of a — ft m (40) yields the equation

Cl — cjt = 0 By the definition of equalitj of complex numbers,

each of these equations is true if and only if C| = 0 and cj = 0

Agam using t 0 and the expressions for ci and Cj, it is \cnfied

that - 251 + s» + t*)(x* + {b + 2s)x + c + 3j® - + 25b]

**i*+la*4-c2*+tb + e The roots of the equation foimed

by equatmg the first factor to zero arc s + fi and e — ft The

roots of the equation formed b) equating the second factor to zero

are real numbers, or they are cooiugate complex numbers nhicb

are not real

Theorem 9 There are at least two egual roots oj o real quartie

equation if and only if its dtscnmtnant u zero No two of Ike roots

are equal and two roots are real while two roots are conjugate complex

numbers ukteh are not real if and only if the discnminant of the

equation is negative The Jour roots are real and unequal, or the four

roots are unequal and form two pairs of conjugate complex numbers

which are not real if and only if the discnmtnant of the equation

ts positive
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such that a 0 and xi = u + vi. If the notation is chosen so that.

Xo is the conjugate of xi, then X2 — it — vi. Also, there arc real

numbei'S s and t such that / 5^ 0 and .T3 = s -{- (i. Then .t.i =
s — ti. Now Xi — Xo = 2vi, and X3 — X4 = 2li. Hence (xj —

— ^>^4
)“ = 16a'/’ > 0. Again Xi — X3 = (h — s) + (a —

t)i, and xo — X4 = (it — s) — (v — /)?... Hence (xi — X3)(xo — x.i)

— (m — s)“ + (a — /)". Since xi 9^ X3 and Xo 9^ therefore

{ii — s)^ > 0 or (v — t)~ > 0, and (xi — Xa)“(xo — x.i)“ > 0. Sim-

ilarly it is proved that (xi — x.i)'(x2 — xa)” > 0. Hence by (05)

it follows that 5 > 0. This completes the proof of the part of the

last sentence of theorem 9 which stales that the four roots arc real

and unequal, or the four roots arc unequal and form two i)air3 of

conjugate complex numbers which arc not real, only if 0 > 0.

The other part of the last sentence of theorem 9 is the converse

of the part which has just been proved. This converse will bo
proved later.
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contradiction Thus by that part of the last sentence of theorem

9 which has already been proved, if no two roots are equal and if

(i) 13 true, then 5 > 0 and there is a contradiction of the hypoth

esis that 5 < 0 Similarly the hypothesis (in) and the hypothesis

« < 0 yield a contradiction It follows that, if 8 < 0, then (u) is

true This completes the proof of the other part of the second

sentence of theorem 9

The other part of the last sentence of theorem 9 is proved m an

analogous manner This completes the proof of theorem 9

The two Cases m the last sentence of theorem 9 can be charac-

tenzed if new functions of the coefficients are used These fimc-

tiona are the Sturm functions for the quartic equation In chap-

ter 4 Sturm's method will be discussed for an equation of arbitrary

degree

Discriminants are discussed further in chapter 9 The works

listed as references at the end of this book contain additional in-

fonnation about cubic and quartic equations

PROBLEMS

Compute the duenmiaant tot each of the following equations and char-

aetenze ite roote

1 r* + &e* + St* -5x-$mO
2 ** + At* - 7j* - 29* +30 - 0
3 9** - lOt* + C* - 18 » 0
4 a‘ + Ar* + ** + * - 1 - 0

6

12** + 24** + 32x* + I2r + 3 - 0
6 3i* - At* + 4i* - 3* + 3 - 0
7 t*-6x* + gt* + 4x-lZ^O
8 I* + 9** + 27i* + 31s + 12 - 0
9 x* + x* + x'*~5 = 0
10 x*+2x*-x-l = 0
11 I* + 4x* + lOi* + 12x +9 = 0
12 l‘ + 4i* + 14** + 20* + 25 = 0



CHAPTER 3

GENERAL THEOREMS ON ROOTS OF POLTOOMIAL
EQUATIONS

1. Integral roots of polynomial equations whose coefficients are

integers. Synthetic substitution. The equation

(1)
- 13.t= + 2r - 28 = 0

will now be used to illustrate an important method in the solution

of certain equations. The function of x which constitutes the

left-hand side of (1) is called a polynomial in .t of degree 4. Let

f{x) designate tliis pof3Tiomial. Thus

(2) /(x) s x"* - Gx^ - 13x= + 2x- 28.

It is to be noted especiallj’’ that each of the coefficients in /(x) is

an integer. It will now’ be explained how to determine whether

there is any integer which is a I’oot of (1). Indeed all integral

roots of (1) will be determined. There are infinitcb' man}'- integers.

Therefore it is impossible to test each integer bl" substitution in

(1). In fact, no integer should be tested in (1) until some pre-

liminary information is obtained as a guide to the selection of

integers to be tested. Furthermore, the test should not bo made
by direct substitution, because raising an integer to a power is

tedious. The test should be made bj'’ sjmthetic substitution, which
will be explained later.

If r and s are integers, the statement that s is a factor of r means
that there is an integer t such that r = st. It is also said that

s divides r and that s is a divisor of r.

It will now be proved that, if b is an integer wffiich is a root of

(1), then b divides 28. This is the preliminary information to

which reference was just made. After this is proved, then the in-

tegers ±1, ±2, ±4, ±7, ±14, ±28 could be tested. The integer
3 w’ould not be tested because, if 3 wmre a root of (1), then there
W'ould be an integer q such that Zq = 28, and hence a contradic-

43
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tion would be obtained The hypothesis that b is a root of (1)

means that the number /(b) that is the number

(3) b* - 6b® - 13b* + 25 - 28

IS mdeed zero Now since b is an integer and since each coefficient

m (3) IS an integer it is true that (3) is an integer Hence

(4) 5(6® - 66* - 136 + 2) = 2S

IS a true relation between integers Also the number b® — 6b*

— 13b + 2 IS an mteger It will be designated by q Then (4)

becomes

(5) b? = 28

Therefore b is a factor of 28

Before synthetic substitution is erplained theorem 1 will be

proved so that later the type of argument which led to (5) may
be applied to the general equation instead of merely to the par

ticular equation (1) The integers are the numbers 0 ±1 ±2
±3 A polynomial in x of degree n is a function of x which

baa a i ery special form It is a sum of one or more terms Bach

of these terms is the product of a coefficient which does not in

volvex and does not depend on X andapowerofx Theexponent

of this power of x must be a positive mteger or zero The highest

power of X has the exponent n and the coefficient of thia term is

not zero Thus o polynomial in x of degree n is an express on of

the form

(6) uo®" + oix" ’ + + a, ix + 0,

in which n IS a positive integer or zero Oq On s^re independent

of X and <io5^0ifn>0 A rail polynomial is a polynomial

vhose Coefficients are real numbers It is to be noted especially

that a constant is a polynomial m z of degree zero If y is inde-

pendent of X then j/x* + 2yx -|- j/* is a polynomial in x of degree 2

Thiokem 1 If fix) M a polynomtttl tn x of po$ttne degree n
uhose coefficients are integers and if b ta an integer uhich is a root

of the equation fix) =0 tkenbtsafador of Uie constant term infix)

Proof The statement that 5 is a root of f(x) ~ 0 means that

/(b) = 0 that IS that cotf* + ojb'* ^ + + a,_ib + On = 0
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Henco b(aoV‘ ^ + oj?)”
“ -}“•••{* On—i) “ On- ?^ow, if Q is de-

fined by 5 = — "b Oifi”
“
-b* * On—i)i then, q is nn in-

teger such that bq = o„. This completes the proof of Iheoicm 1,

If fix) is the particular polynomial (2), then

(7) j(4) = 1.44 _ 6-4^ - 13-4= -b 2-4 - 28.

The computation of this integer /(4) will now be explained in

greater detail than is used in practice, to ilhistratc the reason whj'

the method is correct. Later this computation ^\ill be greatly

abbre\natcd in a simple table. Thus

-2 = 1-4 - G,

-21 = -2-4 - 13 = (1-4 - 6)4 - 13 = 1-4= - G-4 - 13,

-82 = -21 -4 -f 2 = (1 -4= - G-4 - 13)4 + 2

= 1-4^ - 6-42 - 13-4 -f 2,

-356 = -82-4 - 28 = (1-4^ - 6-4= - 13-4 -b 2)4 - 28

= 1-4’ -G-d^* - 13-4= +2-4 -28.

Therefore /(4) = —35G. It is to be noted c.specially that each

step consists of a multiplication by 4, followed by an addition or

subtraction. This proce.'^s is displajmd in the table

1 -G -13 2 -28
4 -8 -84 -328

1 -2 -21 -82 -350

The integer 4 is not a root of (1), since /(4) 0.

If the process of computing /(— 2) is exhibited similarly in de-

tail, it is found that /(—2)
= —20. The successive steps yield the

table

1 -0 -13 2 -28
I

-2
-2 IG -G 8

1-8 3-4 -20

The integer —2 is not a root of (1). Similarly it i.s found that
each of /(I), /(-I), /(2), /(-4), /(7), /(-7), /(14), /(-14) is dif-

ferent from zero. Therefore (1) has no integral root.
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PROBLEMS

Find all the integral roota of the following equations

1 I* - 2j* - 6i + 6 - 0
2 ;^ + ar* - 62-8-0
3 X*- 72* + 52* + 312 - 30 - 0

4 2* - 3i* - 272* - 132+42 - 0

6 2< + 32*-22* + 6i-8 = 0
6 2* - 52* + 3z* + 152-18-0
7 2* + 32* - 62* - 142 + 12 - 0

8 2* — 42* + 52*— 22 — 12 — 0

9 2* - 22* - 132* + aSx - W - 0

10 2* - 62* + 32* + 262 - 24 - 0

11 2* + 2* - 22* + 172 - 5 - 0

12 i« 2* - 42* + 92 - 3 - 0

13 2* - 92* + 18i* + 13i* - 192 - 4 - 0
14 2* 42* + 2* + lOr* 202 + 24 -0
16 2* - 22* - 392* + «J + 140 - 0

18 2* + 82* - I9i* - 1222 + 240 -0
17 62* - 472* + 632* + 2O2 - 12 - 0
18 9i* - 302* - 72* + 3O2 - 8 - 0
19 6«* - 72* - 162* +21r - 6 - 0
20 152* + 2* + 432* + 32 - 6 - 0

There are several simplifications of this method of findisg all

the mtegraJ roots of a polynomial equation whose coefBcients are

integers Be/ore these simplifications are evplained it will be

proved that the method of synthetic substitution is valid for an

arbitrary polynomial (6) m which n > 0 The notation /(x) will

designate this general polynomial It is to be noted especially

that in this proof the coeffiaents m (6) are not necessarily mtegera

Indeed the coefficients may be any complex numbers Also m
this proof the number c is a fixed but arbitrary complex number

The general rule for computation of /(c) by synthetic substitu

tion will now be explamed The numbers no cj consti

tute the first row m a table The numbers m the third row are

designated by Jio fci fcn Under ci in the first row koc is

written m the second row under oj is written kiC under

IS wntten k„ jC Also ko = oo and each of ki kn is the sum
of the two numbers standing above it Thus the table for the

computation by synthetic substitution is

Oo Oi 01 o« 1 a,
[_£_

toe *ie Jb. ic fcn-jc

L) ii kt kn-l k.
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and

(8)

ko — Oq,

ki — fli -{- A'oc,

fco ~ kiC,

ICft — On ”{~ kn—lC.

The rule states that the number k„ which is ol)taincd in this man-

ner is indeed /(c).

This rule will now be proved by mathemat ical induction. Fimt,

it ^\^ll be verified that the nile is correct if n = L Thus, if = 1,

the table has the foim

Oo ni If

koc

Also, by (8), Jcq = oq and ki = Oi + /.qC. Therefore ki = Oi -\-

floc. On the other hand, since n = 1, it is ti-uo by (G) that /(x)

s oox + Qi. Therefore /(c) = Oqc +• a\. Therefore ki — /(c).

Therefore the rule is correct if n = 1.

Lemma for the induction. If uq « ^’ohic of 7X such that the

method of synthetic substitution is valid for all polynomials of degree

tiq, then the method is valid for all polynomials of degree no -h 1.

Proof. Let F{x) designate an arbitrary pob-Pomial

(9) -f- + Ano+I

of degree Rq + 1- Then

(10) F{c) = (Aoc"" Aic"“~^ +• "+ Ano-lC + -f- Anj+l-

Let g(x) designate the pol3Tiomial

(11) Aox’"’ + + • • •+ -{- An,.

Then

(12) g{c) = Aoc"° + Aic"'*-^ H f- An,-iC + A„„.

Hence, by (10),

(13) F(c) = gic)-c -h An,+l.
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The table of sj-nthetic substitution for F{x) is"

Aa At Abq_i An^
j
c

tic Ant-tr

1^0 ki kt ^**a

Also bj (11) the table of ^liietic 8ul»titutiou for g(x) is pre-

ciselj this table inth its last column deleted By hypothesis the

method of synthetic substitution is valid for all pol3Tiomials of

degree nc Also g(x) is a polynomial of degree no Therefore, by

the table of synthetic substitution for g(x) it is true that

— 5(e) Agam by the statement of the rule for synthetic sub-

stitution it IS true, m the table for F{x), that « k„^ +
Therefore = 5(c) e -|- Aii«+i Hence, by (13), it is

true that F{c) - in^+j This completes the proof of the lemma

for the induction

Since it has been verified that the rule for synthetic substitu

tion IS vahd for polynomials of degree J it is known by the lemma

that the rule la valid for polynomiab of degree 2 Then by the

lemma the rule is % alid for polynomials of degree 3 Contmua-

tion of this process shows that if nis a positive mteger, then the

rule IS \alid for polynomials of d^ree n

It 18 to be noted especially that there must be n 4- 1 columns

in the table if the polynomial has degree n For example, the

polynomial 2* — 2a:* + — 7i -f- 13 is UTitten m the form
2* — 2x* + 02^ 4- 2* — 72 -I- 13 Then the six coefficients m the

first hne of the table are 1 —2 0 1, —7 13

2 The factor theorem and the remainder theorem Factored

form of a polynomial There is an important identity involving

the polynomial f{x') nhich can be unttea doini from the table

showmg the synthetic substitution for /(c) This identity is the

basu5 for a simplification m the process of findmg all mtegral roots

of a polymomial equation with mt^;ral coefficients This identity

also leads to other theorems of importance m the solution of equa

tions

If fix) IS the particular polynomial (2) and c = 1 this identity

may be obtained m the foDowmg way When the mdicated oper-

ations are performed it is found that X* — 6z^ — 13a4 4-22 — 28
— 2®(2 — 1) reduces to —62® — ISz* 4- 2r — 28 If fiix) is de
fined by

(14) Mx) - -52* - 132^ 4- 22 - 28
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then

(15) fix)
-- - 1) +/i(x).

Again, /i(.t) -f 5r‘(a: — 1) reduce'? to — ISj" + 2x — 2S. If/sCx)

is defined by

(16) /2 (x) = -iSx- + 2x - 28,

tlien

(17) /i(x)s -5t=(x-1)+/o(x).

Therefore by (15)

(18) fix) = x3(x - 1) - 5x=(x - 1) +/2 (x).

Again,

/

2 (x) + lSx(x — 1) induces to — IGx — 28. If/aCx) is de-

fined by

(19) /3 (x) = -IGx - 28,

then/2 (x) s — 18x(x — 1) +fa{x), and

(20) fix) = (x3 - 5x“ - lSx)(x - 1) +Mx).

In the same r\ay

(21) -lG(x-l) -44,

and

(22) fix) s (x"^ - 5x= - 18x - lG)(x - 1) - 44.

The polynomial x"* — 5t~ — 18x — 1G in (22) Avill be designated

by g(x) and the number —44 by r. It ha.s been proved, if fix) is

the poljmomial (2) and c = 1, that there is a poljTiomial g(x) and
a number r such that

(23) fix) s gir) • (x — c) -f r.

This is the important identit}’- which was mentioned at the begin-

ning of this section.

There is a moie simple method of obtaining g(.x) and r. The
' table for the computation of /(I) by synthetic substitution is

1 -6 -13 2 -28 1_1_

1 -5 -18 -10

1 -5 -18 -10 -44

The coefiicients of g(x) appear in order as the entries in the last

line of the table, and the number r is the last entr}^ in that line.
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Theorem 2 If ma a positive integer if fix) la a polynomial in

X of degree n and tf cisa am^ant then there ta a polynomial g(z)

of degree n — 1 and a eonstmt r sudi that fix) = (i — c)g(z) + r

Also r = fie) Thereforef(x) s (x — e)qix) + fic)

Proof The theorem mil beproved by mathematical mduction

If n = 1 then fix) is oo* + oi Therefore g(z) s oo and r s
aoc + oi Also r /(c)

LiAtMA FOR THE INDUCTION If itg IS o voluc of n such that the

theorem ts true for polynomtah ivkose degrees are a( most no, then

no + } IS a lalue of nfor which the theorem ts true

Proof of the lemma If Fix) is the polynomial (9) a poly

Qomial Q(z) of degree rq and a constant R will be found for which

(24) Fix) - (z - c)Q(z) + R

If fiCz) means the polynomial Aoci"* + Ajx"' + +i4no* +
A., +1 then Fix) ~ (r — c)x"*Ao + Ftix) If Fiix) is constant

then Q(z) — i"'’Ao R ~
fi(z) Also then F(c) - FiCc) and

(25) K-F(c)

If Fi(z) IS not a constant then the theorem is true for Fi(x) by
the hypothesis of the lemma Therefore there is a polynomial

Qi(z) and a constant Ri such that Fi(x) * (* — c)Qi(z) + Ri

and Fi(c) = Ri Then Fix) s (* — c)(z’*“Ao + Qi(*)) 4- Ri
Q(x) » z'*»Ao + QiCz) R — Rt Also F(c) = R; Iherefore

(25) IS true

Verification if n =» 1 and proof of the lemma for the mduction

complete the proof of theorem 2

Each identity m theorem 2 is called the division algorithm for

/(z) and c although the only operations in the identitira are multi

plication addition and subtraction If z m the identity is re

placed by any constant an equahon between numbers is obtamed
The polynomial g(z) is called the quotient and r is called the re-

mainder Theorem 2 is called the remainder theorem

The statement that a polynomial s(i) is o factor of a polynomial

<(®)meaiis that there i3apofynomial5{*)8uchthatt(z) = g(i)s(z)

It IS also said that s(z) is a divisor of <(z) and that s(z) divides

t(z) Theorem 3 about factors is a corollary of theorem 2 and is

called the factor theorem
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Theorem 3. If 11 is a positive integer, if f{x) is a polynomial in

X of degree n, and if c is a root of the equation fix) = 0, then there

is a polynomial qix) of degree n — 1 such that fix) ss (x — c)qix).

Thus X — c is a factor of fix).

Proof. If c is a root of fix) = 0, tlien /(c) = 0, and tlic di\'ision

algorithm becomes /(x) s (x — c)qix). Tliis is the result in theo-

rem 3.

It wall now be proved for the general poljmomial (G) of positive

degree that the coefficients in qix) in the division algorithm are

indeed the entries in the third line of the table for the computa-

tion of /(c) by sjmthetic substitution. Let qix) be gi\'cn the nota-

tion

(26) qix) s -1 h + 6„_i.

Then

(27) (&ox"“^ + 6ix"~- -1 !- h„_2X -1- bn-i)ix - c) + r

becomes precisely (G), after the indicated operations are per-

formed. On the other hand, after thc.se operations are performed,

(27) becomes

(28) box” -f i-cbo + bi)x”-' + i-ebi + t^o)^'’”*

+ • •
• + (— c6„_2 + bn-l)x -|-

( —cbn—l -p v).

Tlierefore, by equating coefficients in (G) and (28), the numbers
^>0 )

•••, r sati.sfy the equations bo = ooi —cbo -b hi = Oi,

-cbi -b 1)2 = 02,
• — cl)„_2 -b h„_i = a„_i, — ci)„_i -b r = a„.

These equations are equivalent to

bo — flo

hi = fli “b hflC

h2 = 02 "b hjc

(29)

bn—l = fln—1 + hn_2C

r == a„ -b h„_ic.

Hence, by (8), ho = h, hi = h„_i =
pletes the proof of the follo\ving theorem.

This com-
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lYfEOREM 4 If nti a pasttue tnieg€r, tffix) « a jjolynomial tn

X of degree n, 1/ c is a constant, tf q{x) is a polynomtal and r 0 con-

stant such that fix) ^ (r — c)q{x) + r, and if q{x) has the notation

i26), then the numbers i>o. 1. t are precisely the n entries

in the last line of Ike table for the computation of /(c) by synthetic

substitution

PROBLEMS

la each of the foliosmg problems for c and fix) os stated find q ix) and r,

and write the division transformation identity

1 3,2* -ar’ + 4j - 5

2 3 ** - 4i’ -1- 7i -t- 2

3 -3 i* -H 22’ 4- 7r - I

4 -2 + 32* -72 + 1

6 6 I* - 32* + 21* + * - 1

6 —7 I* — 61* + 2* — * + 1

7 -2 32‘-2* + *» -3r + 5

8 -3 22* + 7z* - i» + 22 + 5
9 3** - 22* + 2-1

10 5 I* - 32* + 2* - 2
11 2 a* + 2* - 22* - 32* - 72 - 0

13 8 a* - a* - 82* + 132* - 232 + 6

13 -3 a* + 3r* + x* - 22* - 132 + 6
14 -2 a* + 32* + 52* + 02* -32 -

e

18 7 a* - i* + 3a* + 2
16 -7 a* + a* - 82* + ix

IT -S 3a‘ + 2* - 42* + 1

18 -5 21* + 2* - 2’ +3
It will now be explained hon thn factor theorem simplifies the

process of finding roots of an equation after one root has been

found This mil be illustrated mth the root —1 of

(30) z* -I- 6z® 4- llz* + 14i» + X* - 35z - 28 = 0

Here fix) s i® + 6z» + + 14i’ + z* - 35i - 28, n = 6
,

and c = — 1 Then, by the factor theorem,

(31) z® + 6z® + llz* -1- 14z® -h z* - 35z - 28

S (z l)(i® -h 5x® 61® -f- Sx* - 7z - 28)

Now let r be a root of (30) whidi is not — 1 Since (31) is true

for all values of z, a true relatitm among numbers is obtained bj

replacmg x in (31) by r Thus

(32) r« + 6r®-l-llr* + 14rS+r*-35r-28

*=(»•+ l)(r® + 6r* + 6r® + 8r2 - 7r - 28)
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Since r is a root of (30), the number on the left-hand side of (32)

is indeed zero. Therefore

(r -f l)(r’ + 5r‘ -f 6)-^ + Sr^ - 7r - 2S) = 0.

Since 1, r-fl?^0. Hence

(33) r® + 5r^ -{- + Sr^ _ 7r - 2S = 0.

Hence r is a root of tivc equation

(34) X® -h ox'’ 4- Gx^ -f- 8x“ — 7x — 28 = 0.

This proves that a root of the particular equation /(x) = 0, which

is different from the root —1, is indeed a root of the equation
,

g(x) = 0. Since g(x) is of lower degree than /(x), the determina-

tion of the roots of /(x) = 0 should be continued b.v determining

the roots of g(x) = 0. Equation (34) is called the depressed equa-

tion for /(x) = 0 determined by the root — 1 of /(x) = 0. A dif-

ferent root of /(x) = 0 would yield a different depressed equation.

Now g(x) = x® -f 5x‘‘ + Gx^ -f 8x‘ — 7x — 28. By synthetic

substitution it is found that (?(— 4) = 0. Then, by the factor

theorem,

(35) X® -f Sx'* 4- Gx® 4- 8x= - 7x - 28

s (x 4- 4)(x'’ 4- x® 4- 2x2 _
Hence

(36) x“ 4- Gx® 4- llx'‘ 4- 14x2 4* x^ - 35x - 28

s (x 4- l)(x + 4)(x' 4- x® -i- 2x2 - 7).

Turther tests should be made with the function x’ 4- x^ -{- 2x2 — 7.

It will now be proved for the general polynomial (G) with n > Q
that there is a depressed equation determined bj’ a root jq of

/(x) = 0. It is to be noted especially that ri is not neces-sarily an
integer, and that, indeed, ri may not be real. This is also true of
each coefficient in /(x). Since ri is a root of /(x) = 0, by the factor
theorem there is a pol3Tiomial qi{x) of degicc ?i — 1 such that

*^37) /(x) = (x - ri)?i(x).

The depressed egualion determined by the root rj of f(x) = 0 is

9i(x) = 0.

If ra is a root of /(x) = 0, then 0 = firs) = (rs - rMr^). If
also ra ^ rj, then 51 (ra) = 0, and ra is a root of qiix) = 0. By
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the factor theorem applied to and there os a polynomial

g2(x) of degree n — 2 such that qi{x) = (* — T2)q2{x) Therefore

by substitution in (37)

(3S) m^{x-riXx-r2)g2ix)

It IS to be noted especially that rg ^ fi by hypothesis It is also

especially to be noted that the coefBcient of x”~^ m gi(x) is pre-

cisely the coefficient oo of x" m/Ci), and similarly that the coeffi-

cient of m ga(x) is precisely the coefficient of i"“* in gi(x)

and hence is oq Continuation of this process shows that theorem

5 13 true It can also be proved by uuhiction

Theorem 5 If n ts a postiite integer, tf f{x) is a polynomial

of degree n ifktsan integer such that / g fc g n, and if rj,
,
ri

are distinct roofs of /(x) =» 0, then there is a polynomial 5»(x), of

degree n — k whose leading coeffieienl ts the le^tng coefficient of

f{x), such that

(39) /(x) = (x - r,)(r - fi) •• (x - r(,)gt(x)

Theorem 6 If n is a positive integer and iff{x) ts o polynomial

in x of degree n, then there are at most n dtsiinei roots of the egua^ion

/(*) *= 0

Theorem 6 will be proved by showing that if r, ri, , tn are

n -b 1 distinct roots, then there is a contradiction By theorem 5

/(x) E ao(x — ri) (x — r«) Since r is a root of f{x) = 0,

therefore 0 = /(r) oolr — rj) (r — r«) But by hypothesis

r 5^ ri, , r H r„ Also o© 5^ 0 by the definition of a polynomial

of degree n Thus the product on the right is not zero This

constitutes a contradiction

It will now be proved that, if /(x) has the notation (6) if g(x)

has the notation box" 4- l>ix"“* + + bn-ix 4- bn and if there

are n 4- 1 distmct numbers Si, , Sn+i such that /(si) = g(si),

*/(4n+i) = g(sn+i), then bft = oq, 6| = ai, , bn = On The
proof uses an auxiliary function ^(x), which is, by definition,

fix) - g(x) Then

(40) ^(x) s (oo - bo)x» -I- (a, - 4-

-I- (On_I - b„_i)x 4- (Un - K)
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Now <p{si) = 0, since s f{x) - g{x) and /(sj) = g(s,). In

this way it is.proved that the polynomial equation 4>(x) = 0 has

7! + 1 distinct roots Si, Sn, • • Sn+i. If any one of the coefficients

in (40) were different from zero, tliere would be a contradiction of

theorem G. Hence bo — floj bi = a\, • • hn = o„. I his is what

is meant by the statement that the pohjnoimah arc tcrm-hy-tcrm

identical. The following theorem has thus been proved.

Theorem 7. Ij n is a positive integer, if fix) and g{x) arc Leo

polynomials of degree n, and ifsi, • ••, arc n + 1 distinct man-

bers such that f{si) — gisi), •••, /(Sn+i) = Ibrn f{x) and

g{x) are ierm-hy-term identical.

PROnLE.MS

Find the integral roots of each of the following cQnation.-s. Find the factoriza-

tion of the polynomial which is determined by these roots.

1. ** -f i’ -h -f 7x — 42 « 0.

2. + lGz= - 2Sr -h 48 = 0.

3. + 7x’ -f x= - 63i - 90 = 0.

4. X* - 27? - 19j= •+• 8x -h CO = 0.

6 . - 2x^ - 9x2 -f- lox -I- 20 = 0.

6 , - 3x® - 7x2 4- 9x + 12 = 0.

7, - 5r* - 3x2 2Gi -V- 8 = 0.

8, x< - 9x2 -t- 21^2 _ 20x + 12 = 0.

9, x< - 2x2 - JI3.2 _ _ 20 = 0.

10. x^ -1- 2x2 - 5x2 -{- 2x 4- 24 = g.

11. x^ 4- 3x2 - 6x2 - 2I1 - 7 = 0.

12. x< - i2 - 6x2 4- 5x 4- 5 =0.
13. x2 - x< - 13x2 4- 13x2 4- 3Gx - 30 = 0.

14. x2 - 4x< _ 4x2 4. 25x1 _ 30 = 0.

IB. 7? -Zz* - 17i’ - Gi2 - 2x 4- 12 = 0.

16. 7? + 2x* ~ 347? - 85x2 4- 4x 4- 12 = 0.

3. Upper and lower bounds for real roots of a real polynomial

equation. Some preliminary information about the roots of a
real polynomial equation should be obtained before any test is

made to determine whether a particular number is a root. Thus,
theorem 1 is used if integral roots of a polynomial equation with
mtegral coefficients are under consideration. ^ Some theorems
which concern all real roots of a pol3momial equation with real

coefficients will now be proved.
^One very simple fact of this nature is illustrated by the equation

2: -f 81:^ 4- I9x 4- 12 = 0. If t is anj’’ positive number, then
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IS alsc^ positive Also 8t* > 0, J9< > 0, and 12 > 0 By addition

of these inequalities + 19f + 12 > 0 Therefore, if f > 0,

then t is not a root of the equabon 3? + 8x* + 19z + 12 = 0

In general, if /(z) is a real polynomiai (6) with n > 0, if oq > 0,

oi ^ 0, , Or ^ 0, and if I is a positive number, then t is not a

root of the equation /(x) = 0 Also, if r is a real root of the equa-

tion /(z) = 0, then r £ 0

Another simple fact of this nature is illustrated by the equation

—3? — &t* — 19j: — 12 = 0 Now, a real number r is a root of

this equation if and only if it is a root of +3? + 8z® 19i + 12

= 0 In general if /(z) is a real polynomial (6) with n > 0 and if

oo < 0 oi S 0, On S 0 then —/(z) is a real polynomial of

degree n such that each of its coef&cients is positive or zero By
the precedmg argument it follows that, if there is any real root r

of /(z) - 0 then r g 0 This completes the proof of the foUowmg

theorem

Theorem 8 If nu a pcntioe tnUger and f(x) « a polynomial

m X of degree n auek dial either each coefficient is positive or zero or

each eoeffietenl is negatite or zero, then f{x) » 0 has no positive roots

A eunple but unportant fact which is of use in the solution of

equations will now be proved As an lUustration itmaybeven*
fied that, if Ms a root of the equation 2i^ — 6i-|-6“0,
that 13, if <3 _ 21* - 51 -h 6 = 0 then -(-<)*- 2(-0* + 6(-f)

-f- 6 = 0 Therefore — i is a root of the equation —y* — 2y* + 5y

+ 6 = 0 This equation in y is also obtamed if z in the origmal

equation is replaced by —y Thus if /(*) s z® — 2z* — 5z + 6

and g(y) = -y® - 2y* + 5y + 6 then/(-y) s (-y)® - 2(-y)^
~ SC^y) + 6 ”* g(y) In general if z in the function /(z) is re-

placed by —y and if the result is designated by g{y), it is said

that/(x) = g{y) under the tran^ormatum x = —y If f is a value

of z such that /(O = 0, then y(—<) = 0 Therefore, if Ms a root

of Six) = 0, then — f is a root of y(y) = 0 This completes the

proof of the following theorem

Theorem 9 If y(y) designates the result of replacing x by —y
tn the function fix) then the roots of g(y) = 0 are the negatives of

the roots of fix) — 0

An illustration of the use of theorem 9 m the solution of equa-

tions 13 afforded by the equation z® — 6z^ + 9z — 6 = 0 If z is
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replaced by —y, the equation — (Sif — 9.)/ — 0 = 0 lesults.

No^v, by theorem 8, there arc no positive roots of this equation in

y. Therefore theie are no negative roots of — Gxr + 9x — G

= 0. In general, let n be a positive integer and /(.r) a pol3’-noniial

in X of dcgiee n, and let g{y) be the pol.raomial in y such that

f(x) s g{y) under the transformation x = —y. If each coefficient

in g{y) is positive or zero, or if each coefficient in g{y) is negative

or zero, then g{y) = 0 has no positive roots, bj' theoiem S Hence,

by theorem 9, /(x) = 0 has no negative roots. Tins completes the

proof of the follon ing theorem.

Theohem 10. If n is a -posidve inkgcr, if f(x) is a polynomial

in X of degree n, if g(i/) is the polynomial in y such that fix) ~ giy)

under the transformation x - —y, and if each coefficient in giy) is

positive or zero, or if each cocffiicicnl in giy) is negative or zero, then

fix) = 0 has no negative roots.

IIfix) satisfies the hj’pothcsis of theorem 8, then it is known that

there are no positive roots of fix) = 0. If fix) docs not satisf.v

the hypothesis of theorem 8, then fix) ~ 0 may or maj' not have

positive roots. One method of obtaining information about what-

ever real roots it maj' have will now bo explained.

Before theorem 11 is proved, it will be u«ed to obtain informa-

tion about the real roots of

(41) + llx‘ - 2x - 24 = 0.

For this equation n = 3 and Oo = 3. The terms which have
negative coefficients involve and x°. The gicatcr of these ex-

ponents is 1. By definition h is the greatest exponent of the pon er.s

of X having negative coefficients. Hence h = 1 and n — h — 2.

Finalljq the absolute values of all the negative coefficients are 2
and 24. The greater of these is designated bj’’ G; hence G = 24.

states that, if r is a root of (41), then r < 1 -f-

VG/^. Hence r <l + V24/3 = 1 -1- 2V2. Now 2V2
< 3. Hence r < 4. If this result of theorem 11 about positive

roots of 3x^ + llx^ — 2x — 2 1 = 0 is combined with the result of

theorem 1 about integral roots of this equation, the process of
Sliding the positive integral roots of this equation is greatly sim-
plified. Thus, by theorem 1, the only possible positive integral
roots are 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24. By theorems 1 and 11 the onlj’’

possible positive integral roots are 1, 2, 3.
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Theorem 11 will now be used to obtain information about what-

ever negative roots equation (41) may have By theorem 9 the

negative roots of (41) give the positive roots of —

+

llj/* + 2y

- 24 = 0, that IS, of 3y* - 11»* - 2y + 24 = 0 Here n = 3,

og = 3, = 2, G = II By theor^ 11 a positive root of this

equation m y la less than 1 -{• VTl/S = 1 + (11/3) = 14/3

Hence, if f is a negative root of (41), then t > —14/3 If this

result of theorem 11 about negative roots is combmed with the

result of theorem 1 about mtcgral roots, it is found that the only

possible negative integral roots are —1, —2, —3, —4
Before theorem 11 is proved a simplification of notation will be

evplamed This was illustrated by the equations just preceding

theorem 8 In general, the polynomial equations gix) = 0 and

—g(r) = 0 have the same roots In one of these equations the

coefficient of the term which involves the largest exponent of * is

positive whereas m the other equation this coefficient is negative

Whichever of these equations has this coefficient positive con be

used m findmg the roots Therefore the notation may be assigned

so that

(42) fix) = do*' + -I- + o,_ii -f On, ao > 0

Theorem 11 Let f{x) destgneUe Ike polynomial Oux" + Oi*""'

+ -t-On \x + Cn, in lohtck n IS postltve and the coefficients are

real numhere Let ao be posihie and at least one of the coefficients

a\,
,
a„ he negaiiie Define k as the greatest exponent of all the

powers of x which have negative coefficients Define G as the greatest

of the absolute lalucs of all the coefficients which are negatiie If r

IS a positive root of f{x) = 0, then r < 1 + Vg/oq

This theorem will be proved by showing that, if s is any posi-

tive number such that s S 1 + V G/oo, then /(s) > 0, and a is

not a root of/(i:) *= 0 ItwiUfoUow that, if ns a positive number

such that fir) = 0, then r < 1 -h
" VO/oo

The term m fix) which mvolvea x* is the term a„-hx'' It is

possible that h — 0, that is that is m fact On Again, it

IS possible that A *= n — 1, that is, that the term ciz””* is m fact

the term Nevertheless, f(x) is written in the form

(43) /(x)^aox"-f--

+ + + On-iX + a„,
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mtli the underetanding tliat these possibilities arc not excluded

bj' the notation. The rightr-hand .‘^idc may terminate with the

term an-h^'\ or there may be no tenns between aoi" and
n—hr

It will now be proved that, if s § 1 + V G/uq, then

(44) flos” d h S Oos".

If ?! = ji — 1, then the left-hand side of (44) means merely Oos",

by the preceding imdcretanding regarding the notation (43). Also

%s" = oos". Therefore oos" ^ oos"- Thcrcfoic (44) is true if h

= n — 1. The proof that (44) is tnie if /i < ?! — 1 uses the facts

that Cl ^ 0,
• • ^ 0, which are implied by the definition

of h and h <n — \, and the fact that s > 0, which is implied by

the hj’-pothesis that s ^ 1 + G/flo- Thus Oi ^ 0 and s > 0

imply that ois””* ^ 0. Similarly ajs""' SO, ^

^ 0. If these inequalities and the equality oos" = flos" aic added,

the result is (44). By the definitions of h and G, it is true that

— Qn-h g G and a„_!, ^ —G. Hence ^ —Gs''. If this

equality is added to the inequality (44), the result is the inequality

(45) Qos" H 1- ^ Oos" - Gs’'.

It will now be proved that, if the left-hand side of (45) contains

all the terms of /(s), that is, if fi — 0, then f{s) > O’. If li = 0,

then (45) becomes

(46) /(s) ^ aos" - G.

Now, by the hypothesis that s ^ 1 + ^Gfa^, it follows that
(s — 1)" ^ G/oq. But .s > s — 1 > 0. Hence oqs" > oo(.s — 1)"

§ G. Hence Oos" — G > 0. Hence it follows by (4G) that/(s) > 0.

It remains to prove that /(s) > 0 if the left-hand side of (45)
does not contain all the tenns of /(s), that is, if h > 0.' If i is the
subscript of the coefficient of a term w'hich is in /(s) but which
does not appear in the left-hand side of (45), then n — h < i ^ n.

There are two possibilities: either a, ^ 0, or a, < 0. If a, ^ 0,
then a, > —G, since —G is negative. Then a,s”~‘ ^ —Gs”“\
The inequality a,s"~' ^ —Gs"“* w'iil now' be proved if a, < 0.
Thus, by the definition of G, 0 < -a, g G. Hence
g Gs"~*. Hence a,s"~* ^ — Gs"~*. Thus it has been proved that

(47) ^ ^ Cn—is ^ — Gs, a„ ^ —G.
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If these inequalities are added to the inequality (45), then the

result IS the inequahty

(48) (h^ + + + a,-*®* + an-A+iS*“‘ + •

+ a„_i5 -i- a« S oos" — — Gs*“‘ — • • ~Ga -~G

Hence, by (43), it follows that

(49) /(a) S oos" - G(»* + «*+* + + ® + 1)

Ho-w it IS known that — 1 « (a — l)(s' + +• • •+ 8

+ 1) Since 8 > 1, it follows that s — I ^ 0 and hence that

G(^*^ - I)

(50) /(«)S<K,8* -

Also, if the right-hand side of (50) is expressed as a single fraction,

It becomes [ao8"(8 — 1) — (?(8
*** — l)|/(8 — 1) This expression

IS equal to — 0 — Cj/C* — 1)1 + <?/(8 — 1 )

Since 0 > 0 and « — I > 0, it is true that G/(s — 1) > 0 There-

fore, by (50),

(51) /(8)>

Now 8 > « — 1 Hence > (s — 1)"“*~* Hence
“ 1 ) > io(* “ 1)"'*, and therefore 008"“^“^* “ 1 )

-0> ao(« - !)"* - O Hence «*+Mao«''"'“'(8 - D - 0]/(8

- 1) > 8*+*lao(« - I)""* - (?!/(« - 1) Hence, by (51), it »
true that

(52)
„ . ^ - 1)--* - G]
/(«) >

Now, by the hypothesis that s S 1 + VG/^, it follows that

(s — 1)”~* g G/flo and bmee that ao(« — 1)"~* — G > 0 The
other terms, and « — 1, on the nght-hand side of (52) also

are positive Therefore /(») > 0 This completes the proof of

theorem 11

If nis a positive integer and/(f) is a polynomial in x of degree n
whose coefficients are real numbers, then the statement that a real

number t ts an upper bound for the real roots of f(x) = 0 means
that, if r IS a real root of /(*) = 0, then r <t If an equation

sate&s, *JiR. ‘it k\, tfassfcsn \ -V-
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is an upper bound for its rail roots. The statement tliat a real

number li is a lower bound for the real roots of f(x) *= 0 means that,

if r is a real root of fix) = 0, then b <r.

If fix) is a real poljmomial whose coefficients arc not all of one

sign, and if giy) is related to fix) as described in theorem 10, then

an upper bound t for the positive roots of giy) = 0 can be deter-

mined by theorem 11. The negative of Hs a lower bound for the

negative roots oi fix) = 0.

prorlems

Find an upper bound and a lower bound for the real roobi of each of the

following equations.

1. X® + 3i^ -b + 2r* -f z 1 =0.
2. x® + 2x^ - z* - 7jr + X - 2 = 0.

3. x^ -f 7x'* — x’ -b x^ — 5x — 1 =0.
4. x*’ -b 2x^ -b + 3z- -b ox -b 2 «= 0.

. 5. x® +2x« -bx® - 3i= -bx - 11 = 0,

6. X* -b x^ -b 2x® — x^ -b 3x — 5 = 0.

,7. X® + x= - 2i* + 13z + 1 =0.
8. X* -b x' — X* -b X — 2 =0.
9. X® -b X* — X — 7 =0.

10. x® - x^ - 3x + 1 =0.
11. X® — x'* -b 2x^ — X- — 7x =0.
12. X* -b 5i^ - x= -b 2x- - llx = 0.

13. -2i^ + x^ - X* -b 3x= + I - 2 >= 0.

14. —3i® — 2x^ + x’ -b Sx' — 2x -b 1 =0.
16. X* - 3i4 + 2x^ - X- -b 7x - 1 <=0.
16.' x^ - 5i‘ + ar> - 2x= -b 3x - 2 = 0.

4. Rational roots of a polynomial equation whose coefficients are

integers. The statement that the integers r and s arc coprime

means that, if i is an integer which is a factor of r and a factor

of 8, then t is 1 or —1. It is also said that r and s arc relatively

prime. A rational member is the quotient of two integers. The ra-

tional number 4/8 equals the rational number 1/2, In general, the

notation c/d for a rational number may be chosen so that the

integers c and d are coprimo. It is said that c/d is in loivcsl terms
if c and d are coprime. An integer c is a rational number since
c = c/1. If a rational number c/d is in lowest terms and Ls an
integer, then d = 1 or d = —1.
.The proof of theorem 12 and the use of theorem 12 to obtain

uiformation about the rational roots of a polynomial equation
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with integral coefficienta will now be illustrated If c and d are

coprime integers, and if c/d is a root of

(53) 961^ + 4x® - 31i + 6 = 0,

then 96(c/d)^ + 4(c/d)* - 31(c/d) +6 = 0 Hence 96c^ + 4c*d

— 31cd* + 6d® = 0 This equation can be written in the form

(54) 96c® = d(-4(^ + 31cd - 6<i^)

and also m the form

(55) 6d® = c(3Id® - 4cd - 96c*)

In (54) the number —4c® + 31cd — 6d* is an integer, smce c and

d are integers Therefore (54) states that the mfeger d divides

the integer 90c® By hypothesis the integer d has no factor which

is greater than 1 m common with c Hierefore d is a factor of 96

Agam by (55), c is a factor of 0 For example, 1/96 and -2/3

are possible rational roots of (53), and 1/5 is not a rational root

Theorem 12 ///(x) la a polynimtal (6) ukose coefficxenla are

MXiegera if c and d are relatively prime integers and if c/d ts a root

of fix) « 0, then c is a factor of the constant term On in fix), and d

IS a factor of the leading coeffioicnt qq in fix)

Proof If fix) is the polynomial (6) if the coefficients of (6)

are mtegers and if c and d are relatn ely prime integers such that

c/d IS a root of fix) = 0,^then

”“© + “‘0) + +“-.(5) + =.-o.

and hence ooc" + ajc^-’d + + * + Ond" = 0 Hence-

(56) cCooc""* + 'Jic"“*d+ + a»_id*“^) = o„(—(f),

and

(57) dCond"-^ + a,_tcd”“® + + cic"”*) = ao(-c")

Smce c and d are relatively prime integers, it follows from (56)

that c is a factor of a„, and it follows from (57) that d is a factor

of Oo

Theorem 13 If /(z) f» a polynomial (6) tcAose coefiaents are

integers, and if the leading caejietenl ooto 1, then a raitonal root of

fix) —0 IS an integer
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Proof. By theorem 12 the integer rf is a factor of no. There-

fore rf = 1 or rf = —1, and c/d is an integer.

One method of detennining all the rational roots of (53) would

be to test all the possible fractions nhich, b.v theorem 12, were

possible roots. The details arc iinijracticable bec.'iusc there are .so

many of these fraction.s and becaiisc synthetic .substitution with

a fraction is intricate. On the other hand, the following method

is effective and invoh'cs few fractions. If

(58) u = 9Gr,

then (53) becomes 9G(j//9G)^ + •l(j//9G)“ — 31 (y/OG) -j- 0 = 0. In

this equation fractions will be clcaied by multiplication by (90)".

The result is

(59) if -f 4)/- - 31-9(*i/ + 0(9(5)- = 0.

A more simple method of obtaining (59) from (53) by (58) is to

multiply (53) by (9G)' befotc (58) is used. Thus, (53) is equiva-

lent to the equation 9GV 96'-4a-" — 31-9G-J; + 0-96* = 0, and
hence to (9G.r)^ + 4(9Gx)- - 9G-31(9Gr) + 9G=-C = 0. Hence by

(58) the equation (59) is obtained.

It will now be c.\plained precisely how the new equal ion (59) is

used in finding the rational roots of (53). It was proved earlier

that, if c/d is a rational root of (53) and in lowest tenns, then the

integer d divide.s 9G. Therefore, by (58), the corresponding value
of y, being 9G(c/d), is an integer. This integer is a root of (59),

because (53) becomes (59) under the transformation (58). There-
fore each rational loot of (53) determines, by (58), an integral

root of (59). The converse of this statement will now be proved.
Thus, if s is an integral root of (59), then, by (58), the correspond-
ing value of X is s/9G. This rational number is a root of (53) be-
cause (59) becomes (53) under the transfonnation (58). Therefore
all rational roots of (53) are obtained by finding all integral roots
of (59) and using (58). Upper and lower bounds for the real roots
of (59) would be found bj’’ theorem 11. Then the divisors of the
constant term of (59) which are beUvecn these bounds are the only
possible integral roots of (59).

It frequently happens in practice that a smaller multiple of x is

equally effective and yields a new equation with smaller coefli-
eients. The method of finding the .smallest multiple of x which is

effective nill now be illustrated. The leading coefficient 96 in
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equatiOQ (53) equals 2* 3 If (53) is multiplied fay 2 3* tte re-

sult IS

(60) 2® + 2 3^ - 2 3® 31r + 2 3* 6 = 0

Iq this equation the leading term is (2* 3z)* This suggests the

substitution 2 = 2* 3r Then the second term would be (1/2)2^

The resultmg equation could not be used because m the theorems

which have been proved there is the hypothetisis that the coeffi-

cients are mtegers This indicates that (60) should be multiphed

by 2® The result la

(61) 2® + 2« 3*x* - 2‘ 3^ 3U -fa
2* 3* 6 = 0

This can be reivritten m the form

(62) (2» 3z)* + (2* 3*)* - 186(2® 3x) -1-864 -0

No^ the substitution

(63) 2 - 2® 3x

leads to the equation

(64) r® -b 2® - 1862 -I- 864 - 0

By (63), if c/d IS a value of x which satisfies (53), then 24(c/d) is

the corresponding value of 2 and satisfies (64) By theorem 13

each rational root of (64) is an mteger Therefore each rational

root of (53) determines, by (63), an mtegral root of (64) Con-

versely, each integral root of (64) dctermmes by (63), a rational

root of (53) Hence all the rational roots of (53) are obtamed from

the integral roots of (64) by division by 24

The mtegral roots of (64) will now be found By theorem 11,

the number 15 is an upper bound to the roots of (64) Also, the

constant term 864 has the factonsatioa 2® 3® Hence, by the-

orem I, if there are any positive mt^ral roots of (64), they are in

the list 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 12 >^am, by theorem 11, the number
—865 is a lower bound to the roots of (64) Hence, by theorem 1,

if there are any negative integr^ roots of (64), they are m the list

which IS formed by —I, —2, —4, —8, —16, —32 and the multi-

ples of these six negative mtegers bj 3, by 9, and by 27 Hence
the complete list of possible mtegral roots of (64) contains thirty-

ewt’Tves
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A method wiW now be explained by wliich it can be proved,

move easily than by synthetic substitution, that many of these

possible roots arc not roots. If the function + z~ — 18Gc + 8G4

is designated by h{z), then h(S) = 342. Tims 3 is not a root of

(G4). Now 342 = 2 -3- -19. The fact tlmt there arc so few prime

numbers which divide /i(3) means that 312 is a vciy useful value

of h(z) in the foJfowing proce.‘^. Finst, if is an integer whicii is

a root of (G4), then by theorem 3 there is a i)olynomial q(z) such

that/tfs) ss (z — k)g(z). Also, by the method of proof of theorem

2, it is tnie that the coefficients of q(z) arc integers, since the coef-

ficients of h(z) arc integers and since k is an integer. If z is re-

placed b}' 3, the identity yickbs the true relation h(3) = (3 — k)q(3)

between integers. Tins equation ,statc.s that the integer 3 — k

divides the integer 342, since q(3) is an integer. Thus it has been

proved that, if k is an integer which is a root of (G4), then 3 — k

dmdes 2-3' -19. This statement implies that, if S — k docs not

divide 2-S^-19, (hen k is not a root of (O/i). This fact will now be

used to prove that many of the thirty-two possible integral roots

of (64) are not roots. The results will bo tabulated. The third

line of the table has the cntiy “No” if 3 — k docs not divide

2 - 32 . 19 .

/; 12 4 G 8 9 12 -1 -2 -4 -8
3-7; 2 1 -1 -•3 -5 -6 -9 4 5 7 11

No No No No No

k -IG -32 ^3 -G -12 -24 -48 -90 -9 --18
3-1- 19 35 0 9 15 27 51 99 12 21

No No No No No No No

k -30 -72 -144 -288 --27 -.54 -108 -21G -432 -8G4
3-7; 39 75 147 291 30 57 111 219 435 807

0 0 0 No No No No No No

Hence the only remaining po.ssiblc integral roots of (G4) arc the
“te|ers 1, 2, 4, G, 9, 12, -1C, -3, -G, -54. Now ^(4) = 200
= 2 - 52

. Thus 4 is not a root of (G4) and a new table is con-

k 1 2 0 9 12 -IG -3 -G -54
4-;c 3 2 -2 -5 -8 20 7 10 58

No No No

structed. It shows that several of the possible integi-al roots are
not roots. By S3mthetic substitution 7t(2) 0, and 7i(6) = 0.
Also h(z) s (z _ 6) (22 + - 144) SH (2 - G)(z - 9)(z -b 16).
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Therefore 6, 9, —16 are the roots of (64) By (63) the roots of

(53) are 1/4, 3/8, -2/3
It IS to be noted that m this process h(3) and h(i) nere used

and that 3 and 4 ^ ere possible integral roots of (64) How ever,

in this process A(0 may be used even if t is not one of the possible

mtegral roots of (64) This fact is proved m the course of the

foUowmg general proof

If/(x) is a polynomial in * and it is a root of /(z) = 0, then there

IS a poljTiomial 5(1) such that/{x) s (x — A')5(x) If also K and

the coefficients of f(x) are mtegers, then the coefficients of 5(1)

are mtegers, since the only operations in the identities are multi

pbcation, addition and subtraction This fact can also be proved

by mduction Now, if t is any integer such that f{t) 7^ 0, then

/W = (^ — and the int^r i ~ kts a factor of the integer

/(O It follows that if /(i) IS a polynomial m I of positive degree,

'

whose coefficients are mtegers if ( is an integer such tbat/(t) ^ 0

and if IS an mtegcr such that t — k is not a factor of /(<), then k

IS not a root of /(x) « 0 This completes the proof of the follow*

mg theorem

THEOREti 14 Let fix) be a pols/nomtal tn z of postiite degree

Let the coefficients of fix) l>c integers and I 6e on integer such that

/(<) ^ 0 If k IS an integer such that t — k is not a factor of fit),

then kts not a root of f{z) * 0

” PROBLEMS
Find all the rational roots of each of the follomng equal ons

1 61* - 13j’ - 63x‘ + 82r - 24 = 0
2 6i* - Six* - Six’ + I61 + 12 - 0

8

20i‘ - 7l’ - 46i* + 14r + 12 - 0
4 2Ix‘ + 221* - 71i* - 66x + 24 => 0

6

61* - Si* + lir’ - 15r - 12 - 0
6 12i* - Si* + 22i’ - IQr - 4 = 0
7 9i* - 56i* + 57i* + 98i - 24 - 0
8 9i* - 31i* - 42i» + 96i - 32 - 0
9 i‘ - 2i* - 2i* + I3i - 12 - 0
10 z*-8i* + ll** + 2i* + 18x + 36 = 0
11 2* + Si* - 5i* + 3i* - 2I1 - 36 - 0
12 2* - 7i* + 21i2 -231 + 18-0
13 61* - lli< + 2I1* - 42i* - 12* + 8 = 0
14 I* - 91* + 22t» - 46r + 12 - 0
16 I* - 61* + lOiS -171 + 6-0
16 6i‘ + 7i< + 23i’ + 26i*-4i-8 = 0
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6. Multiple roots. An important method in the solution of poly-

nomial equations will no\Y be illustrated bj' means of the equation

(G5) a;-* + + 5x= -f 3x + IS = 0.

By theorem 13 the rational roots of (G5) arc indeed integers. By
theorem 8 there arc no positive roots of (65). By theorem 9 the

negative roots of (65) give the positive roots of ij' — -f- oy~

— 3?/ + 18 = 0. Bj' theorem 11, the number 6 i.s an upper bound

to the positive root.s of this equation. Hence —6 i.s a lower bound

to the rootsS of (65). Hence —1, —2, —3 arc the only possible

rational roots of (65). By s\mthctic .‘Substitution it i.s found that

—1 and —2 are not roots of (65) and that —3 is a root of (65).

Also

(CG) .t'* + 5x^ -f ox* + 3x + IS ~ (x + 3)(x'’' + 2x“ — x 4- 6).

It is not correct to conclude that there are no rational roots of the

depressed equation

(G7) + 2x* — X + 6 = 0.

The fact is that —3 is a root of (67), and that -f 2x' — x + 6

- (2; + 3)(x" — X + 2). Hence

(68) x'* + oz^ -f 5x= + 3x + IS s (X -1- 3)-(x- - x + 2).

Now —3 is not a root of .x“ — x + 2 = 0. Hence x + 3 is not a
factor of x^ — X 4- 2. Hence, by (6S), (x 4- 3)" is a factor of

4- 5.x® 4- 5x® 4- 3x 4- 18, but (x 4- 3)® is not a factor. This is

the meaning of the statement that —3 is a root of multiplicity 2
of 4- 5x® 4- 5x® 4- 3x 4- 18 = 0.

In general, if /(x) is the polynomial (6) in which the cocfTicients

are complex numbers, and if r is a root of /(x) = 0, then by theo-
rem 3 there is a pobmomial g(x) such that /(x) (x — r)g(x).

Therefore there is a positive integer m such that (x — r)*" is a
factor of f(x) and (x — is not a factor of /(x). This integer
m.is, by definition, ihe multiplicity of the root r of the equation
f(z) = 0.

If ri and r2 are distinct roots of /(x) = 0, then a factorization
of /(x) is given in theorem 5. In this factorization the multi-
plicities of ri and r2 for f(z) = 0 do not appear. A factorization
in which the multiplicity of ri and the multiplicity m2 of ro
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appear will now be explained By the definition of wii there 13 a

polynomial qi(x) such that

(69) /{x) ^{x - r,)"’g,(2)

Hence /(rj) = {rj - ri)"‘9t(rs), and then 0 = (r2 - ri)"gi(r2)

^0 ry ^ Ta by hypothesis Therefore rj is a root of gi(i) = 0,

and there la a positive integer which is the jnultiphcity of r2 for

the equation 31(1) =0 If this multiplicity is designated by n2,

then, by the definition, there is a polynomial such that

9i(*) s (i -• r2)"’g2(x) and that x — rj is not a factor of qa^x)

Hence, by (69), /(i) = (* — n)"‘(* — r2)"'g2(x) If (x — ri)”'‘g2(i)

13 designated by gjfx), then/(x) * (x — X2)"'g3(x)

It Will now be proved that x — rj does not divide gsfx), by

showing that if there were a polynomial g4(z) such that gjCi)

(x — r3)g4(x} then there would be a contradiction Thus,

if the two expressions for gjfi) are equated, the result is

(x - ri)“*ga(x) = (r — rjyqtix) If i is replaced by the number
Tj, this identity givea the true relation (»^ — ri)"'g2(rs)

(’’8 ” f2)?4(i'2) between numbers Hence (rg — ri)"'‘g2(rj) » 0

On the other hand, it will now be proved that rg — ri ^ 0 and

32(>‘3) 0, and hence that {••j — xj)" ggfrg) 0 This is the con-

tradiction that was mentioned By hypothesis rg ^ ri There-

fore Xg — n ^ 0 Again, if ggfxg) were aero, then Xg would be a

root of qaix) =» 0 Hence, by the factor theorem, it would be true

that * — Xg is a factor of gg(x) But by the definition of giCx), it

is known that x — xg is not a factor of Therefore ^ifxg) is

not zero

It has been proved that/fx) = (x — Xg)"‘g3(x) and that x — xj

does not divide gsfx) This means that ng is mdeed the multi-

plicity of Xg for/(x) = 0 It IS especially to be noted that Ug was,

by definition, the multiplicity of xg for gi(x) » 0, and| that the

multiplicity of Xg for/(x) = 0was designated by mg Thereforeng
= tn2 It was also proved that/(x) s (x — xi)" (i — r2)’‘*g2(x)

Therefore, finally, it has beai proved that, if xi and ra are dis-

tinct roots of /(i) = 0, of multiplicities mi and m2 respectively,

then there is a polynomial gi(x) such that /(x) s {i — ri)'"'{x
—

'2)"’?2(x)

In general, if k is an mteger greater than 1, and if xi, xg •
,
r*

are k distinct roots of /(x) ^ 0 thm * g n, by theorem 6 If

mj,.
, m» are the c{ xj, r?,

,
respectsveiy
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for /(x) = 0, then it can be proved by induction that mi + m2

H \-m]; ^ n and there is a polynomial (//.-(x) such that f{x)

= (.t: — fir'Ka: ’‘
2
)"’’ ’ ‘

* (^ — In (69) the leading

coefBcient of gi(x) is the leading cocfiicicnt oo of /(x). In general,

the leading coefficient of gi:(x) is Oo- Hence, if +7«2-d

-f m,. then gfc(x) is Oq. This completes the proof of tlie fol-

lowing theorem.

Theorem io. Iff(x) is (he polynomial oox" -j [- a^^ix

if distinct roots of /(x) = 0, and if the mvltiplicitics

of Ti, •••, Tk for f[x) = 0 arc niy, •••, vik respectively, then mi

i i-7R;; ^ n, and (here is a polynomial Q{x) such (hat f{x)

= {x — ri)'"‘
• •

• (x — r;;)"“Q(x). The leading coefficient of Q(x)

is Oq. If nil i b vik — n, then 0(x) is the constayit Oq.

It is to be noted c.spccially that, if rj is a root of multiplicity viy

for/(x) = 0, then, by (69), the equation /(x) = 0 can be written

as (x — ri)”'(/i (x) =0, and n is counted as nq equal roohs.

Similarly, if xi and ro are distinct roots of fix)
—

0, of multiplici-

ties mi and m2 respectively, then fix) = 0 can be written as

(x — ri)”''ix — r2)”‘'q2 ix) = 0, and rj is counted as my equal roots

and rj as m2 equal roots. In general, each mnnber r which is a root

of fi^) = 0 has a mnlliplicity m, and r is counted as m equal roots.

If m > 1, then r is called a multiple root of fix) = 0. If rn — 1,

then r is called a simple root of fix) = 0. Therefore the following

theorem is implied by theorem 15.

Theorem 16. If a root of multiplicity m is counted as m roots,

then a polynomial equation of degree n has at most n roots.

It will now' be explained how-to determine whether a pol3’Tiomial

equation has any multiple roots. If it has a multiple root, a new
equation will be found, which is of lower degi'cc than the original

equation and which has the same roots as the original equation
but no multiple roots.

I^t/(x) be the general polynomial (6), and lct/'(x) be its first

derivative. Let r be a root of fix) = 0, and let m be its multi-
plicity. It will now be proved that, if ra > 1, then r is a root of

/ (a:) = 0 of multiplicity m — 1, but that, if m = 1, then r is not
a root otf'ix) = 0. By the definition of the multiplicity of a root
of an equation, there is a polynomial g(x) such that fix) s
(x — r)’"g(x) and x — r is not a factor of g(x). By the nile for dif-
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ferentiatmg a product, f’{x) ^ (x — r)“g'(x) + m(x — r)”‘“*5(r)

Hence f'{x) s (a — r)"“’[(x — r)a'(x) + mg(3r)] Therefore

(x — r)”"* IS a factor of /'(i) It mil now be proved that

(i — r)" IS not a factor of /'(x) This will follow if it is proved

that £ — r 13 not a factor of (x — + mq(x) This last

statement will now be proved If there is a polynomial s(x) such

that (x — r)s(x) s (z — r)^{x) + imi(x), then it is true that

(x — r)[«(x) — g'(x)] s mg(x) Therefore x — r is a factor of

g(x) This contradicts the defimtion of q{x) Thus it has been

proved that (x — r)"~‘ is a factor of /'(x) and (x — r)" is not a

factor of / (x) This completes the proof of the following theorem

Theorem 17 Lelrbe a root of muUtjdieity m of the polynomial

equation fix) = 0 If m> 1, then r is a root affix) = Oof multi-

plietty m — t If m ^ 1 then r is not a root of f'{x) = 0

By theorem 17 it is known that a multiple root of fix) " 0 w
a common root of fix) ™ 0 and / (x) — 0 It will now be proved

that, if e IS a common root of fix) = 0 and fix) •» 0, and if mi

IS the multiplicity of e Sot f (x) =» 0 and xij the multiplicity of s

for/(x) = 0 theu m2 « nii + 1 Now either m2 > 1, or ma 1

If ma IS 1, it follows by the last sentence in theorem 17 that t is

not a root affix) - 0 This is a contradiction of the hypothesis

that « IS a root of / (x) — 0 Hence m2 > 1 Then, by theorem

17, 8 IS a root of / (x) = 0 of multiplicity m2 — 1 Hence mi

m2 — 1 Therefore m2 =» mi + 1 This completes the proof

of the following theorem

Theorsm 18 If s IS a common root of fix) = 0 and fix) = 0,

and %f the multiplicity of s for f {x) = 0 ts mi, then the multiplicity

of s for fix) = 0 IS mi +

1

PROBLEMS

In each of the following problems let/(x) mean the polynomial lo the given

equation Solve / (i) = 0 and apply theorem 18 to determine any multiple

roots Tvhich/(i) = 0 has.

1 ^ - 5x +3 = 0
2 - 91-5-0
3 — 6*® + 12i — 8 = 0
4 s* + 02* +272 + 27-0
6 2* + 2*2 - 52 - 6 = 0
6 2* + 62S_2_30»o
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7. s’ + x- - IGx + 20 = 0.

8. — 2ir — 15j +30 =0.

9. X* - IOj® + 3Gx= - + 27 = 0,

10. x^ + 3j’ - Ox- - 2Sx - 21 =0.

11. i’ - 3x- - Gx + S = 0

12. X* + 2x’ - 3x= - 4x + 4 - 0.

13. x* - 4x® - 2x- + 12x + 9 = 0.

14. x^ - 5x- - 33x - 27 = 0.

16. X* + 3x^ - 45i +2=0.
16. x^ - Sr' - 9x + 4 «= 0.

now be explained Iiow/'(j-) is used to determine \slipthor

f{x)
— 0 has multiple roots and the imiUiplicilic.-5 of any surh root-'.

If f{x) is a poljTiomial of positive degree, then there is a unique

pol}Tiomial, which vill be designated by p(x), vith the following

three properties: (1) the leading coetlicicnt of g{x) is 1; (2) g{.r)

is a factor of f{x) and a factor of /'(j); (3) if d(x) i.s a factor of

/(x) and a factor of f'{x), then d(r) is a factor of gir). This poly-

nomial g{x) is called the greatest common divim- of f{x) and /'(x)

There is no common divi'-or of /(x) and /'(x) who-e dcgice

greater than the degree of g(x).

A method of finding g(x) will now be illustrated. If /(x) is the

polynomial

(70) x° + Gx® + 9x-‘ - 12r'' - ‘1St= - -ISx - IG,

then

(71) f(x) = Gt= + aOx-* + 3Gx'’ - 3Gr* - 9Gx - 4S.

The largest integer which is a common factor of the coefficients

of/'(x) is G. It will simplify fuither details if a new notation is

introduced. Tlius, if

(72) Fi(x) s X® + Sx-* + Gx^’ - Gx= - IGx - 8,

then/'(x) = OFi(x). The first step is to find a poljmomial gi(x),
and a polynomial ri(x'' of degree lower than the dcgico of Fi(x),
such that

('3) /(x) sg,(x)F,(x)+ri(x).

Thus it is verified that f(x) - xF,(x) s + Sx'^ - Gx^ - 32x^
40x - 16. Hence f(x) - xFi(x) - Fi(x) - -2x‘‘ - 12x^ -

_ 9r 2

^ ~ 3- Hence f(x) s (x + l)Fi(x) + (-2x^ - 12x^
^ 24x — 8). Therefore (73) holds with qi(x) = x + 1
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and ri(z) = —2r* — ISar® — 2Sr* — 24jr — S Since the eoeffi

cienta of ri(i) have the commoa factor 2, the notation F2(x)

s —X* — — 12i — 4 IS introduced Then

(74) Ax) ^ g,(x)FUx) + 2FAx)

There la a more practical method of obtaining ?i(x) and ri(x)

Thus, if the usual process of long division is applied to divide /(x)

by Fi(x), the polynomials gi(x) and fi(x) appear as quotient and

remainder respectively

A simplification of the process of long division will notv be illus-

trated It 13 referred to as l&ng division by deiached eoeffictenls,

smce it 13 a tabulation of the coefficients only m the usual process

of long division Thus the foUowmg tabulation is sufficient to

obtain the identity (73)

15 e -6 -16 -8

The second step m the process of findmg ^(i) is the determina^

tion of a polynomial gjfx), and a polynomial r3(i) of degree lower

than the degree of F}(x) such that

(75) Fi(x)sgj(x)Fj(*)+r2(x)

Thus 52(1) s —X + 1 and — 5x* — 8x — 4 For

unifomiity the notation

(76) F,(z) s-x*-5x*-8x-4

IS introduced Then

C^) F,(z) s gj(z)F2(i) -hF3(*)

The next step m the process is the determination of polynomials

53 (z) and 73 (z), such that Ti(x) is rf degree lower than the degree

of F3(r) and that

(78) F2 (x) = ft(x)F3(z) -l-1^(z)
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Thus, g3(a:) s -x - 1, and r^ix) s 0. Therefore (78) becomes

in fact

(79) ^2(3:) = q3{x)Fs{x).

If (79) is substituted in (77), t^c identity'

(SO) Fi{x) = [92(a;)(ir3(-'r) + l]f^3(a^)

is obtained. If (80) and (79) arc substituted in (74),

(81) fix) s {gi(a;)(92(3:)?3(-r) + 1] + 2(?3(a:)iF3(x)

is obtained. Now the factor q2ix)q3 ix) + 1 in (80) is a poljmomial

in X. Hence F^ix) is a factor of Fiix). Also, by (81), ^3(3:) is a

factor of fix). But /'(a;) sh GFj(x). Hence F^ix) is a common
factor of fix) and fix).

It will now be proved that, if d(x) is any common factor of fix)

mi fix), then dix) is a factor of F^ix). Let there be polynomials

Q(i) and Qi(x) such that

(82) fix) ^ Qix)dix) and /'(.t) = Qi(x)d(x).

Since /'(i) s 6Fi(x), it follows that

(83) Fiix) ^ i<3,ix)dix).

Also (l/6)Qi(a:) is a pohmomial in x, although its coefficients maj'

not be integers. Hence, by substitution in (74), there is obtained

the identity [Q(a:) — gi(x) •(l/G)Qi(x)]d(x) ^ 2F2ix). Hence

(84) F2ix) s [-^Q(x) - xj!?i(x)Qi(x)]d(x).

Also (l/2)Q(x) — (l/12)gi(x)Qi(x) is. a polynomial in X. Hence

(84)

shows that dix) is a factor of F2 ix). Now, if (S3) and (84)

are substituted in (77), there is obtained the identity

(85)

{iQi(x) - g2(x)[iQ(x) - •^gi(x)Qi(x)]}d(x) ^ F^ix).

The leftr-hand factor in (85) is a polynomial in x. Hence dix) is a
factor of Fzix). It has thus been proved tliat —Fzix) has the
properties (1), (2), (3), which, by definition, characterize the great-
est common divisor gix) of fix) and fix). Hence, if /(x) is the
polynomial (70), then ^(x) s x® -{- 5x^ -f 8x -f 4.

By theorem 18, a root s of gix) = 0 of multiplicity mi is a root
of fix) = 0 of multiplicity mi + 1. By theorem 17, a root r of
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fix) = 0 of maltiplicity m is a root of gix) = 0 of multiplicity

m - 1

Smce gix) is a factor of/(z), there is a polynomial Q(i) such that

(86) m ^

In the precedmg illustrabon Q{i) = z® + z* — 4z — 4 By (86)

each root of Q(z) = 0 is a root of/Xx) =0 It will now be proved

that each root of fix) — 0 iS a root of Q(x) = 0 In fact, it uill

be proved that, ifrtsa root of muUipltaty m of f{x) = 0, then r ts

a simple root of Q(r) = 0 This will be done by provmg first that

z — ?• IS a iactoT of Q(x) and next that (z — r)* is not a factor of

Q(x)

Now, by the hypothesis that r la a root of multiphcity m of

fix) = 0 it folloivs that there is a polynomial h(x) such that

fix) = (x — r)“h(r) and x — r is not a factor of k{z) Also, by
theorem 17, (x — r)"~* is a cominon factor of f(z) and fix)

Hence (x — r)””* is a factor of gix) It will now be proved that

(x — r)” IS not a factor of j»(x) This will be done by showing

that if (i — r)" 18 a factor of j?(x) then there is a contradiction

Thus, if (x ~ r)"* IS a factor of gix), then, by the fact that gix)

18 a common factor of fix) and f (x) it follows that (x — r)*"

18 a common factor of fix) and f ix) Hence, by theorem 17,

(x — r)""'"* IS a factor of /(x) This contradicts the definition of

m Smce (x — r)"~' is a factor of g(x) and (x — r)" is not a

factor of gix), therefore there is a polymomial hi(x) such that

gix) = (x — r)"“‘fti{x) and x — r does not divide hiix)

Smce /(x) = (r — r)*'A(x) and (i(x) s (i — r)"‘“‘hi(x), the

identity (86) becomes

(87) ix - t^”kix) = Q(i) (i - r)"-‘h,(x)

Hence (x — r)h(r) s 0(x)ft,(i) Also x — r does not divide hi(x)

Therefore x ~ r divides Q(i) Next it will be proved that (x — r)*

IS not a factor of Q(x) This will be done by showmg that, if

(x — r)* IS a factor of 0(x), then there is a contradiction Thus,

if ix — r)^ IS a factor of Q(x), there is a polynomial Qi(x) such

that Q(x) = (a; — r)*Qt(x) If this result is substituted m (87),

and if the result is (hvided by (x — r)“, the identity A(x) s
(x — r)Qi (x)Iij (z) IS obtained Therefore x — r is a factor of h(x)

\ contradiction of one of the dftfining properties of h(x) has been
obtamed This completes the proof of theorem 19
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Theorem 19. If f(x) = + 6x^’ + 9x^ — 12x^ — /fSx~ 4Sx

- 16 and g{x) = a-^ + 5x^ + Sx + J,, (hen g(x) is (he grcalcsl com-

mon divisor of f{x) and its first derivative fix). A root of nndli-

pliciiy mi of g{x) = 0 is a root of muUiplicily i»i + 1 of fx) = 0.

If the muItiplicUy m of a root offx) = 0 is greater than 1, (hen this

root of fix) = 0 is a root of imdtiplicity m — 1 of gix) - 0. If

Qix) = x^ + x^ - 4x: - 4, fi^) = QMffi^)- U r is a root of

7nidtiplici(y m of fx) = 0, (hen r is a smple root of Qix) - 0. If

s is a root of Qix) - 0, then s is a root offix) = 0. Hence Qix) = 0

has no multiple roots.

One M'ay in M’hich simplification of details in the computation

can be achieved vill now be illustrated. If

(88) fix) = x"* — 5x^ + Gx“ + ‘\x — 8,

then

(89) fix) = ix^ - 15x= + 12r + 4.

If fix) is dmded by f'ix), fractions appear as coefficients. But,

if 16/(x) is divided by f'ix), then all the coefficients will be inte-

gers. The tabulation for this division by detached coefficients is;

4 —5
4 -l.'i 12 4 1g 00 (il -12S

10 -GO 4S 10

-20 4S 4S -12S
-20 75 -GO -20

-27 lOS -lOS

Therefore lG/(a:) s (4x - 5)/'(x) - 27:i~ + 108.r - 108. If the

notation Cq s 16, qiix) = 4x — 5, Fiix) :H/'(.r), F2 ix) s —x“

+ 4x — 4 is introduced, then

(90) Cofix) s qiix)Fiix) 27F2(.r).

Again, the tabulation for the division of Fiix) by F^ix) by de-
tached coefficients is:

-4 -1
-t 4 -4

1

I ^ I

4 -10 10

1 -4 4

1 -4 4
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Hence

(91) F,(i) = (-4* ~ l)F2{f)

Therefore by (90) cq/Ci) = I(—4i — l)9i(r) 4* 27]F2(z) There-

fore F2(z) is a common divisor of /(x) and Fi(r) Hence if /(i)

IS defined by (88) then ff(i)
— x® - 4x + 4 If the quantity m

square brackets is simplified and if the identity is divided by co

it IS found that

(92) /(*) s Q{x)g(x)

with Q(i) B 2* - X — 2 The general argument used m proving

theorem 19 shons that the roots of /(i) = 0 are the roots of

Q(i) K 0 and that the roots of Q(i) = 0 are sunple roots

PROBLEMS

In each problem f/r) s the polyaonusl m the eipistioc find Q(r) Solve

Q(j:) 0 then wive f *) 0

1 - 2** - ll*» + »2r + 30 - 0
2 *' + 7** + 9i* - 27* - 54 0
8 *‘ + Oz* - ** - 14U - 252 - 0
4. - 14z‘ + 69i^ - 140* + 100 0
6 *‘ + s‘-7*‘-*-f6 0
6 ** + 5*‘ + 6*’ - 5< - 6 0
7 *» « + 19*1 _ 2S** + 16* - 4 0
8*‘-4**-)-** + 10**-4* 8 0
9 I* - I2i< + 57** - 134*» + 1561 - 72 -0
10 *• - 7i* - 2i* + 46** + 65* + 2» 0
11 1* -3x* 6i* + 27** 32* + 12 - 0
12 I* - 2*< - lOi* + 8** + 33* + 18 0
13 I* + 8** + 18** - 4** - 47** - 121 +36 -0
14 I' + Si* - 15i* -35*»+90** + 108* - 216 -0
16 i‘ + 2** - 9** - 4** + 31i* _ 30* + 9 = 0
16 i‘ + 4*»-6**-3'’i*+**+60* + 36 -0

Now let /(*) be the ^neral polynomial (6) of positive degree

and let / (r) be its firat derivative It will be proved that fix)

and f (z) have a greatest comnion divisor g{x) It will also be

proved that if fix) = 0 has a multiple root then gix) is not a

constant that is ^(r) actually mvolves z The converse of this

statement will also be proved Then facts which are analogous to

those stated m theorem 19 for a particular polynomial will be

proved for the general polynomial
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11 fix) is linear, then/'(x) is a constant. Hence, if a poIjTiomial

in X is a common factor of /(x) and/'(x), then that pol.vnoraial is

a constant. Therefore, by the definition of greatest common

divisor, wliich was stated preceding (70), g{x) is 1.

If /(x) is not linear, then there arc potynomials gi(x) and ri(x),

such that the degree of ri(x) is lower than the degree of /'(x), and

that

(93) fix) s 5i(x)/'(x) + ri(x).

If ri(x) is zero, then/'(x) is a factor of /(x), and gix) is il/nao)f'ix).

It ndll now be proved that, if ri(x) ^ 0, then the greatest common

divisor 5(x) of/(x) and/'(x) is the greatest common dhdsor /ii(x)

of/'(x) and rj (x). Thus, it will first be proved that g{x) is a factor

of hiix). Since gix) is a factor of /(x) and fix), there are P0I3'-

nomials Q(x) and Qi(x) such that

(94) fix) s Qix)gix), and fix) £= Qiix)gix).

Hence, by (93),

(95) [Qix) - qiix)Qiix)]gix) = ri(x).

Since Qix), gi(x), and Qiix) arc pol.vnomials, Qix) — <?i(x)Qi(.t) is

a polynomial. Hence (95) shows that gix) is a factor of ri(x).

Also, by hj-pothesis, gix) is a factor of fix). Therefore gix) is a

common factor of fix) and ri(x). Hence, bj’’ the definition of the

greatest common divisor /ii(x) of fix) and ?’i(x), it is tme that

gix) is a factor of /(i(x). It will next be proved that /Ji(x) is a
factor of gix). Since hiix) is a factor of fix) and ri(x), there are

polynomials Siix) and S^ix) such that

(96) fix)=Siix)Jiiix), and ri(x) = /So(x)/ji(x).

Hence, by (93), it is true that

(97) fix) s [gi(x)5i(x) + .So(x)]/ii(x).

Since gi(x), Si(x), and iS2(x) arc polynomials, gi(x)Si(x) S2(x)
is a polynomial. Hence (97) shows that hiix) is a factor of fix).
Now, bj'- hypothesis, hiix) is a factor of f{x). Therefore lii(a^) is

a common factor of fix) and fix). Hence, by the definition of
the greatest common divisor gix) ol fix) and fix), it follows that
hix) is a divisor of gix). Since hiix) is a divisor of gix) and gix)
IS a divisor of 7ii(x), they have the same degree. Thus there is a
constant k such that gix) s k’hiix). Also k = 1, since the lead-
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mg coefficient of g{x) is 1 and the leading coefficient of hi{x) ia,l

It has thus been proved that the greatest common divTsor g(x) of

f{x) and / (i) IS the greatest common divisor hi(x) of f (i) and

nix)

If ri(r) is of degree 0 then hiix) is the constant 1 Hence

g{x) si If T\[x) IS of degree greater than 0 then there is a

polynomial q2ix) and a polynomial r2{x) of degree lower than the

degree of ri(x) such that

(98) /(^) -ff2(a:)r.(x)+r,(x)

If rjfx) IS mdeed zero then ri(i) is a divisor of / (x) and /ii(z)

IS the polynomial obtained by dividmg ri(z) by its leadmg coef

ficient But if rj(r) ^ 0 then the argument which was applied

to (93) to show that fli(x) « lij(x) can be applied to (98) to show

that if hiix) is the greatest common divisor of ri(z) and T2 {x)

then Aj(i) « li2(x) and hence gix) — hjfz)

If this process is repeated the sequence of steps finally tenni

nates in one ot two ways Thus it termmates il ever a remainder

of aero is obtained If the divisor which yielded this aero remain

der 13 divided by its leadmg coefficient the result ts the greatest

common divisor of /(x) and / (i) If no zero remainder is oV
tamed then the sequence termmates because the degrees of the

functions /(i) / (x) ri(x) f2(x) form a sequence of non

negative mtegers such that each integer m the sequence is less than

the precedmg integer For example the degree of ri(x) in (93)

IS at most n — 2 and that of rzCx) in (98) at most n — 3 Hence
if no zero remamder is obtained then after at most n — 1 iden

titles of which (93) and (98) are the first two an identity is ob

tamed in which the degree of the remamder is zero If this last

identity is the ftth identity then this identity is

(99) r*_z(i) ^ 9ii(x)rt_t(x) + r*

In (99) r* is indeed a non zero constant Now the argument which

was applied to (93) to show that the greatest common divisor of

/(x) and / (x) is the greatest common divisor of / (x) and ri{x)

can be applied to each of the identities in the sequence Hence
finally it is proved that p(x) is the greatest common divisor of

fk—\ix) and rj: Since rt is a non zero constant it follows that

g(x) — 1 This discussion with theorems 17 and 18 and the proof

which follows (86) completes the proof of the followng theorem
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Theorem 20. The general polynomial f(x), of posilive degree, and

its first derivative f'{x) have a greatest common divisor g(x). This

polynomial g{x) is found from one or more idcntilics of the form {93).

' The equation f{x) = 0 has a multiple root if and only if g{x) is not

a constant. If the multiplicity m of a root of f{x) - 0 is greater

than 1, then this root of f{r) 0 is a root of g{x) = 0 of multiplicity

m — 1. If g{x) is not a constant, then a root of g(x) = 0 of multi-

plicity nil is a. root of /(r) — 0 of multiplicity nii + 1. There is a

polynomial Q{x) such that fix) s Q(x)g(.r). The roots of Q{x) - 0

are simple roots. They are the distinct roots of f{x) — 0.

It is to be noted cspcciallj’^ that in tlie proof of theorem 20 it

was not as'^umed that the coefficients of /(.r) 'wcio leal numbers.

Also it M'as not assumed that the loots of f{x) = 0 iverc real.

Theorem 21. If fix) is a polynomial leith real coefficients, if a

and b arc leal numbers such that b 0, and if a -jr bi is a root of

multiplicity in of fix) = 0, then a — bi is a lOot of multiplicity m of

fix) = 0.

Proof. Since a, is a real number, the conjugate o, of the coeffi-

cient a, is a,. Also, if c + di and it -t- vi aic two complex numbers,

&e conjugate (c + di)iu + vi) of the pioduct (c + di)iu -p vi) is

the product (c — di)iu — vi) of the conjugates of the turn numbei'S.

In particular, (c + di)^ = (c — di)~. Rejicated use of these facts

shows that, if m is any positive integer, and if k is a real number,

then /c(c + di)”‘ = hie — di)'". Next, if c + di and u vi are two

complex numbers, then the conjugate (c + di) + {ii + vi) of their

sum is the sum (c — di) + (m — vi) of their conjugates. Hence
it follows that the conjvigate of the sum of a finite number of com-
plex numbers is the sum of the conjugates of these numbers If

fix) has the notation (G), then /(a -j- bi) = aoia bi)” -f- ai(a
+ bi)” ^

f- a„_i(a + bi) -f a„. By the preceding discus-

sion fia -f- bi) = aoia + bi)” + ai(a -f- bi)”~^ -j [- a„_i(a -i- bt)

+ Kn = ao(a — bi)” + ai(a — hi)”~^ -p*—}- an-iia — bi) On-

Therefore /(a + hi) ^ fia - bi).
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By hypothesis f(a + h») = 0 Therefore f(a + fri} = 0 Also

0 = 0, and f{a + 6*) = /{c — H) Therefore /(a — 6f) = 0, and

o — bt IS a root of f(x) = 0 Since b 0, the numbers a + bi

and a -- ftt are distmct roots of /(*) =0 It has been proved

that, if the polynomial f(x) has real coefi&cients, if a and b are real

numbers such that b ^ 0, and if o + bt is a root of /(x) = 0, then

a — bi 13 a root of /{i) = 0 The multiplicity of a -• bt for

/(x) = 0 will be designated by wti

By theorem 5 there is a polynomial 5j(x) such that

(100) fix) = [X - (a + bi)l[^ - (a - mMx)

The usual process of findu^ 92{x^) >3 first to find 5i{i) such that

fix) = (i — (o + bi)]gi(x) and next to find gjCx) such that gi(x)

s [x — (o — bOIg2(x) Smcc (x — (a -f bi)][x — (a — bi)) * x*

— 2ax + o* + b*, the polynomial 92(1) may be found in one step

by dividmg fix) by x^ — 2ax + a* + b* In 4hi8 process only

operations of addition subtraction, and multiplication are per-

formed on the real coefficients of fix) and of i* — 2az -t*
0*

-I- b*

Therefore the coefficients of ^2(1) Are real

It will be proved by induction that «ni — m It is known that

m g 1 and mi & 1 It will now be proved that, if m = 1 and

mi > 1, then there is a contradiction By (100), if mi > 1, then

X — (a — W) IS a factor of <f2(*) Smce the coefficients of 52(x)

are real, the argument preceding (100) is appbcable to 22(®)

Therefore there 13 a poljtiomial 92(1) such that qtiz) *
[x — (o — bO](x — (a + W)l52(x) Hence, by (100), [x — (a +
bi)]^ IS a factor of fix) This contradicts the hypothesis that

o + bi is a root of multiphaty 1 for/(x) = 0 This completes the

verification that mi = m if m = 1

If m > 1, then x - (a + bO is a factor of 92{®), by (100) By
the argument preceding (100), it is known that x — (o — bt) is

also a factor of 92 (x) By the hypothesis of the lemma for the

mduction, if m2 is the multiplicity of a + bt for 92(*) = 0/

m2 IS the multiplicity of a — 6* for ft(x) = 0 Then there is a

polynomial 94(1) such that gaf*) = [x — (a 4- bt)]"* Ix — (o —
94(2^), and neither x ~ (a + bt) nor x — (o — bt) is a factor

of 94(2;) Substitution in (100) shows that m = m2 + 1 = mi
Other theorems about polynomial equations are given in the

references cited at the end of this book
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PROBLEiMS

Solve the follomng equations and thus verify theorem 21 for these equations.

1. a^-2r=-a;-6 = 0.

2.

''a:3 + 53“ + 7a: + 12 = 0.

3. - 7x^ - 7x- + 22a; + 2-1 = 0.

4. a:^ - 42^ + 2a:’ + 13a:= - 24a: + 12 = 0.

Show that each of tlie follounng equations has at least one multiple root.

Solve the equation and thus verify theorem 21.

6. - 4a:’ + 10a’ - 12j + 9 = 0.

6. a< - 2a’ + 7ar - 6x + 0 = 0.

7. a® - 3x’ + 15x® - 25x’ + GOx’ - 48x + Cl = 0.

8. a® - 3i’ + 9x^ - 13x’ + ISx’ - 12x + 8 = 0.

9. x' - 5a® + 14x® - 2Gx* + 33i’ - 29x’ + IGx - 4 = 0.

10. a’ - a® + 4x® - lOx^ + lOx* - lOar + 21a - 9 = 0.

11. a® + 4a^ + a’ - 14a“ - 20x - 8 = 0.

12. a' + 2x’ - 2a- - Gx + 5 = 0.

13. X* - Gx’ + 17x’ - 24x + IG = 0.

14. a® - 2x* - lOx® + 8ar + 33x + 18 = 0.



CHAPTER 4

ISOLATION AND CO’VIPUTATION OF REAL ROOTS
OF REAL POLYNOMIAL EQUATIONS

1 Isolation of real roots by Sturm’s theorem illustrated In this

chapter it will be explained how to determine whether a real polj

normal equation has any real roots and how to compute m decimal

form each real root which it may ha\e

Sturm a theorem concerns a real polynomial equation which has

no multiple roots Hence m the following numerical illustration

of the use of Sturm s theorem the first step ts to deUrmne the great-

est common dtmsor g{x) of f{x) and / (x) If f{x) designates the

po(ynomia( which forms the feft hand side of the equation

(1) I* - 4r* + 4j* + 4x - 3 - 0

then

(2) / (x) - 4x5 - 12x* + 8i + 4

If Fi(i) “ X* — 3x* 4* 2x + 1 then/ (x) — 4Fi(x) Now if/(i)

18 divided by Fi(x) the equation /(x) ~ (x — l)Fi(i) — x* +
5x — 2 results Ilence if Fi(x) — — Sx + 2 then 4/(x)

(x — 1)/ (x) — 4Fa(x) If the notations

(3) Co = 4 gi(x) — X - 1 ri{x) = 4(-x* + 5x - 2)

are used th s identit> becomes

W co/{a^) ” giWW +nW
This identity may be roughly checked Thus if x is replaced

by 2 then the equation cof(2) qi(2)f (2) + ri(2) results By
(3) and (2) this equation is 45 14 + 44 Smce this last

equation is a true relation bet\een numbers and snce 2 was a

value of X chosen at random it is probable that the identity (4)

IS correct

The identity (4) is the first identity m the usual process of find

ing the greatest common dnisor jr(i) of /(x) and / (x) In order,

82
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that (4) and subsequent identities may be given a unified nota-

tion, /oW, /iCx), and/o(x) are defined by

(5) Mx)^-ri(x).

Then (4) becomes

(6) Co/o(.t) - gi(x)fi(x) -Mx).

It is to be noted especially that /oCv) is the negative of the re-

mainder ri{x), which was obtained in (4).

Next, a positive constant Cj, and polj-nomials qn{x) and fs(x),

will be found, such that

(7) Cifiix) ss q2(x)f2ix) - /six)

and the degree of /sfj;) is less than the degree of /afx). Since

/i(.r) s 4Fi(x) and fnix) s dFofx), therefore the coraputalion is

more simple if Fi(.r) is divided by FjC-r). The identitj' Fiix)

{x -b 2)F2 (.t) -b lOx — 3 results. Hence 4F](x) == {x -b 2)4Fo(x)

-b 4(10x — 3). Therefore (7) is true with

(8) Cl = 1, q.ix) = X -b 2, Mx) ^ 4(-10.r -b 3).

Finally, a positive constant Co, and ]>olynomials q^ix) and/.i(x-))

will be found such that

(9) co/sfx) = <?3(x)/:t(x)

and the degree of /4 (x) is less than the degree of f^{x). Since /afx)

is a linear function, it follows that/ifx) will be a constant. Since

/afx) s dFofx) and fsix) s 4(— lOx -b 3), therefore the computa-
tion is performed with Fofx) and — lOx -b 3. Since division of

F2(x) by — lOx -b 3 w^ould introduce fractional coefficients,

100F2 (x) is divided bj’' — 10.r-b3. The result is 100F2 (.t) s
(— 10.x -b 47)(— lOx -b 3) -b 59. If this result is multiplied by 4,

and if the relations /2 (x) s 4F2(.x) and /afx) s 4(— lOx -b 3) are
used, it is found that lOO/zfx) = (-lOx -b 47)/3 (.t) -b 23G. There-
fore (9) is true with

(10) C2 = 100, qsix) s -lOx -b 47, Mx) s -23G.

The identities (6), (7), and (9) will now be used to determine
the greatest common divisor of /(x) and f'(x). The argument is

precisely that which w'as applied from (93) to (99) in chapter 3.
The greatest common divisor of /o(x) and fi(x) is, by (6), the
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greatest common divisor of/i(*) and/aCz), and hence, by (7), the

greatest common divisor of/afx) and/3 (;r), and hence, by (9), of

fz{x) and/iCi) Smce/^fx) is a non zero constant, it follows that

the greatest common dt\ isor of /(x) and / (x) is 1 By theorem

20 of chapter 3 equation (1) has no multiple roots

The iSturwi funeitona for eipiabon (/) are the functions /o(*),

fzW and fi(x) Therefore

/Q(r) = - 4i® + 4i* + 4x - 3,

/,(x) s -3z^ + 2r+l),

(U) /2 (x) =4(x» -&r + 2),

/a(x) “ ‘1(-I0x + 3)

/4 (x) - -236

These functions are also designated by /o /i /j fa, ft They will

be used later to obtain information about whatever real roots ( 1)

may have

PRODLEItfS

In each of the foUomag problems t

root Wnte all the idenUUes used n

identity Wnte the Sturm funcUons

1 ** - 3i* - 15x + 1 - 0
S a* + 3j5 + 6* - 12 - 0
E 3^ + 12j» + 12x - 11 - 0
7 i« + 4i>-4i* + 43;-I-0
9 - 6i* + 2 - 0

11 - 3i + 5 - 0

13 i< + 8i*-4i + l= 0
15 3* + 2j’ + 4x’ + 2j + 2 - 0

ow that the equation baa no multiple

this process and roughly cheek each

2 ** + 32* + 12* - 10 - 0

4 **-3**-6* + l- 0

6.**-15x*4.&»-7=0
8 T*-4j*+4i*-8r + l- 0

10 I* + 3** - 7 - 0
12 **-6z + 2 = 0

14 i’-8**+8i-2-0
18 ** - 2x* - I* + 2i - 1 - 0

The second step in the use of Sturm’s theorem is the tabulation

of signs The leftrhand column Of the table lists the Sturm fimc

tioDS m order and a symbol V which will be explamed later By
theorem 11 of chapter 3 an upper bound for the real roots of (1)

13 5 and a loi\er bound is —3 Hence the top row of the table

lists in order values of x between —3 and 5 The 83Tnbols P and

—P m this row wdl be explamed later

If X = 0 the values of the Stimn functions (11) are —3, 4, 8

12 —236 respectively The signs of these numbers are — + "+

+ — In the table these sigis are listed in the column with the
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value 0 of a: at the top. Again, if a: = 1, the signs aie + -{- —
— — . These signs are listed in the column with the value 1 of

X at the top. All the signs in the table except those in the column

headed by P and those in the column headed by —P are found in

this way. If P is a positive number, the signs of the leading terms

d foiP), MP)> fi arc + + + --. Thc«esips

are listed in the column headed bv P. The signs of the leading

tGrmsoffoi-P), fii-P),f2i-P)Js(-P),fi arc + - + + -•

These signs are listed in the column headed by —P.

_P ... -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 ... r

/o + ••• + + + — + + 4- + + ••• +
Si

_ - - — + + + 4* + + ••• +
A + ... j. + + + — - - — +
A
A

+ ••• + + + +
- - - - _ ... -

V 3 ... 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 ... 1

The last row of the table will now be explained. The sequence

of signs in the column headed bs’’ 0 is — H—1—}- — . The first

two signs h in this sequence present a variation in sign because

they are opposite. The second and third signs + + do not pre-

sent a variation in sign. The third and fourth signs d- do not

present a variation. The last two signs -f- — present a variation

in sign. Therefore the number of vai iations in this sequence is 2.

This fact is recorded by the enti^'’ 2 at the bottom of this column.
The nmnber of variations in this sequence is designated by Fq.

Therefore Vq — 2. Again, the sequence of signs in the column
with —1 at the top is H [- H . Since this sequence presents

three variations, the entiy 3 appears in the last row in this column.
The number of variations in tliis sequence is designated by F_i.
Therefore = 3. Each entry in the last row of the table is

obtained in this manner. Vc designates the number of variations
in the sequence of signs in the column with c at the top.

Sturm’s theorem states that, if a and 6 aie real numbcis, neither
of which is a root of (1), and if o < 6, then Fa ^ Vh and the
number of real roots of (1) between a and h is Fa — F;,. For
example, since F_2 — F_i = 0, there is no real root of (1) be-
tween —2 and —1. Since F_i — Fo == 1, there is one real root
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between —1 and 0 Since F® — Fi = 1, there is one real root

between 0 and 1

In the works to which reference is made at the end of this book

it IS proved that, if g(i) is the real polynomial l>ox" + +
+ fin-i® + K, then there is a positive number k, dependmg

on the coeEBcients m g{x) such that, if P > I, then the sign of

g(P) IS the same as the sign of 6oF" It follows that there is a

positive number c, depending on the coefficients m such that,

if Q < — c, then the sign of g{Q) is the same as the sign of hoQ"

Now let g(x) be taken in turn to be the Sturm functions (11)

Then there is a positive number P large enough that simultane-

ously the signs of /q(P) /,(P) fi{P),fz(P) ft arc the signs m the

column headed by P, and the signs of /o(—P), /i(—P)>

fsi—P), ft are the signs m the column headed by —P Smce

Vi — Vp = 0, there is no real root greater than 1 Since V^p
— F_i - 0, there is no real root less than —1

FRODLE-MS

'SaVdW* Vaesigtis cS VteSlunn ImicVions Ct Vhe eq-osviwis

of tbe preceding set holate the real roota For each real root determine

consecutive mtegen such that tbe root is beleees these lategere

2 Sturm’s theorem In section 1 Sturm’s theorem was used to

isolate the real roots of the numerical equation (1) This theorem.

Will now be proved It concerns the general real poljTiomial

equation f{x) =• 0, which has no multiple roots, and arbitrary real

numbers a and b neither of which is a root of /(x) =0 It is

assumed that a <b
In the following proof there are four parts In (i) the Sturm

functions for /(x) wiU be defined by a sequence of identities, and

the symbol V, will be defined for the arbitrary real number c In

(11) the closed mterval of real numbers from o to b wull be sepa-

rated into appropriate submtervals and all the possible types of

submtervals will be determined In (m) the value of Fc "• Tj will

be determmed if the closed mterval from c to d is m turn a sub-

mterval of each of the tjpes m (u) In (iv) the value of Va — Vt,

will be determined

(i) By hypothesis n- is a positive integer, the coefficients ao, oi,

,
On m

(12) f{x) = Oox" 4" Oix" ^ + 4- On—iX 4" On
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are real numbers, and oq 0. Also /(.r) - 0 has no multiple

roots The first derivative of fix) is designated by /'(a). By
theorem 20 of chapter 3 the gieatest common divisor of f(x) and

f'(x) is the constant 1. If f(x) and /'(x) aic designated by

and/i(x), then there arc polynomials 7i(x) and/o(a), and a posi-

tive constant Cq, such that

(13) cofoix) s= qi(x)fi(x) -/oCr)

and the degree of /nCr) is less than the degiee of If fnix) is

a constant, the Sturm functions aie /o(x), /i(x), and /o(.i). If

foix") is not a constant, then there is a .sequence (14) of identities

such that in the last identity /;(j) is a non-zero constant:

Cofoix) = giix)fiix) - f^ix),

cjiix) = ?2(x)/2 (x) - Mx),
(14)

Ck-ih-iix) s: qi _i(x)/, _i(x) - ft (x).

It is to be noted especially that co, Ci,
• • •, c/._2 arc positive con-

stants, that gi(x), • •
•

, qi-\ix), foil), ft _i(x) ate polynomials
inx, and that the degree of/,(x) is lower than the degree of /,_i(x).
In fact,/2 (x), • •

- (//(x) are the negatives of the remainders in the

identities obtained in the usual pioccss of finding the gieatest

common divisor of/(x) and/'(x). The Slurm functions for fix) aie
the functions /o(x), /i (x), •••,/; (x). The}’ arc also designated by
fo,fi,

Now let c be any real number which is not a root of fix)
—

0.

In the sequence /o(c), /i(c), • •
•, /).(c) of numbcis it is known that

foie) 9^ 0 and that /; (c) 0. It may bo that no number in this

sequence is zero, but it may be that one or moie of the numbers
•^i(c)) •

• /fc_i(c) are zero. Let a new list be formed by deleting
each of these numbeis which is zero. Then each number in this
final list is not zero and hence has a sign. Tliis sequence of signs
ffiay present one or more variations in .sign, or it may present no
variation in sign. The symbol Vc designates the number of varia-
hons in sign presented by the list/o(c), /i(c), • •

•, fkic) after zero
terms are discarded.
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(u) Since /(i) IS of degree n, the equation fix) = 0 has at most

n real roots An analogous statement holds for each of the equa»

tions fiix) = 0, , fk—iix) = 0 Hence all the real roots of all

the equations fo(x) = 0, , /»_i(x) = 0 constitute a finite set

If c and d are arbitrary real numbers such that c <d, then [c, d]

designates the dosed tnUrvalfrom ctod, that is, all numbers w such

that c g w g d Now the interval [e, d] and all the roots of all of

the equations fa(x) = 0, ,
«= 0 may ba^e one of the

following relations The interval will be said to be of type I if

no one of these roots is in the mterval It is of type 71 if c is a root

of at least one of these equations and if no other number m (c, d]

IS a root of any of these equations It is of type III if d is a root

of at least one of these equations and if no other number m [c, d]

13 a root of any of these equations It is of type IV if there is a

number s such that c < s < d /ofs) ^ 0, and s is a root of at least

oneof/j(®) -0, ,/»_i(x) — 0, and if s is the only number in

[e, dj which is a root of any of the equations faix) » 0, ,

fh-ii*) =0 It js of type V if there is a number a such that

c < 8 < d and/o(9) » 0 and if e is the only number m {e d] which

19 a root of any of the equations /o(x) •* 0, , A-i(*) “ 0

There are other possible types of relation which an arbitrary

tenal {c, d] and all the roots of all the equations foix) » 0, ,

fk-\{x) «s 0 may have However these five types are the only

types which appear m the following proof

It Will now be explained how (a 6] is separated into a finite

number of closed submtervab such that each submten al is of one

of the preceding five types and two submtervals have either no
pomt, or one end point and no other point, in common Thus, it

may be that [a 6] is of type I, or of type II, or of tj^pe III In

each of these cases there is only one submterval, that mterval

bemg [a, b] itself Agam, it may be that o is a root of one of

foix) = 0, , fk-iix) = 0, that 6 is also a root of one of these

equations, and that no other number m [a, b] is a root of any of

these equations Then [o, bj is separated into two submtervals

by an arbitrary pomt u such that o < u < b Then [a, u] is of

type II, and (u, b] is of type III Otherwise, there is at least one

of the roots of all of the equations /o(x) = 0, , fk-i(x) = 0
which IS between a and b, not equal to a, and not equal to b If

there is exactly one such, root r m [a, b], then there are two num
hers 6i and b2 such that o<bi<r<b2 <b Also (o, bij is of

type I or II, [b|, bj] of type IV or V, and tb2, b] of type I or III
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If there are several such roots in [a, h], then the number in of

these roots is finitOj and the notation T\y ' '
*? lur these roots

can be chosen so that a J"! “C* • * I'vi Then thcie aic

numbers hi,
• *

*, hm+i such that a < hi < ri < • • • < h,„ < r,n

< h,„+i < h. Then [a, h] is separated into the intervals [a, hi],

[hi, ha],
• •

•, [h,„, h„+i], Ih„,+i, h]. Also [a, hi] is of typo I or II,

[hm+i, h] is of type I or III, and each of the other intcn'als is of

tj’pe IV or V.

(iii) One property of continuous functions nill be used in the

following proof. Tliis is the property that, if g{x) is a continuous

function, and if the cuiwe whose equation is y = g{x) Is on one

side of the X-axis if x = c and on the other side if x = d, then

somewhere between c and d the cun'c cro&‘?es the X^-axis. This

property is also expressed Ijy the statement that, if g{c) > 0, and

if g{x) 7^ 0 for each x in [c, d], then g{d) > 0. It is tnie that a

poljmomial in x is a continuous function of x and that/o(x), • • •,

//_i(x) aie poljmomials in x. Theiefoic this property is a prop-

erty of each of /o(x), ••*,/; -i(x).

It will now be proved that, i/ [c, d] is of Ujpc I, then Vc — Vd
= 0. Thus, by the property mentioned, the signs of /o(c) and

/o(d) are + -I-, or they are — — . Also, by this property, the

signs of /i(c) and /i(d) are -f -b, or they are — — . Thus tlic

entries in the first two lows of the columns headed b}’ c and d

form one of the following four tables:

-b-t- +-b - - - -
(15) , , , .

-b+ - - ++ - -

In the first and last tables these two rows contribute no vaiiation

to Vc and no variation to In the second and third tables

these two rows contribute one variation to Vc and one variation

to Vd. Hence the number of variations which the fust two lows
contribute to Vc equals the number of variations which the}’- con-
tribute to Vd- This same argument is applicable to the rows for

/i and /2 ,
and to each set of two adjacent rows. Therefore Vc

- Vd = 0 .

It will now be proved that, if [c, d] is of type IV, then Vc — Vd
= 0. This vdll be done by inserting the column headed by s be-
tween the column headed by c and the column headed by d. By
the hypothesis /(s) 0 in the definition of type IV, and by the
property of continuous functions which was mentioned above, the
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signs of /o(c) /o(s) /oCd) are + + + or If/i(»)H0

then the entries in the second tot of these three columns are

+ + + or — — — Therefore these two rows of these three

columns form one of the four tables

+ + + + + + - --
(16)

+ + + -- - + + + ---
Heme if /i(a) ^ 0 the number of \anations which the first two

ro \s contribute to Ve equab the number which they contribute

to Vd

If fj(3) = 0 it Will be pro%ed that the number of lanations

which the first three ro s contnbute to Vc equals the number

which they contnbute to Vt If the entnes for/jfc) and/i((f) are

omitted the entries for the first three rows of these columns form

one of the following tables

+ + + _ - _
(17) 0 0

- - - + + +

Thus by the property of contmuous functions the signs of /o(c)

/o(s) /o(d) are + + + or — — — Also by the first equation

in 04) It 13 true that fo/o(«) 9i(s)/i(«) — /j(«) Smce /i(8)

- 0 and Co/o(3) 5^ 0 it folio is that /jfs) ^ 0 Since co > 0 the

sign of /ifs) IS opposite to the sign of /o(s) Hence the column

headed by s is the middle column u one of the tables m (17)

Fmalh by the property of continuous functions the entries m
the third row are + + + or — This completes the proof

of the statement about the tables (17) Now /i(c) may have the

entry + or the entry — and so may /i(d) Thus the first table

lU (17) 13 completed m one of the followmg ways

+ + + + + + + + + + + +
(18) + 0 + +0--0+-0-
In each of the tables m (18) there la one variation contributed to

Vc and one vanation to Vg Again the second table in (17) is

completed similarly m one of four ways and alwajs there is one

variation contributed to Vc and one vanation to Vd This com
pletes the proof that if /i(s) = 0 then the number of vanations
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contributed to T^e by the rows for /o, /i, /2 equals the number of

variations contributed to by these three rows.

The remaining rows in these three columns can be treated in

one of these two ways. If these columns commenced as in one of

the tables in (16), and if/aCs) 7^ 0, then the second and third rows

would peld one of the tables in (16). If these columns com-

menced as in one of the tables in (16), and if f->{s) = 0, then the

second, third, and fourth rows would yield one of the tables ob-

tained from (17). In general, the rows of the three columns are

considered in sets of two rows each, or in sets of three rows each.

The number of variations contributed to Vc bj’’ such a set, of rows

equals the number contributed to Fj by this set. This completes

the proof that, if [c, d] is of type IV, then Vc — V,i = 0.

It will now be proved that, ij [c, (l\ is of type II, then Vc — F,;

= 0. By the definition of type II the columns headed by c and d

are related to each other as, in the proof for t3'pe I\', the columns

which are headed by s and d there arc related to each other. The
proof for tjqio IV also jrields the fact that there I’’, — Frf = 0.

Therefore here Vc — Vd — 0.

It will be proved next that, if (c, d] is of type III, then 1% — Vd
= 0. By the definition of type III, the columns headed bj' c and
d are related to each other as, in the i)roof for type IV, the col-

umns which are headed b}* c and s there are related to each other.

The proof for type IV also .yields the fact that there Vc — F« = 0.

Therefore here Fe — Fj = 0.

It uill now be proved that, if [c, d] is of type V, then Vc — Vd
= 1. This will be done by inserting the column headed by s be-
tween the column headed by c and the column headed bj' d. Bj'

hjqjothesis /o(s) = 0. It will be proved first that fi{s) yS- 0, b}'

showing that, if /i(s) is zero, then there is a contradiction. If

/o(s) = 0 and /i(s) = 0, then, bj-- theorem 18 of chapter 3, s is a

multiple root of f{x) = 0. This contradicts the hjqrothesis that
f(a:) = 0 has no multiple roots. Now, bj’’ the fact that/i(s) 7̂ 0
and by the property of continuous functions, the -signs of /i(c),

/i(®);/i(d) are -f- -|—h or — — — . Therefore, if the entries for

/o(c) and /o(d) are omitted, the entries for the first two rows of
these three columns form one of the tables:

0 0
(19)

+ + +
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Now fi(x) IS the first deri\atne of f{x) Therefore, for the first

table in (19) f(x) is a function whose first derivative is positive

m the interval (c, d] Hence /(i) is an increasing function in that

interval Therefore the entry for/o(c) is —
,
and the entry for

fo{d) IS +, and this table becomes

- 0 +
(20)

+ + +
Again, for the second table in (19), f(x) is a function whose first

derivative is negative m |e, d] Hence /(x) is a decreasing func-

tion in [c, d] Therefore this table becomes

(21 )

+ 0 -

Therefore /o and fi contnbute one variation to Vt and no varia-

tion to Vi
If /8(8) ^ 0, then the rows for Si ao"! ft on® of the tables

in (16) If fiifi) « 0, then the rows for fi, Sz, and fi yield one of

the tables obtained from (17) This process is repeated until all

the rows for /i, ,
iQ\^he«e columns have been considered

Therefore the number of varutions contnbuted to V* by the rows

lor /i> ) /* equals the number of venations contnbuted to Vi
by the rows for fu , /»

Therefore the number of variations contnbuted to Vt by the

rows for /o /i, ,
is one more than the number of venations

contributed to Va by these rows Therefore Vt — Vi = \, if

(c, d] IS of type V
(iv) It will now be proved that V» — Vi equals the number of

real roots tn [a 6] In (ii) it was explamed how to separate [a, b]

mto submtervals It may be that there is only one submterval

Then, as explained m (u), this mterval is (a, b] itself, and it is of

type Ii II, or III Therefore, by (lu), V* — Fs = 0 Also, by
the definitions of the types I, H, and III, then there is no real

root of f(x) = 0 in [a, b) Therefore, m this case, Va — Fk equals

the number of real roots m [a 6]

Agam, it may be that there are two submtervals Then, as ex-

plamed m (ii), there is a real number i* such that a < u <b and
[a, w] 13 of type II and [u, b] is of type HI Also, Va — Vi =
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(Fa - F„) + (F„ - Fb). By (Hi) Fa - F„ = 0, and F„ - Fj,

= 0. Therefore Fa — Fb = 0. Also, by the definition of the

tj-pes II and III, there is no real root of f{x) - 0 in [a, ii], and

there is no real root of f(x) = 0 in [h, h]. Therefore there is no

real root of f{x) = 0 in [a, h]. Therefore, in this case, T'^a — I't

equals the number of real roots in [a, f;].

Otherwise, as explained in (ii), there is a positive integer m, and

there are real numbers bi,
• • •, ?>m+i, such that [a, ?>] is separated

into [a, bi], [6i, b2],
• [bm+i, J»]. Then Fa — Fb =

(Fa - Fb.) + (Fb. - Fb,) +•--+ (Fb„ - Fb„J + (Fb„,, -
Fb). Now a difference, in parcnthe.ses on the right-liand side of

this equation, equals one if there is a root of /(x) = 0 in the corre-

sponding interval, but the difference equals zero if there Ls no root

of f(x) = 0 in this inten^al. Therefore, in this case. Fa — T'^b

equals the number of real roots of fix) = 0 in [a, b].

Stuum’s theorem. Let fix) be a real polynomial in x of positive

degree. Let fix) = 0 have no multiple roots. Let a and h be real

numbers such that a < b, /(a) 0, and fib) 0. Let the Sturm

functions for fix) be defined as in itJf). Then the exact number of

real roots of fix) = 0 which are between a and b is Fa — Fb.

In the references cited at the end of this book there arc methods
of avoiding computation in the use of Sturm’s theorem. There is

also- a modified Sturm’s theorem which is applicable even if the

equation has multiple roots.

PROBLEMS

In each of the follontng problems show that the equation ha.s no multiple
root, tabulate the signs of the Sturm functions, and isolate the real roots.

Determine consecutive integers between which each real root lies.

1. X® - 7x2 + 18x - 13 = 0.

3. x’ - 5x2 4- 7x - 1 = 0.

6. x^ - 4x2 + 7x2 - 9x 4- 3 = q
7. x® - 5x2 + 5x2 - 5x 4- 3 = 0.

9. x^ - 2x2 4- x2 - 2x - 5 = 0.

2. x2 - 10x2 + 33j. _ 31 = 0,

4. X'' — x2 — X — 0 = 0,

6. X* - 3x2 4- 3x2 - 4x 4- 2 = 0.

8. x2 - 10x2 + 153.2 _ 8 = 0.

10. x^ - 3x2 4. 2x2 - X - 1 = Q_

3. Descartes’ rule of signs. Several illustrations of the use of
Descartes’ rule of signs will be given in this section, but the rule
will not be proved in this book. As given in the references, the
proof is long but not difficult.
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Descartes rule of signs Iff{x) ts a real polynomtaJ in x of

positive degree then the number of posttne roots of the equation

f(x) = 0 IS either equal to the number of variations m sign presented

by the coefficients of f{x) or less than ihix number by an even integer

In the equation

(22) - 4j:® + 4i® + 4i: - 3 = 0

the signs of the coefficients are + “ + + — These signs pre-

sent three vanationa Bj Descartes’ rule the number of positive

roots is three or one By Storms theorem it was proved m sec-

tion 1 that there is one positive root of this equation

In the equation

(23) I® - 4x* + 15z® - 2Sx» -1- 49j:* - 42x + 36 = 0

the signs of the coefficients are -I- — + —
-I- — + These signs

present six. varvatwaa By Descartes rule the number of positive

roots of (23) IS six four two or zero Sturms theorem would

show that there are no real roots of (23)

In the equation

(24) X* - 3r> + - 0 - 0

the signs of the coefficients are -I- —I These signs present

three variations By Descartes rule the number of positive roots

of (24) IS three or one Sturm s theorem would show that there

is one positiv e root of (24)

In the equation

(2o) x»-x2_2j:-2_0

the signs of the coefficients are + — — — These signs present

one variation By Descartes rule there is one positive root of (25)

In this case Descartes rule gives the exact number of positive

roots

In the equation

(26)

the signs are -|- — These signs present one variation There-

fore by Descartes rule there is one positive root This fact was
used in chapter 1
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If X is replaced by -y in the equation

(27) + 2x~ —x + 5 = 0,

there results the equation

(28) + 2y- + 1/ + 5 = 0.

By Descartes’ nile there is one positive root of (28). Therefore

there is one negative root of (27).

4. Homer’s method. By Descartes’ lulc of signs the equation

(29) — 7.r“ + 14x — 7 = 0

has at least one positive root. If /(.r) s x"* — 7x' + blx — 7,

then/(0) = -7J(i) = l,/(2) = l,/(3) = -1J(4) = 1. Theie-

fore the curv^e who'^e equation h y — fix) cio‘?ses the A’’-a\is be-

tween 0 and 1, between 2 and .3, and between 3 and 4. Theiefoio

(29) has one root in tlie inten-al {0, 1], one root in tiic inteiwal

[2, 3], and one root in the interval {3, 4].

Homer’s method of calculating the root of (29) wliich lies be-

tween 2 and 3 will now be explained. This root x will be known

if a number u can be found such that

(30) X = 2 -{- u.

Since X is a root of (29), n is a root of the equation which i.s ob-

tained from (29) by the transfonnation (30). This equation in u
could be found by substitution from (30) in (29). Thus, if the

operations indicated in (2 + u)^ — 7(2 -f u)^ + 14(2 -f- u) — 7

are performed, and if like powers of u are combined, the equation

(31) — 2« -k 1 = 0

is obtained. The polynomial in u which constitutes the left-hand

side of (31) will be designated by U(u). Therefore

(32) fix) s Uiu)

under the transformation (30).

A more simple method of obtaining (31) will now bo explained.

Before the coefficients in U(u) have been found, they will be des-
ignated by Co, Cl, C2, C3 respectively. Hence U(u) = Cqu^ -f ciM^
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+ CiU -I- cj If u m (32) IS lepkced by a: — 2 then (29) is ob

tamed This fact is stated by the identity

(33) Co(2; - 2)® + ci(x - 2)* + <^(a: — 2) + Ca

s I® - 7x2 + 14i; - 7

Therefore

(34) [co(x - 2)2 + c.(* - 2) + CsKx - 2) + Cj

S I® - 7j2 + 14x - 7

This identity shows that if J(x) is divided by i — 2 until a con

stant remainder is obtained then this remainder is the required

value of ca If this division is accomplished synthetically it is

exhibited m the table

1 -7 14 -7 \2
2 -10 8

I -$ 4 1

The entry 1 in the third row and fourth column is Cs

The quotient (34) is the quotient indicated by (36) Hence

(30) Co(x — 2)2 + ci(x — 2) + C2 s I* — 6x + 4

Therefore

(37) [co(r - 2) + c,l(x - 2) + Ca - x* - 5x + 4

This identity shows that if the quotient x* — 5x + 4 in the first

step (35) IS itself divided bj x — 2 until a constant remamder is

obtained then this remamder is the required \alue of Cg This

division IS also accomplished synthetically A table should be

constructed m the usual manner to -exlidiit this synthetic substi

tution This table and (35) may be combmed m the table

1 _7 14 -r [2
2 -10 8

(38) 1 -5 4 1

2 -6

1 -3 -2

The entry —2 m the fifth row and third column of (38) is Cg The
quntafint ul (37) w the m the ket ef (.33)
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Hence

(39) Co(a: - 2) + Cj s .-r - 3.

Tliis identity shows that, if the quotient a; — 3 in the second step

in (38) is itself divided by a: - 2 until a constant remainder is

obtained, then this remainder is the required value of Ci and the

quotient is cq. If this division is accomplished sjTithctically, it

may be combined with (38) in the table

(40)

1 -7 14 -7
2 -10 8

1 —5 4 1

2 -0

1 -3 —2
2

1 -I

The entry —1 in the seventh row and second column of (-10) is cj.

The entry 1 in the seventh row and first column of (40) is cq.

These values of Co, Cj, C2, C3 show that U{v) = 0 is indeed (31).

It vnll now bo explained how to find the root v of (31) which, by

(30), will yield the root x of (29) which is between 2 and 3. By
(30) it follows that 2 < ?< + 2 < 3 and 0 < it < 1. Therefore u
is a positive proper fraction. Hence 11^ is smaller than 11

,
and u~

is smaller than u. Therefore an approximate value of u is ob-

tained by disregarding the terms involving the third and second

powers of u in (31). Thus, an approximate value of u is obtained

by solving

(41) -2u 4-1=0.

The notation u =a -J-
will be used to indicate that the value -Ij ob-

tained from (41) is merely an approximate value of u.

Since u is appro.ximately -iV, the value of (7(0.5) is computed.
Thus

1 -1.0 -2.00 1.000 jo .

5

0.5 -0.25 -1.125

1 -0.5 -2.25 -0.125

Since (7(0) >0 and (7(0.5) < 0, the root u of (31) is between 0
and 0.5. By S3mthetic substitution it is found that (7(0.4) > 0.
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Therefore

(42) 04 <«<05
and by (30)

(43) 24<x<25
Thus it IS known that 2 4 is an approximation to the required

root of (29) and that this approximation is correct in the tenths

place By definition the statement that the root is correct tn k

decimal places means that the digits to the left of and in the fcth

decimal place are correct

The d git which is in the second decimal place of u and hence

also of X wiU no v be determined by findmg an equation which is

related to (31) as (31) was related to (29) Thus the root w of

(31) wull be found by hading a number v ttich that

(44) « 04+1/

If V(v) IS the polynomial obtained by using (44) m (31) then v 13

a root of r(y) 0 The coefficients of f (v) will now be found

from the coefficients of l/(«) by a table «iaiilar to (40) m which

the coefficients of U{u) were found from the coefficients of /(*)

The table is

I -1 0 -2 00 1 000 |0 4

0 4 0 24 -0 890

(45)

1 0 2

Therefore v satisfies the equation

(46) t,3 ^ 0 2(r* - 23211 + 0 104 - 0

S nee 0 4 < w < 0 5 therefore 04<04-^ii<05 aud 0 < e <
01 Also t> =o0 104/2 32 Therefore i» =0 0 04 By synthetic

substitution it is found that ^ (0 04) > 0 and F(0 05) < 0 There-

fore

(47) 0W<tp<005
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and

(48) - 2.44 <x < 2.45.

It is now known that 2.44 is an approximation to the required root

of (29) and that this appro.xiraation is correct in the hundredths’

place.

The digit which is in the third decimal place of v, and hence

also of u and of x, will now be determined by finding an equation

which is related to (46) as (46) was related to (31) and as (31)

was related to (29). Thus, the root v wil) be knomi if a number

r can be found such that

(49) V = 0.04 + r.

If R(r) is the polynomial obtained b}’ using (49) in (46), then r is

a root of R(r) = 0. The table

determines the coefficients of 7?(r) from those of F(t'). Therefore
r satisfies the equation

(51) + 0.32r2 - 2.2992r + 0.011584 = 0.

By (49) and (47) it is true that 0 < r < 0.01. Therefore r =a
0.011584/2.2992, and r =„ 0.005. By synthetic substitution it is

found that 7(0.005) > 0, and 7(0.006)' < 0. Therefore

(52) 0.005 < r < 0.006,

and

(53) 2.445 < a: < 2.446. .

Therefore the approximation 2.445 to x is correct in three decimal
places.
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The number r will be known if a number 8 can be found such

that

(54) r = 0005 + 5

The coefficients of the equation satisfied by s are determmed by

the appropriate tabulation, and it is found that the number s sat-

isfies the equation

(55) -b 0 335s* - 2 295825* + 0 00009C125 = 0

The polynomial m (55) is designated by 5(*) By the linear terms

m (55)

,,,, 0000096125
^

^ 2 295925

Therefore s =a 0 00004 This mdicates that the digit in the fourth

decimal place is zero This fact is \enfied by computing 5(0) and

5(0 0001) Since 5(0) > 0 and 5(00001) < 0, therefore the root

s of (55) IS mdeed between 0 and 0 0001 Therefore

(57) 24450 < z < 24451,

and the approximation 24450 to x la correct m four decimal

places The discussion preceding (57) illustrates the procedure if

at any step the linear terms seem to yield a zero as the next digit

It IS to be noted especially that m this illustration of computa-

tion by Homer’s method each of the roots z, u, v, r, s is a positne

number Therefore the xarious contmued inequahties, which ex-

hibit the closeness of approximation at each step, present no

difficulties

If a negative root of an equation is to be computed, this sim-

phcity may also be achiexcd The method will now be explamed

The equation z®— z*— z-|-2«0 has a root between —2 and

—1, because, if /(z) si®— x*— z-|-2, then /(—2) < 0 and

/( — I) >0 By z = —j, the equation —2® — z*-bz-b2 = 0is

obtamed An equivalent equation is 2*-|-z* — 2 — 2 = 0 This

equation has a root between I and 2 The negative of this root

IS the root between —2 and —lofz® — z* — z + 2 =» 0 Homer’s
method is applied to compute the root of 2® + 2

* — 2 — 2 = 0
which IS between 1 and 2

PROBLEMS
For each equation in the preceding eet of probleais End by Homer's method

an approximation to each real root correct in three decimal places
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The preceding method of obtaining the digits in tlie successive

decimal places of a root of an equation is refeired to as the method

of transformed equations. It could be continued until the desired

number of decimal places had been reached. There is a more

simple’ method whicli may be used advantagcouslj" at any step

after tluee decimal places have been obtained. By this new

method about as many more decimal places arc obtained .simul-

taneously as have already been obtained. The new method, which

is referred to as the correction method, will now be explained.

By sjTithetic substitution it is found that ,S(0.00001) > 0 and

£f(0.b0005) < 0. Therefore
'

(58) 0.00001 < s < 0.00005,

and

(59) 2.44504 < .r < 2.44505.

The approximation 2.44504 is correct in five decimal places.

It will now be explained how (58) can be iiscd to obtain an

approximation to s concct in eight decimal places Since 0.0000 i

< s, it is true that (0.00001)^ < s-\ and 0.335(0.00004)2 < 0.335s2.

Hence (0.00004)® -f- 0.335(0.00004)® < .s® +-0.3355®. The num-
ber (0.00004)® + 0.335(0.00004)® will be designated bj’- Ci and
nail be computed later. At piescnt the details are more simply

expressed if Ci is used instead of this number. Theiefore,

(60) Cl = (0.00001)® + 0.335(0.00004)®,

(61) Cl < 5® + 0.335s®.

If the equation (55) is rem-itten in the form 0 = s® + 0.335s®
— 2.295925s + 0.000096125, then the inequality (61) can be sub-
tracted from the equation correctly. The result is

(62) 0 - Cl > -2.295925s + 0.000096125.

Multiplication of both sides of (62) by — 1 gives

(63) Cl < 2.295925s - 0.000090125.

Addition of 0.000096125 to each side of (03) gives

(64) Cl + 0.000090125 < 2.295925s.

Division of both sides of (64) by 2.295925 gives

(a... Cl + 0.00009G125

2.295925
< s.
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Companson of this result with the fraction m (56), from whicl^

the approximation 0 (KXHM was obtained shows that the numer-

ator of (56) IS too small and that a correction of niore than C\

should be added to this numerator to obtain the exact value of s

Agam smce s < 0 00005 by (58), it is true that s® < (0 OOOOo)^

and 0 335s2 < 0 335(0 00005)* Hence -j- 0 335s* < (0 00005)*

-h 0 335(0 00005)* The number (0 00005)* -|- 0 335(0 00005)*

will be designated by Cj Therefore,

(66) Ci = (0 00005)® 4- 0 335(0 00005)*,

(67) *» + 0335s*<C2

The result of subtraction of (67) from (55) is

(68) -2295025s + 0000096125 >0-C2
Therefore

(69)

(70)

(71)

2 2959254 - 0 00009C125 < C2,

2 2959254 < Cj + 0 00009C1 25,

C2 + 0000096125

2295925

The exact \alue of 4 is between the fractions in (65) at»d (71)

The numbers Ci and Cj will be computed first Then the nu

merators in (65) and (71) will be found Finally the two divisions

will be performed The quotients will be numbers which

s lies It will be found that these quotients agree m eight decimal

places and disagree in the nmth decimal place Thus 4 will have

been found correct in eight decimal places Finally, a smgle

division by which the two longer divisions may be replaced will

be explamed

By (60) Cl IS the value of the polynomial

(72) 2® + 0335s* + 0 2 + 0

when z is replaced by 000004 The synthetic substitution for the

calculation of Cj is exhibited now

1 0 33500 0 00000 00000 0 00000 00000 00000 jO 00004

0 00004 0 00001 34016 0 00000 00005 36064

1 0 33504 0 00001 34016 0 OC^ 00005 36064
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' Therefore

(73) Cl = 0.0000000005360G1.

The value of Co is obtained by synthetic substitution of 0 00005

in (72). Tlierefore

(74) Co = O.OOOOOOOOOS37625.

Substitution of (73) in (65) and (74) in (71) .shows that

0 00009612553G061 ^ 0.0000061258376^

2.295925 ^ 2.295925

These divisions will now be exhibited

0 000 041 8G7

91 837 00

4 288 536

2 295 925

1 992 oil 0

1 830 740 0

155 871 06

137 755 50

18 115 564

16 071 47o

2 014 089

0 000 041 8G8

2 295 925
| q qoq opp 125 837 625

91 837 00

4 288 837

2 295 925

1 992 912 6

I 83G 740 0

15G 172 62

137 755 50

18 417 125

18 367 400

49 725
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These quotients agree in eight decunal places and disagree la the

ninth Therefore

(76) 0 000041867 <i<0 000041868,

(77) 2 445041867 < a: < 2 445041868

Therefore the approximation 2 44504186 for x is correct m eight

decimal places

In the following contracted division the dividend is smaller than

the dividend on the left-hand side of (75) Also, as much as pos-

sible 13 earned, and hence each partial dividend is as small as

possible Therefore the quotient is less than the exact value of s

In the first step

* 0 00 004

2 »5 025) 0^ 090 125

91 837

4 2SS

of the contracted division the • over the 0 m the fourth decimal

place of the divisor indicates that only this much of the ongmal
"divisor IS used The second hoe is 81837 instead of 01836 because

*i have been carried if the complete divisor had been used

‘second step

* ’ 0 00 0041

2 295 925

1

0 000 OQ6 125

91 837

4 283

2 296

the * over the 5 m the third decimal place of the divisor mdicates

that only this much of the ordinal divisor is used The entry

2296 in the fourth Ime appears instead of 2295 to insure that the

next partial dividend will be as small as possible At each step

an • IS placed over the nest digit to the left in the divisor, and

only that much is used as a divisor The complete contracted

division 13
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* 0.00 001 ISO 7

2.205 925
I 0.000 09G 125

91 837

4 2S8

2 290

1 992

1 837

155

13S

17

10

A similar contracted divi.sion could be canied out for the i^ccond

of the original divisions It.s contracted dividend \\ ould be

0.00009G12G At each step as little as iio'^sible would be canied.

Each partial dividend would be as large as possible. Therefoio

the quotient w ould bo greater than the exact value of s. The two

contracted divisions M’ould differ only in the last column. No
difference in the last column can affect the 6 in the eighth decimal

place of the quotient Therefore the appioximation 0 00001186

for s is correct in eight decimal places. The approximation

2.4450418G for x is conect in eight decimal places The e.xact

value of X is nearci 2.44501187.

The minimum computation which may be displayed in Horner’s

method is the tabulations such as (40), (45), and (50), the sjm-

thetic substitutions to obtain Ci and Cs, and a contracted divi-

sion. The auxiliary computations and incqualitic‘^, which prove
that the decimal appi oximation .so obtained is con cct in the num-
ber of decimal places asserted, may be exhibited to advantage.

The references give other methods of computing a real loot in

decimal form

PROBLEMS

Tor each equation on page 93 find an approximation to each real root correct
in SIX decimal places



CHAPTER 5

INTRODUCTION TO DETERMINANTS

1 Systems of Imear equations and determinants In this chapter

some methods of solving systems of linear equations mil be illus

trated by means of equations in three unknowns In a general

system of simultaneous linear equations there may be any nun?

ber of equations and any number of unkniiwns If the coefficients

m the equations are numbers and if there are only a feiv equations

and only a fov unknoivns there are several simple methods of

finding whether there is a set of values of the unknowns which

satisfy ail the equations These methods also give all such sets

of values If the equations have literal coefficients or if there are

many equations or many unknowns these methods maj lead to

\ery compbcated results Ho\e\er the method of determinants

and matrices leads to very simple results This simplicity is

achieved only after an exhaustive study of the meaning and prop*

erties of determmants and matrices

2 Solution of certain systems of numerical equations m three

unknowns A method of solving one equation m three unknowns

wiU now be illustrated by means of the particular equation

(1) 2x~y + 5r=—

i

The ordered set of numbers 1 3 0 is a solution of (X) because

21— 3 + 50=—

1

In ^neral if a 6 c is an ordered set of

numbers the statement that this set i& a solution of (1) means

that 2a — 6 + 5c — — 1 This fact is also expressed by the state-

ment that a b c satisfy (1)

A method of finding all solutions of (I) will now be explamed

If (1) 13 solved for y m terms of * and z the result is

(2) y 2x + 5z + I

If the value 0 is assigned to x and the value 1 to z then y = 6

Agam if — 1 and 2 are assigned to x and z respectively then y = 9

106
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In general, if arbitrar}- values are assigned to a: and z in (2), then

as many solutions of (1) as desired can be found. Now an ordered

triple of numboi’s which satisfy (2) is an ordered triple of numbers

which satisfy (1). Conversely, an ordered triple of numbers

which satisfy (1) is an ordered triple of numbers Avhich satisfy (2).

Therefore (1) and (2) arc equivalent. It is also said tliat (2) gives

the general solution of (1) for y. All solutions of (1) are found by

the method of usmg arbitrary values for a^ and z in (2). Since

each of the quantities x and z takes infinitely many values inde-

pendentfy of the other, it is said that there is a double infinity of

solutions of (1).

It is to be noted especially that (2) cxpro.sscs y as a linear func-

tion of X and z. This function is a non-homogcncous function of

these variables because there is a term which iiu'oh’cs neither x

nor z.

A method of solving a sj’stem of two linear equations in three

unknorras will now be illustrated by means of the paiiicular

equations

(3)

x + 2,-3.--2,

2x —
2/ + z = —3.

Tlie second equation in (3) is equivalent to the equation obtained

from it by multipfying both sides by 2. Hence (3) arc equivalent

to

(4,

x + 2„-3. = 2,

,
4i - 21, + 2z - -C.

Again, the set (4) is equivalent to the set (5) obtained bj'- using
the first equation in (4) as the first equation in (5), and the sum
of the two equations in (4) as the second equation in (5) . Hence
(3) are equivalent to

X + 2y - 3z = 2,

fix — z = —4.

Now (5) are equivalent to

(6)

2 = fix + 4,

2 — X -f- 3z
y =

2
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and hence to

z == Sr + 4,

The particular solution of (3) which is obtained from (7) by

assigrung the value 0 to r is 0, 7, 4 Another particular solution

IS 1, 14, 9 Since exactly one quantity, namely r, in (7) may be

assigned infinitely many values, there is a single infinity of solu-

tions of (3) It IS to be noted especially that equations (3) have

been solved for y and z in terms of r, and that the general solution

(7) expresses each of y and z as a linear, non-homogeneous function

of X Equations (3) could have been solved for x and y m terms

of z, or for r and z m terms of y Each of these methods gives all

solutions of (3), bv assigning arbitrary values to the transposed

variables

An important fact about some systems of two linear equations

in three unknonuis is illustrated by the equations

(8)

r + 2y - 3z - 2,

-3x - 6y + 9z - 7

The first equation m (8) will be designated by (Sj), and the second

by (8a) A particular solution of (80 is 1, 2, 1 This set is not

a solution of (80 becau«o —3 1 - 6 2 + 0 1 ?4 7 It will now
be pT0^cd that there is no triple of numbers such that each equa-

tion m (8) is satisfied by the triple This will be done by showmg
that, if 0, b, c are three numbers which satisfy (8), then there is

a contradiction If a, b, e satisfy (8), then o 2b - 3c » 2,Vnd
—3a — 6b + 9c = 7 Multiplication of the first of these equa-

tions by —3 shows that —3a — 6fr -|- 9c = —6 Since —6 ^ 7,

there is a contradiction of the second equation This system (8)

IS an illustration of a system which has no solution By dcfimtion

a system of equations is tnconsisienl if there is no solution of the

sj stem The equations are said to be mconsistent

A method of soUung a system of three linear equations m three

unknowns will now be illustrated means of

z + 2y - 3z = 2,

2* — y + z = —3,

6x — y+ z = 1

(9)
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Since the first two equations in (9) are precisely the equations

(3), equations (9) are equivalent to

Z = 5x -{ ij

(10) y = 7a: + 7,

Gx — y + 2 = I

.

Hence (9) are equivalent to

z = 5x + 4,

(11) y = 7x + 7,

Gx - (7x + 7) + (5x + 4) = 1.

Hence (9) arc equivalent to

(12) X = 1, y = 7-14-7, 2 = 5-1 +4.

Hence there is one and only one solution of (9), namely 1, 14, 9.

It is said that equations (9) have a unique solution.

The system of three equations formed by adjoining to the sj’'S-

tem (3) the equation 2x + 9y — 132 = 11 is an illustration of a

sj'stem of three equations with a single infinity of solutions. This

is true because, if (7) arc substituted in 2x + 9y — 13s = 11, the

result is 2x + 9(7x + 7) — 13(5x + 4) = 11. This last equation

is true for all values of .x. Hence 2x + 9y — 13s = 11 is satisfied

by all solutions of (3).

The system of tlnee equations which is fonned by adjoining to

the system (3) the equation —3x — Gy + 9s = 7 is inconsistent

because (8) are two of these equations and it has been proved that

(8) are inconsistent.

These illustrations show that it is not the number q of equations

which determines whether the equations arc inconsistent, and, if

they are consistent, how many solutions there are. Later it will

be explained precisely how these facts are determined bj'’ the co-

efficients of the Amriables and by the constants in the equations.

Each of the equations in the system

(13)

3x — 2y -f- 2 = 0,

X 4- y — z = 0,
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3S a homogeneous equation since the ojnstant m the equation is

zero Now (13) are equivalmt to

-2y + « = -3x

y- 2 * ~x

-y = -4r

y — 2 = -X

Therefore (13) are equivalent to

« = 4x
(16)

2 = 5x

These equations give the general sotulum of {IS) From them as

many numerical solutions as desired can be found Thus 0 0 0

IS a solution 1 4 Sis a solution —2 —8 — 10 is a «olution The

solution 0 0 0 IS called Ihe zero aolutum U is also called the

trmal solution It is to be noted especially that (16) expresses y
as a linear homogeneous function of x and z as a linear homogeneous

funeiton of x In this respect the solution (IG) of the homogeneous

equations (13) is to be contrasted with the solution (7) of the

non homogeneous erjuations (3) The equations (13) have a single

infinity of solutions

If X 5^ 0 equations (16) can be written in the form

y

X 1

(17)

z _ 5

X
”

1

Thus equations (13) hare been sdUed for the ratios y/x and z/x

Another way of w riting (17) is

? =
*

4 ” 1

(18)

z X

5
”

1

(14)

and hence to

(15)
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Hence the solution o£ (13)

(19)

can be wiittcn

^ y _ 2

1
”

-1
~

o'

The statement that

(20) .r:j/:c = 1:-1:5

means, by definition, precisely (10).

The second illustration of homogeneous equations is

a; — !/ + 2c = 0,

(21) 2.r'+ y+ c = 0,

-2.T + 7/ + 2c = 0.

These equations arc equivalent to

c - 2/ + 2c - 0,

(22) 3.C + 3c = 0,

—X + •Ic = 0,

and hence to

(23)

•T - y + 2c = 0,

X 4- c = 0,

- -Ic = 0.

Hence (21) are equivalent to

a: — 1/ + 2c = 0,

(24) 5c = 0,

X — -Ic = 0.

Thus (21) are equivalent to

(25) a: = 0, y = 0, c = 0.

• Thus (21) is an illustration of a system of homogeneous equations
for which the zero solution is the only solution.

There are three rules which may be used in the discussion of a
sj'stem of numerical linear equations. These rules were followed
in each of the preceding illustrative e.xamples. Thus, in the dis-

cussion of (3) there is a sequence of equivalent systems (3), (4),

(5), (6), and (7). The systems in this sequence illustrate the first
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rule which is that the number of equations in each system of the

sequence is the number of equa^ons m the ongmal system

It mil now be explamed how the sequence (3) (7) also

illustrates the second and third rules Thus (4) is obtamed from

(3) by multiplying (3i) by the constant 1 and (Sj) by the constant

2 Then (Si) is (4i) and (5j) is obtamed by usmg (4i) m (42) to

eliminate y Again (6) is obtamed from (5) by Toultiplying ($2)

by the constant 1 and (Si) by tiie constant
-J-

Then (7i) is (61)

and (72) IS obtamed by using (61) m (62) to eliminate z The

second rule is that each equation m a system may be replaced by
a non zero constant multiple of itself The third rule is that one

equation is used m each of the other equations to eliminate from

these other equations a selected (fixed) variable Often the second

and third roles ate used simultaneously

If the first rule is always observed and if the second and third

rules are used to eliminate variables in turn without introducing

agam those already eliminated then either a solution of the ong
inal system or a contradiction is obtained If a contradiction is

obtained the ongmal equations are inconsistent

PnOBLEMS

For each of the following sjrstecna show whether the equations m the system

are consistent or moons stent If the equal 00s ere cons stent show thet there

Is a unique solut on or find the genera) solut on and state how many solut ons

the system has

13j:-y + 7r» 2 23z+4y + 4s-15
z+y-2r- 1 x+4y + 2r-7

5i + 3i(+4r» 3 x4-20« + 6s-19

3z+y-2i= 7 4 e + 2s+l-‘»
4x - 2y + * - -11 2ii + 5s - 2( - -1
Sx + y - 3s * & -3e - 7s + 41 - 2

6 4u + 2i> + 2i4> = 0 6 7« — 7s - I - 0
u+e-t«-0 10s-s-4r=-0

7 3u - 53 + r - -3 8 tt - Sr + 3iii = 0
B + 2s - 7t - I -2<i + 3u + to - 7

3« - 7e + JO - 1

9 3i + - s = -7 10 2i - 5y - 3r - 1

r + y- r=-2 72, + 2y + 4s--l
x-3y + 7s=» 2 -z+3y-22- II

3x4- y + s - 2
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12.

3i/ + t> + 2w = 2,

2m +'7t' - 5u) = 14.

11. n — 2v + 3w —
1,

11
— 2 l< -{ + L

\

13. ® — 3/*^ t

i

2u + ( = 5s,

V + ts — 7t
—

15,

» — 4s + 2J = —3.

14.

-2x + 5;/ + 2 = 12,

~x + 2ij + = = 5,

4j + !/
-' 13i “ —2,

x+ 1/
- 4: -

1 .

3 . Systems of three linear equations in three unknowns. De-

terminants of order three. Determinants of order two. Matrices.

In this section systems of three linear equations in three unkno^\^^s

are considered. Tlie equations have literal rath'er than numerical

coefficients. The equations are given the notation

filial "h 0123^2 "h Q132^3 = k\,

(26) 021^1 "h 022^2 "h ^23-l'3 ~ ^2>

<131^1 "! 032^2 "h

If -ki = 0
,

Jc2 = 0
, kz

— 0
,
then the equations arc homogeneous.

In (26) it is as.sumcd that there arc indeed three variables in

the equations and three equations in the system. This is accom-

plished by the assumption that at least one of the numbers On,

Qai) 031 is not zero, that at least one of 012, 022, 032 is not zero, and

that at least one of 013, 023, 033 is not zero, and by the assumption

that at least one of an, 012, flis is not zero, that at least one of

02I) 022) 023 is not zero, and that at Ic.ast one of O31, <732, 033 is

not zero.

There are four parts to the discussion. In part I it is assumed
that there is a solution of (26). Then certain results are obtained

in succession. These results arc necessaiy conditions for the exist-

ence of a solution of (26) because they follow from the hypothesis

that there is a solution. The fundamental definition of a determi-

nant is illustrated in part I. The discussion in part I is preliminaiy

to the proofs of theorems 1 and 2 in part II. The proof of theorem
3

,
which constitutes part III, is based on the discussion in part I.

In part IV the discussion of the possible cases in the solution of

equations
(26) is completed. Some of these results are not proved.

They are merely stated as illustrations of general theorems to be
proved later. These statements are simplified by the use of the
new idea of matrix.
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In part I it is assumed that there is a solution of (26) Thus

there are three numbers ci f2, Ca such that

OnCi + OiiCs + nisCs = ti,

(27) oaiCi + a2*C2 + UjaCa “ ^2

flSlCl + 032^3 + 033^3 = ^3

The distinction between (2G) and (27) is to be noted especially

As explained in section 1 of chapter 1 ,
equations (27) state that

the ordered «et cj C2 C3 is a solution of the equations (26) In

part I it IS customary to use (20) instead of (27 )
with the under

standmg that 211 12 13 temporarily mean values of the unknowns

which satisfy the equations

In part I equations (26) will be used instead of (27), vnth this

understanding Thus in part I the left-hand side of (2Gi) is a

number and this number is indeed the number k\ Then it fol-

lows that

(28) fliiO’s^i + ai 2<i'»3^^2 + ai3®233rs — ^1033

is true Similarly from (2O2) it follows that

(29) 021^18^1 + <122®I3*2 + <l23<ll3l3 “

Now by subtraction of (29) from (28) there follows the equation

(30) (011023 — fl2iOis)a^i + (012033 ~ 022013)12 = {kiOzi
— ^3013)

Smee (30)
results from the hypothesis that there is a solution of

(26) (30) IS o necessary condUion for the Krislence 0/ 0 solution of

(20) Similarly if (2Gi) is multiplied by 033 and from tlus product

there is subtracted the result of multiplj mg (263) by O13 there is

obtamed the necessary ccmdition

(31 ) (oiiOgs — 031013)7] + (012033 — 033013)73 = (liOsa — 1^3013)

In (30) the complicated coeffiaent of 7] 11 ill be designated by bn
the coefficient of 73 by hi3 and the cmistant term on the nght
by di Thus

^11 = 011023 — 021013,

(32) l>13 ~ O12O23 — 022013

dl *= ^1023 — ^Ojs
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Then (30) becomes the more simple equation

hn^i + ^>122^2 = di.

Similarly, by introducing the notations

_
&21 — aii033 — nsiflis,

(33)' 1>22 == ^12033 — UseUlSj

rfo = f^l033 ~ ^^30 i 3 >

equation (31 ) becomes the more simple equation

/Mi.Ti ^22^2 ~ do-

Thus, if (32) and (33 ) arc used, then the two neccssaiy conditions

(30) and (31 ) become the more simple equations

(34)

bii-ti + hjoXo = dj,

^2i-i'i "h 6221-2 ~ do.

A single necessarj' condition, involving only .Tj, will now bo

obtained from (34). Thus, if (340 is multii)licd by 600 and (342)

by bi2, and if the latter result is subtracted from the former, then

the result is

(35) (611602 — 62i6io)xi — di6o2 — do6i2-

This equation is e.\prcsscd in terms of the original lettei's by using

(32) and (33). In the result the coefficient of Xi is

(36) (011^23 — aaiOis) (012033 — 032(113)

~ (011033 ~ 03ia]3)(Oj2a23 — 022013).

Also the constant term on the right-hand side of (35) becomes

(37) {kl(l23 />^20 l 3)(Oi2 fl33 — 033013)

~ (7^1033 — /i‘3fll3)(0l2023 “ OooOis).

If the products in (36) are expanded and the result is simplified,

then
(36) becomes

(38) 013(011022033 — O11O32O23 "h 02 lfl32fll 3

I

“ 021012033 -f- 031012023 — 031022013).
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In a similar way it could be proved that (37) becomes (39) But

this IS more easily proved by noting that (37) may be obtamed

from (36) by replacmg on by ki, ojt by and osj by fcj If

these replacements are made m (38), the result is (39) Hence

(37) becomes

(39) aj3(i.jaj2a33 — /.j032a23 + ij®J2®13

— I20il<h3 + ^3012023 “ ^3022018)

The second factor m (38) is so complicated that a new ^mbol
IS introduced to designate it The sjTnbDl 13

Oil 4I|2 Ol3
I

(40) 021 <*22 ®23 I

t
Oji O32 033 I

This symbol means, by definition, precisely the sum

(41) OiiajjAss — 011032023 + O2lfl320i3

— 021012033 + 031012023 — a3l022<Jl3*

Two Simple rules bj which the erpression (41) can be wnttendown
directly from the symbol (40) will be explained later The number
(41) 13 called o deUrrmnant The symbol (40) called the symbol

of the determinant {41) The determinant and its symbol are of

ortfer three because there are three ronu and three columns in (40)

The sj’mbol (40) may be called a determinant if no confusion

results The nme numbers On, 012. Ois, 031, 022, 023, Osn O32, 033

from which the number (41) is formed are called the elements of

the determinant The ^mbol (40) and the number (41) will be

designated by D Smee the nme elements m (40) are the coeffi-

cients of the unknowns m (26) and are ordered as tho^e coefficients

are ordered m (26), D is called the determinant of the coefficients

of (26)

If flu, flji, 031 in (41) are replaced by Ai, i.2 As respectivelj, the

second factor m (39) is obtamed Therefore the second factor m
(39) is a determinant Its symbol is

I

Ai 012 013 I

A2 a«2 023
I

ka 032 O33
I

/This determmant and the s>mbol (42) for it are designated bv Di,
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for a reason which will be stated later. Thus Di is the numbei

(43) hia22(lzz
~

fcl032®2.T ^‘2032013

— knCljnass -}- ^‘*3^12^23 — ^‘'3^22013 -

By (38), (39), and the notations D and Di for the numbers (41)

and (43) respectively, the nccessarj' condition (35) becomes

(44) oisDxi — fligDi.

In a similar manner two other nccessarj’- conditions involving

3:1 are obtained. Thej’- arc

(45) a2jDxi = 023 /)j,

(46) 033^X 1 = 033D1 .

Now, bj' the hj'pothcsis which follows (26), either 013 ^ 0, or

023 ^ 0, or 033 9^ 0. Hence the mecssary condition

(47) Dr, = D,

is obtained from at least one of the conditions (41), (45), (46).

There is a neccssarj^ condition involving Xo winch is similar to

(47), and there is a similar one for X3 . Thej'- are proved in the

same waj". To state them, Do and D3 arc defined bj”-

a,. At 0l3 On Q12 h
^21 A-2 023 II Q2 I (722 kn

031 kz O33 031 O32 kz

The ^'mbol for Do is obtained from the .sjunbol (40) for D bj"

replacing 0 ,2 , 022 , 032 respectivclj' bj- j j
A'2

j
k^; also the sjnmbol

for D3 is obtained fiom (40) bji- replacing 0 , 3 , 023 , 033 respectively

byfci, ^2 , ks. If these replacements are made in (41), it is found
that

(49) D2 = aiik2a33 — 0 , 1/^3023 + 021^30,3

— a2lkias3 + 031^,023 — 031^2013 )

(50) D3 = 0,1022^3 — ^11032^2 4" 0-2 l0,22ki ,

— 02,0,2^3 + a3iai2A;2 — OiZlCi22kl.

The three necessary conditions are theiefore

(51) Dx, = Di, Dx2 = Dz, Dx3 = Dg.
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The first rule by wlucli the racpression (41) can be %\ntten

dou-n directly from the symbol (40) a important because it is

a simple illustration of the general defimtion of a determinant

If n designates the number of rows and columns in the symbol

of a detemunant, then n = 3 m the determinant (40) First,

there are 3! terms m (41) Next, the expression (41) is written

in the form (— + (—^^<^11032023 -f- (— O^osiOssOu

+ (— l)*Ojiaija33 + {— I)*03i0i2a23 + (— l)®03ia22aia Therefore

each term in (41) is a power of —1 multiplied by a literal product

of three factors In eadi term the second subscripts are in the

natural order The first subscripts m the six terms are 1, 2, 3,

• I 3 2 , 2, 3, 1, 2, 1,3, 3, 1,2, 3, 2, 1 It is to be noted especially

that these are precisely all the arrangements of the numbers 1, 2, S

The correct exponent of the power ot — 1 bj which each bteral

product IS multiplied is determined when the second subscripts

are m the natural order, by the particular arrangement which the

first subscripts form The rule for determinmg the correct expo-

nent will now be explained In the second term (— I)*aiia320g3

the first Bubsenpts form the arrangement 132 In this arrange-

ment the number 3 precedes the number 2, and 3 is larger than 2

This fact IS also desenbed by saying that in this arrangement there

^ IS one inversion due to the numbers 2 and 3 Smcc 1 is smaller

, than each of the numbers 3 and 2 which 1 precedes, there is do

other inversion in tins arrangement Therefore the number of

' inversions m the arrangement 132 is 1 This number 1 of inver-

sions is the exponent of the power of —1 by which the literal

product 0,1033023 is multiplied to obtain the term (— l)*oii032023

Again, in the thud term (— the first subscripts form

the arrangement 231 In this arrangement there are 2 inver-

sions This number 2 of inversions is the exponent of the power

of —1 by which the literal product 021033023 is multiplied toobtam
the term (- 1)^021032013 Similarly, the exponent 0 m the first

term is the number of inversuKis m the arrangement 123 of first

subsenpts The general rule is ttiat the exponent of the poiver

of —1 by which the literal product is multipbed is the number of

tniersions in the arrangement of first subsenpts, when the second sub-

scripts are in the natural order

Now the first rale for wntu^ down the expression (41) cair be

stated simply The determinant (41) of the third order is the sum
of 3' terms Each term is a power of —1 multiplied by a htera!
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product in which the second sub«;cripts are in the natural order.

The exponent of the power of —1 is the numlier of inversion'^ in

the arrangement formed by the fimt subscripts. This nilc i.s

merely a restatement of (41). Tlvercfoic this nile is a definition

of the detenninant of the third older who'^c sjmibol is (40). Thi‘.

rule is stated because of its theoietical impoi lance. In practice

the following rule is u.scd.

The second rule for writing domi the expression (41) directly

from the symbol (40) is easily stated if determinants of older two

are defined. Determinants of order U\o could be introduced in

solving two linear equations in two unknowns. This is not done

because determinants of order two arc not complicated expicssions

and no simplification rcsult.s when they are used in solving two

linear equations in two unknowns. On the other hand, determi-

nants of order two simplify the practical me of the definition ( 11 )

of the determinant whose symbol is (40). If a, h, c, and d are

letters which represent nuinbcis, then the ddmnimnt of order two,

whose sj’mbol is

.<“>
i
: ^

is the number

(53) ad — he.

Now
(41 ) can be WTitten in the form on (0220^3 — 03202.3)

~
021(012033 — 032013) -f- 031(012023 — 02201.3). Hence (41 ) is in fact

(54) an
Q22

O32

O23

033
~ ^21

012

032

Ol3

O33
+ O31

^12

O22

Ol3

O23

In this expiession the multipliers On, O21 , 031 aic the elements in

the first column of (40) and the signs alternate. The determinant
of order two wliich is multiplied 133’’ on in (51) is obtained from
the s3mbol (40) b3

'’ deleting from (40) the row' and column in

wMch Oil stands. The determinant of 01 dor tw'o w’hich is multi-
plied by 021 in (54) is obtained from the .s\'mbol (40) b3

' deleting
from (40) the row' and column in w’hich Ooi stands. A similar
sta^ment is true for the determinant which is multiplied by 031
® expression (54) gives a practical rule for w'riting down
the number (41) from the S3'mboI (40).
Other facts about determinants of order three will appear as

special cases of rules for determinants of order n.
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|2 2 ||l sill 3I
1 Evaluate each of the deteRninants K 41 4 M 2 2 I

I

2 1 3
I

2 Evaluate the determinant 5 2 2 j
using (54) and the results of

|l 1 4]

6 Using (54) show that I 3 1 is (he funct oa 2« -f 3;/ — II

|4 1 l|

Hence show that 1 3 I •• 0 is an eriuation of the straight line which

I
4 I 1

I

passes through the points (1 3) and (4 1)

6 Show that if (ui t>i) and {at bt) are two distinct points then

is an equation of the strs ght line which passes through these points If

(o] 6]) IS a po nt d stmct from each of these po nts and if these three points

are colhnear then

j

qi 6| 1

j

- 0 I^ve Uiat if th 3 determinant is

zero then these three points are colliDear

1

* ^ *
I

7 Show that la 6 I
I
is the funct on —mx -t- y + an — b Hence

show that an equal on of the straight line which passes through the po nt

lx V 1
I

(a b) and has slope m is
[

a b 1=0
I
1 » 0

I

8 X<et (ai &i) (oj f>j) (o] bt) be three disUnct po nts Prove that the

area of the triangle with vertices a( tiiese points is one-half or the negative

jo bi Ij
of one-half of the number as bt 1 I

}
oi h 1 J
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Theorem 1 and theorem 2 constitute part II.

Theorem 1. Let D he the delennimnt of the coefficients of the

three variables in the three linear equations {26), and let Di, D-y, Da

be defined by {42) and {48). If D 9^ 0 and if there is a solution of

these equations, then that solution is the ordered triple DifD, DofD,

Da/D.

Proof. If (26) have a solution and if D 5^ 0, the ncces'.aiy

conditions (51) imply that

, Di Do Da
(55) ,

xo = —
,

=

Theorem 2. Let D he (he determinant of the coefficients of (he

three variables in the three linear equations {26), and lit Di, Do, Da
be defined by {42) and {48) If D 7^ 0, then Di/D, Do/D, Da/D
are numbers, and this ordered triple is a solution of {26).

It is to be proved tliat aii{Di/D) + aio{Do/D) + aia{Da/D)

= ki. This will follow if it is proved that

(56) a\iDi -p aioDo d- OiaDa — k\D.

If the expressions (13), (49), (50), and (41) are used for Dj, Do,

Da, and D respectively, and the products and .sums indicated in

(56) are computed, it is found that (56) is tnie. In the same way
it is proved that this triple is a solution of the other two equa-

tions in (26). It is to bo noted that the hj^pothesis of jiart I is not

used in this proof. Tliis completes the proof of theorem 2.

Theorem 3. Let D be the determinant of the coefficients of the

three variables in the three linear equations {26), and let Di, Da, Da
be defined by {42) and {48). If D = 0 and at least one of the num-
bers Di, Da, Da is not zero, then there is no solution of {26), and
{26) are inconsistent.

The proof of theorem 3 constitutes part III. It is assumed that

(57) D = 0, and at least one of Di, Da, Da is not zero.

The theorem will be proved by showing that, if there is a solution
of (26) and if eonditions (57) hold, then there is a contradiction.
By part I equations (51) are true. If also D = 0, then Di = 0,
Da = 0, Da = 0. This contradicts the last part of (57).
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PROBLEMS

Use theorems 2 and 3 to show that the equations m each of the following

systems are inconsistent or haTC a unique solution If the solution is unique

determine it

13r-y + 7a-2 Z r + 2s+ i= 2,

i+V-2i- 1 2i> + 5i-2t=-l
5i + 3y + 4* = -3 -3p - 7» + 4( - 2

33r + 2y-s--7 4 u-5i> + 3u> = 0

X ~f- y “ a — —2 —2u 3ir -f- w * 7

I - 3y + 7s - 2 3u - 7a + to - 1

6 2o- s + 6 *+2y- s- 3

7o + 3i — t * 0 d” 3y + s — — 1

a + Sj + 2t - 0 -4c - Sy - 5z - 2

7 * + 19y + 2s - 1 « 2a + 0 - 6to - 0

2r y-s-9 i* + 7t>-io»0
9x - 24y - 7s - 13 4u + 3o + to - 0

9 2« + 0 + 10- 6 10 *-v-7t-2
3u + fiv — uj —2 — 4t — y + 3* “ 5

-u+ o + ui- 0 7x + 3y + 1-1

lls+s+t-I 122i +2s-s-e
2tf - s + 3< - 7 i - 7y + 3s - -9
Oo - as + 141 - 2 5*+y + 2s-4
Part IV 13 devoted to a statement without proof of facta for

three linear equations iq three unknowns tthich are a special case

of similar facts for an arbitrary number n of unknowns and an

arbitrary number 5 of equations These facts will be proved m
chapter 7 In part IV it is assumed that

(58) D = 0, 2), = 0 2)2 = 0 2)3 = 0

Thus the results to be stated m part IV and the results in theorem

3 complete the discussion of the case X> = 0 for equations (26)

Smee theorem 1 and theorem 2 completed the discussion of the

case D 5^ 0 all the possibilities for equations (26) will have been

considered

If the hypothesis of part I is used (61) are necessary conditions

If also (58) are assumed and used m (51) the true statement

(59) 0ii=0 0i2=0 0i3=0
results Smee (59) gives no infonnation about xi I

IS not used in part IV In part IV equations (26) are considered
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•nith a:i, X2 ,
X3 as variables. This is the waj" in which (2G) were

interpreted in the statements of theorems 1, 2, and 3. It was only

in part I, and in those proofs in parts II and III which used ic-

sults of part I, that Xi, X2 ,
X3 were considered temporarily as con-

stants, as explained at the beginning of part I.

A set (60) of thi-ee numerical equations will be given which

satisf}^ (58) and which have infinitely manj’- solutions. Then a

set (67) of tluee numerical equations will be given which satisfy

(58) but wliich have no solution. Hence it will be cleat that new

methods are needed to complete the discussion of the set (26) of

equations for which (58) arc true. These new methods will be

illustrated bj’’ means of systems (60) and (67).

If (40), (42), (48) arc used, it is found that

X -f 2?/ - 3z = 2,

(60) 2x - y+ z = -3,

ix — 7y + 9z — —13

satisfy (58). Next it vdll bo proved that each solution of the first

two of these equations is a solution of the third equation. It is

obvious that

(61) 4x-72/+ 9z-1-13s -2{x-\-2y -Zz -2) + Z{2x-y+z+ Z).

Therefore (61) is true for all values of x, y, z. Therefore a par-

ticular set of values of x, y, z for which each quantity enclosed by
parentheses on the right-hand side of (61) is zero is a set of values

for which the left-hand side is zero. Hence a solution of the first

two of equations (60) is a solution of the last of these equations.

Now by (3) and (7) it is true that the first two of equations (60)

have infinitely many solutions. Hence the system (60) is a sj^stem

with infinitely many solutions.

The proof of these facts about the solution of (60) is simple be-
cause the number n of variables is small. If n were gi eater than
three, or if the number q of equations were greater than three, not
only the proof but indeed the statement of the facts might be
complicated. These statements and proof are simplified by the
use of the ideas of matrix and rank of a matrix. These ideas vnW
now be illustrated with equations (60). The coefficients of the
variables and the constants on the right-hand sides of the equa-
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tions m (CO) when written doxni in the order m which they occur

m (60) form an array

This array is called a matnx A matrix la not a determinant be-

cause a matnx is merely a rectangular (perhaps square) array of

numbers In (02) the smaller array

19 formed by he coefficients of the variables The matnx (63) is

called the cotffiaent matm of equations (IK)) The notation c m
will be used to designate the matnx (63) The matnx (62) is

called the au^rntnled matnx of the equations (60) It iviU be des

ignated by the notation a m
The matrix (63) au^ests the determinant D m (40) Indeed

any square matnx suggests the determmant whose elements are

respectively the elements of the matnx The matnx is merely the

ordered array of numbers Its determmant is a number The
a m (62) suggests four determinants of order three These are

the determinant D and

I

1 2 2
I

1 1 -3 2
1 I

2 -3 2
I

(64) 2 -1 -3 2 1 -3 -1 1 -3
14-7-13

1 U 9 -is!
I

-7 9 -13
1

The first determmant m (64) is D3 for (^) by the last part of

(48) The second detemunant m (64) is not quite and the

third determmant m (64) is not qiute Di because by (48i) and

(42)

!

1 2 -3
\ I

2 2 -3 1

(65) Dj = 2 -3 ) D, = -3 -1 1

I

4 -13 9
I I

-13 -7 9
I

Also it can be verified by (54) that the third determmant m (64)

equals Dj in (65) and that tte sectmd determmant m (64) equals

—Di m (65) Hence the fact Uiat (60) satisfy (58) is equivalent

to the statement that each determinant of order three which can

be formed from the a m is aero
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In (62) there are many submatrices which have two rows and

two columns. For example, the first two rows of (G2) yield the

follo\ving submatrices;

'1
2] ri -3*1 [1 2]

2 -ij’ [2 ij’ [2 -3j’

r 2 -3] r, 2 2i r-3 21

[-1 ij' L-1 -3j’ L 1 -3j

Any matrix which has two rows and two columns suggests a do- -

terminant of order two. For example, the first matrix above

suggests

(66)

By (52) and (53) this is the number —5. Therefore in (62) each

of the determinants of order three is zero, and at least one of the

determinants of the order two is not zero. This is the meaning

of the statement that the rank of (62) is two. In general, ihc rank

of a matrix is the number of rows in the largest non-zero determi-

nant which can be fonned from the matrix. The rank of the a.m,

will be designated by Va.

The coefficient matrix (63) has a rank. This rank will be desig-

nated by r. It is especially to be noted that the c.m. is a sub-

matrix of the a.m. Hence a non-zero detenninant which can be

formed from (63) is a non-zero determinant which can be formed
from (62). Thus r g ro = 2. Also, (66) is a non-zero determi-

nant of the second order which can be formed from (63). There-
fore r = 2, and Ta = 2. It will be proved later for an arbitrarj’’

number n of variables that, if Va — r, then the equations have a solu-

tion and that, if also r < n, then the equations have infinitely many
solutions. Equations (60) illustrate these facts, since r = 2,

= 2, n = 3.

These facts which equations (60) illustrate are to be contrasted
with the facts which the equations

X + 2y — dz = 2,

(67) —3a: — 6j/ -f 9s = 7,

2a: 4- 4t/ — 63 = 5,

illustrate. An s-rowed minor of a matrix is, by definition, a deter-
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mmant of order s v,hich can be formed from the matrix All the

three-rowed mmors of the a m

r 1 2-3 2

(68) -3 _6 9 7

[2 4-65
are zero Hence (67) satisfy (58) All two-rowed minora of the

cm
[1 2-3

(69) -3-6 9

[2 4-6
are zero Therefore r = 1 There is at least one non-zero two-

rowed minor of the a m , namely, the determinant formed by the

four elements in the upper nght-hand comer of (6S) Therefore

To 2 It will be proved later for arbitrary n and arbitrary 8

that, r <ra, (hen the equati^m have no solution This fact iS

illustrated by (67) because the discussion of equations (8) showed

that the first two equations of (67) have no solution and hence the

system (67) has no solution

The solution of equations (9) can be discussed by means of

ranLs For these equations r — 3, r« = 3, n 3 Thus these

equations illustrate the fact that = r The equations have a

unique solution, by (12) Therefore the solution of (9) illustrates

the theorem which will be proved for arbitrary n and arbitrary 9

that, if Ta = T and i/ r •= n then there ts one and only one solution

Equations (9) do not satisfy (58), and they do not satisfy (57)

PROBLEMS

Find the ranks r and ra lor earli of the following systems of equations Use
the facts concerning ranks which have been stated m part IV to determine

w hethcr the equations in each system are inconsistent or consistent If they

are consistent determine by ranks whether there are infinitely many Bolufions

or only one solution

1 5i--|-3y-h i - 18, 8 X- y + r =
-7i -2y +2i -

10, Sr -I- 2y - 22 = 7,

Or -I- 2y - 2 = 5 -2r - 5y -f- 52 = 32

3 u -h 2s -1- 1 - 2 4 2a - I -I- 1 = -5,
5u -f 8 - 1 = -3, -3« + 2s+2(= 3

-13ii-J-4s-}-7l 11 7u + 5s+9t= 14
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6. M — t’ — 2w = 0,

2i/ + ov — 3w — 0,

3u — 17t’ — Sio = 0.

7.

’ x-2y + £= 1,

3x — 6j/ + 3j = 2,

-2x +4j/ - 2s = 11.

9. 7x + 1/ + 2 = S,

2x - 3t/ - 2 = 1,

4x + 17y 4- 72 = 11.

11. 7it + 4s — t = 1,

2u — s 4" 2^ = Of

—3ii 4- 2s 4* 5£ = 17.

6. 3« — t’ 4* ” 1)

2u 4- 4t' — to
—

7,

5m 4- 17t' ~ 5w = 11.

8. 2x 4- 3t/ — 22 = 0,

X 4- 7r/ — Sr = Oj

4x + 21/ + 2=0.

10. 3m 4" f — 2w = 4,

Cm 4- 2m - 4tM = 7,

—3k — m 4* StZ’ = —4.

12. H - 5s 4- 2£ = 3,

4u — s 4- £ = 1)

-Sk - 17s 4- 5f = 7.



CHAPTER 6

DETERMINANTS

1 Determinants of Order four Determinants of order four are

numbers which occur m the solution of four Imear equations in

four unknowns This will be explained by means of the equations

Oji*! + 0|2*J + Oijia + = fci

031*1 + 033*3 + 02J*8 + 02414 =

031*1 + O32I2 + 0}3lj + 034*4 “ ^3

041*1 + 0421* + «43*3 + O44** “ ^4

It 13 Bpecificatly assumed that there actually arc four variables in

these equations and that there actually are four equations m the

set The methods of section 3 of chapter 5 which led to equa

tiODs (61) arc applicable here Thus for example first X4 could

be ehmmated between (li) and (I2) next X4 would be elinunated

between (Ij) and (1$) then 2*4 would be elimmated bet%een (li)

and (14) There w ould result three equations in Xi i* *3 Then

these three equations would be treated as equations (20) of chap

ter 5 were treated In whatever way the eliminations were per

formed there would result four necessary conditions analogous to

the three necessary conditions (51) of chapter 5 In each of these

four conditions the coeffiaent of the vanable is the number

+ 011022033044 “f- 021032043044 + 031012023044 “ 04iOi2Q2303l

— 011032023044 ” O21O12033O44 “ 031032013044 + 041012033024

— 011022043034 “ 021032043014 — 031013043024 — 0410220330 4

(2)

+ 011032043024 + 0210 2O43O34 + 031022043014 + 041022013034

4- 011042023034 4- 0210420330 4 + 031042013024 — 041032013024

— 011042033024 — 021042013034 — fl3lO420230l4 + 041032023014

128
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This number ^Yill be designated by D, It is the determinant of order

four tohose sy7nhol is

Hn fll2 oia Oil

fl21 Q22 023 024

031 032 O33 O34

041 042 043 flu

A rule will now be explained by which the number (2) can be

written dorni directly from the symbol (3), All the arrangements

of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 aic given in the first column of Table I.

These arrangements can be found by writing the six arrangements

of 1, 2, 3 and then inserting the number 4 in all possible positions.

TABLE I

Arrangement P i-ir Literal product Signed product

12 3 4 0 1 + 0110220330(1

13 2 4 1 -1 tiiinan^^n n — 011033033041

2 3 14 2 1 nsiOjiOwOii + 021033013041

2 13 4 1 -1 ajiaisoujo^i — 021012033044

3 12 4 2 1 03i0i2n:?fl« + 031012023041

3 2 14 3 -1 aziaaanau — 031022013044

12 4 3 1 -1 011022043031 — 011023043034

13 4 2 2 1 011033043021 + 011032043021

2 3 4 1 3 -1 031032043011 — 021033043014

2 14 3 2 1 021012043034 + 021012043034

3 14 2 3 -1 O3i0i2043024 — 031013043021

3 2 4 1 4 1 031022043014 + 031022043011

14 2 3 2 1 011042033034 + O11O42O23O34

14 3 2 3 -1 011042033034 — 011042033021

2 4 3 1 4 1 O21O42O33O14 + fl2l0l20330i4

2 4 13 3 -1 021042013034 — 031042013034

3 4 12 4 1 031042013024 + 031042013024

3 4 2 1 5 -1 031042023014 — O31O12O23O14

4 12 3 3 -1 041012023034 — O41O12O23O34

4 13 2 4 1 041013033034 + OUO12O33O24

4 2 3 1 5 -1 041033033014 — 041022033014

4 2 13 4 1 041033013034 + 041022013034

4 3 12 5 -1 041033013024 — 041033013024

4 3 2 1 6 1 041032033014 + 041032023014

In each row of the second colunrn of this table is the number p
of inversions in the arrangement which is in that row. In the
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third column are the values of (— I)' In each row of the fourth

column IS the literal product ^\hose factors have their second sub-

scripts IQ the normal order and their first subscripts in the arrange-

ment appeanng m that row In each row of the fifth coliunn is

the signed product, winch la the result of multiplying the literal

product and (— 1)*’ for that row Now, by definition, the deter-

minant of the fourth order whose syiidjol is (3 ) is the number

(2), that 13
, the sum of all the 41 signed products in column five

of the table

Next there will be explained a notation which is used to describe

m one phrase all the signed producte which occur in (2) The
arrangement which the first subscnpts of a signed product form is

designated by tit^tst^ For the particular signed product

— a3iauo*3024i therefore »| = 3 = 1 , is » 4, 14 «= 2 Also for

arrangement 3142 of its first subscripts the table gives p =» 3

Hence this signed product is a special instance of the arbitrary

signed product (— l)*'a,,ia„}a„3a^4, tn tokieh t» an arrange-

ment of the numbere 1
, £, $, 4, Rowing p inverstone Agam, the

signed product -t-onsaanau is the special instance of the arbi

traiy signed product m wlucb ti «» 2
,

— 4
,
tj 3

, *4 » 1 , and

p a= 4 Each of Che 4 ' signed products wluch occur in (2) is an
instance of the arbitrary signed product designated above All

the signed pn>ducts of this type occur m (2) Therefore the deter-

mmant (2) is the sum of all the tenns of this type This is a rule

by which (2) may be wntlen down directly from (3)

Another rule by which the number (2) may be wntten down
directly from the symbol (3) will be explained now There are

BIX terms m (2) which mvolve the factor an The sum of these

SIX terms is 011(022033044 — 032023044 -* 022043034 + 032043024 +
042023034 — 043033024) TTie coefficient of on m this expression

can be written in the form 022(033044 — 043034) — 032(023044 —
043024) + 042(023034 — 033024) In this form it is obvious, by
analogy with

(54) of chapter 5,
that this coefficient of on is the

determinant • •

I

O22 023 O34
I

I

O32 033 O34
I

I
O42 043 044 I

Now this symbol is obtained from the symbol (3) by deletmg from

the sjmbol (3) the row and column m which an stands This de-

terminant is ^called the mtaor <»f ou, and is designated by An
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Hence the sum of the tenns in (2) which involve an is anAn.

The minor

012 ®13 Oi4

032 O33 034

O42 O43 Oi4

of 021 m (3) is designated by Aoi- Analogous definitions hold for

Asi'and /I41. With these notations the number (2) becomes

OiiAii - 021^21 + 031^31 - 041A41. Tliis repression gives a

practical rule for VTiting dovm the niunber (2) directly from the

sjunbol (3). Other facts about determinants of order folir will

appear as special cases of rules for determinants of order 71.

The determinant whose symbol is

A'l ai2 Oi3 014

k2 Q22 ^23 ^24

A'a 032 033 031

ki 012 043 On

Rill be designated by Di. Thus Z>i is a number which can be

obtained from (2) by replacing on, ^21, osi, an respectively by

^1, k2, ks, ki. Similarly D2 is, by defmition, the deteiminant

whose s3mbol is obtained from the symbol (3) of D by replacing

the elements in the second column of (3) respectively by the con-

stants fci, /v2, kz, ki. Also Dz is the deteiminant whose sjunbol is

obtained from the symbol (3) by replacing the third column of (3)

by ki, kz, kz, ki, and H4 is obtained by replacing the fourth column

of (3) by ki, kz, kz. Ten. Then the four necessarj^ conditions which

were mentioned just before equation (2) can be written

(5) Dxi — Hi, Dxz = Dz, Dxz = Dz, Dx^ = H4.

The proofs of the following fundamental theorems, in which ii
— 4

,

can be completed as the analogous proofs in chapter 5 were com-
pleted.

Theorem 1. If the determinant D of the coefficient matrix of the

system (!) is not zero, then there is one and only one solution. This
solution is the ordered set of numbers Di/D, DzfD, H3/H, D^/D.

Theorem 2. If the determinant D of the coefficient matrix of the
system {!) is zero, and if at least one of the determinants Hi, Dz,
Dz, H4 is not zero, then the equations are inconsistent.
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PROBLEMS

F nd the ranis r and ra tor each of the foDotr ng aj-stems of equal ons Use
theorems 1 and 2 to determ ne nhether the equal ons are consistent or mcon

sistent If they are consistent scdTe them.

2 2e+5»-f+ u=4
-e+ * + 7i- « = 1I

»+ 3s - 6f + Ilu - 8

9i< + 13a + < + u - I

1 3r + 7y + * - 2u; = -10
-j + 2y + Ss+u.- 6

2x + 6j/ + 4t — to — —3
-5x + 2y + 9* + to - 2

3 » + 2s - 1 + S = 1

4p— s + 3i + u — 7
-p- 3a+ 5i- u -3
-Se - 3s + 6J + 2u - 2

6 2j:- 3y+ 7*+u;-0
-I + 2y + S* - 0
3i + 4y+ *+ ifl-O

2* — 5y + 3* + 4uj — 0

7 g- 2j/+ x + 2

2*- y + «i- «- I

2*+ 7y+ 3*+ til - -I
3s - 14y + + 7u - 0

9 2p - s t - w ~ 2

V + 5s + 2f + w -9
8p + 28 - 71 - 6io - -6
—» + 3a + 51 + 2t« — —3

4. X— y+a+Sm — 1

3r + 2y-2a+ w - 2

—X + 3y —2t — 7ta - 4
—4r + 5y — 2a — 12io = 3

6 7v + 2s- 1+ u -0
2p - 3s + 51 + 4u - 0

V +lll + 2ii-0
-2p + s + 91 + u'- 0

8 3i+ y - 2a + Uu> - -12
-» + 7y + a - w- 2

2i + 2y + 6a - 12

*-t/+4^+2ie- 7

10 u-a-w+ 1 - 1

2i( + 3v + w - 31 2

5a - P — 3ui + 21 - —

1

-15u - 2v + 6u! - { = 1

It 18 to be noted that in this section there has been a discussion

only of the case in which n — 4 and g
— A Also if each of D

D\ Dj Da Di is aero then theorems 1 and 2 are not applicable

That IS if r < n and <n then further discussion is required

No illustrations iviil be given here ntuch are analogous to the sjs

terns (GO) and (07) of chapter 5 AH the situations which may
arise will appear as ®pecial cases after the general theorems hate

been proved for arbitrary n and arbitrary q

2 Determinants of order five Detenninants of order n If n
IS a positive mteger then the notation

flll^^l +012*3 + +ain*« = ^1

(6)

Onl*l + OnSXs + + Onn^n =

Will be used for a system of n linear equations in n unknowns
The particular case m whadi n — 3 was discussed m chapter 5
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The results were simplified by defining determinants of order

three. The particular case in which n - i was discussed in sec-

tion Ij and determinants of order four were defined in that dis-

cussion. If ?i = 5, analogous details would be very intricate.

They will not be presented here. The results will be obtained

very simply as a special case after the general theorems have been

proved for arbitrary n. However, the definition of a determinant

of the fifth order will be given here to illustrate the fundamental

definition of a determinant of order n.

There are 5! arrangements of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. These

arrangements may be obtained sj^stematically in the folloudng

manner from the 4! arrangements of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 which

are listed in the first column of Table I in section 1. Fiist adjoin

the number 5 on the right of each of the aiTangements in Table I.

Then insert 5 between the last two numbers of each of the an'angc-

ments in Table I. Then insert 5 between the second and third

numbers in each arrangement. Tlien insert 5 between the first

and second numbers in each arrangement. Then adjoin 5 on the

left of each of the arrangements. Thus the table of arrangements

of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 would have five sections, each section derived from
the first column of Table I. A portion of one of these sections is

given in the first column of Table II.

TABLE II

Arrangoment P (-IF Literal product Signed product

1 5 2 4 3 4 1 011052023044035 + 0110620230)4035

1 5 3 4 2 5 -1 0110520330440:6 — 011052033044025

2 5 3 4 1 6 1 0210520330440)6 + 021052033044016

2 5 14 3 5 -1 021062013044036 — 021052013044035

3 5 14 2 6 1 031052013044025 + 031062013044026

3 5 2 4 1 7 -1 031062023044016 — 031062023044016

If the entire table for n = 5 were exhibited, there would be 5!

signed products in the last column. The sum of these 5! signed
products is, by definition, the determinant whose symbol is

Oil CZI2 Ol3 “14 “15

021 G22 ^23 “24 “26

“51 0-52 “53 0-54 “65
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The aotation (— l)’’a ,tO ,90^30t,«0uS describe all the

signed products whose sum is tiie determinant whose symbol is

(7) The particular signed product — a2i.0s2'^iz'^uO35 has p == 5
,

j, = 2
, «2 = 5

, ?3 « 1 ,
= 4, »s = 3 Again, the signed product

+ 031032(113344023 has p = 6 ti = 3
,
t2 = 5

,
t3 = 1

,
t4 = 4

,
J5

= 2 Hence, by definition the determinant of order five

whose symbol is (7) is the sum of the S’ terms of the type

(— l)’’a„io,,-»a„3a„4a,jj in which tji2tj*4i5 is an arrangement of

the numbers 1 2 3 4
,
5 showmg p mversions

In general by definition the determinant of order n whose sym-

bol is

I

Oil 0|2 Ol»

021 <l22 02n

(8)

1
0.1 0.2 0,n

13 the sum of the n' terms of the type (— l)^o, ja„2 0^.11 m
which tita tn IS an arraDgcment of the numbers 1

,
2

, 1
n

showing p mversions

A practical rule for wnlmg down the number which is the deter-

minant duectly from the sj-mbo! of the determmant was proved

if n B 3 and if n « 4 This was the expansion of the determinant

by minors of the elements of its first column The proofs of this

rule and other expansion rules for determinants of order n mvolve

the use of two fundamental properties of detenmnants These

fundamental properties are also used to prove facts which sim-

phfy calculations with determinants The simple proofs, which

will be given later of the facts about an arbitraiy number ? of

hnear equations m an arbitrary number n of unknowns are based

directly on these properties of determinants of order n

3 First and second fundamental properties of determinants of

order n The idea of one-to-one correspondence is basic m the

proofs of these properties and m many other mathematical proofs

The form m which it is to be used will now be illustrated Let

there be a set of seven numbers si *2, ,
S7, and let S be their

sum Let there be a second set of seven numbers, it, ts >

and let T be their sum Therefore S = si -|- *2 + + S7»

T = ti + 12 + + Now if it were known that si =
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52 = h, • •
•

,
S7 = ^7, then it would be true that S = T. These

seven equations, vliich are 'the hypothesis that imi)lics S ~ T,

are an illustration of the meaning of the statement that the sc^'en

numbers in the first set and the seven numbers in the second set

have been pau-cd and that the numbers in each pair are equal.

In general, a pairing, regardle.‘’S of whether the numbers in each

pair are equal or not, is called a one-to-one correspondence.

Another one-to-one correspondence in which corresponding num-

bers are equal is illustrated bj"^ the equations Si = ^7, sj = /a,

53 = I2 ,
s, = ti, ss = to, Sa = /.I, S7 = h- If tliis i''cro the hy-

pothesis, it would be tnie that S = T. A one-to-one conusi^ond-

ence in which corresponding numbers arc negatives of each other

is illustrated bj’’ the equations si = —to, ^2 = —ir,, s.3 = —hi
54 = — ti, Sa = —

17, So = —to, S7 = — ti. If this were the hy-

pothesis, it would be time that S = —T. It is obvious that the

number seven of summands could be replaced by anj’’ positive

integer. Hence the following lemma has been proved.

Lemma 1. Let N be a positive integer, and Jet there he two sets of

numbers with N numbers in each set. If a one-to-one correspondence

exists between the numbers in the two sets such that corresponding

numbers are equal, then the sum of the numbers in the first set equals

the sum of the numbers in the second set. If a one-to-one correspond-

ence exists such that corresponding numbers are negatives of each

other, then the sum of the numbers in the first set is the negative of

the sum of the numbers in the second set.

The following lemma 2 Ls also basic in the proofs of the first and
second fundamental properties of detenninants of order n. This
lemma ^vill be illustrated now for the case that n = 7. From the

arrangement 351742Gof the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, G, 7
obtain, by interchanging the numbers 5 and 2, the arrangement
3 2 1 7 4 5 G. There 'are nine inversions in the first arraPgemcnt
and six inversions in the last arrangement. The difference be-
tween nine inversions and six inversions is the odd number three.

This illustrates lemma 2, because lemma 2 states that the differ-

ence in the numbers of inversions is an odd integer. The proof of
lemma 2 is illustrated in the following explanation of how the
number of inversions changes from nine to six. Let the two adja-
cent numbers 5 and 1 in the arrangement 351742Gbe inter-
changed. All the inversions which are in thp original inversion,
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except tliat due to 5 and 1 appear al^o in the nei\ arrangement

3 1 S 7 4 2 C No new inversions can appear In this second ar

rangement let the two adjacent numbers 6 and 7 be mterchanged

The third arrangement 133175426 All the mversions which

were m the second arrangement also appear m the third arrange

ment and one new inversion due to 7 and 5 appears in the third

arrangement This illustrates the general fact that if adjacent

numbers are mterchanged m an arrangement then the number of

invers ons m the new arrangement »s one more or one less than the

number of im ersions in the original arrangement

Now conlmue to interchange 5 with each number on its nght

until it has been mterchanged finally with the number 2 Then
interchange 2 with each number on its left until it has been inter

changed with the number I Tlie foUoiving table exhibits the

arrangements and shows how the number of mversions changes

Number of

Arrangemeat mvertions

3517426 9

3157426 8

3175426 0

3174526 8

3174256 7

3172456 6

3127456 5

3217456 6

The proof of lemma 2 mvoh es onl> the ideas illustrated in the

precedmg discussion Let n be a positive integer if two arrange-

ments of the numbers 12 3 n are such that one mterchange
of adjacent numbers m the arrangement yields the second

arrangement then the number of mversions in the first arrange-

ment mmus the number of mversions in the second arrangement
IS 1 or — 1 Next consider two aixai^ments such that one mter
change of non adjacent numbers m the first arrangement yields

the other arrangement Let there be t numbers m the first arrange-

ment which appear between the two numbers to be mterchanged
Then there are 2^ -f 1 arrangements which con be tabulated under
the first of the two given arrangements such that each arrange-

ment is derived from the precedmg one by interchanging adjacent

numbers and such that the last arrangement m the tabulation is

the other of the two given arrangements Thus the number of
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inveisions in the fiist arrangement is obtained from the number

of inversions in the last auangement b}" adding 2f + 1 integers,

each of which is 1 or - 1 . This completes the proof of lemma 2 .

Lemma 2. Iflivo arrangements of the rntmhcrs 1
,
S, S, •••, n arc

so related that one interchange of two numhers m the first arrange-

ment gives the second ai rangement, then the tnimhcr of vwcrsions m
the first arrangement is the sum of the nnmhcr of inversions in the

second arrangement and an odd (gmsitivc or negative) integer.

Consider two detenninants -4 and B whose sjunboK aic lespec-

tively

Qii an bii ••• bu

(9)
• * and

041 ' ®44 ^41 ' ^b4

By definition, A is the sum of the signed products in the last

column of Table I. This table will temporal ily be lefcrrcd to as

Table la- The table which is obtained from Table I., by icplacing

each letter a by the letter h will be rcferied to as Table Ib. Then,

by definition, B is the sum of the signed products of the last col-

umn of Table Ib. It is to be noted especially that all subscripts

m Table remain precisely as they aic when Table Ib is formed
and that the signs of the signed products lemain. For example,

the signed product -f- 021032013014 in Table !„ is in the same loca-

tion as the signed product -{- h2ii'32&i3f'44 in Table IbJ the signed

product — 021042043034 in the same location as — h2il>i2f)i3&3t.

The fiist fundamental propeity, w'hich will be illustrated and
proved now if n = 4

,
has the following hypothesis:

first column of symbol of A is fust column of symbol of B;
second column of symbol of A is third column of symbol of B;
third colunrn of symbol of A is second column of sjmibol of B;
fourth column of symbol of A is fourth column of sj^mbol of B.

Tl^ hypothesis is also expressed by the statement that A is ob-
tained by interchanging the second and tliiid columns of B. In
terms of the elements of the sj^mbols (9) this hypothesis is

(10) a,i = 6,1, a,2 = h,3 , a,3 = b,2, a,4 = h.4 (i = 1
,
2

,
3

,
4).
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The coEclusion in the first fundameiiUil propertj is that A = —

B

This toU be proved by means oflemmas 1 and 2 and equations (10)

It nilJ be proved that there is a one-to-one correspondence be-

tween the signed products m the last column of J'able I, and the

signed products in the last column of Table Ib such that corre-

epondmg signed products are n^atives of each other For ex

ample consider the signed product 0110220331144 m I» By (10)

It is true that + 011022033044 = -|- fi|ifi2afi32fi44 Now any product

IS the same regardless of the order in which the factors are

WTitten down smee the factors are ordmary numbers Hence

-f- biib23^32f>44 =
"i" t>iit>a2b23fi44 Hence 011022033044 =

+ bub32b23b44 Since the left-hand side of this equality is an

entry m column five of Table I* therefore the rifeht hand side

namely + 611632^23644 is a term in the sum which is A although

it does not look like a term in A Indeed + 611632623644 looks

more like the terms in B because terms in B are signed products

of four factors each of which is a double-subscripted lettc? 6

But — 611633623644 (not + 611633623644) 13 in the last column of

Table Is This is true because the literal product 6n632623644 »
found m Table Ib precisely where the bteral product 011033033044

13 found m Table I. namely in the second row Therefore m
Table Ib the signed product — 611633623644 is m the second row

and last column Thus it has been proved that the signed product

+ 011023033044 m A equals the negative of the signed product
— 611632623644 m B
Next consider the signed product — 011032025044 of Table I»

By (10) it IS true that — 011032023044 « — 611633622644 By re-

arrangmg factors it is true that — 611633622644 » — 611622633644

Hence — 011032033044 = — 611622633644 Now the literal product

611622633644 IS found m Table Ib precisely where the literal product

011022033044 is found m Table I, namely, m the first row There-

fore m Table Ib the signed productm the first row and last column

IS + 611622633644 (not — 611622633644) Hence the signed product
— 011032023044 in A equals the negative of the signed product

+ 611622633644 in B Similarly it IS pro>€d that the signed product

+ 021012043034 m Table I* is the n^ati\e of the signed product
— 621642613634 in Table Ib and that — 041022033014 is the negative

of -)- 641632623614

The preceding signed products of I* were special terms in A
It w lU be pro\ ed now that the ^leial term m A is the negative
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of a term in B. The general term in A is (— in

which iiioisU is an arrangement of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, showing

p inversions. By (10) andTearrangcment of factors it follows that

(11)
' (-l)'’a.-,iai.2a.-j3a;,4 = (.—iyhiiibi~3bi,2^u4,

(12) (— l)^a.-jia.-.2a.33aM4 =

Now the literal product hi,ibi,2h{^3K< occurs in Table Ib precisely

where a,-,ia,-52ai;3af,4 occurs in Table namely, in the row for the

arrangement By lemma 2 the number of in\'ersions which

iiiziiii shows is p — 1 or p + 1, since fjjofsfj shows p inversions.

Also^ (-l)"-^ = (-1)^"^^ Hence (-l)'’"'h,-,ih,-,2^v)lhvi is a term

in B. Thus by (12) and Table Ib the literal product b,-,ib,-,oh{.3 bf,4

establishes a con-espondence between the term (— I)'’ai,t0i:20<j3aivi

in A and the term (— l)^“^h,-,i{)/,2 ?>.-;3?),vi in B. By (12) and the

fact that (-1)^ = -(— 1)"“\ it is true that the general term in

A is the negative of its corresponding term in B.

It is to be noted especiallj'' that terms in A which have different

arrangements of first subscripts correspond to tenns in B which

have different arrangements of first subscripts. Thus a one-to-one

correspondence has been established between the 4! terms Avhose

sum is A and the 4! terms whose sum is B, such that corresponding

terms are negatives of each other. Therefore b}’’ lemma 1 it is

true that A = —B.
In general, if any two columns of B are interchanged and the

result is called C, then a one-to-one correspondence can be estab-

lished such that corresponding terms are negatives of each other.

Hence it can be proved that C — —B. Hence theorem 3 has been

proved if n = 4.

Theorem 3. If the symbol of a determinant A is obtained from
the symbol of a determinant B by interchanging two columns of the

symbol of B, then A — —B.

PROBLEMS

1. Construct the table like Table II which contains the arrangement
3 4 5 1 2. Construct such a table for the arrangement 3 4 2 1 6.

2. Construct the table like Table II which contains the arrangement
4 2 5 1 3. Construct such a table for the arrangement 5 2 4 1 3.

3. Let n = 5, and let A be obtained by interchanging the third and fifth
columns of B. Find the term in A which has the literal product 031042053014025
as a factor. Find the term in B which corresponds to this term in A- Show
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til'll these terms are negati\e9 of each other Treat the literal products

ariUuasjUMOis and <iuQ42Uuaj4ajs auiularly

4 Proceed as m problem 3 if the first and third columns are interchanged

and the literal products are OuOaauaititjs a4t(ii2<is]a*i<iig QiiUzcoiiUiiOib

6

Let n >> 7 and find the number of mveraions for the arrangements

3 7 2 6 1 5 4 and 3 7 4 6 1 5 2 Tabulate these arrangements nith a|^

propriate interremng arrangements such that each arrangement in the table

13 obtained from the preceding one by one interchange of adjacent numbers

Find the number of mversiona for each arrangement m the table

6 Proceed as in problem 5 aith the arrangements 6 1 4 2 3 7 5 and

6342175
7 Proceed ss in problem 3 if n — 7 the second and fifth columns are

interchanged and the literal products are ^

usioiiauajiarsaceai'l anaaatjaufliifiMtTj osiUuUjjaTiaisaKOjT

8 iProceed as in problem 3 if n — 7 the first and fourth columns are inter

changed and (he hteral products are

ui aisCisariuuQHStr ati<iKawei«<>nat«a«r uiianojiausiiassair

All the ideas m the foiloning proof of theorem 3 if n is arbitrary

hate been used in the preceding proof tf n 4 Let the eymbol

for A be (8) and let the symbol for B be obtained if each letter a

in (8) 18 replaced b> the letter h hypothesis a and i are fued

but arbitrary positite integers such that 1 £ s < t £ n In the

preceding proof n«4 a - 2 (>3 Al&o by hypothesis A is

obtained by interchanging the columns numbered a and t in B
That IS

dll “ 6.1 (» = 1 n)

13) a., = f»., (t = 1, n)

o„ = b„ 0 5^ « } * = f.
< ”)

Now the typical term m the sum A is (— l)'’a,i Oit

ai„n in which tj t, t| Jr IS an arrangement of

1, ,
n showing p inversions Also by (13) it is true that

(14) (-l)’’a..i a,.. o.,

= (-l)'’6., b,,, b„ b^n

Hence bj rearrangmg factom m the product on the right-hand

side of this equation it is true that

(15) (-I)".!,. O.,. «.,R

b{,. b,,t
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It is to be noted especiallj^ that in these products the factors ivliich

are indicated by dots have their second subscripts in natural

order; that is, the onl}’- disturbed subscripts are among the exhibited

subscripts. Hence in the second product in (15) the second sub-

scripts are in natural order. The list of first subscripts in this

product, namely, ii ••• it "• i, • in, is an arrangement of

1, ,71 which is obtauicd from the an'angemcnt ii i, •
it

in by interchanging i, and i,. By h3’'j)othesis tlie latter ar-

rangement .shows p inversions. Hence bj' lemma 2 the number

u of inversions shomi by the former arrangement differs from

p bj' an odd integer. Therefore (
— 1)'’"^ = (

— I)”. Therefore

(— • • • 5,-,(
• • • is a term in B. By (15) the

literal product 6,-,i
• • • • • • 5,-,/

• • • ?),„„ establishes a corre-

spondence between the term (— l)'’a,-,i
• • • a,-,, • • • a,-,/ • • • a,-„n in

A and the term (— l)*’“^5f,i ••• 5,-,,
••• in B, and

coiTcsponding terms are negatives of each other. It is to be noted

especially that terms in A which have different arrangements of

first subscripts correspond to terms in B which have different

arrangements of first subscripts.

Thus a one-to-one correspondence has been established between

the n! teims whose sum is A and the 7i! terms whose sum is B such

that each term in the sum A is the negative of its con'esiionding

term in the sum B. Therefore bj’- lemma 1 it is true that A ~ —B.
This completes the proof of theorem 3 if n is arbitrarj\

If the sj^bol of a determinant B of order n has two columns
which are identical and if the sjunbol of a second determinant A
is formed from the symbol of B bj^ interchanging the.se two col-

umns, then the symbol of A is exactly the symbol of B. There-
fore A - B. By theorem 3 it is true that A = —B. Hence
B = —B, and therefore B = 0. This completes the proof of

theorem 4.

Theokem 4. If two columm of the sy7nbol of a determinant are
identical, then the determinant is zero.

PROBLEMS
1. Use theorem 3 to verify the statement wliich follows (65) in chapter 5.
2. Using theorem 4, show that the points (1, -1) and (-2, 7) lie on the

locus of the equation

a;

y
1

1

-1
1

-2
7

1

= 0. Hence this is an equation of the

straight line through these points.
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3 Let (a: 6 ) (cs &:) (aj bt) be three d stinct po nts UsiDg theorem 4

show that (02 62) ond (oj ia) he on the locus of the equat on

z oi da
I

V h* = 0

11 1 I

Hence thjs is an equation of the si ai^t line Uirough these po nts Also the

I

nj at O]
I

61 ^ I
0

1 1 1 I

4 Let (s b) (02 bi) (oj bj) be Ihice oon-coUinear po nts Uemg theorem

4 show that each of these po nts kes 00 the locus of the equation

<r * + 6 * Cl* + 61* flj* + bj*

b bi bj

1 1 1

Heoce this is an equaUon of the circle through these po nts F nd & uecee

eery and sufSe eat cond 1 00 that (0 b) he on this c rcle

The second fundamental property of determinants will now be

illustrated and proved if n > 4 Let A and B be two determinants

tilth symbols (9) By hypothesis

first column of symbol of j4 is first row of symbol of B
second column of symbol of A is second row of symbol of B
third column of symbol of Aas third row of symbol of B
fourth column of symbol of A is fourth row of symbol of B

This hypothesis is also eipressed by the statement that A is ob-

tamed by interchangmg roxis and columns m the symbol of B
In terms of the elements of the determmants this hypothesis is

(16) a-i-h 02 -b2 03-63 01 = 6* (i = 1 2 3 4)

The conclusion in this fundamental property is that A — B
This will be proved by lemmas 1 and 2 and equations (16)

It Mill be proved that there is a one-tonDne correspondence be-

tween the signed products m the last column of Table and the

signed products m the last column of Table Ib such that corre-

spondmg signed products are equal For example consider the

signed product + 011022033044 m I, By (16) it is true that this

equals + 611622633644 This latter term obviously is a term in Ib

Again consider — 021032045014 m !» By (16) this equals
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— l)i2b23b34J>4i. By rearranging the factoi'S in this latter term it

follows that — 021032^43^^11 ~ — Ii4i^i2^23^3i- -This lobt teim is a

signed product in Table Ib because the literal product hubiobo^bji

occurs in Table Ib exaetty where antti2023034 occurs in Table In,

namely, in the nineteenth row. Again, — 041012023031 =

- buboibzibiz = - bzibzzbizbit, by (IG) and rearianging factors

b. The first signed product is in tlie nineteenth row of I,,, and the

last is in the ninth low of Ib.

It mil be proved now that the general term in A coiTcsponds to

a term in B and that coi responding terms arc equal. The general

term in A is (— l)^ania„20,530,,4, in which iiizhU 's an airange-

ment of 1, 2, 3, 4, showing p inversions. By (16) it is time that

(17) (
— l)^OniO,.20,330^4 = (— I)^i>l,lll2t2^3i3^1i<.

The factors m the product on the light-hand side of (17) can be

written in any order, since multiplication is commutative. Let

them be mitten so that the second subscripts appear in the nat-

ural order, as was done in each of the numerical illustiations just

considered. Then, as in each of the numerical illustiations, the

first subscripts foi-m another arrangement of 1, 2, 3, 4. This new

arrangement, which is formed by the first subscripts, will be des-

ignated hy jijzjzji- Thus (17) becomes

(18) (-l)'’a,,ia,j2a.,3a.,4 = (-iybj^ih.zbj.zbj^i.

For instance, in the last numerical example above I'l = 4, u = 1,

iz = 2, ti
—

3, and ji - 2, j2 = 3, jz = 4, J4 = 1. Now the lit-

eral product bj^\bj^2b}izb},i occuis in Ib. Let v be the number of

inversions wliich the airangement jij'2j3;4 shows Then the signed

product ( — I)'’li;,i&jj2^j33^jj4 IS a term in B. In the last numerical

example above, a = 3 because 2 3 4 1 shows 3 inversions; also

p = 3 because 4 12 3 shows 3 inversions. It -will be proved in

general that v — p is an even integer. It will then folloiv

that (
— 1)’’ = (—1)®, and hence, by (18), that the terra

(—1)^0,110,22^,3307,4 in A equals the term (— I)‘’6;,i6;32f>j33&i,4 in B.
The literal product bj^ibj,2bjszb],i, rvhich emerges fiom this tenn
in A as in (18), establishes the coriespondence.

The method of proving that in general v — p is an even integer
wall be illustrated on the arrangements arising from the signed
product 031012043024 in A. By (16)

(—1)^031012043024 = (—I)^bizb2\bzibi2-
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Since p 13 the number of inversions which the arrangement 3 14 2

of first subscripts on the left hand side of (19) sho\s therefore

the second subscripts on the right-hand side of (19) sho \ p mver

s ons No V the folio ving tabulabon

3 14 2 '

(20)

13 4 2

12 4 3

12 3 4

of these second subscripts is such that each arrangement is ob-

tamed from the preceding by one interchange of numbers Other

tabulations m which this is true and the last arrangement is

1 2 3 4 are possible If « is the number of arrangements under

3 14 2m such a tabulation it wilt be proved that p — s is an

even mteger By lemma 2 each step in the tabulation changes

the number of mversions b> an odd integer Therefore the num
her p of mversions sho m by 3 1 4 2 differs from the number sero

of inversions sho rn by 1 2 3 4 by the sum of these s odd mtegers

If they are designate by 2cj 1 2c2 -h 1 2ci + 1 their

*urn IS 2(ci + cj + -1- c.) -f » Hence p - 0 - 2(ci +ca-}-

4- c,) -f s and p — « is an ev en integer

Bach of the products

(
— 1)*6ij62i634642

(”l)*hn6i3h34b«

(— I)®h2lh42^«hl3

(
“ I)*f>2lh42hl3^4

is equal to the terra on the n^t-hand s de of (19) and the second

subscripts in these products form the tabulation (20) Also the

first subscripts form the tabulation

12 3 4

2 13 4

2 4 3 1

2 4 13

(22)
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Bj’- definition v is the number of inversions vhich the last anange-

ment in (22) shovs. Since thcie arc s steps in (20), theic are s

steps in (21) and s steps in (22). Bj' tlie same method which vas

used to pro^^e that p — s is an ev'cn integer it is here proved that

y — s is an even integer. Since each of p — s and y — s is an

even integer, it follows that their difference y — p is an even

integer.

This method will be used now to piove that, if v is the number

of inversions shovTi by in (18) if p is the number of

inversions shovTi by in (IS), then y — p is an even integer.

Now the second subsciipts on the right-hand side of (17) foim the

arrangement 1112^314- Under this arrangement a tabulation analo-

gous to (20) can be formed. This can be done, for avamplc, by

moving whichever of I'l, to, 13, 1’l is 1 into the evtreme left po'-ition,

then by mo\dng whichever of ti, 12 ,
tj, U is 2 into the second posi-

tion, and then by moving 3 into the third position The number

4 will then be in the fourth position. By definition s is the numljer

of arrangements m this tabulation under iiUhiu Now a set of

products analogous to (21) is constnicted. The product at the

top is the right-hand side of (17), and the second subscripts foim

the arrangements in the preceding tabulation. This induces a

tabulation analogous to (22) of the first subsciipts of the Icttera

b. There are s anangements under 1 2 3 4 in this tabulation.

The last arrangement is jij2j33i on the right-hand side of (18).

By lertima 2, p — s is an even integer and y — 5 is an even integer.

Hence y — p is an even integer, and (—1)’’ = (—1)'’. Therefore

the general term in A, which is the left-hand side of (18), equals

the term (-!)'’&;, in B.

Terms in A which have different aiTangements of first subscripts

correspond to terms in B which have different arrangements of

first subscripts. Therefore a one-to-one correspondence has been
established, such that corresponding teiTOs are equal. Therefoie
A = B,hy lemma 1. Hence theoiem 5 has been proved if n = 4.

Theorem 5. If the symbol of a determmant A is obtained from
the symbol of a determinant B by interchanging rows and columns in
the symbol of B, then A = B.

The proof of theorem 5 if n is arbitraiy involves no new ideas.
By hypothesis

(23) a,; = (2 = 1, j = l, ...,n).
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No V if (23) are applied to the typical term (— l)’’a a „

of A and if the factors b are reordered so that the second sub-

scnpts are in normal order there results a new arrangement

0\32 3n of first subscripts such that

(24) (-l)'’a ,a^ a , - (-D'hi 62
,

f>-.,

= bin

By an argument similar to that involving (20) (21) (22) it is

proved that since tjtj shows p inversions the number

V of inversions shovn by jijj j, d^ers from p by an even

integer Therefore (—1)* = (— 1 )'’ Hence the signed product

(
— 1)'6 it> 2 ^**>1 which IS in Table Ib m the same row as the

arrangement Jr equals the last term m (24) Further

more terms in A which have different arrangements of first sub

scripts equal terms m B which have different arrangements of first

subscnpts Thus a one-to-one correspondence has been estab-

lished between the terms whose sum is A and the terms whose

sum IS B such that corresponding terms are equal Therefore

A ^ B hy lemma 1 This completes the proof of theorem 5

An important corollary of theorem 5 and theorem 3 will be

proved no v Let the symbol of a determinant A be obtamed from

the symbol of a determinant B by interchanging two rows of the

symbol of B Let these be the rows numbered s and ( Now con

sider a determinant E whose symbol is obtained from the symbol

of S as follows

C IS obtamed by mterchsngmg rows and columns m B
D IS obtamed by mterchanguig columns numbered s and tmC
E IS obtamed by mterebangmg rows and columns m D

Therefore C = B D = —C E = D On the other hand the sym
bol of E IS precisely the symbol of A Hence A = —B This

completes the proof of theorem 6

Theorem 6 If the symbcl of a determinont A is obtained from

the symbol of 0 determinant B by tnierchanytng two rows of the sym

bol of B then A — ~B

PROBLEMS

1 Prove that f two row s of tbe symbol of a determ naat are identical

then the determinant s zero
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2. Let n = 5 and A be obtained bj’ interchanging rov\s and columns of B.

Find the terms m B vhich correspond to each of the follo\Mng terms in A:

+ 031042063014025 ; + 021042063034016 ;
— 011012063034026 .

3. Proceed as in problem 2 for the terms in A whose first subscripts form

the follomng arrangements: 4 3 1 5 2; 4 3 2 1 5; 5 4 1 2 3.

4. Proceed ns m problems 2 if n = 7 and the first subscripts form the

following arrangements; 21537G4; 713540 2; G41752 3.

6. Proceed as in pioblem 2 if a = 7 and the first subscripts form the follow-

ing arrangements: 314752 6; 576132 4; 47213G5.
6. Using problem 1, show that (—1,5) and (2, 7) lie on the locus of the

X tj I

equation — 1 5 1 =0. Hence this is an equation of the straight line

2 7 1

through these points Prove this fact also by using problem 3 on page 142 and
theorem 5

7. State and prove a problem i\ Inch is suggested by problem 4 on page 142

and in v Inch the variables are in the first row of the symbol.

4. Expansion of determinants of order n. Lot the sjnnbol of a

determinant A of order n be

Oil ai2 Oln

Q2I ^22 * * * ^2n

(25)

I
Gnl G„2 * • ’ dnn

Then the minor of an is, by definition, the determinant of

order n — 1 whose symbol is

®22 ^23 '

02n

^32 G33 ’ • • dSn

(26)

i ^n2 ' * * ^Tin

The minor A21 of 021 is, by definition, the determinant of order
n — I whose symbol is

fll2 ^13 • • • CLln

fl32 033 • • • dsn

(27)

dn2 fln3 ’ ‘ ‘
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In general, the minor of the element a,/, T'liich appears in the ith

row and jth column of the symbol (25), is the determinant of

order n — 1 wliose symbol la obtained from the sjmbol (25) by

deleting the ith row and the jth column of (25) The mmor of

a„ IS designated by
The proofs of the fundamental facts about expansion of a deter-

minant of order n use a fact about the mmor An which is so

important m later work that it is stated and proved now as a

lemma The lemma wall be proved first if n = 4 Then An has

the sjTnbo!

[
022 **23 024

(28) 032 <*13 <*31

I
<>42 <*43 **41

Bj (41) of chapter 5

(29) An + <>2^33044 ~ <*22<*43<*34 + <*32<J43‘*24

— <t32023<*44 + <*42l*23<*31 — Ill20?a<*24
‘

Hence ondii is the numlwr

(30) -j- <Zjl022'*a3<*44 ~ <j|l®22<*43<*34 + «Jll03j043'*24

— a||032<>23<*44 + <*JI<*42<*23a34 ~ 011042^33024

Now by Table I of section 1 the sum of all those signed products,

each of which has on as a factor is precisely the number (30)

Thus the following lemma has been proved if n 4

Leuma 3 If A IS the determinant ukoae symbol is (3d), (ken

OiiAn equals (he sum of all (he terms t« A each of which has On
as a factor

No new ideas are mvohed m the proof of lemma 3 if n is arbi-

trary Let T designate the sum of all the terms m A each of which

has On as a factor Lemma 1 will be applied to conclude that

Oii-dn = T Thus, first it will be proved that there are (n — 1)!

terms m T Then it wnll be proved thatCnAn is a sum of (n — 1)'

terms Then a one-to-one correspondence will be established be-

tween the terms m these sums, such that corresponding terms are

equal

By the general definition of a deteniunant the terms which are

m A and which have on aa a factor are the signed products

(31) ( — l)’’ona ,2 a,„m m which 1 12 tn is an

arrangement of 1, 2, , n, showing p inversions
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Hence H 4n is an arrangement of 2, •••,?!. There arc exactlj'

(n. - 1)! different arrangements of 2,
• • •, n. Therefore theie aie

(71 — 1)! terms in T.

Next it will be proved that oti^n is the sum of (n - 1)1 terms.

There are 7i — 1 rows in the sjunbol (2G) of Hu. Hence, as in

(29) if 71 = 4, each signed product in the sum which is Hu has

exactly 7i — 1 double-subscripted factors a. If /I'oArs • • • /Ti. is an

arrangement of 2, 3, .showing w inversions, then

(32)
• • • «A„n

is a signed product in Hu. Theie aie exactly (n — 1)1 different

arrangements of 2, 3, •••,«. Therefore .4n is the sum of the

(n — 1)1 signed products (32). Thcrcfoie, as in (30) if n = 4, it

is true that onHu is the sum of the (n — 1)1 terms of the type

(33) (-l)“anar;2aj 33
• • • «A„n, in which is an

arrangement of 2, 3,
• •

•, n, showing lo invereions.

It null be proved next that each term (33) in OnHn equals a

term in T. If = 4, this was proved by inspection of Table I.

In general, it is pioved as follows. Since 1 is less than each of

2, 3,
• •

•
, 71, it is tnie that (33) becomes

(34) (-l)"’aiiai.2arj3 • • • in which 1 koks • ' • kn is an

airangement of 1, 2, 3,
• •

•, n, showing w invemions.

But by the general definition of a determinant the signed product

(34) is in H. Smee an is a factor in (34), therefore (34) is in T.

Therefore the term (33) in onHn equals the terra (34) in T.

It is to be noted especially that terms in OnHu having distinct

arrangements of first subscripts aie equal to teims in T harfing

distinct arrangements of fiist subscripts. Therefore a one-to-one

correspondence has been established. This completes the proof of

lemma 3 if n is arbitrary.

A particular case of expansion of deteiminants of older n will

be proved now. This case has been illustrated and proved if

71 = 3 in (54) of chapter 5 and if n = 4 in section 1.

Theorem 7. If A is the delerminanl whose symbol is {25), then
A = ttiiHii — a2iH2 i 4- osiHsi h (— l)"~^a„iH„i. Theie-
fore

t=I
(35)
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To prove theorem 7 let T, designate the sum of all the terms m
A each of which has o,i as a factor Now lemma 3 states that

Ti = ( — It will be proved next that

(3G) r. = (-l)*“*aiAn (* =« 1 ,
n)

Let B{ designate the detenninant whose symbol is

ai

Oil

(37) a<—1 2

a.+i*

o.-i « (» > 1)

flj+i

I
a„ 1 a. 2 Ox n I

Now the sjTQbol of B, can be obtained from the symbol of A by

a EuccessioQ of t — 1 interchanges of adjacent rows Thus in the

symbol of A the tth and (i — l)st ro'is are interchanged In

this new symbol the elements a,i a,j o,, form the (i - l)st

row This row is mtcrcbanged in turn with each preceding row

Thus(37)isobtamedafter» - 1 interchanges Hence by theorem 6

It is true that B, = (— 1)*~‘ I It is to be noted that tlie minor

of the element a,i standing in the upper left-hand comer of the

symbol of B, is precisely the minor d,i of the element a,i stand

mg m the first column and ith row of the sjunbol of A Now let

lemma 3 be apphed to B, Thus A on dn m lemma 3 are re-

placed by S, a ^ A,^respectively Hence the sum <afe.lL the terms

mB, each of which has a i as a factor equals a id,i It has already

been proved that B, = (— 1)‘— Hence the sum of all the terms

m B, each of which has o i as a factor equals {
— I)*"* times the

sum of all the terms m A each of which has a i as a factor Hence

by the definition of T, it is true that Ofidn = (— 1)‘ Thus

the proof of equation (36) is completed

The proof of theorem 7 is completed as foUows Bj the defi

nition of a determmant of order n each term m A has either an
as a factor or 021 as a factor or a,i as a factor Also no

term in A has two of a, 1 oji a^j as factors Therefore each

term m A is a term in Ti or a term m Tj , or a term m Tn
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Also each term in A is a term in only one of Ti, Tn, • •
•, T„.

Hence A = Ti + T2 H T„. If the equations (36) are sub-

stituted in tins equation, the result is (35).

The result stated in theorem 7 is referred to, as the expansion

of A by minors of the elements of the first column, or as the

expansion of A by its first column. It udll bo proved next that

A can be expanded by minois of the elements of an arbitrarj'

column.

Theorem S. If A is a determinant whose symbol is (So), and if

t is an arbitrary but fixed integer such that 1 g t g ?i, then

n

(38) A =
1^1

If t = 1, this result follows from (35), since (— = (— l)'"^.

If t > 1, let Ct designate the determinant whose symbol is

(39)

ail Uu '

' ai,t-i ' Uln

021 U21 '
• 1 0271

ant Uni * • • On,*—

1

a?), 1+1 * Onn

(t > 1).

Now the symbol of Ct can be obtained from the symbol (25) of A
by a succession of t — 1 interchanges of the tth column of the

symbol of A wth the preceding columns. Hence by theorem 3

Cl — (
— 1)'"^A. It is to be noted that the minor of the element

ail standing in the upper left-hand comer of the symbol of Ct is

precisely the minor Au of the element ci, standing in the first row
and tth column of the symbol (25) ;

the minor of 021 in Ct is the
minor A21 of a2 t ia (25); - •

-
;
the minor of Ont in Ct is the minor

Ant of ant in (25). Now theorem 7 will be applied to Ct. Thus,
if a,i, A,i in theorem 7 are replaced by a„, A,i respectively, then

n '

Ct ='Y^(—iy~^aiiAu. If both sides of this equation are muiti-
1

plied by the result is the equation (— I)'"*!!; =
n

^(— l)'~^o,(A,(. It has been proved earlier that A ~
»=i

(— Also it is tme that (— i)*-i+‘-i = Hence
(38) has been proved.
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The following theorem 9 gi>e3 the expansion of a determmant

of order n by minors of the elements of a row It is a corollary

of theorem 5 and theorem 8 Tlus result is also referred to as the

expansion by a roj7

Theorem 9 7/ ^ j« o ddemanatd whose symbol ts (25) and «/

8 ts an arbitrary but fixed integer such that 1 ^ s ^ n then

(40) “ 5
PROBLEMS

1

Evaluate ea<h of the fdlomng detemunants by expansion by its second

column Check by expanding each by ita third column

|7 3 2||2 1 4||214l|2 1 4|
1 -5 -1 I -S -I 7 3 2 7 3 2

j
-4 2 1

I
1-4 2 I I I

-4 2 1
I I

1 -5 -1
I

2 Proceed as id problem 1 for the following deterauoanU

1-1 43] |$17|
I

5I7t
I

617|
216| 21$ -142 -142

I
86d| |3$9| I

3S2|
I
216|

3 Evaluate each of the following detemunants by expansion by its second

row Check by expanding each by its third eotuinn

I

1 -1 4
I I

2 -1 4
I I

2 1 4
I

I 2 1 -1 I

-5 2-1 1 2-1 1-5-1 1-5 2

l25lil-45l|l-42lll-425l
4 Proceed as m problem 3 for the foUotnag detemunants

|217[
I

6171 ! 5271 I 52ll
342 -1 42 -1 32 -1 34
jl5g|

I 359] I 319]
I
315]

6 Let D be th'* determinant whose symbol is

2 1-1 4
[

7 3 1 2

1-5 2-1
-4 2 5 1

I

First evaluate D by expansion by its third column and use of the results of

problem 1 Then evaluate D by expanaioa by its second row and use of the

results of problem 3
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6. Let D be the determinant whose symbol is

5 2 17
-1 3 4 2

2 -4 1 5
•

3 15 9

First evaluate D by expansion by its second column and use of the results of

problem 2. Then evaluate D by expansion by its third row and use of the

results of problem 4.

7. Evaluate the following determinant, first by expansion by its third row

and then by expansion by its last column. Mliy is one of these methods

preferable to the other? The symbol is

1 2-13
2-5 3 7

-1 4 0 1'
9 12 1

8. Proceed as in problem 7 for the determinant whose symbol is

2 7-1115-90
3 1 2 5'
-13 2 4

6, Other properties of determinants of order n. One important

property of determinants of order n will be proved now if n = 4.

Let A and B be determinants of order 4 whose symbols are

fill aii bn * • • bn

(41)

an an

and

bn bii

Letm be any number, and let bn = man, boi = ma2 i, hi = mcai,
b4 i = mail. Also let each other element of B equal the similarly
situated element of A. In terms of the elements the hypothesis
is that

(42)

^ ^

hi = Uij {i = 1, 2, 3, 4; j = 2, 3, 4).

It is to be noted that the minor J5u of bn has precisely the same
symbol that the minor An of on has. In general

(43) Bn = An (i = 1, 2, 3, 4).
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The expansion of A and B hy their first columns is

A ~ ~ + ®31^3 t
~ OilAtl

(44)
B = 611B11 — b2iB2i + haifisi “ h4iB4 i

By (42) and (43) equations (44) become

4 = CiiAii — 021^21 + 031^31 ~ C4l^4t

(45)
B — wwij lij — wie2i442 i WW31 I31 — W11141/141

The nghtrhand side of the last equation in (45)
is »n(flii4 ii

—

a2i-'f2i + «3 i-43i — 041^441) Hence B mA This fact nhich

haa been prosed can be wntten in the fonn

(46)

man 012 013 «

ma2 O22 fljj 024

moji 033 as3 034

ma4 04 043 O44

On 013 fli 3 fli 4

033 022 ®2J ®24

O31 033 C33 034

G4I <^43 <^4i O4I

In general let A and B be determinants of order n vhose sym

bols are respeetnely

1 ttn «iii
' bn ^\y>

(47) and

Uai a„.
;

h,i h«n

Let m be any number and let t be an arbitrary but fixed mteger

such that 1 < t g n Let each element in the tth column of B
be m times the corresponding element in the tth column of A and

let each other element in B equal its corresponding element in A
This hypothesis will be expressed by the statement that a column

of B IS m times the corresponding column of A The follomng

theorem will be proved now if n is arbitrary

Theorem 10 If a column of B ts m times the corresponding

column of A tien B mA

No nen ideas are invoKcd m the proof of this theorem if n is

arbitrary By hypothesis

6 1
= ma ( (t 12 n)

b = Qj (» 12 n j ?4t)
(48)
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Now, by theorem S applied to A and to B, it is tine that

A = (~iy^'a.tA,o
t-1

(49)

I

By equations (482) it is true that

(50) A,i = B,i (i = 1, 2, •••, n).

If (48i) and (50) are used in (492), it follows that

(51) ^ = 1] (-l)'+'?Ha„H„ = 7)1 (-l)‘+'a„A„.

j=i

Hence by (49i) it is true that B = i7iA.

A theorem analogous to theorem 10 uill now be proved for rows.

Let s be an arbitrary but fixed integer such that 1 g s ^ 7i. Let

hgj ~ TTiUsj (y ~ 1,
’
‘j ^ 1}

~ ^ 1} C?
~ t) ' ‘ ^ ^ ®)’ This

hypothesis will be expressed b}’’ the statement that a row of B is

771 times the corresponding row of A. The auxiliaiy detennmant

C is the determinant whose sjunbol is obtained from the symbol of

A by interchanging rows and columns. The auxiliary <letorminnnt

D is similarly obtained from B. Then by theorem 5 it is true that

C = A and D = B. Now, by theorem 10 applied to C and D, it

is true that D = mC. Hence B = mA. This completes the proof

of theorem 11.

Theorem 11. If a row of B is m twies the correspondiTig row

of A, then B = mA.

Determinants may be added, since determinants are merely
numbers. However, in the following important case this addition

may be accomplished merely by using the symbols of the determi-

nants. This case will be illustrated now if n = 4. Let A and B
be two determinants of order 4, with symbols (41). By hypoth-
esis let

(52) = a„ (j = 2, 3, 4; i = 1, 2, 3, 4).

It is to be noted especially that no relation is assumed between
the elements of the first column of A and the elements of the first
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I

No new ideas are involved in the proof of theorem 12 if n is

arbitrary. By hjirothesis

(60) hi] = a„ (j 9^ t; z = 1,
• •

•, n).

Let C be an auxiliary determinant whose symbol is

I

Cii ••• Ci„ 1

1 Cnl
* * * Cjjn 1

Expansion of A, B, C by the tth column of each gives

1

l«=l

C' - (-l)*+'c,A,.
t=i

Cjt fl»t + &,t (i
~

1, • •
•, n),

c,; = a,,] {j 9^ z = 1,
• 7l).

By (60) and (622), it is true that '

(63) = a„ = A„ (z = 1, ...,n).

Substitution from (63) and (62i) in (61) yields

t=i

(64) 5 = 2 (-l)»n,iA,,,
1=1

C' = E (-l)‘+‘(a,^ 4- bu)Au.
*=1

Hence C = A + B. This completes the proof of theorem 12 for
columns. The statement in theorem 12 about rows follows from
that about columns by theorem 5.

(61)

Now let

(62)
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coluion of B Since (52) are prec^ety it follows that (43)

and (44) are true, and hrace

(53) ^ + B = (an + biO-^u “ (®2i d* ^21)^21

+ (031 + friOdsi — (ail + i’4i)'^ 4 i

Let C be an auxiliary determinant whose symbol is

<11 * Cl4

(54)

*41 C44

Expansion of C by rninors of the elements of its first column gives

(55) C »= Cue’ll — C2|C2i +C31C31 — C4lC*j

Now let

eu = a.i + 6.i (t- 1,2, 3, 4),

(66)
c., -a., 0^*1. »-l, 2,3, 4)

By (663) it IS true that

(67) Cn‘‘A.i (»-l,2,3,4)

Hence by (57) and (5Ct) and (55) it is true that

(58) C » (oii + bn)j4ij — (031 + bjOAji

+ (<*31 + 631)^31 *" (o4i + 641)^41

By (58) and (53) it is true that

(59) C = A + B

This fact which has been proied can be displayed in the fo™

|on <*12 Oi 3 Ou
1

|6n O12 0,3 om <*ii-t-ba <*13 <*13 014

<^21 022 O23 O24
_j.j

621 022 023 <*24 021+621 <*22 <*23 024

031 O32 O33 O34 631 Osi O33 <(34 <*31+631 <*32 <*33 034

U4I O43 O43 O44
1

I641 ®42 043 <»44
1

<*41+641 <*43 <*43 044

It follows from the preceding proof and theorem 5 that an analo-

gous statement is true of two determinants of order 4 whose

symbols have corresponding elements equal m the second, third,

and fourth rows This completes the proof of theorem 12 if

n = 4, t = 1
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No new ideas are involved in the proof of theorem 12 if n is

arbitrary. By hjTJothesis

(60) h„ = a,

j

f = 1,
• •

•, n).

Let C be an amdliao’’ determinant whose symbol is

Expansion of A, B, C by the ith column of each gives

5 = E
»“i

Now let

c,t = a,/ + b,t (f = 1,
• •

•, n),

C,; = \J ^ i't ^ ~ 1; ; n).

By (60) and (622), it is true that
'

(63) B,i — Alt, Cit = Alt =
1,

• •
•, n).

Substitution from (63) and (62i) in (61) yields

(64) B = ± {~iy+%tAit,

C' = E + bit)Alt.

Hence C - A + B. This completes the proof of theorem 12 for
columns. The statement in theorem 12 about rows follows from
that about columns by theorem 5.
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Theorem 12 Let A and B be determtnants of order n Let t

be an arbitrary but fixed integer such that 1 ^ t ^ n If each ele-

ment tn the symbol of B uhtch is not in. the tth column equals the

corresponding element in the symbol of A then A + B ts indeed a

determinant The symbol of the sum A + B ts oblatncd from the

symbol of A by replacing eaA element tn the ith column of A by the

sum of this element and tls corresponding element tn the Uh column

of B The statement nhtch ts obfmned from the preceding sentences

by replacing the word column by Oe word row ts also true

rRODLEMS

la problems 1 2 3 4 7 8 prove the stated equalities

4 3 4 1 4<-l) 4 2

6 Write the foUon ng detenninant as a sum of tno determinants

3 + 72 -2
7 + 7( I) 2

-2 + 7 1 4
1+7 2 -10

-1-4 3 1+4 1 4 + 4(-l) -1 + 4 2

2 3+7 2

-1 7 + 7(-l)
1 -2 + 71
2 1 + 7 2
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-12 2 7 -1 • 2 2 '7
2 1 4-1 2+4-3 1+4-1 4+4(-l) -1+4-2

3 1-1 2 3 1-1 2

17 0 3 17 0 3

9. Apply tUeorenos 10 and 11 to the determinants:

1 0 10 O 2 1 5 2

3 1 -4 7 6 7 -1 1

4 -2 2 -1 10 -S -2 4

-3 3 C 9 -2 0 1 3

10. Apply theorems 10 and 11 to the determinants:

2 7 2 1 1 3 2 3

15 -5 10 0 1 -1 4 2

7 3 8 -1 1 -2 2 -G 10

3 -1 0 4 5 0 S 7

Another important property of determinants 'U’ill be illustrated

now if n = 4. Let A and B be determinants with symbols (41).

Let m be any number. By hypothesis, lot

= (j = 2,3,4; f = 1, 2, 3, 4),

(65)

Oti = 0(1 + ina,^.

If n = 4 and < = 1 in theorem 12, then

maiz Qj2 Ol3 fll4

mazz ^22 ^23 Go'i

mazz ^32 O33 W34

maiz 0-13 fli-i

Hence by theorems 10 and 4

Ol3 ai2 Ol3 Ol4

«23 022 O23 Cf24

«33 032 O33 034

^43 O42 043 044

A 4- m-0 = A.

This completes the proof of the following theorem iin — i, s — 1,

t = 3.

Theoeem 13. Let A and B he determinants of order n. Let m
he any number. Lei s and t be two distinct integers such that

l^s^n, l^t^n. If each element in the sih column of B is

the sum of the corresponding element in the sth column of A and the

product of m and the corresponding element m the tih column of A,
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while each element notinthesth aihann ofB equals the correspoTiding

element in A, then B = A JTie statement obtained from this last

statement by replaang the word column by the word row is also true

No new ideas are involved m the proof of theorem 13 if n is

arbitrary By hypothesis

(66)

h„ = Ot 0 5^ * t = 1 , n),

b , = a„ + moxt (t = 1 ,n)

Let C be an auxiliary determinant with elements c„ such that

(67)
">'

c.t = 0x1 (» = 1 , n)

Then by theorems 12 10 and 4 it is true that B *= A + tnC

Smce s 7^ t the 8th and fth columns of C are identical Hence
C 0 Hence B = A The last statement of theorem 13 is a

corollaiy of the precedmg statementm theorem 13 end theorem 5

Theorems 10 11 12 13 are constantly used in the evaluation

of determinants with numencal elements Thus if D is the deter*

ininant on the left-hand side of the equation in problem 1 in the

set of problems on page 158 then a first step m the e\ aluation of

D IS mdicated m that problem A second step is indicated m
problem 7 Then m the detemunant on the nght-hand side of the

equation m problem 7 the factor 2 would be removed and the

second column simplified Itemainmg steps wll be given now
Thus

17 -1 -3
0 1 4

5 3 7

15 -3 13

17 -1-1-12 -3
0 H-l(-l) 4

5 2-1-11 3

15 -5 -h 1 2 51

17 1-3-1-4 2 I

0 0 4 -f4(-l)'

5 3 3 -h4 1

15 -3 5-1-4 2
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Hence D = 1)^21, in which /loj

17 1 5

5 3 7

15 -3 13

1

17 1 * 5

Now A 21 — 5 + 1*15 3 + l(-3) 7 + 1*13 =

1

15 “-3 13

17 1 5 17 1

= 20 1 0 1 = 20 1 0
1

i

15 -3 13 15 + 3*17 -3+3*

17 1 5

20 0 20

15 -3 13

5

1

13+3*5

= 20

17 1 5

1 0 1

66 0 28

Hence Aoi = 20(- 1)^+2. 1(28 - 66) = 760.

Therefore D = 4560. In practice many of the preceding steps

are omitted, and often steps are taken simultaneously.

PROBLEMS

1. Complete the evaluation of the determinant on the left-hand side of

problem 2 in the set of problems on page 158; a second step is indicated in

problem 8.

2. Evaluate

12-17
3 1 0 4

9 2 15
-14 2 3

3. Evaluate D, Di, D2 ,
D3 ,

Z>4 for the equations

2x + 5y — 7z + 13!« = 1,

— a: -f- 2?/ 4- 5z + u) = 8,

2a: -f 1/ + z + 6w = 2,

5x V + z+ w = 13.

4. Evaluate D, Di, D2, D3, Di for the equations

x+v+z— w= 0,

2x + 7/ + 5z +2w = 3,

X - 5y - 4z-i- w = -3,

5x — 2i/ -h z + 2w = 4.
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6 Evalimte each of the detemunants

-7 2 -1 3 -2 5 1 2 -1 4

-5 1 2 4 0 -6 4 -9 -7 2

-12 4 3 1 2 ,-4 3 5 -2 1

4 -1 -2 2 5 -1 2 1 3 5

-1 2 1 5 -3 9 -3 0 4 -4

6. Laplace’s development of a detenninant of order n. Multip^ca-

bon of detenmnants of order n In this section a rule will be ex-

plained by which any two determinants of the same order can be

multiplied merely by operation on their symbols It will be found

that the rule is more complicated than the rule lor addition of

determinants of the same order explained in theorem 12 It m to

be noted, however that the hypothesis in the rule for multiplica-

tion of determmants is merely that the determmants be of the

same order, whereas the hypothesis in theorem 12 is ‘this condition

and a condition of equality of certain of the corresponding ele-

ments m the two symbols Illustrations of the rule for multipli-

cation of two determinants will be given In these illustrations

the rule will be pro\ ed by actual multiplication Later the rule

will be proved m general, not actual multiplication, but bj use

of an important property of deterinmants This property is

Laplace’s development of a determmant It is analogous to the

expansion property of theorem 8 and theorem 9

Let A and B be determmants whose symbols are

respectively Then A = od — d> and B = a'd' — c'V There-

fore AB ~ {ad ~ cb){a'd' — c'6') Hence

(69) AB = ada'd' — adtH)' — eba'd' -j- che’b'

Now let C be an auxiliary determinant whose symbol is

(70) [

aa' -f- 6c' Ob' + 6d'
I

I
ca' + de' t3>' + dd’

\
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Then C = (aa' + hc')ich' + dd') - (co' + dc'){ah' + hd'). Hence

(71) C — aa'dd' — dc'ah' — ca'hd' + hc'ch'.

By (G9) and (71), AB = C. Therefore by (G8) and (70)

ah a' h' __ aa' + he' ah' + hd'

c d o' d' ca' + dc' ch' -1- dd'

This rule for multiplication of two determinants of order two is

called the row-by-column rule of multijilication, because the ele-

ments in the rows of A are multiplied by the corresponding ele-

ments in the columns of B. Thus, corresponding to the elements

a, h in the first low of A are respectively the elements a', c' in the

first column of B. These corresponding elements give the products

aa' and he'

,

wdiose sum aa' -h be' is the clement in the first row

and first column of the product symbol. Again, coricsponding to

o, 6 in the first row of A are respectively h', d' in the second column

of B. These corresponding elements give the products ah' and hd',

whose sum is the element in the first row and second column of

the product symbol. Similar statements can be made to explain

the other elements in the product symbol.

The proof of the row-by-column rule of multiplication of two

determinants of order three will be given now. Lot A and B be

flu fll2 013 hu hi2 hi3

021 0.02 O23 and ^2\ ^22 ^23

O3I ^32 O33 ^^32 his

Then, as in (41) of chapter 5,

(74) A = aiia22a33 — C[iia32a23 021^32013

— 021012033 031012023 — 031022013 ,

(75) B = biib22h33 — biib32h23 “h f'2lf'32l^l3

~ h2lhl2h33 + ^3ll>12^>23 ~ ^31^22^13-

Therefore AB can be found by multiplication of the expressions
in (74) and (75). This result Avill contain 3G terms and need not
be displayed here. Now let E be the auxiliaiy determinant formed
from A and B by the row-by-column rale. Thus E has the symbol

an6ii+oi2f)2i+oi3b3: aubi2+ai2b22+ai3b32 0nbn+ai2b23+0i3b33
(76) 021611 -fa22b2i +023631 021612+022622+023632 021613+022623+023633

031611+032621+033631 031612+032622+033632 031613+032623+033633
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3y the definition of a detennuunt of order three, £ is a sum which

can be obtained from (41) of «iiapter 5 by replacing a,, there by

+ Oi-jhzj + aflbjj here The result can be simplified by per-

forming the mdicated operatnms It will be found that the final

expression for E is precisely the same as the final expression for

AB which was obtained by multiplymg (74) and (75)

PROBLEMS

1 Find AB by (72) if A =
j
_3 | |

. B -
j

"

eviluntiDg A and B and multiplyiDg the results

2 Proceed as in problem 1 for ^
|

j _2
[

’
‘

S IVnte and evaluate the symbol (7t>) it A and B ai

12 3 -7
I I

5 7 2

9-2 5,59 8

13 5 4
I I 4 3 -2

Check by evaluating A and B and multiplying the results

i Proceed as m problem 3 for

I
4 2 3

A -
1 -7 5 2

1-398
6 Proceed as in problem 3 for

I

3 I 2
I

A - 7 -5 0

I
2 -4 9

1

6 Proceed as so problem 3 if

I

1 5 -3
I

A - 7 -2 2 ,

1
0 1 9 I

3 2-5
B « 7 -3 9

4 5 2

3-2 2

B - 5 8 1

0 7 4

-5
-1
8

7 Apply the

f
2

row by-coluinnmle townte the determinant symbolB ofAB if

2

3
-2
0

5

-2

-3 0

2 1

-1 2

1 4

Check by evaluating A and B and multii^yuig the results

8 Proceed as m problem 7 if A and B are respectively

1 -1 5
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The method of direct verification of the row-by-column rule will

not be used in the proof of that rule for determinants of order n.

In the general proof, however, Laplace’s development of a deter-

minant of order n and theorem 13 vdll be used.

A lemma wHch is basic in the proof of Laplace’s development

will now be illustrated if n = 5. Let D be the determinant whose

symbol is

(77)

Oil • • • Oi 5

Usi • • * U55

Therefore, by definition, D is a sum of 5! sigired products. Among
these 120 signed products the products

+ aiia22U33U44U55 — 021012033044055

— aiia22“33 flC4045 + 021012033054045

(78)
+ Ulia22®43fl54U35 — 021012043054035

— 011022043034055 + 021012043034055

+ O11O22O53O34O46 — 021012053034045

— 011022053044035 + 021012053044035

occur. These twelve signed products have a very important

common property, and this property is possessed by no other

signed product of D,
This property is explained easily in terms of the new idea of

complementary minors. Thus, the two minors

Oil O12

O21 O22

033 034 O35

(79) and 043 044 O45

053 054 O55

are complementary minors in D. Again,

(80)
Oil O12

031 032
and

023
'

043

024

044

O25

046

053 Os4 065

are complementary minors in D. Again,

(81)
O31 O32

O51 O52
and

Ol3

O23

Ol 4

024

O16

025

O43 O44 046
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are complemeatary It 19 to be noted that t«n two-rOwed minors

are formed from the first two columns of D They are the two-

rowed minors in (79), (80), (81), and

(82)

j

flu

I
fl4l

fl21

fl41

fll2
j

fl42
I

fl22
[

fl42
I

’

Oil fll2 <*21 <*22

j
flal <*52

I

'

I <*3t <*32
[

'

<*21 <*22
I

I <*31 <*33
I

®41

<*al <*o2 I

’
\

<*4I <*42
I

’
I

<*51

<*42

<*52
I

Now, if M IS an arbitrary one of these ten two-rowed mmors,

then, by definition, the minor C uhtch ts complementary ioM in D
IS tbe three-rowed mmor which is obtamed by deletmg from D the

two rows and the two columns m which M appear These ten

pairs of complementary minors, determined by the first two col-

umns of D, are very important

Now the common property of the twelve signed products (78)

of D "Will be explained The minor
|

“ ****
of X> is a num

I
<>21 <*22

I

ber, namely, the sum 011022 — <*2i<*i2 of the two terms + aiifl32

and •- 02i<*i2 Also the first term + 011022 is a iactw m tath

signed product of the first column of (78), and the second term

— 021012 IS a factor in each signed product of tbe second column

of (78) On the other hand, if each signed product in D which is

different from the twelve signed products (78) is displayed, it is

found that no other signed product m D contams either -h Ou<*22

or — 021012 as a factor Thus the common property that distm

guishes tbe twelve signed products (78) in Z) is that each has as a

factor one of the two terms whose sum 13 the minor
I

<*21 <*22
I

The lemma which is basic for the proof of Laplace’s develop-

ment of D concerns the signed products (78) and the particular

complementary minors (79) Let Mi designate the two-rowed

minor in (79) and Ci the three-rowed mmor m (79) Thus Ci is

the complementary minor of Afj m D Now, by definition,

(83) il/l — <Ill<>22 — <*2l<*12

(84) Cl = 033044055 — 033054045 -|- 043054035

— <i43a34a5s + 053034045 — 053044035

By actual multiplication of (83) and (84) the product AfiCi is

obtamed The important fact is that this result is precisely the
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sum of the twelve signed products (78). This complete^the proof

of the following basic lemma if n = 5, A; = 2.

Lemma 4. Let n be an integer such that n 4- Let D be a

determinant of order n. Let k he any integer such that 2 ^ k ^
n —2. Let Mi be the k-rowed minor appearing in the tipper left-

hand corner of D. Let Ci he the minor of D which is complementary

to Ml. Then the sum of all the signed products in D, each of which

has one of the terms of Mi as a factor, equals MiC\.

In the proof of lemma 4, if n is arbitrarj', let L designate the

sum of all the signed products of D, each of which has a term in

Ml as a factor. Since Mi is a sum of terms and Ci is a sum of

terms, as in (83) and (84) if n = 5, therefore b}’’ actual multipli-

cation MiCi is a sum of terms. This last sum vdll be designated

by V. A one-to-one coiTespondence will be established between

the terms whose sura is U and the temis whose sum is V, such that

corresponding terms are equal. By lemma 1 it will follow that

U = V. This will complete the proof of lemma 4 if n is arbitraiy.

First it will be proved that each term in determines a unique

term in U, and that different terms in V determine different terms

in V. Let the symbol for D be

On am

Unl ' anil

Then Mi is

the sum of the A:! signed products of the type

(85) ( — l)’’a,-,i
• • •

a.iit, in wiiich ii • • • ik is an

arrangement of 1, •••,/;, showing p inversions.

Also, (7i is the sum of the signed products of the type

(86) (-l)“o,i.^i.fc.)-i
• • • a;„„, in w'hich jk+i • is an

arrangement of A: -f- 1,
• •

•
,
n, showing w inversions.

Therefore each term in MiCi is of the t5q)e

(87) (-l)Pa,ii • • • • •
• q;„„, in which

the conditions stated in (85) and (86) hold.
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Now (87) can be wntten m the form

(88) (-l)’'*»o.i o,..

Also, by the conditions stated in (85) and (86), ii lijt+i

IS an arrangement of 1, ,
Jfc, fc + 1. ,

n Fmaliy, smce each

of ti, , tk 13 less than each of jjt+i, , the only inversions

in ii ikjk+i Jn are the inversions m ti i* and those m
Jt+i JiK Therefore

(89) ti *kjk+i Jit IS an arrangement

of 1, ,
n, showing p + ii> inversions

Therefore (88) is a signed product m D Also (88) has the term

(85) of Afi as a factor Hence (88) is a term m U Thus it has

been proved that each term m V determines a unique term m 17

Also, two distinct terms m V have distmct forms (87), and hence

their corresponding terms (88) in C/ are distmct

The preceding argument also shons that the number ny of terms

m F 18 less than or equal to the number ny of terms in 17 In

order that lemma I may be used it will now be proved that

ny a nr It is sufficient to prove that there aro no more terms

in V than in V This will be done by showing that each term

m 17 is determmed by a term mV By tbe definition of U an

arbitrary term m C7 is of the type

(90) (-1)*0„1 Ui which ti t, is an

arrangement of I, , n, sfaowmg q inversions, and

ti. tk IS an arrangement of 1 A

Hence i*+i is an arrangement of i: + 1, ,
n If 51 is the

number of inversions appearing m ti i* and if is the num
ber of mversions appearing m *t+i i„, then g = 5i + 92

Hence (90) becomes

(91) K-l)"..,., .,*ll(-l)”a,„,+, o
The first bracketed expression in (91) is a term m Mi, and the

second bracketed expressiim in (91) is a term m Ci Therefore

the expression (91) is m V &l’=o (91) deterimnes (90) in the same
way that (87) determmed (88) Hence each term in 77 is deter-

mmed by a term m V This completes the proof of lemma 4
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PROBLEMS

1. Write the symbols for D, Mi, and Ci if n = ^, h ^ From Table I

of section 1 nnte U, that is, the sum of all the signed products m D, each of

which has a term of Mi as a factor. Write Mi ns a sum of terms, and u nte

Cl as n sum of terms Multiply these results and thus find V. Check that

XJ = V. This venfies lemma 4 if n = 4, A. = 2

2. Verify lemma 4 if n = 5, A. = 3

Another lemma which will be used in the proof of Laplace’s

development will now lie illustrated if n = 5, /; = 2. Tliis will

involve the determinant (77), the ten two-roned minois from its

first tvo columns, vhich weie listed in (79), (SO), (SI), (S2), and

their complementarj' minore. Let il/o designate the two-iowed

minor m (80), and Co its complementarj'- minor. All the signed

products in D, each of nhich has as a factor one of tlic tenns in

ilf2 ,
could be displayed. Also evpressions for Mo and Co, analogous

to (83) and (84), could be displayed Then it could be verified

that theie are twelve signed products in D, each of which has as

a factor one of the teims in il/2 ,
and that their sum is —MoC2 .

How'ever, this fact will be proved in an easier way. Let E desig-

nate the determinant

Oil • • • flic

^31 • • • 036

^21 ' • • 025

041 • •
• 045

asi O55

Therefore E = —D. It is to be noted that M2 is the two-rowed
minor in the upper leftehand comer of E and that the minor in E
complementary to j¥2 is precisely C2 . Hence, by lemma 4 w'ith

D, n, k, Ml, Cl replaced respectively by E, 5, 2, iljr2 ,
C2 ,

it is true

that the sum of all the signed products of E, each of which has
one of the terms of M2 as a factor, equals M2C2 - hlultiplication

by — 1 proves that the sum of the signed products of D, each of

which has one of the teims of il/2 as a factor, equals —M2C2 .

The analogous results for the remaining tivo-rowed minors of

the first tivo columns of D could be pi oved separately. However,
a general method, which will be used in the pioof of lemma 5 if

n is arbitrary, wall now be illustrated. Let M be the minor

of D, and let C be its complementary minor. Let E
0,22

^51 0,^2
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be the determinant

(93)

021

Ost

Oil

031

Oil

022

052

Oj2

043

02S
]

Ojs

Ot5

035

045 I

Thus E IS obtained by the fcdloniog sequence oi interchanges

first and second roTia of Z) to obtain Z);,

fifth and fourth rows of Di to obtain Dj,

fourth and third rows of D2 to obtain Dj

thu-d and second rows of Dj to obtam E

It IS especially to be noted that in forming the auxihary dctermi

nant E from D interchanges of rous nere made m such a nay as

to retain the relativ e positions of the ron s of M and the rows of C
Since the first row of V was the row numbered 2m D therefore

there were 8—1 interchanges due to this row Similarly there

nere 5 — 3 interchanges due to the second row of M Hence

E — (— Hence E ^ D It follows as in the pre-

ceding proof that the sum of all (be signed products of E each

of which has a term of V as a factor equals -hMC It is to be

noted that (— l)^”*** * ( and that the integers

2 5 12 whose sum gives this last exponent are the numbers

2 and 5 of the row s of Z> m which the row s of AZ he and the num
hers 1 and 2 of the columns of Z> in which the columns of V lie

This rule for obtaming the sign to be prefixed to the product

MC gives the sign which was found previously m lemma 4 because

the row numbers in Vj are 1 and 2 and the column numbers are

1 and 2 Hence the new rule gives (— this is the

lalue m lemma 4 Again (he result —AZ2C2 which was found

earlier can be obtamed by this rule Thus the row numbers m
A/2 are 1 and 3 and the column numbers are 1 and 2 Hence the

new rule gives (-l)‘+®'*'‘‘*‘*Aif2C2 this equals —A/jCj which was

obtamed earlier

This general method will be illustrated again Let A/ designate

the minor Then form E by passing the fourth row
i

flsi 052
1

J V o

of D over the 4 — 1 precedmg rows and m the result pass
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the fifth row over all the preceding rovs except the first, that

is, over 5—2 rovs. Theiefoie E =
(
— 1)“* "D. Hence

E = (—1)'*+°+^+^!). This method is applicable to the other two-

rowed minors in (81) and (82). Therefore lemma 5 has been

proved if w = 5, /; = 2.

Lemma 5. Let n, k, D be as in lemma Jf. Lei M he a k-roived

minor in the first k colunuis of D. Let the row^ ofM lie in the roivs

of D which are numbered ii, •••, ik- Let C be the minor of D
which is com'plcmcntary to M. Then (he snm of all the signed prod-

ucts of D, each of which has one of the terms of M as a factor, is

+U+1+ +f-]\ic.

PROBLEMS

1.

Verify lemma 5 if n — 5, L = 2, ill =

2.

Proceed as m problem 1 if M — Oil

an

3. Venfy lemma 5 if n = 4, 1 = 2, M =

4. Proceed as in problem 3 if ill =
1
On

(721 ^22

^31 O32

fl32

O 52

(l21 (122

On aj2

052

O42

No new ideas are involved in the proof of lemma 5 if n and k

are arbitrary. The auxiliaty determinant E is foimed fiom D by
the follo^ving interchanges of rovs: first, row ii of D is passed

over the preceding ii
— 1 rows; then row 22 over all the pre-

ceding rows except the first, and hence over io — 2 rows; • •

;

finally, row 4 over the preceding 4 — k rows. Hence E =
(_l)*i-i+.2

- 2+...+u-i£) Theieforei?= (_i)n+---+u+n--+ij5 _

Now, the fc-rowed minor in the upper left-hand corner of E
is M, and its complementary minor is C. Hence, by lemma
4 with D, Ml, Cl replaced by E, M, C, and by multiplication

by (— the result stated in lemma 5 is ob-
tained.

Laplace’s development of the determinant {77) by its first two col-

umns will now be proved. Let ilf„ designate the minor from the
first two columns of D, rvhose rows appear in the ith and sth
rows of D, and let C,s be the minor of D complementaiy to M,a
Thus, ilfi2 designates the two-rowed minor of (79), which was
previously designated by Mi. Again, M13 designates the two-
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rowed minor which was prevjoudy designated by JI/2 and Afjs

designates the minor ! It will be proved that
I
Qsi 1

(94) D = - A/wCis + JlfuCu - il/uC,* + M23C23

— M2iCn + il/jS^SS + ^^4^34 — -^1
^

35(^35

+ ^1144045

Equation (94) can be wntten in'the form

(95) ^
isr^sa

This will be proved by establishing a one-to-one correspondence

between the signed products \vho«e sum is D and the terms which

appear m the ten products on the right of (94) Now it « as proved

in the special proof of lemma 4 if n = 5 which preceded the proof

if n IS arbitrary that each term in iVijCi} equals a unique signed

product in D and in the special proof of lemma 5 dn ^ 5 that

each term in - ^fuCu equals a unique signed product 10 2)

These facts illustrate the general fact, which follows from the

general proof of lemma S that each term in each of the sums on
the nght-hand side of (94) equab a unique signed product m D
Also each term in ilfij is distinct from each temi in il/ts In

general, if the numbers t, $ are not the numbers 3 t then each

term in Mu is distinct from each term in il/j< Hence all the terms

m the ten products on the ngbt-hand side of (94) are distinct

It will now be proved that each signed product in D is deter-

mmed by a term in one and only one of these ten sums By defi

mtion of D an arbitrary signed product m (77) is of the form

(96) (-I)'’a„i0,^a,3a,^a,j5 in which ti ijisan

arrangement of 1 2 3 4, 5 showing p mversions

Now, either a, jO ^ or —a„ia,^ is a term in ilf„
,

Hence the

signed product (96) is deteimmed by a term in M, .jC,,,, on the

nght-hand side of (94) A one-to-one correspondence such that

correspondmg terms are equal has been established between the

signed products whose sum is (77) and the terms in the ten prod

ucts on the nght of (&4) Therefore by lemma 1 their sums are

equal This completes the proof of (94) Thus the following

theorem has been proved it n = 3 2
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Theorem 14. Ld ii, • •
•, k he integers such that k <n,l ^ k

< • • • <k ^ Lei D he a determinant of order n. Let M[i] desig-

nate the h-rowed minor of D whose columns appear in the first k col-

umns of D and whose rows appear in the rows of D numbered

iu • * k- If CijI designates its complementary minor, then

(97) D= Y,
•<nSn

No new ideas are involved in the proof of (97) if n and k are

arbitrary. It has been proved in lemma 5 that each term in each

of the products on the right of (97) equals a unique signed product

in D. Also, each signed product in D is of the type

(98) (-l)'’a.,i • • • a„Ka,^^„L+i • • • in which

k • •
• kk+i •

• • r'n is an arrangement of 1,
• • 7i, show-

ing p invemions.

But a„i • •
• a.tj. or its negative is a term in il/(,-]. Hence (98) is

determined by a term in on the right of (97). A one-to-

one correspondence, such that corresponding terms are equal, has

been established between the signed products in D and the terms

on the right of (97). This completes the pi oof of theorem 14.

The Laplace development of the determinant (77) hy its third and

fifth columns ivill now be proved. Let M12 mean the minor

;
let ilf24 mean . In general, let il/„

0-23 025 013 045

mean the minor of (77) whose columns are in the third and fifth

columns of D and whose rows are in the rows numbered i and s.

Let Cts designate the complementary minor of il/,,. Form the
auxiliary determinant F from D by first passing the third column
over the preceding 3 — 1 columns, and then passing the fifth col-

umn of this result over the preceding 5—2 columns. Therefore
L = (— Now the minor M„ of D appears in the
first two columns of F, and the complementaiy minor to this
minor in F is precisely the complementary minor C,, of in D.
Therefore, by (95) vdth D replaced by F, it is true that F =
Yj Multiplication by (

— l)3“i+®~2
lSt<«g5

substitution fiom the preceding result gives

(99) = Y
Igt <sg5
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It IS to be noted that the 3 and 5 m the exponent in (99) are the

numbers of the columns for which the Laplace development is

being obtained In general if j and t are fixed arbitrary mtegers

such that 1 g j < 1 S 5 Ihtsi the Laplace development of (77)

bj its jth and ith columns is

(100) ^ = Z
is <.<5

Equation (100) mil not be prmed here because theorem 15 if

n-5I. = 2ji=jj2=l gives (100) and theorem 15 if n is

arbitrary mil be proved next

TnEonoi 15 LH ii t* ji jt he xnfegere such that k<n
1 g ti < < vj, < n and 1 g ji < < S n Let D be

a deUrmtnant of order n Let M
^ ^

designate the minor of D whose

rows appear in tie rows ofD numbered t| it and whose columns

appear in Ike columns of D numbered ji jk Let desig-

nate its complementary minor Then

(101) D £ (-1)+
1< < <*S«

In (101) }k are fixed and ii lu vary orer all sets of in

iegers sutb that 1 S rj < < i* < n

PRODLEASS

1 Write the Laplace development f n — 5 and the columm are numbered

2 4 6 f the columns are numbered I 3 4

2 Proceed as n problem 1 if the coluraoa are numbered 1 3 6 if the

columns are numbered 2 3 4

3 Wr te the Laplace development f n — 6 and the columnii are numbered

1 2 5 f the columns are numbered 2 4

4 Proceed as m probkci 3 if tbe columua ate nuiobecod 2 3 6 il the

columns are numbered 3 4

No new ideas are involved in the proof of theorem 15 if n is

arbitraiy Let the auxiliary detemiinant F be obtained by pass

mg the column in D which is numbered ji over the precedmg

gi — 1 columns then the column which is numbered j2 over the

precedmg — 2 columns and finally the column which is

numbered jk over the precedmg jt k columns Therefore

(102) D = (-1) *+* *+ ‘F

Now y IS m the first L cohimns of F and its complementary

minor m F is precisely its complementary minor in D
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Hence b}"- theorem 14

(103) E= X)

If (103) is multiplied b3’' and (102) used, it is

found that the result is precisel}' (101). This completes the proof

of theorem 15 if ?? is arbitrary.

Theorem 15 is Laplace’s devclopmeni of D hy an arbitrary set of

k of its cohanns. Laplace’s development of D by an arbitrary set

of k of its rows is a corollaiy of theorem 5 and theorem 15. It is

stated preciselj'' as theorem 15 is stated except that (101) is re-

placed by

(104)

12;i< <Jt.Sn

and in the last sentence ii,
• ii are fixed and j\,

• • , ft. vary.

PROBLEMS

1. Write the Laplace development if ji = 5 and the rows are numbeied

1, 3, 4; if the rows are numbered 2, 4, 5.

2. Proceed as in problem 1 if the iou.s are numbered 1, 2, 5; if the rows arc

numbered 3, 4, 5

3. Write the Laplace development if n = 6 and the rows are numbered

2, 3, 6; if the rows are numbered 1, 4, 5.

4. Proceed as in problem 3 if the rows are numbered 1, 3, 4; if the rows are

numbered 2, 5, 6.

Laplace’s development will now be nsed to prove the roiv-by-colimn

rule of multiplication of determinants of older n. The proof will be

given first if n = 3. It will be proved that the determinant E
whose symbol is (76) is the product of the determinants A and B
whose symbols are given in (73). Let G be the auxiliary determi-
nant of order 6 whose symbol is

Oil 012 Ol3 0 0 0

021 O22 023 0 0 0

O31 O32 033 0 0 0
-1 0 0 1^11 bi2 bi3

0 -1 0 ^21 1>23

0 0 -1 ^31 l>32 1^33

First it will be proved that G = AB. Next it will be proved that
the number G, for which (105) is the symbol, equals the number
E, for which (76) is the symbol. It will follow that E = AB.
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It IS to be noted that the 3 and 6 in the exponent m (99) are the

numbers of the columns for whidi tiie Laplace development is

being obtamed In general ifj and t are fixed arbitrary integers

such that 1 g j 5 then the laplace development of (77)

by its jth and 1th columns is

(100) K- T.
IS <*S5

Equation (100) will not be pro\ed here because theorem 15 if

n = 5 = 2 Ji = 3 3} gi'cs (100) and theorem 15 if n is

arbitrary will be proved ne^t

TnEOHEii 15 Let »i Ji 3k be tnUgers such that k<n
7 g 1, < < tfc < n and 1 ^ ji < < 3k ^ n Lei D he

a determinant of order n Let V|i i/)
designate the minor of D whose

TOWS appear m the rows of D numlic^ ti i* and whose columns

appear tn the eofumne of D numbered 31 3k Let Cn(>l

nale lU complemcntai^ ««nor TAea

(101 ) D ^ (- 1)+
i< < <.<»

In (101) 3i 3k are fixed and »i »* vary oi-cr all seis of in-

tegers such that 1 < ti < < it < n

PROBLEMS

1 l\nte the Laplace development if n • 5 sad the columns are numbered

2 4 5 f the columns sre numbered 1 3 4

2. Proceed as in pcobleiA 1 f the columns are numbeted 1 3 5 if the

columns are numbered 2 3 4

3 r te the Laplace development if » — 6 and the columns are numbered

12 5 f the cotumna are numbered 2 4
4 Proceed as m problem 3 if the columns are numbered 2 3 6 it the

columns are numbered 3 4

No new' ideas are involved m the proof of theorem 15 if n is

arbitrarj Let the auxiliary determinant F be obtamed by pass

mg the column in Z> which is numbered ji over the preceding

ji — 1 columns then the column which is numbered 32 over the

preceding 32
— “2 columns and finally the column which is

numbered jk over the precedu^ 3k —k columns Therefore

(102) D = (-1) *+ +'* ‘E

Now' IS m the first L cdumns of F and its complementary

mmor in F is precisely its complementary mmor (7nw ^
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It is to be noted that G3 was obtained from G by three steps.

In each step an appropriate multiple of the first, second, or third

column was added to the fourth column. Also the sj^mbol (108)

of G3 and the symbol (105) of G are precisely the same except in

the fourth column. Similarly from G3 three more determinants

can be obtained by adding appropriate multiples of the first,

second, and tliird columns to the fifth column. The sj^bol of the

sixth determinant Go is the same as (108) except that the fifth

column is

+ Oi2^22 + Ol3l>32

021^12 4" 0.22^22 4“ U23l*32

031^12 4- 0321*22 4- 0331*32 ‘

0

0

Finally, three more detenninants are obtained from Go by adding

appropriate multiples of the first, second, and third columns to

the sixth column. The symbol of the ninth determinant Go is the

same as the symbol of Go except that the sixth column is

(110)

Oul>13 4" Oi2l)23 4~ fll3l*33

02ll*13 4" 0221*23 4“ 023633

O31613 + O32623 4” O33633 •

0

0

0

Therefore G = Gg.

Next, the Laplace development of Gg by its last three columns
will be written. In the last three columns each minor of order
three, except the miuor in the upper right-hand corner, has at
least one row of zeros and hence is zero. This minor in the upper
right-hand comer is E, and its complementary minor has the sym-

bol

-1 0

0 -1
0 0

0

0

-1
Therefore the Laplace development of

Gg is

Gg = (- 1)
4+s+c+i+2+3£;.(_ i)_

Therefore G = E. This completes the proof.
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Thus will be completed tins alternative proof of the row by

column rule for multiplication of determinants of order three

The Laplace dei elopraent of C by its first three rows is obtamed

from (104) if D is replaced by G and ifn = C k = 3 ii = l

12—2 13 = 3 Also by (105) it is found that m the first three

roivs of G each mmor of order three except the mmor m the upper

left-hand comer, has at least one column of zeros and hence is

zero Also the mmor of order three m the upper left-hand comer

IS A, and its complementaiy mmor is B Therefore G =»

(_1)1+2+3+I+2+3^3 ^
Next let Gi be the determinant whose symbol is obtamed from

the symbol (105) by adding to each element of the fourth column

fhe product of bn and the correspondmg element of the first col-

umn By theorem 13 G = Oj Also the symbol of Gi is

(106)

Ol2

Oai Cjj <*23

®3l ^32 ®3J-10 0
0-1 0

0 0-1

Ciibii 0 0

4121^11 0 0

flsibji 0 0

0 bi2 bl3

l>2| b22 h2t

631 b32 1>33

Let Gi be the detemuoaot whose symbol is obtamed from the

symbol (100) of Gi bv addmg to each element of the fourth column

the product of 631 and the corresponding element of the second

column Therefore Gi - O2 and the symbol of Gt is

Oll^U + Oi262j

02i5ii 4* fl22^i
+ a32621

Let G3 be obtamed from G^ by adding to the fourth column ^3i

times the third column Therefore G2 ~ G3 and G3 is

(108)

On
“21

O31

0

0

O12 oij Oiibii + aijb2i + 013631 0 0

022 02J 021611+022521 + 023631 0 0

032 O33 O31611 + 033621 + 033631 0 0

0 0 0 612 613-10 0 622 623

0-1 0 632 633
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It is to be noted that G3 was obtained from G by three steps.

In each step an appropriate multiple of the first, second, or tliird

column was added to the fourth column. Also the symbol (lOS)

of Gs and the symbol (105) of G are precisely the same e.vcept in

the fourth column. Similarly from G3 three more determinants

can be obtained by adding appropriate multiples of the first,

second, and third columns to the fifth column. The symbol of the

sbcth determinant Go is the same as (108) except that the fifth

column is

Ollhl2 + 012^22 “b 013^32

021^12 "b ^22^22 "b 023^32

031^12 + 032^22 + 033^32*

0

0

Finally, three more determinants are obtained from Go by adding

appropriate multiples of the first, second, and third columns to

the sixth column. The symbol of the ninth determinant Go is the

same as the symbol of Ge except that the sixth column is

(110)

Ollhi3 + 012^23 + Oi3h33

0211*13 + 0221*23 + 0231*33

03ll*l3 + O32623 + 033i>33-

0

0

0

Therefore G = Gg.

Next, the Laplace development of Go by its last three columns
will be written. In the last three columns each minor of order
three, except the minor in the upper right-hand comer, has at
least one row of zeros and hence is zero. This minor in the upper
right-hand comer is E, and its complementary minor has the sym-

bol

-1 0

0 -1
0 0

0

0

-1
Therefore the Laplace development of

Gg is

Go = (-l)^+s+e+i+2-)-3^.(_j)_

Therefore G — E. This completes the proof.
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No new ideas are mvolved m the proof of the row by-column

rule for m iltiplication of determmants of the same arbitrary order

n Let the symbols of A and B be

On Oja htl 1*10

(111) and

1
Unl a,. h-t f>,n

Let E be the determinant of order n ha\ mg m its tth row and jth

column the number

(112) a l&l +0 2^ + +« si’ll;

Then the row by-columo rule states that AB = E
The proof of this rule uses an auxiliary determinant G of order

2rt uhose symbol is

I

“ "I

a«t 0.2 a.. 0 0

(113) -1 0 0 6i, b,„

0 —1 0 hi\ t2n

I
0 0 -1 6s, 6s„ !

It IS to be noted especially that ui the lower left-hand corner of

(113) there IS an n rowed mmorm which each element m the pnn

c pal diagonal is — 1 and each other element is zero In the upper

nghtrhand comer there is an n-rowed minor consistmg of zeros

Therefore in the Laplace development of G by its first n rows

each term is zero except the tmn contammg the minor m the

upper leftrhand comer This mmor is A and its complementary

mmor B Therefore G = (-1)‘+ +"+‘+ +MB = AB
Now there is another suxihaiy determinant H which is equal

to G and which has a very simple liiplace development by its last

n columns This determinant H is the last in a sequence of equal
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determinants obtained by takings = n +, 1,
• • •, 2« in succession

in the following operation:

multiply the first column by l)i,y—n uud Add to the jth;

multiply tlie second column by ha.i—n And add to the jth;

multiply the /ith column bj’’ bn,j—n And add to tlie jih.

Then the first 7i columns of the S3miboi of II arc precisel}’’ the first

11 columns of (113). In the last n rows of the last n columns of II

each element is zero. The elements fif.n+j in the first n rows of

the last 11 columns of II have I ^ i ^ ii and 1 ^ j ^ n. Tlie

element is preciselj’’ the number (112). Therefore the first

11 rows of the last n columns of II form the sj’mbol of E. The

minor of E in II is (
— 1)", since the last n rows of the first n col-

umns of H are precisely as thej’^ arc in (113). Since each element

in the last ii rows of the last n columns of H is zero, each n-vowed

minor from the last n columns of H, except that in the first n rows,

is zero. Therefore the Laplace development of IJ bj" its last n
columns gives II = (_i)i+2+-”+”+('*+i)+-"+2Vi;(-l)''. By the

rule for the sum of an arithmetic progression 1 + • •
• d- 2n. =

n{2n + 1). Therefore the exponent of —1 is n{2n. -f- 1) -f n.

Since this exponent is an e^'en integer, it follows that H = E. It

has been proved earlier that G = II and G = AB. Therefore

AB = E. This completes the proof of the row-lij'-column mle for

multiplication of two determinants of arbitraiy order n.

PROBLEMS

1. Using the row-by-column rule, multiply the two determinants in prob-
lem 5 in the list of problems on p. 164.

2. Proceed as in problem 1 for the two determinants in problem 6 in that
list.



CHAPTER 7

SYSTEMS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS AND
DETERMINANTS

1. Systems of r linear equations in n unknowns. General results,

which are analogous to the results obtamed m chapter 6 for three

linear equations in three unknowns, mil be obtamed in this sec-

tion The methods of proof are simpler than those m chapter 5

because the general theorems of chapter 6 are available here Let

the n Imeai equations in n uoknoivns be

eu®l + <*1212 + + ai^n - ku

Oai^^J + <*223^2 + + Oa^Xn il'2>

<1»1^1 + Oii2^2 + -1- a„r, = U
Let D designate the detenrunant whose symbol is

(2)

011 <*12 OU
<*2 ] 022 <*2n

Let i>, designate the determinant whose symbol is obtamed from

(2) by replacmg the itb column of (2) by the column of constants

^1. ^2. . kn in (1)

It Will be proied that if Xi, xt, . Xn is an ordered set of

numbers which satisfy (1), then

Dxi = Du Dxa = Da,
tsa

(3)
, Dxn = D,
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By definition the symbol of the determinant Di is

/ci 012

/Co (^22 * * * ^2n

1
^n2 ' * * ^nri 1

Also, by h3T)othesis, equations (1) are true. Hence, by substitu-

tion from (1), the symbol (4) becomes

OllXi -b 0123^2 + • * * + Oln^^n Ol2 ' ' ‘ ^In

0212^1 d" 0222^2 + h ^22 ’ ‘
' ^2rt

I

(5)
•

I
0.„iXi -}- CniXo d + f^nn^n On2 * ' * ^nn

|

B}’- theorem 12 of chapter G the determinant (5) equals the sum

aiiXi 012 • • ’ Oin 0.12^2 ‘ 012 ' • Oin

0-21X1 022 • • • 02n 022X2 H“ • •
• + 02n^n G22 '

•, Oon

(6)
; • •

+
• • •

OnlXi an2 • • ‘ Onn On23^2 + • * •
“i" O^nn^n an2 ’ Onn

The second determinant in (6) equals the following sum;

CII2X2 O12 ’ • ' Gin Oia^^S H

—

O12 0\n

^22^2 O22 • • G2n 023353 d

—

* Cl2n^n Q22 ' * 02n

(7)
; • •

d-

'

• • •

®n2^2 On2 • • * Gnn OnsXz d~ •

•

On2 Onn

Repetition of this process shows that Di is the sum of n determ
nants. Thus, let Bi, B2 , — ,

jB„ be defined by

0'12

O22

(8) Bj =
•

O' = 1, 2,
• • n).

^nj^j (^1x2
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Then

(9) D, = B, + + +B„

Now if IS defined by

OlJ fl>2 Oi«

02; Ojj (l2„

(10) C, = 0 = 1.2 ,n),

On; 0i|2 On.

then Bj »» x^Cj Also Ci = D and Cy — 0 if j > 1 Henco

(11) B, * i,D B, = 0 (j7i 1)

Substitution of (11) in (9) proves (3|) Similarly (Sj) is proved

by using (1) m the sj mbol for B? Each of equations (3) is proved

m tbia way
If xi Xq IS a solution of (I) and if B ^ 0 then from (3)

This completes the proof of the following theorem

Theorem 1 Let D he Ike determinant of the coeffictenU of Me
ft lartaiifes tft Me n linear equations (I) and let B, 6e Me determinant

uhose symbol is obtained from Ike symbol of D by replacing the tth

column of the symbol of D by ki fc. If D ^ 0 and if there is

a sofutiffft of (!) then that solution ts the ordered set of numbers

Di/D Dj/D
,
B,/B

It will be proved ned, that if B v* 0 then the set of numbers

Bj/Z) Bj/B D„/D IS a solution of equations (1) These

numbers satisfy the first equation in (1) if and only if aji(Bi/B)

+ Oi2(Bj/B) + + oia(B./B) — ki and hence if and only if

UiiBi + OisDj + + oi.Dj, = h\T) and hence if and only if

(13) hD ~ a„Bi - flijBa - - ai„B, = 0

Let E designate the number on the left-hand side of (13) It is

to be prov ed that E is mdeed the number zero By definition

(14) E = fcjB — Oi^Bx — ajsBj — — ainB„
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Also, the number Di in (14) is the determinant of order n whose

symbol is

A-i CIi2 fll3
' '

fc2 Q22 ®23 ‘ ' ^2n

(15)
! !

fln2 fln3 ' * ‘ ®nn

Hence, by the definition of a detenninant, Z)i is the sum of 71 !

signed products. Again, D2 is the detenninant of order n whose

symbol is ^

Oil Ici ai3 — am
021 ^‘"2 ®23 ' ‘ ' ®2n

(15)
! ! ! !

’

flnl fcfi ®n3 ‘ * Utjh

and D2 i a sum of n! signed products. In general, each of D,

-Di) • •
•, Z>„ in (14) is a sum of n\ signed products. One way to

evaluate the number (14) would be to substitute these sums in

(14) and simplify the result. This method of pioving that E is

indeed zero would be very complicated. Another method would
be to expand each of H, Dj, • • Dn bj’’ minors of a row or column
and to substitute these expansions in (14). This method of prov-

ing that E is indeed zero would also be complicated.

A very simple method of proving that E is zero will be explained

next. This method may seem less direct than the expansion

methods because expansion of determinants has been used fie-

quently. Let E2 be defined by

h Oil 013 ^In

k2 O21 023 02n

II
• • •

K Unl On3 Onn
Then

(18) i?2 = —E2-
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Again by definition iJa 13 the determinant whose symbol is

On 0|2 Ol* Qlii

O2I Am a* ®24 fl2n

(19)

0*1 <>i>2 ^pin

Hence if E3 is defined by

I'l dll di2 d|4 ajfl

^2 flai <*22 dj4 C2«

(20) E3 =

d.i 0.2 Gn« Onn

then

(21) Da - +E3

In general the symbol of D, is obtained from the symbol (2) of

D by replacmg the jth column of D by the column of constanta

ki , ka Hence if £, is defined by

1^1 ^11 <*!/-! ®l2+l ®In

ki 021 ®2 1—1 ^ J+I *2«

(22) E, =

kn a„i O, ,_j 0„ ,+i O,,

then

(23) Dj - (-I)* %
It IS to be noted that (18) and (21) are obtained if j la 2 and 3

m (23) Now for uniformity of notation £1 is defined to be f?i

Hence (23) is true if j = 1 n
Now if equations (23) are used in (14) E becomes

(24) fciD — OiiEi + Q12E2 — O13E3 -b *
1- (— l)“QlnEn

In (24) it is to be noted especially that the signs alternate that

there are n + 1 products and thatD Ei E2 En are deterroi

nants of order n This suggests that (24) might be the expansion
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of a determinant of order n + !» such that its first row is the

ordered set k-i, fin, f/i 2 , ®i 3 )
“

‘

i

And that the niinois of these

elements are respectively the determinants D, Ei, En, E3, • •
-

,
En-

It nlll now be proved that this is indeed the case. Obviously the

symbol

ki an Q 013 Oi„

ki an Ol3 Oln

JCn Q2I G22 023 • •
• Ojn

JCfi Qnl On3 Onn

has ki, an, aaa,
• •

•> om in if-s fi^'st row, and the minors of these

elements are D, Ei, E2 ,
E„. The expansion of this symbol

by its first row is

(25) i-iy+%D + i~l)^+^anEi

Now the first, second, third, • •
•, last terms m (25) equal respec-

tively the first, second, third, • •
•, last terms in (2-1). Therefore

the number E in (14) is indeed the determinant whose symbol

gave (25) by expansion. Since two rpws of tliis symbol are alike,

it follows that E is zero. This completes the proof of (13).

In the same way it is proved that DifD, jDo/Z), • •
•, DnID sat-

isfy each of the equations (1). This result and theorem 1 are com-
bined in theorem 2 and referred to as Cramer’s rule.

Theorem 2. Let D, Di, •••, Dn be defined as in theorem 1. If

D 9^ 0, there is one and only one soltdion of the equations. This

solution is the ordered set of numbers Di/D, D^/D, • •
•

, Dn/D.

Theorem 3. Let D, Di, • Dn be defined as in theorem 1, If
D = 0 and if at least one of Di, • •

•, Z)„ is not zero, then the equa-
tions are inconsistent.

Proof. As in the first part of the proof of theorem 1, if there
is a solution of equations (1), (3) are true. Then, by the hypoth-
esis that D = 0, it follows that Di — 0, • •

,
Z)„ = .0. This con-

tradicts the hypothesis that at least one of Z>i, •••, D„ is not
zero. Therefore there is no solution of (1).
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Theorema 2 and 3 give no infonnation about equations (1) if

D = 0 and Pi = 0 , Dn — 0 Examples show that if these

conditions hold then the equations may be consistent or they may
be mconsistent This was lUustnited at the end of chapter 5 if

n = 3 It will be proved later that a necessary and sufficient con

dition that equations (1) be consistent is that the rank of the

augmented matrix equal the rank of the coefficient matrix

PRODtEMS

Apply theoreoa 2 and 3 to tbe following s^tems of equal ons.

1 -z + 2i/ + 10* + 7u> - -28
2z+ y + 20a - to = -37
3i+y- 54+210- II

* + 7jr + 3ib - — 2

2 i + 2y — * — 7«o-6
S* + y + 4io — $
9z + 2y + a + 5u> - 12

—z + 4y + 2* + 3io — 5

3 u+ 0+ tt- I- 1

2u - 0 - + t- 2
-u + 2»i + 2u!- 7t» -I
-3u + 60 + 4io - 261 - 1

4 u~2o + 6io+l- 2
-u + r + 10-21 1

4ii - 0 - to + 3i - 1

7u — 6» + 8io + 7t — 0

6 V- # + 21 - 3u - -9
2» + 1 + 3b - 5

» - 21 + 7b = 17
-e + 2* + 4b = 10

6 2a - 7* + 1 - 2u 22

* - I + 2u - 4
3p + 2* — B _ —6
r + 51 - 2b - -5

7 s + 2y-* + 4B + 7o- 4
2i+y +3« + 5*- 2
z + 2y+* + 2u + 3o= 2

-9* + 3y + 3* + 2u - e 5

6i-y-2*+u 4
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8. w -b s + i -2ii — t> = 1
,

2w — s — i + V « 0
,

—3u) + 2s 2u — u =. 2
,

W -b 71 — u — u = 5,

—7it> + 6s -b 21 + 2u — 4y — 5 .

9. w) — 2s -b 3{ -b 2u 5y = 1 .

2U! - t -b xt — u
— - 1

,

w -b 2s -b t 4- 3y = 0,

4w — s -b XI — 2v = 5.

W — 2s + St + 3u + 14y = 1 .

10. Si-b !/-b 2z — XI + 11^ -6,
-62: + 41/ - 9z - 7u + 2 t)

= -27,

—42: + 3?/ + 5z — 2u + t) = —5,

—X 2 i/ “I” z -}* 3u 5v — 21 ,

9x — 3y + 4.U — 4u = 7.

2. Systems of q linear equations in n unknowns. Consider the

system

OllXi + 012X2 + • ’ •+ OinX„ = h\,

021X1 + 022X2 + * * • + 02nXn —

(26) !, ! ! !

®illXl + 0^2X2 + • • • + OgnXji = ^(i»

of g linear equations in n unknoums. The augmented matrix of

this system is the rectangular array

Oil

021

012

022

Oln

a2n

h
-

ko

(27)

- Ogl Og2 ^qn Joq .

The coefficient matrix of the system is the matrix of g rows and
n coluifans obtained by deleting the last column of (27). The
notations a.m. and c.m. will be used for these matrices. The no-
tation (oj-j) is also used for the coefficient matrix. It is specifically

assumed that there are g equations in the set and that there are
n variables in the equations. Hence in each row of (0,7) there is

at least one non-zero element, and in each column of (0 ,7) there
is at least one non-zero element.
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Let s be a positi% e integer not laiger than q and not larger than

n + 1 I^t 5 rows and s columns o! (27) be selected arbitranly

Then there are elements of (27) which appear at the intersec-

tions of the selected tows with the selected columns These

elements form a square matrix of a rows and columns The de-

terminant of this s rowed square matrix is called an s-rmeed minor

of the a m (27) An s-rowed nunor of the c m is obtamed by

selecting only rows and columns of the cm It is to be noted

especially than an s rowed nunor of the c m is also an a-rowed

minor of the a m
,
and that, if « = 1, then the s-rowed minor is

merely an element of the matrix

It was noted that there are many elements of (o„) which are

different from aero Hence there are many one-rowed non-zero

imnora of (o„) The rank r of (o„) is, by definition, the number

of rows in the largest non-zero mmor of (<z,;) Hence r ^ 1. If

each of the two-rowed mmors of (o„) is zero, then the rank r of

(o,^) 's, ijne Bui i£ iVieie is at. least tme twe-rowed non-iwe tosum

of (o„), then r is greater than one The rank r, of the am is, by

defimtion, the number of rows in the largest non-zero minor of the

a m Smee each minor of the c m is also a mmor of the a m ,
the

largest noo-zero mmor of (a„) is also a non-zero mmor of (27) If

the largest non-zero minor of (27) is not a minor of (a„), then

r« > r If the largest non-zero minor of (27) is a minor of (a„)

then r* = f Hence r S r*

It will be proved now that =• r or To “ r -b 1 This will be

done by proving that, if fa 5 r -j- 2, there is a contradiction If

r<i S r -b 2, then Ta > r + I Hence r, — 1 > r Smee r is the

number of rows in the largest nonzero mmor of (oi;)i each

(ro — l)-rowed minor of (a,^) is zero Let M designate an arbi-

trary, but fixed, one of the largest non-zero minors of (2T) There-

fore M has To rows LetM be expanded by its last column Each
minor m this expansion of SI is an (r» — l)-tawed minor of (a»j),

and it has already been proved that each (r, — l).rowed minor

of (o.j) IS zero Thus the expansion of M by its last column

shows that A/ is a sum of terms each of which is zero Hence

M = 0 This contradicts the hypothesis that fl/ is a non-zero

mmor of (27) The following theorem has been proved

Theorem 4 //ns the rouft cf the coefficient mains of the equa-

tions (S6) and if ta is the rank of the augmented matrix, then Ta = r,

or Ta = r -b I
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The determination of the vaUies of r and rat if ^ 4 and

71 + 1 ^ 4, would involve evaluating at least one determinant of

order four or more. The intricate details of evaluating determi-

nants of large order, which would be involved if r and To were

evaluated as indicated in their definitions, are avoided by re-

peated application of the following lemmas 1 and 2. By these

lemmas a sequence of matrices can be obtained such that each

matrix in the sequence has the same rank that (27) has and the

rank of the last matrix in the sequence is determined verj'' simply.

Simultaneouslj'- a second sequence of matrices is obtained such

that each matrix in the second sequence has the same rank that

the c.m. of (26) has and the rank of the last matrix is detennined

simply.

These lemmas will be used now to simplifj’’ the determination

of r and Va for the numerical equations

a: — 2tj + z — It = 0,

•2x — y — 22 -}- u —
0,

—X — iy + 7z — 5u = 1,

8x — 7y — 4z + u —
0.

The augmented matrix Mq of these equations is

Mo ==

-2
-1
-4
-7

0

0

1

0

If Ml designates the matrix which is obtained from ilfo by adding
to each element in the second column the product of 2 and the
corresponding element in the third colunrn, then

Ml =

1

2

-1
8

0
-5
10

-15

1

-2
7

-4

-1 O] *

1 0

-5 1

1 0

By lemma 1 the rank of ilfi equals the rank of Mq. Later it

should be checked that this result is obtained if g = 4, p = 5,
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$ = t = Z, h=>2\a lemma 1 If Jl/j designates the matrix

which 13 obtained from Afi by adding to each element m the fourth

row the product of —1 and Uie corresponding element in the sec-

ond row, then

-1 o'

1 0
-6 1

0 0

By lemma 2 the rank of equals the rank of Mi Later this

statement should be checked

It IS to be noted especially that multiples of the last column

must not be added to the other columns if it i3 desired to obtam

the rank r as weU aa the rank This is true because the last

column of the a m is not a column of the cm or of any matrix

obtained from the c m by lemmas 1 and 2 Multiples of other

columna may be added to the last column Two oc moce column

transformations may be performed in succession without rewntmg

the remaining columns if multiples of the same column are used.

Also two or more row transformations may be performed simi-

larly However, a row transformation and a column transforma-

tion must not be performed in succession without rewriting the

remaining elements If Jl/j and JI/4 are defined by

{ 0 0 0 -I Ol

6 -10 -2 0 0
.

0 0 0 -1 0]

Le -10 -2 0 QJ

then it IS true that the rank ofM2 equals the rank of il/3, by lemma
1

,
and that the rank of ilfs equals the rank of M4 ,

by lemma 2

Now, by mspection there are mai^ two-rowed non-zero mmors
m Mi, and some of them are in flie cm In the first four columns

0! il/4 each three-rowed imnor is zero, but m the upper nght-hand

comer of Af4 there is a three-rowed non zero mmor Hence r = 2,

and Za = 3
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Lemma 1. Let C he a matrix having q roivs and p columns and

symbol (c,-,-). Lei s and t be integers such that 1 ^ s ^p and

1 ^ i ^ p, but s 9̂ i. Let k be an arbitrary, fixed number. Let the

matrix B he formed from the matrix C as follows: if j 7^ s, then the

jth eolumn of B is precisely the jlh column of C; the clennent in the

ith row of the sth cohunn of B is Ci, 4- kca {i = 1, • q). Then

the rank r' of B equals the rank r of C.

Proof. It will be proved that r' ^ r. Also it mtII be proved that

r' ^ r. Then it vill follow that r' = r.

The first part of the proof that r' ^ r is the proof that, if r

^ p and r + 1 ^ q, then each (r + l)-rowcd minor of B is zero.

Let ilf be an (r 4- l)-rowed minor of B. There are three cases;

(i) the sth column of B does not occur among the colunms of ilf;

(ii) the sth and Rh columns of B both occur among the colunms

of ilf; (iii) the sth column of B occurs among the colunms of ilf,

but the ith column of B does not occur among the columns of ilf.

The proof that ilf = 0 will be made for these three, cases sepa-

rately. If ilf satisfies condition (i), then ilf itself is a minor of (7,

by the method of forming B from C. Also ilf is (r 4- l)-rowed,

and by the definition of r all (r 4* l)-rowed minors of C are zero.

Hence ilf is zero. If ilf satisfies condition (ii), then there is an
(r 4- l)-rowed minor iV of C, from w’hich ilf is obtained by adding
to each element of the sth column the product of k and the corre-

sponding element of the <th column. Since ilf and N are determi-

nants (not matrices), it follows by theorem 13 of chapter 6 that
ilf = N. But N is zero, smee it is an (r 4- l)-rowed minor of C
and since the rank of C is r. Hence ilf is zero. Finally, if ilf

satisfies condition (iii), it ^vill be proved that there are two deter-

minants, Ml and ilf2 ,‘ such that ilf = ilfi 4- kMz and ilfj = 0,
ilf2 = 0. By definition, ilfi is obtained from ilf by replacing the
elements c,-, 4- kcu of the sth column of ilf respectively by c,, ;

ilf2
is obtained from ilf by replacing the elements c,-, 4- Jccu of the sth
colunm of ilf respectively by ca. Now Mi is an (r 4- l)-rowed
minor of C, and therefore Mi = 0. Also M2 is, except perhaps

'

for sign, an (r 4- l)-rowed minor of C, and therefore M2 = 0.
Also M = Ml 4- kM2 . This completes the proof that each
(r + l)-rowed minor of B is zero.

The second part of the proof that r' g r is the proof that, if
r + 2 ^ p and r + 2 ^ q, then each minor of B which has more
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than r + 1 rows is zero Let Jf be an (r + 2) rowed minor of B
Expansion of M by its first column shons that 21/ is a sum of

terms each of which has an (r + 1) rowed mmor of B as a factor

By the precedmg part of this proof each of these (r + l)-rowed

mmors is zero Therefore 21/ is zero This process can be con-

tmued until it has been proved that each minor of B which has

more than r + 1 rows is zero

The first and second parts of the precedmg proof together com

plete the proof of the fact that r' S r, because m these parts it

has been proved that a mmor of B which has more than r rons is

It will be proved next that r g / Two auxiliary matnces Co

and Bo are used By definition Co la the matrix B, and Bo is the

matrix C Therefore the rank r© of Co is precisely the rank r' of

B and the rank r©' of Bo is precisely the rank r of C It is to be

noted especially that Bo is formed from Co by addmg to each cle-

ment of the slh column of Co the product of —k and the corre-

sponding element of the Rh column of Co The argument which

has been applied to B and C and which has led to r* £ r, can be

applied to Bq and Co The conclusion is that ro' g tq Also it

has already been noted that ro “ And r©' = r Therefore r S r'

This completes the proof of lemma 1

Lemma 2 7/a malrtz E ts {Attainedfrom a vwtnx C ty operating

on roui* in ihe same manner a* in lemma 1 the mainx B was ob-

tained from the matrix C by operating on columns, then the rank of

E equals the rank of C

Psoor By hypothesis the <th row of E is obtamed from C by
addmg to each element of the «lh row of C the product of A and

the correspondmg element of the tlh row of C, and each other row

of E IS precisely the corresponding row of C Let E' be the matrix

obtamed from E by mterchanging rows and columns of E, and let

C be the matrix obtamed from C by mterchangmg rows and

columns of C Then by lemma 1 applied to E' and C, it is true

that the rank of E' equals the rank of C Also a mmor m B is

zero if and only if its correspond!!^ mmor m E' is zero The same
statement is true of C and C* Hence the rank of E equals the

rank of E', and the rank of C equals the rank of C' Therefore

the rank of E equals the rank of C This completes proof of

lemma 2
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’ PROBLEMS

Find r and ta for each of the following sj’stcms of equations.

1. s + 7i/ + -f « = 1,

-X — y + r — 4u = 0,

2j + 2y — 22 d- 6u = 4
,

ix — 2y — ~z lOu = 11.

2. 5i + 2)/ — 2 + u = 0,

x — 4y + 72 — 4m = —1,

2x-y+2-M= 7,

9x + 1/ + 42 — M = —8.

3. I? + 2s — / + 5m = —1,

2r + 11s - 71 + 2Gm = 1,

3d — s + 2i — M = 3,

5d + 3s -r 9m = 1.

4. —2w + s — 71 — M = 2,

— 8y + 13s — 23i — 5m == 4,

3d + 3s + 131 + M == 0,

D — 5$ + 1 + u = 1.

6. X —
!/ + 42 + 21 = 0,*

-llx - Sy + 2 - 91 = 9,

7z + 5y + 2 + 1 = -2,
22x + 19y - 22 - 81 = -1,

2x + 3y — 2 — 91 = 5.

6. 5x + y — z + 2l = 1,

14x + 20y + 2z + 241 = -1,
12i — y — 32 — 51 = 2,

3x + 2y - 1 = -5,
4x+7y+2+71= 0

L X — y + 22 + M + 3v = 1,

-5x - 2y + 21m + 12d = 3,

—x+y + 7m + 2d = — 1,

7x + 4y + z + 3m = 2,

3x + y — z + 9m + 5d = 0.

8. 2a: — y 3s _ « u = 2,

2y + 2 + 2m + 4d = 4,

-4x + 5y - 2z + 5m =3,
-X + 4y + 52 - 2d = 1,

X 3y — 2z d* M =7.
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9 2j/+*+5<+2i»-«r- 1

—Ay — 4* + + ICte — 5w — 2

8y + 5, 4.13{ + 10t.-2w= 1

8y + 6» + 28 - 6i> + 3w - 0
5y+4s — ff + 2w — —

1

_y _ » 4- 3{ + 7» _ 2u. = 0

10 3y — « — 5s + » = 1

-y + *-28+ s = -1
2i/ - 4* - 28 - 12s + w = 3

-2y + 24+8 + 3s -10- 0

V-Ss + 28-9s - 4

5!/+ »- t +2u>- -2

There are two wajs m which the proofs of the fundamental

theorems 6 and 6 will be simplified These ways will be illustrated

by means of the system of equations

7* - 2y + 60« + llu + 15y

-

2x + y + 02+ 3u — 3i’ —

i + Cy-232+ w-27y=»
(28)

* + 2y-32+ u— 7i'-

- y + 2fe + 4« + 10t> -

3i — 4y + 4l2 + 6u + 21i» «

The a m of equations (28) is

2 59 11 15

1 9 3-3
G -23 1 -272-31-7
1 26 4 10

4 41 5 21

70

12
, .

-22,

-6
,

22
,

46

70'

12

-22
-6
22

46.

By lemmas 1 and 2 it is found that r = 3 and fa = 3 The last

step m this process indicates that the coefficients of y, s u in the

second, fourth and fifth equatums m (28) form a non zero third

order mmor of the c m of (28) This minor will be designated

by M Hence M is

(30)

9 3
-3 1
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Now, if the equations are rearranged as in

2x + y + 9c + Zu — 3y = 12,

X + 2y — 32 + u — Iv = -6,

3x — y + 262 + 4u + lOy = 22,

7x — 22/ + 592 + llu + 15y = 70,

X <32/
— 232 + u — 27v = -22,

3x — 4y + 412 + 5u + 21t; = 46,

' then M appears in the firet three rows of the a.m.

2 1 9 3 -3 12'

1 2 -3 1 —7 -6
3 -1 26 4 " 10 22

7 -2 59 11 15 70

1 6 -23 1 -27 -22
.3 -4 41 5 21 46.

A set of numbers which constitute a solution of (28) is a set of

numbers which constitute a solution of (31). Conversely, a solu-

tion of (31) is a solution of (28). Therefore (31) and (28) are

equivalent. This illustrates the general fact that, if the equations

in a system are rearranged in any desired order, then the new
system is equivalent to the original system. It is also true that

the ranks of the coefficient matrices of the two systems are equal

and tliat the ranks of the augmented matrices of the two systems
are equal.

The second way in which proofs will be simplified will be illus-

trated next. If the variables in (31) are renamed by writing

(32) Y = Z = M, U = X, 7 = V,

then (31) become

X + 97 + zz + 2U — 37 = 12,

2X — 37 + z U — 77 = • -6
,

(33)
-X + 267 + iZ + ZU + 107 22,

~2X + 597 + liz + 717 + 157 = 70,

- 6X — 237 + 7 + U — 277 = --22,

-4X + 417 + 5Z ZU + 217 46.

k
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It 13 especially to be noted that (32) can be regarded as a reorder

mg of the variables m (31) which results m the system (33) The

a m of (33) is

(34)

1 9
2 -3

-1 2S

-2 59

0 -23
-4 41

3 2-3 12‘

11 -7 -6
43 10 22

II 7 15 70

1 1 -27 -22

5 3 21 46.

In this matrix 1/ appears m the upper leftrhand comer Now bj

(32) a solution of (31) after bemg reordered is a solution of (33)

and a solution of (33) after being reordered is a solution of (31)

Hence (31) and (33) are equivalent This illustrates the general

fact that if the \ariable8m a system of equations are reordered

m any desired way then the new s>stem is equivalent to the

ongmal system It is also true that the ranks of the coefficient

mal-ncra ol 't^o 8>slems are equal and that the lante 'be

augmented matrices of the two systems are equal

Theorem 6 IJthe rank of the augmented matrtx of a set of linear

equatione ts not equal to Che rank of the coeffiaerU malnx of the equa

tions then the equations are tneoneistenl

Proof It will be proved that if there is a solution then there

IS a contradiction Let r be the rank of the c m of the equations

By theorem 4 and the hypothesis that the rank of the a m is not

equal to the rank of the c m there is an (r + 1) rowed non zero

minor in the a m This mmor will be designated by M Now the

elements of a row of M form an ordered sub-set of the elements

of a unique row of the am It will be said that the row of M
determines this row of the am and the correspondmg equation

m the system Again the elements of a column of M fonn an

ordered sub-set of the elements of a unique column of the a m
The column of M is said to determine this column of the a ni By
its definitionM is non zero and has r -|- 1 columns Also the largest

non zero minor of the c m has r wilitmng Hence the last column

of M determmes the last column of the a m Each other column

of M determines a variable m the system Thus M determines

r + 1 equations and r vanables

Now the ongmal equations cmi be rearranged so that the equa

tiona determined by M their lebtxve positions preserved are the

first r -H 1 equations in the rearranged set Then the % anables
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in the equations of this rearranged sct^can be reordered so that

the first r columns determined by M, their relative positions pre-

sen'-ed, are in the upper left-hand comer of the a.m. of the final

set of equations. The last column of ilf is precisely the first r -}- 1

elements of the last column of the a.m. of the final set of equations.

The rearranged equations arc given the notation (26). Hence

M is non-zero and has the sjunbol

Oil • • • Uir ki

fljl
" * Oof A'o

Ori •
•

. Orr Av

flr+1,1 ••• Or+l.r

Also, Xi, Xn satisfy (26) because the original equations have
a solution by hypothesis and the variables .Tj, • •

•, x„ arc merelj’’

the original variables reordered. Therefore M has the symbol

Oil •• Olr (aiia:i + fljoZo + • Oln^n)

021 * ' ^2r (021X1 + + • fl2n-Tn)

(35) • • • • •

Orl Qfr (nn-Xi + aroXo + . . -j- flrn-'C,.)

®r+l,: •

O^r+l.r (Or+l,lXi -}- Or+1,2^2 • + Or+1 .n^^n)

Now, by theorem 12 of chapter 6, the determinant (35) equals
the sum

'•
• • Cir aiia:i

®2i • •
• flzr a2lXi

Ori Urr

'^r+l.r

ail

021

Url^^l I

(^r+l,lXi I

fllr {0,12X2 Oi„X„)

02r {022^2 + 1
- a2nXn)

+ •

Or!

Or+1 ,1

Orr {Or2X2 Om^n)
Or+i.r (ar+i,2a^2 -f-

• • * -}- 0^4.1 ,„a;„)
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The second determinant can also be wntten as a sum Repetition

o£ this process shows that (35) is a sum of n determinants The
factor Xi is m the last column the first of these n determmants,

the factor xo is m the last column of the second of these n deter

mutants the factor x. >3 column of the last of

these n determinants Thus if

On OiT <ii/

fljl Ojr Oj;

(36) 0 = 1 ,
n),

a 1 a,r fhi

a,+U a,+| r Or+t;

then Af = Af;xi + A/jij + +
It wUl be proved next that Mi ~0,

,
A/« « 0 If ; > r,

then by (36) A/j is an (r + I) rowed rmnor of the c m of (26)

But the largest son aero minor of the c m has r rows Hence
M, ^ Odj >r Again if^ < r then by (36) Alphas two col

unuiB alike and hence M, » 0 Smce Af is a sum of n terms each

of which is zero Af a 0 This contradicts the hypothesis that Af
is a non zero mmor of the a m

PRODLEMS
1 Apply theorem 5 to those systems of e<{Uations in the set of problems

on page 193 to which it is appbcobk Do the ssme for theorem 2 Why is

neither theorem 5 nor theorem 2 apphcahle to the remuning problems m the
set?

2 Show that theorem 3 of chapter 9 is a special case of theorem 5 and
that theorem 1 and theorem 2 of chapter 5 const tute a special case of theorem 2

Apply theorem S to those of the following systems of equations to which
it 13 appLcable

3 x + 2y~z + 1

-x + 3y + i + 4it- 9= 0
4r+ y -2u -

~2y + t-u+ 3,- 5
-2x - 4y - r - 3u + lie _ 2

4 x+3y-2z-u + 2i>- 4
5r + 6y - u + 7r = 10
2z+ y + 4z +3b ~ 1

-x'+ 2y - z + 2u - 9= 0
- y -h *-3u+ S--1
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6.

a: + 61/ — 4z + 2u — lOw = 0,

3y + z — It + Tu = 2,

-x+ by - Hr + 2!( - lOi; = -3,

—X — \2y + 5r — 3n + 15t) = 4,

4x — y + 2z + n — 3v —
1,

3z + y+ 5: + 2t> = -1.

6. 4z -= 7i/ + Ar — 61/ — Cw = —10,

2x — y , — 4!( + p = —3,

X — z + 2u — V — —2,

—x + 4y — 3z + 5y = 7,

z — 2i/ + z — 2it — 2w = 0,

4z — 5i/ + 2z — 2(t — 5p = —12.

7. 5z + 2j/ - z + w + 5y = 0,

3x — 3y — bz — 6u + op = — 1,

7x — by — 3z — 13u + 2w = 4,

2x + y + 2z — V = 2,

3z + 91/ + z + 15tt + Sp = -4,

41/ + 2z + 7u + y = — 1.

8. z + 2/ + 5z — 7t = 1,

—2z — 4y + It + y = —3,

4z — Oy — 3r — u + 2y = 2,

2z — 12y + 7r — « + 4y = 0,

17z + 31/ + 9z — S» + y = — 1,

7z — y +2z — Zu {- V — 4.

The S3'^stem (28) of equations uill now be solved by methods
which will illustrate all the ideas and notations in the proof of the

general theorem that, if the rank of the augmented matrix of a

set of linear equations equals the rank of the coefficient matrix,

then there is at least one solution of the equations. It has already

been proved that the system (28) is equivalent to the sy.stem (33).

The first three equations of the system (SS) will now be solved, by

Cramer's rule, for X, Y, Z in terms of U and V. First these three

equations are written in the forrn

X + 97 + 3Z = 12 - 2C7 + 37,

(37) 2X - 37 + Z = -G - U+ 77,

-Z + 267 + 47= 22-3{7-107.
If the notation

Ki = 12-2U+ 37,

Z2 = -G - U+ 77,

Ks = 22 - 317 - 107,

(38)
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IS used then (37) become

;? + 91 +3Z = Ki

(39) 2A - ZY+
~X + 2GY + 4Z Ki

Now let Di des gnate the detennmant

\Ki 9 3 1

(40) As -3 1

I
As 26 4

I

Hence by Cmmei s rule and (30) X = Di/M Similarly d Oj

and Ds are defined by

1 A, 3 1 9 Ai
2 Ka 1 Dj - 2-3 K,

-1 Ks 4 -1 26 K3

then Y - and Z Z)j/1/ Expansion of Di by its first

column shows that Di — —38Ki + 42Ai + 18K* Hence by

(38)

(42) Di - -312 - 20tf

In the same way it s proved that

Dj - -40 -4t/ - 287
(43)

_ 330 + 1127

By (30) M 28 Therefore the solution of the first three of

equations (33) Sot X Y Z m terms of U and 7 is

X- (-312 -2017 )/28

(44) Y ( -40- 4U- 287)/28

Z ( 336 + 1127)/28

It vnll now be proved that the expressions (44) trhich haie bcm
obtained from the ftsI three equations m tke system (S3) satisfy the

remaining equations in system (SS) Fhict ons are avoided if (384)

is multiphed by 28 before the expressions (44) are used Thus

(884) 13 equ valent to

(45) -2 28X + 59 287 + 11 28Z+ 19617 + 4207 1960
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Therefore (44) satisfy (884) if and only if

(46) -2(-812 - 20c/) + 59(-40 - 4U - 2SV)

+ 11(836 + 112T0 + 19617 + 4207 = 1960.

In tliis expression the coeffieient of U is zero. Also tlic cocfBcient

of 7 is zero. Hence (44) satisfy (33.j) if and only if

(47) -2(-312) + 59(-40) + 11-336 = 1960.

Now (47) is true regardless of the values of U and 7 in (44).

Therefore for all values of U and 7 (44) satisfy (884). This is

the meaning of the statement that (44) satisfy {SSf) identically in

U and 7. Similarly it is proved that the expres.sions (44) satisfj'

(885) and (33g) identicall}' in U and 7.

PROBLEMS

In the two preceding lists of problem-s solve the systcm.s of equation.s which

have r = ra by the method of the preceding illustration. In each problem

verify that the e.xprcssions obtained satisfy the other equations in the system

identically in the transposed variables.

Another method of showing that the expressions (44) satisfy the

remaining equations in (33) will now be explained because it illus-

trates the method used in the general proofs. If the functions

fh fz, fa, fi are defined by

/i = Z + 97 + 3Z -h 2C/ - 37 - 12,

(48)
Z+ U- 7V+ 6,

/a = -Z -1-267+ 4Z + 3C7+ 107 - 22,

A = -2Z + 597 + IIZ + 7U+ 157 - 70,

then the first four of equations (33) become /i = 0, A = 0, A
= 0, A = 0. Also, if the first function is multiplied by 3, the
second by —2, and the third by 1, and if these results are added,
it is found that the fourth function is obtained. Therefore

(49) A = 3A - 2A +A.
By (49) values of Z, 7, Z, U, 7 which make each of the functions

h, A) andA zero are values wliich also makeA zero. This means
that a solution of A = 0, A = 0, A = 0 is a solution of A = 0.

Hence the general solution (44) of (33i), (882), and (883) satis-

fies (334).
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In the same way it is proved that the expressions (44) satisfy

(SSs) and (Z3i) Thus, if /j and /a designate the functions 6A'

- 23F + Z + y - 27F + 22 and -iX + 417 + 5Z +3U +
21V — 46 respectively, thai

(50) /s = 3/i — 2/2 + fa, and ft = Si
— 2/2 + /a

This method of proving that flifi general solution (44) of the first

three equations in (33) satisfies the Temainmg equations in (33)

IS called the method of Imear dependence This is done because

the existence of an identity such as (49) is precisely the meaning

of the statement thatA is a linear condunatton of S\, fa Sz

It is also said that the equation (334) is linearly dependent on the

three equations (33i), (382), (SSj) In the same way (6O1 ) shows

that (33s) IS hnearly dependent on (33i), (332)i (33j), and (5O2)
shows that (SSs) is Imearly dependent on (33j), (SSr), (SSa)

In the preceding proof (49) was verified However, \enfica

tion does not illustrate the ideas and notations m the proof of the

general theorem A proof of (49) which illustrates these ideas wiU

be given now Let T designate the fourth-order determinant

formed from (48) by the coefficients of X, 7, Z and the column

of constants Then

(51)

9 3
-3 1

26 4

59 11

-12
I

6

-22
-70

I

By (30) the minor of the —70 m the lower tight hand comer of

T is M Let iVi il/2 1/3 designate the mmors of the other ele-

ments m the last column of (51) It will be proved by a general

method that

(52) il/i/t - V2/2 + ilafi - ~ 0

However before this is done it will be verified that (52) implies

(49) By the defimtions

(53) Mi =
-3 1

I I

1 9 3
I

26 4 I, il/2 = -1 26 4 ,

59 11 I I
-2 59 11

I

I 1 9 3 I

a/3 = 2 -3 I

I

-2 59 11
I
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Therefore
(54)

’ Ml = 84, Ms = 56, Ms = 28, M = 28.

If these values are used in (52) and the result is divided by 28, the

identity (49) is obtained.

It will be proved now that (52) is true. The left-hand side of

(52) suggests that (48i) be multiplied by Mi, (48^) by —Mn,

(483) by Ms, (4S4) by —M, and the results added. The function

so obtained vnll not be displaj’-ed because- of its length. In it the

coefficients of X, F, Z, U, V are

(55) ilfi 1 - ilfa • 2 -}- il/3(- 1) - M(-2),

(56) ilfi-9 - il/o(-3) + ilf3-26 - il/-59,

(57) - Ms-l + ilf3-4 - M-U,

(58) ili‘r2 - Ms-l + Ms-Z - M-7,

(59) iIfi(-3) - ilf2(-7) + Ms-lO - M-15,

respectively. The constant terra is

(60) Mii-12) - il/a-G + Msi-22) - M{-70).

Therefore, (52) is tme if and only if each of the numbers (55),

(56), (57), (58), (59), (60) is indeed zero.

To prove that the number (60) is zero the expansion of (51) by
its last column is used. Thus

(61) T -i-12)Mi + UI2 - {-22)Ms + (-70)ilf.

On the other hand, if the last column of T is multiplied bj' — 1,

the resulting determinant is — T. Also this determinant is obvi-

viously a four-rowed minor of (34). Since Tq = 3, it follows that

~T = 0. Hence T — 0, and (61) becomes

(62) 0 = -(- 12)ilfi -t- 6M2 - (-22)Ms + (-70)ilf.

Multiplication of (62) by —1 shows that the number (60) is zero.

To prove that the number (59) is zero let Ts designate the
determinant formed by replacing the last column of T by the
coefficients of the fifth variable V in (48). Then

1 9 3 -3
2 -3 1 -7

-1 26 4 10

-2 59 11 15
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Expansion of Ts by its last column gives

Ti = + (-7)Ma - iVs 10 + M 15

Also, Ts = 0, since Ta is a four-roned minor of (34) Hence

(63) 0 = -(-3)il/i + (-7)3/2 “ Ms 10 + M 15

Multiplication of (^) by —1 that (59) is zero A similar

proof shous that (58) is zero

To prove that (67) is zero let Ta designate the detennmant oh

tamed by replacing the last column of (51) by the coefficients of

Z m (48) Then

I
1 0 3 3 I

1
2 59 11 11 i

Now expansion of Ta by its last column gives

Ta - -3 V, + Ma - 4Ma + 113/

Also Ta » Oj since it has tuo columns alike Hence

(54) 0 » -ZM, + 31, - 4V3 + 1131

Multiplication of (54) bj —I shows that (57) is zero A similar

proof «how8 that (65) and (56) are zero This completes the proof

of (52)

The general rule is that the first r rows of a determinant of order

r + 1 are formed from the columns of 31 and the column of con-

stants in the equations from which the solution was obtamed, and

that the last row consists of the correspondmg coefficients m the

equation whose dependence is being exhibited Tbe coefficients m
the linear dependence are then the s^ed mmors of the elements

of the last column of this (r + 1) towed determmant For

ample the coefficients m (50i) are obtamed by applymg the pre-

cedmg method to the first second third, and fifth of equations

(33) and the coefficients in (5(^) from the first, second, third, and

sixth of equations (33)

PROBLEMS

1 By the methods ^ust iDustrated find the linear dependence which was
exhibited m (61) of chapter 5

2 Do the same for each of tiie retnuning equations in each problem on

page 201
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It n'ill now be proved in general that, if the rank of the aug-

mented matrk of a set of linear equations equals the rank of the

coefficient matrix: of the set, then there is at least one solution of

the equations. Let r be the rank of the c.m. of the equations.

Then there is an r-rowed non-zero minor of the c.m. This minor

will be designated b}' M. Now M determines r equations and r

variables. Let the equations be rearranged and the variables be

reordered so that the rows and columns of M fonn the upper left-

hand comer of the c.m. of the new set. Let them have the nota-

tion (26). Then M is non-zero and has the sj’-mbol

On Oir

(65)

I
flrl ••• Orr

I

Now, if r < 71
,
then the first r equations in (26) can be UTitten

+ **'+aira^r = — (Ol.r+l^Jr+l + "’+ainXn),

(66)
.

OrlXl +• • •+ OrrXr = kr — (Or.r+lXr+l d 1* Orn^n)-

It will be convenient to use the notation

(67) k'i — ki — (a,-,r^ia:,.^i -(-• • • -b Oi^x-n) (z = 1,
• •

•, r < n).

Hence, if r < n, the first r of equations (26) become

On^i d h flir^r = k'l,

(68)

OrlXi d b OrrXr = k'f.

To avoid treating the cases r <. n and r — n separately the nota^
tion

k'i = ki (z = 1,
• •

•
,
7i)

^dll be used if r = n. Hence, if r = ??, the first r equations in
(26) can also be written as (68).
The determinant of the coefficients of the r variables in the r

equations (68) is ilf. Also M is non-zero. Hence (68) can be
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solved by Cramer’s rule Here r, ii, t'l. ,
k', replace n, D,

ki, , kn of theorem 2 Let Di be tbe determinant

k'l Oi2 Oi,

(70)

/C*, Ori arr

Then ii = Di/M Non, if r = n, it is true by (69) that Di here

IS precisely Di of theorem 2 Therefore each has the value

given by theorem 2 Next, let r < n The expansion of (70) by

mmors of its first column gives

(71) Di-'t
Hence by (67)

(72) D, - (-l)'’^‘-l.lH. - («(.tllr+l + + o,.I»)I

Tbe coefficient of in (72) is

(73) -[(-1)>+Mna,

+ + (-l)"+Ufiarr+l]

Let this number bo designated by t| »+i In general, let fciy desig-

nate the coefficient of x, m (72) if j = r 4- 1, ,
n Also let bi o

designate the constant m Di Then (72) becomes

(74) Di = 6i 0 + bl »+jIr+l + + bin*n

Therefore

^
_6l(,

,
lhr+,

«+-Ar "+•+

It IS to be noted especially that, if r < n, then the solution by

Cramer’s rule determines 7| as a umque hnear function (75) of the

transposed variables Xr+i, , x» Ibis function is a linear homo-

geneous function of Xr+j,
,

if and only if the constant term

bi o/M is zero

In the same way it is proved tliat, if Z), is obtamed fromM by

replacing the jth column of ilf by kfi, , k'„ then'*®,
*=

Expansion of 25, by minors vis 5th column shows that is a
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unique linear function of the transposed variables a;r+i, • •
•, Xn.

This function is a linear homogeneous function of these variables

if and onl}’’ if its constant term is zero.

If values Cr+i, c„ are assigned respectively to Xr+i, • •
•, x„,

then by (75) a unique value, called cj, is determined for xi.

Similarly there is determined a unique value for x,- (j
= 1,

• • •, r).

Thus a numerical solution of the first r equations of (26) is ob-

tained by assigning arbitral^’’ values to the transposed variables.

PROIILEMS

From the results obtained for the probleras on p.igo 201 obtain three

numerical solutions for each system.

It vtII now be proved that the expressions for ri, • •
•

,
.Tp in terms

of ^r+i, •••, x„, which have been obtained from the first r equa-

tions, satisfy each of the remaining equations identically in Xr^i,
• •

•
, Xn. This means that each set of t\aliies, which consists of

values assigned to a:r4.i,
• • >, x„ and the values of Xi, • • Xr ob-'

tained from them, satisfies the remaining equations. If r — q,

there are no remaining equations. If r < g, let s be an arbitrarj’’

integer such that r < s ^ q. It will be proved that Dj/il/, • • •,

Dr/M satisfy the sth equation for all values of Xr+i, • •
•, .t„.

If the functions /i,
• •

•, /^ arc defined by

(76) = a^xi -1 1- a,„a;„ - k{ (/ = 1,
• •

•, q),

then equations (26) can be wwitten in the form/i =0, ”,fg = 0.

Let T designate the (r -b l)-rowed determinant formed from the
first r and the sth of these equations by the coefficients of xi, • • •,

Xr and the constant terms. Thus

On ••• Olr —ki

(77
)

[ ;

•

Orl • • • Urr kr

Clgi ... (Zgr ’~kg

Then M is the minor of the element —kg in the lower right-hand
comer of T. Let Mi, • •

-
, Mr designate the minors of —ki,

'•
• •,

~kr respectively. It udll be proved that

(78) Mfg = {-ly+^Mifi + (-l)’-+"ilL2/2 + • •
• + (-ly+’-Mrfr.
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It Will follow then that any Aaluea of xi, , Xr which make each

of the functions S\ . ft zero also make Mf, zero, and hence

make /, zero That is the mcpressions for Xi , x, which by

the manner of their derivation satisfy the first r of equations (26)

for all values of x,+i x. will also satisfy the sth equation

m (26) for all values of i,+i, , x.

Now (78) IS equivalent to

+
+ (-1)'+'3V, + (-l)'+'+'3//. » 0

and hence to

(79) (-l)'+*jl/i/i + (-ir+'Wz/i +

+ {-!)»'+» Vr/r + S 0

The left-hand side of this equation suggests that the first equation

m (76) be multiplied bj (— the second by
* the rth by (—I)*'*’!/, the sth bj (— l)*'"*’*il/ end the re-

sults added In the final equation the coefficient of X/ is precisely

(80) (-l)'-^^l/ia,y + + (-l)*'+>

+ 0-1, ,
«)

The constant term is

(81) C-l)^+*Jl/i(-l,) + + (-i)®^+'U,(-jfc,)

-h (-l)*'+*U(-ft.)

It will now be prov ed that for each value of j the number (80) is

zero and that the number (81) IS zero This will pro%e (79) The
expansion of (77) by its last column give=

(82) (-D'+'-^'C-A:,)!/,

+

+ (-l)’-+'+i(-*,)Af,
-f- (~iy+^+'+^{-k,)M = T

On the other hand if the last column of T is multiplied by — 1

the resulting determinant is an {r + 1) rowed mmor of the a m
of (26) Hence —T = 0 Hence T = 0 and (82) becomes

(83) (-ir+Hhi-h) +
-h (-iy'+Wr(-JLr) + (-l)*'+*d/(-W = 0
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This proves that the nimibor (81) is zero. To prove that for each

value of 3 the number (80) is zero T, is defined as the determinant

obtained bj' replacing the last column of T b3' the coefficients of

T;. If 3 ^ r, then 7’ is zero becau‘=o it has two columns alike. If

r <3 n, then Tj is an (r + l)-rowcd minor of the c.m. and

hence is zero. On the other hand, the c.\pansion of T, b}' its last

column gives

+ (-l)^+'+^+'a,;il/ = T,.

Therefore

(84) (-l)'+2ilAai, + • • • + (-l)-^-^^y.ar,

+ (-l)-^-^=.1/a„ = 0 (;•= 1, •••,«).

This proves that for each value of j the number (80) is zero. The
proof that (79) is true has been completed.

These facts and theorem 5 complete the pi oof of the following

fundamental theorem G.

Theorem G. A system of q linear cquaiioris in n variables is

consistent if and only if the rank of the augmented matrix of the equa-

tions equals the rank r of the coefficient matrix of the equations. If

these ranks are equal, then there is a subset of r equations and a sub-

set of r variables such that the equations in the subset can be solved for

these T variables. The solution expresses each of these r variables as

a unique linear function of the remaining n — r variables. These

expressions satisfy the r equations from which they were obtained, and
the remaining q — r equations, identically in these n — r variables.

A numerical solution is obtained by assigning an arbitrary value to

each of the remaining n — r variables. All solutions of the q equa-
tions are obtained in this manner.

'

It is to be noted that condition (58) of chapter 5 is the condition
''' < n, Ta < n, .since n = 3. For the system (60) of chapter 5 it

was proved that r = 2, Va = 2. Hence the solution of these equa-
tions in chapter 5 illustrates theorem G. Fot the system (67) of
chapter 5 it was proved that r = 1, ra = 2. The fact that this
system has no solution illustrates theorem 6.

Other methods of proving the theorems in this chapter will be
found in the references.
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PRODLE^IS

Discusa completely each ot the followiDK lysteras of equations

1 a; + 5y- *+2«= 1,

-lOr + 9y - 10* + 5» - 0,

-2* + 3y - 3u = 2,

6* + 7j/ + 3* = 3,

7i-y+4*+u= 0
Zi+2y- * + 6«*»-l

2 * + 6u + * + 2a - I,

-2i + 7y + 6a “ 5.

-a + 3y - * 4- » = 0.

2* + y — 3u = —1,

3a + 7y + 3* + 3u - 1

8-42-y+8*+5u= 2,

Oa - y + 5* + 16u » -I,
—a + y + 4* •• 1,

2*-y + 3*+ 7b- -1.

5* + y— *+2u- 0

4 —5i + 6y + 5* — Uu — —
1,

2a + y - * - 1,

-a + 3y + 4* - 2u - -I,

5*+y + 2*+7«- 0

2* + 3y + 7* + 6b - -2

8 a-y + ai+u + Te- 12,

2y - i + 3a + » - 3.

-a - y + 2* + 2u + 60 - 14,

* + 3v-3*+ tt-Se - -ll,
“2a + 6y + a + 2b — 4e - —5,
-4* + y + 2* - 3tt - 2e = --9

6. -a - 3y 4- 4* + 3a - 0
a- y + 2*+ u-1.
a+ y - *- tt-4,
3a - y + 3*+ u = 5
4a - 2y + 6* + 2k - 2

7. 7a + 2y - 2* + 3u = 1,

a + 2y - * » 5,

3a+y+* + 4u!= 0,

2i + y - 2* ,= -1,
-a +2y + « - 1

8 4y + 7*-2u+ »= 2,

*+y + 32-2u-e= 0,

-7a + 3y - 2* _ 3, - _5,
-2a + * +2»= 1,

5a+y +2*+u+»= 3,
—4x + 2I/+ *— a —
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9. 5x + !/ + w = 3,

5x + Sy + 52 — 2u = —1,

2i - y — 2 + « = 1»

2 + 3y + 22 - u = 4,

7x ~ 2 + 2u = 2

10. 22 - y + 2 - « => 1,

~2x+5ij + 2z+3u+ t> = 0,

s + y + 42 + 2u — t> = 3,

5i — 2y + 32 + u + 2ti = —5,

-42 + 7y + 42 + 3u - 2y = 2.

11. 2 + y + 32 — jj + 2t' = 5,

X — y + 2z + u = 2,

—2 — y — 2u + *> = Sj

32 + y + 52 + 2i( +* » = —1,

52 + 3y + 112 + Sy = 9,

— 2y + 22 — u + t' = 10.

12. 2 + 2y — 32 — u + i' = 7,

31 + y + 5it — o = 2,

02 — 2 + 2u + « = 4,

32 + y — 42 — 4w + 3i; = 9,

5y — 52 + « = 12,

72 — y — 2z — u +3v ^ 0.

3. Linear homogeneous equations in n unknowns. If hi
—

0,

•••, Z;® = 0 in (2G), the equations are called linear homogeneous

equations in n unknowns. Then the sj'stem of equations is

aii^i “h *

"h ainVfi ~ 0,
\

(85)

“h a^nXji 0.

For this sj'stem it is true that Va = r because a minor which is in

the a m. but not in the c.ra. has each element in its last column
zero and therefore is zero. ISlow (85) is .satisfied if each of Xi, •

-
,

x„ has the value zeio. This solution is called the zero solution be-
cause it is the set of n zei os. It is also called the trivial solution.

It will be proved now that, if there is a solution of (85) which is

not the zero solution, then r < n. Tliis will be done bj’’ proving
that, if r = n, then there is a contradiction. If r = n, then by
theorems 6 and 2 there is exactly one solution, and it is the zero
solution. This contradicts the liypothesis that there is a solution
which is not the zero solution. It wDl now be proved, conversely.
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that, if r < n, then there is a solution which is not the zero solu-

tion Since r < n, therefore n — r S 1 Also, in theorem 6 an

arbitrary numencal \alue is ass^ned to each of n — r \anables

Therefore here an arbitrarj Nalue is assigned to at least one \aria-

able Thus, for example, a solution is obtamed if the \ alue one is

assigned to each of these n — r variables This solution is not the

zero solution Therefore the following important theorem has

been prov ed

Theorem 7 A teto/g bnear htmu>ffeneouse(iuationjinnianables

has a solution uhich ts different from the zero solution tf and only if

the rank of the eoeffictent matrix of these equations ts less than n

A set of n linear homogeneous equations tn n lanables has a solution

ukick IS different from the zero solution tf and only tf the determinant

of the eoeffietenis «n tftese equations ts zero

I'SOBLEVS *

Duress each of the fol)o«nog e>stein9 of equations

1 *-!-2j-|-5a-a-0
is + 6y - 7i + 2u - 0
2x— u-O
it + 9y + 2z - 0

2 X - y + ii+ V mO
Ux- i - 2u - 0
7z 2y - 42 - u - 0

-2i + y + 22 -h 3u - 0

3 2i-y+2-3u = 0
&r - 2y — 4r — 7u - 0
-1 + y+ 2 -(- 2 ifc = o
Sir - 42 — 2a •> 0

4 X — y-|-22-(-3u-0
2r + 6y + 2 =0
-I -I- 3y -h 4r - 2u - 0
-32 + 2y - u _ 0
52+ y - 2 + 4u-0

6 22 + y+32— u—

0

-2 + 2 + 4u =0
32 + 5y— 2 + 2u=0
2 + 2y - 3« = 0
ix - -hSj-l- 1/ =&
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6. — + 5i/ + 9h = 0,

2x — t/ + 3r + 4u = 0, r

— + 4i/ + z ~ u = 0,

I 4- j/
— 2z + 3u = 0,

5x — 1/
— Sz + 3ii = 0.

7. I - t/ + 2z + i> = 0,

3x + ti+ or - 2h = 0,

—X + r + 2ii — 7i> = 0,

2x + 3i^
— 4z + It + 5w = 0,

X — 3;/ + 12z — « — 111) = 0,

9x + 4)/ + Sr - 3w + Gv = 0,

5x — y + 13z — 7it + 2i' = 0.

8. -5x + 2y - lOr + 5u = 0,

13x — y + 2r + 5u + 7t) = 0,

2x + y — z + 3i/ + 4i) «= 0,

—X + r + 4!t — 3t) = 0,

5x — y + 2r + 3ii = 0,

3x + 2/ + 7r + 2u + 5i' = 0.

9. X + 3y — 7z + 2u + 4t' = 0,

X + 3y — oz — K + 2u = 0,

3z + 2y + u — V = 0,

2x — !/ + 3r + oil — i) = 0,

—x+4y — 8z — Oil + 3t) = 0,

4x + Sy — 3r — 3it — v = 0.

10. 3x 4" 7;/ + 3z + w = 0,

4x + 7y + lOz + It — lOt) =* 0,

3y - 2r + it + 4d = 0,

X - 1/4- z - 2ii = 0,

2x + 5y + 4r it — 3t; = 0,
—3x — y — 72 2i( 4- 7t) = 0,

3x 4- 14y -4- 5r 4" oit — 2i) = 0.

In the proof of theorem G one method of obtaining all solutions
of equations (85) is exliibited, because each set of arbitraiy values
of the n — r transposed variables determines a solution, and each
solution can be obtained in this way.’ iVnother method of obtain-
ing all solutions will now be illustrated by means of the follo^\’ing

set of five numerical linear homogeneous equations in four un-
bnowns: _

, ^
a;i — 2t2 + xs — aq = 0,

2xi — X2 ~ 2X3 + = 0,

—Xi — 4x2 + 7.X3 — 5x4 == 0
,

8x1 — 7x2 — 4X3 + % = 0
,

Sxj — 4x2 — 3x3 "f" X4 = 0 .

(86)
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By lemma 1 and lemma 2 jt 13 proved that r = 2, Ta = 2 By

theorem 6 it is sufficient to solve the first two of equations (86)

Thus, for example, the solution for xi and 12 is

(87) xi = Ixs - Xi X2 = ^3 - Xi

If the arbitrary \alues 0 and 1 are assigned to X3 and Xi respec-

tively, then the solution —1, —1, 0 1 is obtained If the arbi-

trary values 3 and 0 are assigned to xj and xt respectively, then

the solution 5 4 3 0 is obtained

A method of obtammg all solutions from these two particular

solutions will be explained next The first step m the explanation

of this new method 13 to show that, if ci, cj, C3, c* is a solution of

(86), and if m is an arbitrary number, then mci, mti, if^3> is

also a solution of (86) Thus since <1, Cj, Cz, Ci satisfy (86j), it

IS true that 2ci — cj — 2c3 -f- C4 •= 0 Hence fn(2ci — Cj — 2c3

+ C4) « 0 Henco 2(»nci) — (mcz) — 2(mt:z) + (W4) ^ 0 Hence

mci mcj fficj mCi satisfv (8C2) Similarly it is proved that they

satisfy each of equations (86) The second step in this new lOAthod

IS the proof that if cj cj cz Ci and di, dj dj, di are two solutions

of (80), then Ci + di cj + dz cz + dz, Ci + di is a solution of

(86) Thus, smce Ci Cz cz Ci and di, dj, dz, di satisfy (861), it is

true that Ci - 2cz + cz — Ci ~ 0 and that di — 2d2 + da - d4

“ 0 Hence (ci + dj) - 2{cz + dj) (cs + dj) — (f^ + ‘f*)
“

0 Hence Ci -t- di, cz + dz C3 + dz C4 + dt satisfy (861) Simi

larly it is proved that they satisfy each of equations (86) ,

Fmally let mi and TOj be arbitrary numbers Since —I, “1*

0, 1 IS a solution of (86) therefore *ni(— 1), mi(— 1), mi 0, mi 1

IS a solution Also, since 6 4 3 0 is a solution, therefore m2 5,

m2 4 7712 3 m2 0 IS a solution Hence also 7nj(— J) + UI2 61

mi(— 1) -t- 7712 4 mi 0 + TTij 3, «ii 1 + m2 0 IS a solutioh This

IS a very important property of the particular solution^ —1, —I,

0, 1 and 5, 4 3, 0 Another veiy important property of these

particular solutions is that every solution can be obtained in this

manner from them This will be proved m theorem 8 It wnll

also be proved that neither of these two particular solutions can

be so obtamed from the other Finally, it will also be proved

that many pairs of particular solutions have these same properties,

which the pair -1 -1 0, 1 and 5, 4, 3, 0 of solutions have, with

regard to equations (86)
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To illustrate the discussion rvhich will be given later if n is arbi-

trary the preceding discussion of the numerical equations (86) will

be summarized in terms of the new ideas of vectors and linear

dependence. An ordered set of n numbem is called an n-vcctor.

In the preceding discussion n is foui, and each solution of equa-

tions (86) is aft 7!-voctor. If the .‘solution (cj, co, C3, cj) is desig-

nated by r, then the solution {mcu mcn, mc^, niC4 ) is designated

by viy. The vector viy is called a scalar multiple of the icctor y.

If the solution {d\, dn, da, d\) is designated by 5, then the solution

(ci + di, Co + do, C3 -f di, C4 + di) is designated by y d- S. It is

not trae in general that (cidi, codo, c^d^, c^di) is also a .solution.

Thus, for example, the vector .so formed from the paiticular solu-

tions (-1, —1, 0, 1) and (5, *1, 3, 0) is (—5, -—1, 0, 0) but —5, —4,

0, 0 do not satisfy (S61). Therefore, as solutions of linear equa-

tions vectors arc added, but they arc not multiplied. However,

as noted cailier, there is a scalar multiplication of vectors b}"

numbers.

The set of all solutions of (86) is an instance of a linear space of

n dimensions because it has these t\\ o pi opci ties that the sum of

tr\o members of the set is also a member of the set and that the

product of a number and a member of the set is abo a member of

the set. Such a set is also called a vector s])acc of n dimensions.

Another property which a linear space of n dimensions has, by
definition, is that the a-vector each of whose elements is zeio is a
member of the space. This vector is often designated meiely
by 0 and is called the zero vector. The zero vector is a solution
of everj’- system of homogeneous equations in n vaiiables. Ifmt
least one of hi, /cj, • •

7;.^ Ls not zero, then the zero vector is not a
solution of the system. Theiefoie the following discussion applies
to the solution of homogeneous equations, but it docs not apply
to the solution of non-homogencous equations.

It was proved that, if y and 5 are two solutions of (86), and if

and m2 are two numbers, then niiy + nioS is a solution of (86).
The vector miy 4- 11120 is called a linear combination of the vectors

y and S. It will be proved later that, if f is a solution of (86), then
there are numbers m3 and TO4 such that f = 7n3(— 1,

— 1, 0, 1) H-
>^4(5, 4, 3, 0); that is, f is a linear combination of (

— 1, —1, 0, 1)
and (5, 4, 3, 0). This is one of the reasons w'hy (

— 1, —1, 0, 1)
and (5, 4, 3, 0) are said to form afundamental set of solutions of (86).
The other reason is that neither (5, 4, 3, 0) nor (-1, -1, 0, 1) is
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a multiple of the other This list fact can also be stated by say

mg that, ifwi andnia are two numbers such that»nt(— 1, -1 0 1)

+ m2(5, 4 3 0) J3 the zero %ector (0 0 0 0) then = 0 and

mj = 0 In general two >ectors -y and S arc said to be firwarly

independent precisely when from the fact that miY + nijJ is the

zero vector it follow a that nti = 0 and mj = 0 This means that

two veetors y and 5 arc bnearlif dependent precisely when there

are two numbers m and m at least one of which is not zero such

that my + m J IS the zero vector Similar definitions are made

for more than tw o vectors A fundamental set of solutions of

(8G) w also called a basis o/ the set of solutions of (86)

PRORLEMS

^oWe each of the Htenv* hnviog e < n id the problems on pigs 212 tor r

of the vanal Ics in terms of the remnin nR n — r vanibles Obta n one part cu

lar lolut on 1 y ass pt v ti e value 1 to one of tbe transposed varmblcs asi 0

to the oti er Iran porni \anjl Ic* Obtain a second particular lolat c® by

MsiSw tij tbe value I t a I flmnl one ol tbe trenspeaed vai able# and 0 to

the other tran posed van iblea Repeat the ^ocess until tbe value 1 bu beea

ass gned to each of tl e (raQspo*cd variables lo turn Tabulate these n > f

particular sol tions

The following letnmav will be u*ed in the proof of the funda

mental theorem 8 whirh Mates tliat if p is less than n for the

equations (8a) then there i» a fundamental set of solutions

of (85) and tl at this fundamental «ct consists of n — r laearly

independent solutions It is to be noted especially that the^e

lemmas are general Matements conceniing ordered sets with n

mftnbera m a set and that it ts not assumed m the proof of the«e

lemmas that the vectors arc solutions of (85)
If the n-vector e

, r * c « is designated by f, then p
n-v ectots fj , determine the matrix

*•1 <"12 011

ca C22 C2b

(88)

(-0^1 Cp2 Cpn

Leslma 3 Ifp and n are posilne jnfejycrs such that p ^ ^
P n vectors are linearly depet dent then tbe rani of the matrw of these

iPcJoxs is iesv (^cn p
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Proof. The lincarlj’^ dependent vectors can be loarianged so

that, after the notation u, • • •, tp is assigned, theie aic constants

j)ii,
• •

•, ntp .such that ?7!i ^ 0 and j/jjfi H h is the zeio

vector. Therefoie

' JniCji + W2C21 d 1
- mpCpi - 0

,

wiifie + WI2C22 d h 77?;,Cp2 = 0,

(89)

’niCln d- Vl2C2„ d 1- TIpCp,, - 0.

LetD designate the paiticidai 7)-Jo\\cd minor of (88) vlio^e sym-
bol is

cii •••
Cl,,

(90) . . .

Cpl • • • Cpp

Let Di designate the determinant whose .symbol is

wicu • • • niictp

C2 I
• • • C2;>

(91)
;

^erefore Z)i = 77ijZ). Also vji 5^ 0 If it is proved that Di = 0,
it toU follow that = b. IjCt D2 designate the determinant

miCri -f- 7n2C2i • • • mjCip -f

Cat • • • Cop

(92)

Cpl • • • Cpp

Then D2 = Di. Again, if D3 is obtained from (92) by adding to
the first row of (92) m3 times the third row of (92), then D3 = Da-

IS process is continued, there is obtained a determinant w'hose
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s3TnboI has in the first row and the jth column the number ntiCij

+ + vifCj,, Hence (89) the first row is a row of zeros

Therefore this determmant is zero and D = Q

In the same ay it is proved that each p-rowed minor of (88)

IS zero

PROBLE>lS

1 If ri - (1 2 5 1) and f» = <3-2 1 -7) find fj such that 3ri + ft
-

2fj = 0 Find the rank of the matm formed by these three Tectors and thus

illustrate lemma 3

2 Proceed as in problem 1 if fi ft *“d ft are such that — 2{’i + ft — ft

- 0

3 Proceed as n problem 1 if ft — (—1 3 —2 1) ft = (1 1 6 —5) and

ft 13 such that 3?! + 2ft - ft - 0

4 Proceed aa n problem 3 t ft ft and ft arc such that fi + ft — 4ft = 0

6

If ft (10-3 2 -1) ft - (2 3 -1 0 -1) ft -(0-13 -2 1)

find ft such that 2ft + ft + 5ft — 2ft — 0 Find the rank of the matnt

formed by these four vectors and thus illustrate lemma 3

6 Proceed aa m problem 5 If ft (-112 5 1) ft - (0 2 -11 -1)

ft -(0-4 1 -9 -1) and fi s aucb that 2fi + 3ft + ft - 2ft - 0

7 Ifft - (1 1 1 1 0) ft - (2 -1 4 3 -2) ft - (1 4 1 -2 -2)

find ft such that fi + ft d- ft — 2ft - 0 Find the rank of the matrix of

these four vectors and thus illustrate lemma 3
8 Proceed as in problem 7 for ft ft fs and ft such that 3ft — ft — ft +2ft

- 0

9 Proceed aa nproblem? tft « (1 0 — 1 2 —6) ft - (—1 3—110)
ft - (2 -1 0 1 1 ) and ft 8 such that fi + ft - 2f» + fi - 0

10

Proceed aa n problem 9 for ft ft ft ft euch that Sfi = ft — 2ft + 3fi
- 0

Lemma 4 If -p and n are ponlive integers such that p S n and tf

the rank of a matrix of p tows and n columns is less than p tien the

p n-iectors ichick constitute the rows of this matrix are linearly de

pendent

Phoof Let T be the rank of the matrix The notation (88)

IS assigned after the rows and cohimns of the given matrix have

been rearranged so that m (88) there is a non zero r rowed mmor
m the upper left-hand comer Let the n vector which is the first

row of (88) be designated In general let f, designate the

n-vector which is the tth row of (88)

It will now be proved that fj fp are Imearly dependent

This will be done by exhibitmg numbers mi such that

ntf, 9^ 0 and that mjfj -f- _ 0 Thus each of equations
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(89) will be proved. The effective numbers twi, • •
•, m-p will be

found by consideration of an auxiliaiy determinant B whose sym-

bol is

I
Cji Cir Cin

j

(93)

Crl
* * Off Cm

Cjii
* ' • Cpr Cpn

Let Ml, • Mr, Mp designate the minors of the elements of the

last column of B. It is to be noted especially that the notation

was chosen originally so that Mp 9^ 0. Expansion of B bj’- its last

column gives

(94) J5 = ^
Also, 5 = 0, since 5 is an (r l)-rowed minor of a matrix of

rank r. Let mi, • •
•, m^ be defined b}'

m,- = (-l)’+^+Mf,- (t = l, .-^r),

(95) m, = 0 (r < z < p),

Ttlp = Mp,

Therefore (94) becomes

(96) 0 — zziiCin -f-
• * * -j- TiipCpti*

Therefore the last equation in (89) has been proved.

Similarly, if j is an integer such that 1 j n and if Bj is de-

fined by replacing the last colunm of B by Ci,-,
• •

•
, Cr„ Cp,, then

B, = 0, either because it is an (r -f- l)-rQwed minor of (88) or be-
cause it has two columns alike. Also, for each value of j the
minors of the elements of the last column of B, are Mi, • ilf^,

Mp. Hence, for the same values of mi, •••, mp it is true that

(97) 0 = micij -1 l-mpCpj (j = 1,
• •

•, n).
*

Since equations (97) are precisely equations (89), it has been
proved that fi,

• •
-

, ^p are linearly dependent. It is to be noted
that it has been proved, in fact, that fi,

• •
•, fr, fp are linearly

dependent. This is true because (93) involves only fi,
• •

•, fr, tp-
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It IS e\ idenced also bj »n, = 0 (r < t < p) in (95) Similarly it

IS proi ed that if r < i < P then J-j f, f, are linearly de-

pendent The coefficients *» i «i , m < in this dependence

are obtained by using a detennmant foraied by replacing the last

row of (93) by e i c,r

PRODLEM&

In each of the following problems show that the rank r of the matnx formed

by the p vectors is less than p Fmd r of the vectors on which each of the

remaining p — r vectors H 1 nearly dependent Exhibit each such dependence

as an equation

1 fi - (1 _ 1 2 1) fj - (0 -1 I3)f,--(130--1)

r*
-

(2 -•5 5 1)

2 fi (2 1 I 1) ft- (- 1 5 2 l) f,
- (0 111) r« - (0 -2 0 I)

3 fi
- (- 1 1 0 2) ft - (1 3 2 -4) f, - (O 2 1 -'1)

r«
-

(2 0 1 -•2)

4 fi ( 1 1 1 1) fl - (t -3 0 2) f, - (2 -4 -•1 1)

s* - (1 1 -2 4)

6 h- 3 1 2 -•1 0) r,
-

1[-1 1 0 3 2) r» - (6 3 I -i -1)

tt - (2 1 0 -•1 -1) r*
•- (-5 1 -5 5 n

6 ft - (5 -'1 2 0 -2) f»
•-(10-2- I 3) f, - (2 14 -8 1)

- (1 2 4 -6 4) fs - (3 0 4 -I 2)

7 fj - (6 2 2 -8 -4 -1 -1) r» - (1 -10 2 13 -1)

ri - (3 1 1 10 2 1) r« - (2 1 2 -5 1 -1 0)

fi - ( 1110 2-13) r. - (-3 2 1 -8 -3 -0 1)

8 ft - (-1 S 1 3 -2 1 0 ft - (2 I -1 0 2 1 -1)

fj - ( 13 2 10-10) r. - (-1 -2 2 3 1 5 -1)

ft - (1 0 -1 -13 5 -2) ft - (-1 2 4 5 0 0 0)

Lemma 5 Lei p ond n be positive integers such that p Then

p n vectors ore linearly independent i/ and only %f the ranfc of the

matnz of these vectors is p

Proof The statement thatpn vectors are hneatly independent

only if the rank of the matriAoftlieseicctorsispmeans that if the

p \ ectors are Imearly independent then the rank is p This state-

ment wall now be proved This will be done by showing that if

the lectors are linearly independent and if the rank is less than p
then there is a contradiction By lomna 4, if the rank is less than

p the vectors are dependent and there is a contradiction

Next It wiD be proved that if the rank is p then the vectors

are Imearly independent This will be done by shoiving that if

the rank is p and if the rows of the mstnx are Imearly dependent

then there is a contradiction By lemma 3 if the rows are de-
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pendent, then the rank is less than 7;, and there is a contradiction.

This completes the proof of lemma 5 .

It is to be noted especially that p ^ 11 in lemmas 3
,
d, and 5 .

Lemma 6, in rvhich p > n, will now be proved. From the matrix

(88) fonn a new matrix A by adjoining p — n columns, each ad-

joined column consisting cntiiely of zeros. Let aj designate the

p-vector which is the first row of the matrix -4 . Then ai =
(cn, c^2, • cjn, 0,

• •
•, 0), in which the last p — n elements are

zeros. In general, define a, = (c,i, c,2, • • •, c,,„ 0
,

• • •, 0), if i =
1

,

• •
•, p. Then aj, is a set of p 7>-vectors. Now the rank

of A is less than p, since each 7)-rowcd minor of A has at least one

column of zeros. Thcieforc, by lemma 4
,
with p and 11 replaced

by p and p lespectively, it is true that aj, • •
•, a,, arc linearly

dependent. This means, by definition, that there aic numbcis

™ii ••‘i Wp, at least one of which is not zero, .such that 7niai -|-

—h mpap is the zero 7)-vcctor. Thii means that equations (89)

hold, and also p — n equations fonned similarly from the last

p — n columns of A hold. Each of tbc'sc last p — n equations i.s

the equation wq *0 H f- Wp-0 = 0, since each of the hast p — n
columns consists entirely of zeros. Those la.st p — 11 equations
therefore give no infonnation. However, the fact that equations

(89) hold means precisely that 7Mjfi -1
1
- - 0 . This states

that fi, tp are linearly dependent. Thus the proof of lemma
6 is completed.

•

Lemma 6. If p and n arc positive mlcgcrs such that p > n, then

p n-vectors arc linearly dependent.

These lemmas rvill now be used to prove that, if the rank r of
the q linear homogeneous equations (85) is less than n, then theie
is a set of n — r linear Ij' independent solutions of (85). As in the
proof of theorem G, n — ?• of the variables are transposed, and r of
t e equations are solved for the remaining variables in terms of
t e transposed variables. The equations and variables can be re-
arranged so that in the notation

(85) the r equations to be solved
are the first r equations and that the transposed variables are
^r+ri • •

•, x„. Now let the numbers dr.r+i, • •
•, din be assigned

0 Zr+i, • x„ respectively, and let the values of .ti, • •
•, Xr be

computed. Let the.se values be designated bj’- dn, •••, d^ re-
spectrvely. Then dn, dir, dt,r+i, dm is a sohrtion of
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Now it will be proved that the numbers dj r+i, »
djn 0 = I.

,
n — r) nwiy he assi^ed go tl^ the detennuLant D whose

symbol is

I

d, ,41 <1,.
I

IS not zero One vay of assigning these values so that Z) ^ 0 is

that in which the diagonal elements in (98) are ones and the non

diagonal elements are zeros Then for these values it is true that

i) 3>* 0 Now consider the nulru

(99)

•dn

[d.

dir dl r+1

dn rr dn_rr+t

of these n — r solutions By lemina 5 with p, n there replaced

here by n — r n respectitcly it is true that t^sc n — r soluhons

are linearly independent 'nie«e solutions will be designated by

, Sn-f respectively Thus t, is the n-vector which is the

tlh row of the matrix (99)

rnODLEMS

For each ol the {ollawing systems of equations find the rank r of the coeffi

cient maliw and %ohe the equations If r < n find a set of « — r lineaily

independent solutions of the system

1 i + 2y-3i u-0
* - y + 22 — 2u — 0
1 + 5s(

— 8? =0
2x — 5j/ d- ^2 — 5u - 0

a I + 3y - 22 + 4u - 0
2z + y + * + «—

0

3i — y+42 — 2u-0>.
+ 6y + 2 + 7u - 0

3 22 + 3y+2- u-0
» + y - 1+ 6u—

0

3^ + 5y + 32 — 7u - 0
2 + 2y + 52 — 6u — D
+ 6y — 32 + 14u — 0
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4. 5i + !/ + r + i( = 0,

2x — !/
— 3; + 2u = 0,

—s + 4;/ + 10: — 5:/ = 0,

X 4* 3j/ *f* — 3u “ 0,

7z — 2: + 3u = 0.

6. X — 2y + 2 — 5u = 0,

-X + 31/ - 2: + II = 0,

3x — Gy + 62 — lOii = 0,

* + !/ + s - 12ii = 0,

2ij + 2 — 311= 0.

6. 6x — 3y — 22 — 3ii = 0,

3x + Gy — 2 + On = 0,

3x + y — 2 + 2u = 0,

—X + 3y + 2: + 5ii = 0,

2x - y + 2 =0.

7. X — y + 2 + 3h — t) = 0,
—2x + !/*{ ^ — u-t"3y = 0,

+ y + 2z — D = 0,

-5i — y + 32 + 3ii + Sk =0,
X + 3: + u + 2ii = 0,

-4x + y + 3ti = 0.

8. 2x — y + 2 + « 4- 3t) — to = 0,

4x — 3ii + 2o — 4to = 0,

X + 3y — z — II 4- 2io = 0,

2x — 3y + 3: 4- On +, Tn + to = 0,

X 4* 2y 4" 3n 4* 0 4~ 5io = 0,

X ~ 9y 4- 32 4- 2y — lOic = 0.

9. X — y — 22 4- 3n 4- V — w — 0,

—Ax — 2y — G2 4- 411 4- V — 3io = 0,

2x 4- y + 52 — 0 4- to = 0,

8x + y + 72 4- 2n 4- 2io = 0,

3x — 3y — IO2 4- 5n 4- 4o — 2io = 0,

—3x 4- z+u— V — w — 0.

10. 2x 4- y — 2 — 3ii + 60 = 0,

X — Gy 4" 32 4” 5ii — 0 = 0,

3x - 4y 4- 2 4- 2it — 0=0,
—X 4- 2y — ti 4- 3u = 0,

X - 3y 4- 24- M 4- 2o = 0,

3x 4" y — 22 — Gu 4" lOo = 0.

.It will now be proved that each solution of (85) is a linear com-
bination of these particular n — r solutions, 61 ,

• •
•, 5„_r. This

will be done by proving, more generally, that, if 5i,
• •

•, S„_r is

any set of n — r linearly independent solutions of (85), and, if 5
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IS any solution of (85), then 8 is linearly dependent on Si, ,

Sn-T Since 5i, , Ai_r la a set of n — r linearly independent

solutions, by lemma 5 there is an (n — r)-roived, non-zero minor

m their matrix Let the notation

5 s= (dj dr, ,
dn)*

= (d»ii )
d, , d,a) (» = 1, *, n — r)

be chosen so that (08) is this non-zero mmor Let a, ai,

be defined by

(101)

« = (d,+i. . d»)

«» = (d* r+l. . d,») 0 “ li ,n-r)

Since (98) is not zero it is true by lemma 5 with p replaced by

n - r and n replaced by n - r, that oj,
, On_r are hnearly in-

dependent Also bi lemma C with n replaced by n - r and p by

n — r -t- 1, it IS true that o oi , ««_» are Imcarly dependent

and, m fact, (hat o 13 linearly dependent on 0), , on-r Hence

there arc numbers mi, ,
m„^, such that

d,+i mjd| ,+| -h + m._,dn_r r-fli

(102)

dn “ midi, + -I- m«_dn-r f,

These equations mai be summarized bj

(103) dj = mid|, -t- + vtK-rdn-r , (j = F -h 1, •
,
n)

Next it xmII be proved that if j = 1, ,
r, then equations

similar to (103) hold and that the same numbers mi,
,
win-f

appear in the new equah<ms Now in the proof of theorem C it

was found that xi k a linear homogeneous function of the trans-

posed variables x,+i if the original equations are homo-
geneous Let the notation xi = bi + -f- l>inX„ be used

In general, there are constants b,t such that

(104) X, = i), + -|-6i«Xn (s = 1, .
r)

Since di,
,
d,, d,+i,

,
d„ is by hypothesis a solution of (85),

it IS true that

(105) d. = £., («=1. .r)
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Also, since (rfn, • dir, • •
*, ^in) is a solution,

(lOG) dis = l>5,f+:di,r+i -j h G«ndin (s = 1, • ’')•

In general, since (d.i,
• • d,r, d.,r+i, • * f^n) is, foi each value

of i from 1 to n — r, a solution of (85), it is tme that

(107) d„ == J's.r+xdx.r+l + * • • +
(s = 1,

• •
•, r; i = 1,

• •
•, n - ?).

Now equations (103) arc to be multiplied bj’’ hi, lespectively,

and the results added. The left-hand side of the icsulting last

equation mil be dr+ibi,r+i d b dnbi„. By (105) with s = 1

this number is di. The coefficient of ??!i on the right-hand side of

drat equation will be di,r+ibi,r+i d b dinhin- By (lOG) with

s = 1 tliis number is dn. In general, the coefficient of nr, on the

right-hand side will be d,,r+jhi,r+i d b d,„hi„. By (107) with

s = 1 this number is d,i. Hence it has been proved that

(108) di = midii mn-rd„—r,i.

Similarly it is proved, by multiplying equations (103) by haj re-

spectively and adding the results, that

dz = niidi2 d b Vln-rdn-r.Z-

And in general it is proved similarly that

(109) d, = TOidi; d b m„-4n-r,3 {j = I,

By the notations (100) for 5 and 5i,
• •

•, 5„_r equations (103)

and (109) show that the vector 5 is a linear combination of 5i,
• •

•
, 5„_r. This completes the proof of the follorving fundamental

theorem.

A fundamental set of solutions is a set which consists of linearly

independent solutions and which has the property that an arbi-

trary solution is a linear combination of these linearly independent
solutions.

Theorem 8. If the rank r of q linear homogeneous equations in n
variables is less than n, then there is a fundamental set of solutions

which consists of n — r solutions. This fundamental set consists of
the n-vectors Sj, •••, 5„_r, in which 5, is the solution obtained by
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assigning the value 1 to the tih transposed tartable and the value zero

to each of the other transposed tanables

It can easily be pro\ ed that there are many fundamental sets of

solutions and that each fundamental set consists of n — r solutions

PRODLEMS

1 For each problem on page 222 finrf a fundamental set of solutiona which

IS different from the fundamental aet found there Express each solution in

this second fundamental set as a linear combmatton of the solutions in the first

fundamental set

S In problem 1 express each solution m the first fundamental set as a

hnear combination of the solutions in the second fundamental set

For eaeh of the following systems find the rank r of the eoefSeient matrix

and solve the equations It r < n, find a fundamental set of solutions Then
find a different fundamental set Express each solution la the first fundamental

set as a hnear combination of tbe solutions in the second fundameDtal set

3 x-2y+ s-u+e-0. 42t + 2ii + 4r-3u-0,
* + Sy - 5* + 2u - 0, » + 2y - s + 3u 0,

5x + ^ — 13s+4u + 2i'bO, 2z— y
Sx + dy-dsd-Sud-v-O Sx-v -f7u-0,

5y~6sd-3u— e-0 3x— yd-» + 2u«0,
2xd-4yd-2z- u>0

8 2x+yfxd-8u-0, eZr-fy+Tx-ud-Ss-O,
3xd-y— *d-4u — 0, x— y>-2sd-ud-5<'“3,
X - V d- 2u • 0, 6x - ^ + s d* 2u d- 18e “ 0,

- 2y d- 3s d- 8u = 0, 7x d- 5y -f 30x - Sa -}- Tv - 0,

3z - 2i d- u = 0, 3r d- 3y -f 16* - 3u d* v = 6
-X - y + 2u - 0

7 x-2y+a-t-3u-e-0, 8 3x-yd-2s-fu-|-5i' = 0,

2z d- 3y - s d- u =0, y - 3* - u d- 2a = 0,

“X d- 5y + 4u + 7, = 0^ * _ 2y -J- 5* - u =0,
6r- V - z+ u-Sa-O, ad-2y-5*d-4u+3a = 0,

x-12yd-3*d- a-9r = 0, 5x -f V- 4* d-2u d- 12a = 0,

5x - 3y d- 2* d- lOu - 3e = 0 llx - 7y d- 16* -f u d- I5a = 0.

Other proofs of these theorems and other facts about homo-
geneous equations are in the references cited at the end of this

book

4 Geometrical interpretation if the number of variables is two or

three Equations (26) may be written more simply if n = 2

Thus, if xi IS replaced by x and X2 by y, and if a,i is replaced by
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a, and 0,2 by b„ tlien these equations become

aix + hiy = Jci,

floT 4" b^y — ko)

(110)
;

• • «

OgX + hgij = Icq.

It is to bo noted that a 1 7^ 0 or 61 0, by the hypothesis in sec-

tion 2. In general,

(111) a, 0 or b, 0 (i = 1,
• •

•, g).

Now', if X and y aic interpreted ns rectangular coordinates in a

plane, then the locus of the equation ax + by = k, in which a 0

or 6 5^ 0, is a straight line. The numbers a, b, k in the equation

of this line determine the diicction of the line and a point on the

line. Thus, if 6 = 0, then this line is pei pendicular to the X-axis,

and the point {k/a, 0) is on the lino. If h 0, then the slope of

this line is —a/b, and the point (0, k/b) is on the line.

It w'ill now be proved that the lines Li and L2 ,
whose equations

are

(112)

==

asx boy = ko,

are parallel if and only if there are constants p and q such that

(113) pai = qa2 , phi = 362, and p 0 or q 7^ 0.

If (113) hold and if p = 0, then g 0, 02 = 0, ho = 0, and hence
(111) is contradicted. Therefore (113) and (111) imply p ^ 0.

In the same way they imply g 5^ 0. Now, if hi = 0 in (113), it

follows that h2 = 0, ai 0, 02 5^ 0. Then Li and L2 are perpen-
dicular to the X-axis and hence are parallel. Again, if hi 0 in

(113), then h2 p^ 0. Then the slope of Li is — Oi/hi, and the slope
of L2 is —a2/h2. By (113) these slopes are equal, and Li is parallel
tiO Z/2.

Next it will be proved that, if Li is parallel to L2, then there
are constants p and q such that (113) hold. First, if hi = 0, then
bi is perpendicular to the X-axis. Therefore L2 is perpendicular
to the X-axis, and h2 = 0. By (111) ai p^ 0 and 02 0. If g
and p are defined to be Oi and 02 respectively, then (113) hold.
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Again if bi 0 then is not perpendicular to the A axis

Therefore L2 is not perpendicolar to the X axis and bj 0 The

slopes —fli/bi and are equal since the lines are parallel

Hence bafli “ biOj Therefore (113) hold if g and p are defined to

be bi and respectively

The statement that the set oj bi is proportional to the set 02 b2

means by definition that (113) hold Therefore parallelism of

two lines IS equn alent to the fact that the set of coefficients of

the lanables in the equation of one Ime is proportional to the set

of coefficients of the variables m the equation of the other Ime

The fact that tl e set oi hi la proportional to the set oj is also

wTittcn m the form

(114) Qi bi = 02 bi

It n ill now be pro\ ed that there are constants p and q such that

(113) are true if and oqI> if

(115) r - 1

for the c m of (112) First if (113) are true then p ^ 0 and

[ Oi bi
I

1
1
poi pb, ( 1

1
go^. gbj I

g
j

02 ^ _ q
I
02 b2

I P
I

O2 P I
b2

I P I
^2 ^2

I

Therefore r * 1 Next if r « 1 then
1

' iM “ 0 and aib2
)
aj ba

)

“ 02^1 If b 5^ 0 and p and g arc defined to be 62 and bi respec-

ts ely theq (113) hold If bj =0 then oi 0 Also then (113)

hold if p and g are defined to be 02 oi re«pecti\ely Th s

completes the proof of the equn alence of (113) and (115) There-

fore parallelism of the lines (112) is equivalent to (115)

It will no V be proved that if p and g are constants such that

(113) hold and if also

(115) pfcj = gAj

then III and I2 are coincidoit It has already been proved that

(113) imply pg 0 Therefore the equation of Ii can be written

in the form pa^x + pbiy — pfcj and hence by (113) and (116) m
the form qOiX + qhip = gfcj Since g ^ 0 this gives the equation

of Li T^ proof also shows that (113) and

(ll'O pifei M qki

Viold 1! and only il Lj and I2 are distinct parallel Imes
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By the methods which were used in the proof of the cquivaiencc

of (113) and (115) it can bo proved that conditions (113) and (116)

aie equivalent to r = 1 = r„, and that conditions (113) and (117)

are equivalent to r = 1 ,
r„ = 2. Tins completes the proof of the

last tn 0 sentences in theorem 9.

Therefore two coincident lines illiistiale geometi icall}' theorem

G if 7i = 2 = 5,
? = 1 = ra. Two distinct parallel lines illustrate

geometiically theoiem G if n = 2 = 9, r = 1, ra = 2.

It will now be ]3roved that, if r = 2 = r„, then Li and Lo inter-

sect in one and only one ]5oint . By theorem G and the hypothesis

that r = 2 = r,„ thcie is one and only one solution of equations

(112). If s and / me the values of x and 1/ which constitute this

solution, then the point (s, 1) is on Li and on L21 Aiid it is the only

point on and on

Conversely, if Li and intersect in a unique point, there is

one and only one solution of (112). Hence r = 2 == ra by the-

orem 6.

This completes the ])roof of theorem 9.

Theorem 9. T/tc rank of the coefficient matrix of two linear equa-

tions in two vaiiablcs is designated by r, and the rank of the aug-

mented matrix by r„. The two lines which arc the loci of these equa-

tions intersect in one and only one point if and only if r — 3 = Xa-

They are distinct parallel lines if and only if r = 1, Tq = 2. They
are coincident if and only if r — 1 = Tq.

The a.m. of the lines whose equations arc

aix + biy = li,

(^18) aox -{- b2y = k2,

asx 4- bay = ka
IS

ni hi A'l

Q2 ^2 ^*-'2

03 bs A3

Since the c.m. has only tw'o columns, therefore r g 2. But Xa
roay be 3. If r = 2 and ra = 3, then the three lines have no point
Jn common, because, by theorem 6, equations (118) have no solu-
tion. However, there are two of equations (118) whose c.m. is of
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rank 2 If theorem 9 la applied to the three pairs of equations in

(118), it IS found that

(i) the three lines intersect m three non-collmear distinct

pomts and determine a triangle, or

(u) t\\ 0 of the three lines intersect in one and only one point,

and the third Ime is paraUel to one of these tw o hnes and

not comcident inth it ,

If r = 2 = rg, then the three lines have one and only one point

m common, by theorem 6 Two of these Imcs have a coefficient

matrix of rank 2 and determine a pencil of Imes The third line

is a line of this pencil The third Ime maj coincide with one of

the two lines which determme the pencil

If r «» 1, ro = 2 then the three lines have no pomt m common
If theorem 9 is applied to the three pairs of equations in (118), it

IS found that

(ui) the three lines arc parallel and no two are coincident, or

(iv) two of the lines are distinct parallel lines and the third

hno coincides with one of these two hnes

If r = 1 «a r„ then the three lines are coincident by theorem 9

applied to the three pairs of hnes

This completes the proof of Ibcorem JO

Theorem 10 The rank of the coeffictenl mainx of three linear

equations tn tiio lanables is designated by r, and the rank of the

augmented matrix by r^ Then r & 2, and ^3 The conditions

on r and r, tn the following table are necessary and sufficient for the

corresponding geometric relation

r Tt Geometric leUtioa

2 3 (0 or Oi)

2 2 unique eonunon point

1 2 (m) or {tv)

I 1 coincident bnes

If g > 3 m (110) then r g 2 and r, g 3 Therefore the four

pairs of values of r and r* m theorem 10 are the only possibilities

Then correspondmg geometric relattons can be proved by the

methods which were used m the proof oS theorem 10

If (110) are homogeneous equations, that is, if = 0, ,

kj = 0, ffien they illustrate (85} if » = 2 The lines ah pass
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through the origin. Theorem 7 is illustrated if r — 1. Then Va

= 1, and all the lines are coincident. Since ?i — r = 1, therefore

the geometrical interpretation of theorem 8 is that, if (s, () is a

point on this line, then all points on this line are obtained from

(ms, mt) by assigning all real values to in.

If n = 3, equations (26) ma3’' be written more simplj". Thus,

if Xi,X2 , xs are replaced b}' x, y, z respectivel.v, and if a,i is replaced

by a,-, ai2 bj’" b,, a,-3 by c,-, then these equations become

Gi-r + biy + Ciz = Ici,

(119)

anx + b-^y + CoS = /.-o,

+ bglj + CgZ = kg.

It is to be noted that

(120) a,- 7^ 0 or b,- 0 or c,- 0 (f = 1,
• •

•, q).

Similarly at least one of Ui, • •
•, a, is not zero, at least one of

61, •••,&, is not zero, and at least one of ci,
• •

•, c, is not zero.

If x, y, z arc interpreted as rectangular coordinates in .space of

three dimensions, then the locus of the equation ax + + cs

= h, in which a 5^ 0 or h 0 or c 0, is a plane. It is explained

in solid analytic geometry pcrciselj’’ how the numbers a,,b, c in the

equation of this plane determine the direction of the line which
can be drawn through the origin perpendicular to the plane. This
line is called the normal to the plane from the origin. It is also

explained how a, b, c, k determine the distance from the origin to

the point of intersection of tliis normal and the plane. This dis-

tance is the perpendicular distance from the origin to the plane.

By the use of these facts from solid anahriic geometry it can
be proved that the planes whose equations are

aix + biy + Ciz = ki,

a2X -f- bsy + CzZ =

are parallel if and only if there are constants p and q such that

(122) pai = qa2, pbi = qb2, pci = qc2,

and p 7^ 0 or q 9̂ 0 .
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The statement that the set ai 6i Ci is proportional to the set

Oz 1*2 Cz means by defimtioo that (122) hold Therelore paral

leli m of two planes is equivalrait to the fact that the set of the

coefBcients of the vanables m the equation of one plane is propor-

tional to the set of the coefficients of the vanables m the equation

of the other plane The fact that the set Oi bj ct is proportional

to the set 02 b-> a is also wntten in the form

(123) oi hi Cl — 02 63 C2

By the methods used in the proof of the equivalence of (113)

and (115) it can be proved that (122) are true if and only if

(124) f = 1

for the cm of (121) Furthermore if (122) bold and if also

(12o) pli - gki

then the planes are at the same distance from the onsin id the

same direction along the normal If (122) hold and if

(12fi) pk, ^ gki

then the planes are at difTcrent distances or they are at the same

distance measured m oppos tc directions along the normal There-

fore the planes are coincident if (122) and (125) hold whereas

they are parallel and distmct if (122) and (12G) hold Now (122)

and (125) are equivalent to r = 1 = r« Also (122) and (126) arc

equivalent to r = 1 — 2 This completes the proof of the last

two sentences of theorem 11

Therefore t \ 0 coincident planes illustrate geometrically theo-

rem Oiln 3 q 2r=l=ra Two distinct parallel planes

illustrate geometncally theorem 6ifn = 3(7-2r lri,=2
Now bj (120) It is known that r = 1 or 2 m the c m of (121)

Also if r = 2 then r, 2 for (121) By theorem 6 if n = 3

q 2 there is a smgle infinity of solutions of (121) if and only if

r = 2 =
j-o The planes intersect m a hne This completes the

proof of theorem 11

Theorem 11 The rank cf the co^Uxenl malnx of tv.o linear

equations in three vanahles ts designated by r and the rank of the

augmented mainx by Ta The tao planes which are the loci of tl esc
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equations intersect in a straight line if and oulij if r = 2 == r„. They

arc parallel and distinct if and only if r = 1, r„ - 2. They arc

coincident if and only if r — I ~ Va.

All the possible relations between three irlanes will now he char-

acterizerl by conditions on the rank r of the c.in., and the rank Ca

of the a.m., of their equations

fli-T + biy + ciz ~ hi,

(127) fl2.T. -h bny + = ]>,

azT + bsV + C3Z = 1:3.

If r = 3 = Ta, then, by theorem 6, there is a tiniqiie solution of

equations (127). Then the planes have one and only one point

in common and determine a trihedral angle. If r = 2, r„ = 3,

then, by theorem G, the equations have no solution and the planc.s

have no point in common. However, there are two of the equa-

tions whose c.m. is of rank 2. If theorem 1 1 is applied to the

three pairs of equations in (127), it is found that

(i) the three planes intci'scct in three panillel lines and form

a triangular prismatic surface; or

(ii) two of the planes intersect in a line, and the third plane

is parallel to one of these two planes.

If r = 2 = To, then the equat ions have a single infinity of solu-

tions, and the three planes have a line in common. The three

planes are in the pencil of planc.s dcteiTnincd by a pair of them.

If r = 1
, To = 2, then the jdanes have no point in common. If

theorem 11 is applied to the three pairs of equations in (127), it

is found that

(iii) the planes are parallel and distinct; or

(iv) two of the planes are parallel and distinct, and the third

plane coincides with one of these two planes.

If = 1 = ro, then the three planes are coincident. This com-

pletes the proof of theorem 12.

Theorem 12. The rank of the coefficient matrix of three linear

equations in three variables is designated by r, and the rank of the

e^ugrnenled matrix by ra. The conditions on r and rg in the following
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table are necessary and auffieteni far the corresponding geomlne

relation

r fa Geometnc lekt oo

3 3 unique eominoa point

2 3 (i) or (u)

2 2 umqjue common line

I 2 ( I) or {!»)

1 1 CO nc dent planea

By the preceding methods all possible relations between four

planes can be charactcnzed by conditions on the rank r of the

c m and the rank of the am of their equations It is to be

noted that r 5 3 and To ^ 4 If r =« 3 and To * 4 the planes

hate no point m common Ilowcter there are three equations

whose cm » of rank 3 These three planes have a unique point

m common If theorem 11 is applied in turn to the fourth plane

and each of these three planes it is found that the four planes

utersect in four distinct points and form a tetrahedron or the

fourth plane is parallel to one of the three planes and has a unique

point la common with the other tvto planes The other possible

relations between r and r« and the correspondmg geometric rela

tions of the planes can be determined by these methods These

same methods can be used if there are more than four planea

If (119) are homogeneous equations that is if hi - 0

A, » 0 then the^ illustrate (85) if n - 3 The planes all pass

through tlie oogm The geometric interpretation of theorem 7

wth r - 2 is a set of planes which have in common a Ime through

the ongin Bj theorem 8 if (« t u) u a pomt on this Ime then

all points on this line arc obtamed from (ms mt mu) by assign

mg all real \alue8 to m The geometric interpretation of theorem
7 with 7 = 1 js a set of coincident planes passmg through the

origm By theorem 8 if (*i li «,) and (i2 <2 1^2) are two pomts
on this plane such that the Ime joming them does not pass through

the ongin then all points mi this plane are obtained from (misi

+ m2 S2 OTih + m2tj »iitn -f- ffijuj) by assignmg all real values

to nil and independently all real \alues to

PROBLEMS
Find tbe geometric relations of ttie Im— id the folloivmg systems

12x + 3j/=7 24r + 3j(-5
z + 5y -1 X -2y =B
3J-J/-2 2J+V-1
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3. X — 2y = 3, 4. 2x + 2/
= 4,

3* + j/
= 5,. X -

3i/
= 1,

13x + 9;/ = 19, 5x + 2y = 7,

a: + 2/
= 1- 4x + 9(/ = 10.

6. 3x + 2y - 4, 6. X — 2y = 1,

X- 7y = 1, 2x+ 5y = 3,

x + 39y = 3, 4x + 19// = 7,

7x + 2Qy = 10. 2x - 13y = 1.

Find the geometric relations of the systems of planes whose equations are

in the problems on p. 112.



CHAPTER 8

CO^IPLEX NUMBERS AND THE FUNDAMENTAL
THEOREM OP ALGEBRA

1 Complex numbers The real numbers 2 and 3 determine tno

ordered pairs of numbers The«e pairs arc given the notations

(2, 3) and (3, 2) If o, b, e, d are real numbers, the statement

that (a, b) = (c, <f) means that o * c and b = d

The sjTnboJ (2 3) + (5, —I) means, by definition, tbe'pair

(2 + 5 3 — 4), that is the pair (7, —1) If a, b, c, d are real

numbers, then by definition,

(1) {ab) + {e,d)-‘(a + c.b + <r)

One of the properties of real numbers is that addition ls conunu*

tatj\e This means that if a, b, e d are real nuinbcrs, then a + c

= c + 0 and b + d d + b Therefore (o + c, b + d) (c + o,

d + 6) Hence (a b) + (c, d) “ (c, d) + (a, b) Therefore addi-

tion o/ pairs is cemmutatne Again, one of the properties of real

numbers is that addition is associative This means that, if a, b,

c, d, e, / are real numbere, then (a + cj + e = a + fc + ej and

that [b + d] +/ => b + Id +/J It follou-s that ([o+c]+«,
[b + d] +/) = (a + [c + e] b + (d +/)) By the definition of

addition of pairs (a + c, b + d) + {c, /) = ([a + c] + e, [b + d]

+ /) Therefore, by
(1 ), {(o 6) + {c, d)l + (e, f) = ([a + + «,

[b -hd] -h/) Similarly (a, b) + [(e, d) + (e, /)] = (a + [<r + e],

^ + {d +/]) Hence ((o b) + (c d)] + («, /) = (a, b) + [(c, d)

+ (*. /)] Therefore addition of pairs ts associative In the set of

real numbers zero has the property that, if a and c are real num-
bers, then a + 0 = a, and 0 + c = c Therefore the pair (0, 0)

has the property that {o, 6) + (0, 0) = (a, b) and (0, 0) + (c, d)

= (c, d) Hence (0 0) is <^ed Oie zero pair or (he zero in the set

of all pairs

The symbol (a, b)(e d) ts defined by

(.2) {-a dj = {qo — W, ad + ht)

236
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For example, (2, 3) (5, —4) = (10 + 12, —8 + 15) — (22, 7).

Now multiplication of real numbers is associative and commuta-

tive. Also multiplication is distributive -with lespcct to addition.

This means that, if a, 5, c aie real numbers, tlien a(b -h c) =

ab -(- ac. All these properties of real numbers suffice to prove

that mulliflicaiion of 'pairs is associative, comvmlative, and dis-

tribidive with respect to addition. Subtraction, and division except

by the zero pair, are defined as they are for real numbers.

An important propertj’’ of real numbers is that, if p and q are

real numbers such tha^ pq = 0, then either p = 0 or g = 0. The

analogous property of pairs is that, if (a, b) (c, d) = (0, 0) ,
then

either (a, b) = (0, 0) or (c, d) = (0, 0). This fact can bo proved

by using properties of the set of real numbers. Other properties

of number pairs can be proved from the propeiieis of real numbers.

The symbol 5 will designate the set of real numbers, and the

symbol C the set of pans of real numbers. These notations are

used to suggest that real numbers are simple and that number
pairs are somewhat complicated. It is to be noted especially that

the rules which are used in manipulating these number pairs are

either definitions or laws of operation which are proved by the use

of these definitions and properties of the real number sj'stem, and
that these laws are precisely the same laws as those used in oper-

ating with real numbers. These number pans are also called

numbers.
,

An illustration of a linear equation involving number pairs is

(3) (5,2)(x,p) = (-23,14).

By (2) it is verified that (—3, 4) is a solution of (3). An illustra-

tion of a quadratic equation invohdng number pairs is (4, l)(a;, y)^

4- (1, -21)(a:, y) 4- (-33, -4) = (0, 0). By (2), (1), and the

laws of operation for C, it is verified that the pairs (2, 3) and
(—1, 2) satisfy this equation. A quadratic equation to which ref-

erence will be made later is

(4) (1, 0)(x, 4- (-4, 0)(x, y) -f (13, 0) = (0, 0).

The pairs (2, 3) and (2, —3) satisfy this equation.

There is an important subset T of the set C of pairs. By
definition T is the set of all pairs (a, 0). Now the real number
bin S determines the pair (b, 0) in T. Also the pair (d, 0) in T
is determined by the real number d in S. The notation b «->• (6, 0)
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IS used to express these two facts It is said that h {f> 0) estab-

lishes a one to-one correspondence the selS and iho sel T
If a and c are m 5 then o -}- «? is in S Also a «-> (a 0) e*-*

(c 0) and a + c^ (a + c 0) However by (1) (a + c 0) =

(o 0) -f- (c 0) This imphes that if a and c are elements in S
then the element m T which is obtained by first addmg o and c

m S and next finding the corresponding element m T k the same

as the element in T which is obtained by first finding the corre-

spondmg elements (a 0) and (e 0) in T and next addmg these

dements in T This fact is als> expressed in ssnnbols by

(5) o-l-ci-»laO) + (cO)

This IS an important property of the correspondence b*-* (b 0)

This property is also expressed by the statement that the corre-

spondence b <-» (6 0) « presened under addilum In the same way

It IS pro\ ed that

(6) ac^(o0)(c0)

This property is also expressed by the statement that tba corre-

spondence 6 *- (6 0) ta presened under mulltplKaiion

T1 e statement that T ts tsomorpktc to S means that there is a

one-to-one correspondence of the set S to the set T and that this

correspondence is preserved under addition and multiphcation

Another notation for number pairs will now be explained If

a and b are real numbers the symbol a + bV is defined by

(7) a 6i; » (a 6)

It is to be noted especially that the + on the left-hand side of (7)

is not the + used between real numbers and it is not the + used

between number pairs Tbe + and U on the left-hand side of

(7) form a symbol to order the real numbers a and 6 m a way
analogous to that m which the qrmbol ( ) orders them In the

new notation (1) becomes

(8) [a -t- 6C7] -I- Ic -I- dP] = (o -I- cl-h [b -b d]U

It IS to be noted especially that the nght-hand side of (8) is pre-

cisely the result which would have been obtamed if the left-hand

side had been rewritten by the rules of ordinary algebra In the

new notation (2) becomes

(9) (o + hU]\c + dV\ — [oc — bd] -f [od -f bc]Cf
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If the left-hand side of (9) were rewritten by the rules of ordinaiy

algebra, the result would be ac + bdU^ (ad -f bc)U. There-

fore the right-hand side can be obtained if the left-hand side is

rewTitten by the rules of ordinaiy algebra and the condition

(10) 1/2 = -1

is used. The importance of this new notation for number pairs

is the fact that addition and multiplication are performed as in

ordinary algebra and results are simplified by (lO).

If the symbol U is replaced by the symbol i, then (10), (8), and

(9) become respectively

(11)
*“ = - 1

,

(12) [a -b hi] -1- [c -f di] = [a c] -f [5 -f d]i,

(13) [a -f- hi][c -f di\ = [oc — bd] -f [ad -f bc\i.

These are the familiar rules for addition and multiplication of

complex numbers. This completes the proof that com-plcx num-
bers are ordered pairs of real numbers. The subset T of the set C of

ordered pairs is isomorphic to (he set S of real mnnhers. In this

sense it may be said that the real numbers are a subset of the -

complex numbers. It is to be noted especially that number pairs

are no less substantial and no more visionar}’’ than the numbers
which are paired. Therefore it is inadvisable that these number
pairs be called imaginary numbers, as they have been.

2. The fxmdamental theorem of algebra. If the notation

(14) z = (x, 7j)

is used, then (4) becomes

(15) (1, 0)2^ -f- (-4, 0)2 + (13, 0) = (0, 0).

By (5) and (6) each step in the usual process of completing the
square to solve — iz + 13 = 0 can also be taken to solve (15).

Thus it is found that [(1, 0)2 - (2, 0) - (0, 3)][(1, 0)2 - (2, 0) -f

(0, 3)] = (0, 0). Hence 2 = (2, 3) or 2 = (2, —3). In the same
way it follows that the familiar quadratic formula of algebra is

valid in solving equations involving number pairs.
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The fundamental theorem of o/^ebra states that there is at least

one number (c, d) uhich satisfies the polynomial equation

(16) (a<) bo)(a:.y)" + (fli.

+

+ (o»-t, y) + (a, 6,) = (0 0)

In particular, there is at least one number (o, 6) which satisfies

the polynomial equation

(17) (Qo 0)(I, V)" + (Oi, 0)(x J)—' +
+ (a._,.0)(*,j/) + (a,.0) = (0,0)

By (5) and (C) there is at least one complex number which satis-

fies the paiynomia! equation

(18) Ooz" + 01*'“’ + + On—I* + On “ 0

in nhich the coefficients are real numbers
Proofs of the fundamental theorem of algebra are given m the

references cited at the end of this book These proofs use prop-

erties of the set of real numbers properties of the set of complex

numbers and properties of functions of a complex variable This

theorem will not be proved m this book



CHAPTER 9

SYiMiMETRIC FUNCTIONS

1. Relation between the coefficients and the roots of a polynomial

equation. If x“ + iix + 62 = 0 is an equation whose roots are

ri and rs, then, bj’- theorem 15 of chapter 3,

(1) XT + bix bo ^ (x — ri)(x — To).

Also, it is verified by performing the indicated operations that

(2) x^ - (n + r2)x + riTo s {x - ri)(x - r2).

Hence {x —t\){x — r<^ is the factored form of each of tlie func-

tions x^ -f bix -t- 62 and x^ — (rj -f ro)x -f rir2. This factored

form may be used, as in section 2 of chapter 1, to compute func-

tional values of these functions. Therefore, if s is any complex

number, then 6iS + b2 = —
(7-1 + r2)s -f- rir2S. Let S2

and S3 be complex numbers such that s, S2 ,
S3 are all distinct. Then

similar equations hold for so and S3. By theorem 7 of chapter 3 it

follows that

(3)

-61 = ri -f- rz,

bz = rir2.

. Again, if rj, rz, rs are the roots of

(4) x^ + bix^ bzx -1- 63 = 0,

it is proved in the same way that

-bi = rj + rz -1- rz,

(5) bz = rirg -h rirz + rzrz,

-bz = rtrzrz.

In the same way it is proved that, if

(6) x‘^ + bix^ -f- bzx^ -}- 53a; + 64 = 0
241
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IS an equation whose roots are four complex numbers r2 T3

then

—61 = ri + rj + rs + r4
^

^ nf\i+ rtra + rir« -f rjrj + rjr* + rgrt

-63 = nrjra + nrjr* + rirar* + TariU

2>4 = rir2r3r4

A notation will now be introduced by which (3i) (5i) and (7|)

can be expressed m a single statement If n is a positive mteger

and rj f» are complex numbers then Si is defined by

(8) S, = r, + + r.

It IS especially to be noted that it is not assumed that ri,. ,
rn

are all distinct The subsenpt 1 on £> is used because ri -f -f rn

IS linear in ri r. Later when a of more complex num
bers IS to be used simultaneously with ri + + rn the symbol

T’l ffili be used tu designate this aecoad sum lastead o! ledicatiag

by a second subscript on S the number of summands to which the

symbol refers Dy (8) the equation

(9) Si - -bi

becomes (3i) if n • 2 (5,) if n - 3 (7,) if n = 4

A notation will now be mtroduced by which (82) (5j) and (7j)

can be expressed in a smgle statement If n is an mteger which

IS greater than 2 and if ri r* is a set of complex numbers
then rir2 = r2ri However there are sets of numbers for which

'ir2 5^ rifs Hence for all sets of complex numbers ri , rn the

products rir3 and nrs are said to be distmet and the products

rir2 and r2r| are said to be not distmct Therefore Ike distinei

products 0/ tJ e numbers r, r„ taken luo at a Ims &re rjrt ,

'"irn r2r3 r2rn rn—tr. The sum of these distinct prod

ucts IS designated by Sz Therefore

(10) Sz = rir2 + + riT* + r2r3 + + r2r„ + + rn-ir.

If n = 2 then the sum on the nght-hond side of (10) is mterpreted

to contam merely the one term tiTz Hence Sz is defined if n is

an integer which is greater than 1 By this definition the equation

(11 ) 8z=bz
becomes (82) if n = 2 (52) if n = 3, (Tj) if n = 4
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Similaily, if n is an integer which is greater than 3, and if

Ti, • •
•, r„ is a set of complex numbers, then, b}' definition, rir^rs

and rir2r4 are distinct products, but rjrors and ur&Vo aie not dis-

tinct products. If n — 4, the distinct products of rj, ro, ra,

taken three at a time are nr^r^, rxrnU, rir3 '"
4 ,

If n = 3,

then there is onlj’’ one product of ri, ro, taken three at a time,

namely, rirors. In general, if n is an integer which is greater than

2, then Sz is, by definition, the sum of the distinct products of

f\, taken three at a time. By this definition the equation

(12) Sz = —&3

becomes (fij) if n = 3, (Ta) if n = 4.

In general, if k and n are positive iirtcgors such that 1 g k g n,

and if ri,
• •

•, r„ arc n complex numbeis, then a product of r^, • • •,

r„ taken k at a lime is, bj’’ definition, a product formed from k of

these numbers with all the subscripts differ ent. Tioo such prod-

ucts are distinct, by definition, if and onty if the subscripts of the

second product do not form a rearrangement of the subscripts of

the first product. Then, by definition,

(13) Si is the sum of the distinct products of

Ti, • •
-

,
Tn taken k at a tune.

If fc = 1, then (13) is interpreted to mean (8). By this definition

the equation

(li) Si = hi

becomes
(74) if n = 4. Also

(15) S,. = (-l)'h/,

becomes (9), (11), (12), (14) if A: = 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively. Since
this equation has been pi'ovcd if n = 2, 3, 4 and 1 ^ k ^ n, there-
fore theorem 1 has been verified for n = 2, 3, 4.

Theorem 1. If n is an integer which is greater than 1, if r^, •

arc complex nunibers, if

(16) a:" -h + . .

.

+ 6,._ix + = 0

rs an equation whose leading cocfficicnl is 1 and whose roots arc ri,

'j Tn, and if Sf. IS defined by (IS), then

Sk = (-1)^6;, l^k^n.
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Theorem 1 will be proved by mathematical induction The

lemma for the mduction remains to be proved This lemma states

that if Jio IS a value of n for which the theorem is true, then

Ho + 1 IS a value of n for which the theorem is true This lemma

will now be proved It is given that ri,
,
r,„+i are complex

numbers and that

(18) + di*** + + + dnj+i = 0

IS an equation whose roots are ti, , r,,^+i By definition,

(19) Tj IS the sum of the distinct products of

fii » >‘0+1 taken j at a time, 1 S j S no + 1

It IS to be proved that

(20) T, ISjSno + l

By definition 5* u the sum in (13) with n replaced by no If

the expanded form of (x -- r,) (x — is gixen the notation

x"" + Cix*'’"' 4- + Cb,_iX + <n, then

(21) (x - ri) (x - = x“* + cix’*"‘ + +c„-i!e + Cfis

Now by the hypothesis of the lemma for the induction,

(22) S„ = (-l)*c*, 1 S A. S no

Therefore

(23) (X - n) (x - rj

= x- - S,x--* + + (-!)"• + (“ir-S-c

The result of multiplication of both sides of (23) bj x — r,,+i

will not be exhibited If the operations indicated on the right-

hand side of this result are performed, and if all terms invohmg
like powers of x are combmed, the result is

(24) (x - 1-,) (x - rj(x - r„+,)

. X-*' + (-«,- + (S, +
+ + [(-!)“«, +
+ (-I)“S^(-r_+,)

By the definitions of Si and Ti it follows that
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Again, by the definitions

(26) ^no^no+l

On the right-hand side of (24) all the terms except the first,

second, and last can be written simultaneously by

(27) (— l)*^(iSfc -f

It wall now be proved that

(28) Sk + <Sfc— = Tk, 2 ^ k ^ n.

By the definitions of <82 ,
<81 ,

and T2 it is found that

(29) S2 = To.

In general, by (13), if lb > 1 then each term in Sk-i is a product

of A — 1 factors with distinct subscripts from rj, • r„^. There-

fore each term in the expanded form of is a product of

k distinct factors from ri, •••, r„^+i. Therefore, by (19), each

term in the expanded form of <8fc_ir„„+i is a term in Tk. Again,

by (13) and (19), each term in Sk is a term in Tk- Moreover the

terms in Sk and the terms in the expanded foim of j8/;_ir„„+i are

all distinct. Therefore each term in Sk + (8t_ir„(,+i is a term in

Tk. The converse of this statement will now be proved. Each
term in Tk either involves r„„+i or it does not involve rn(,^.i. If

it does not involve r„„+i this term in Tk is a term in Sk. If it

does involve rn^+i this term in Tk is a term in the expanded form
of- 8fc_irn„+i. Also the terms in Tk are all distinct. This com-
pletes the proof of (28).

Substitution of (25), (26), and (28) in (24) gives

(30) (x-r^) (x- r„,+i) = Tix”^

-t- T2x"“-' -!-•• --f (- 1 )"“T„„.t -b (-l)"'>+^r„„+i.

By the hypothesis that n, • •
-
, r„„+i are the roots of (18) and by

theorem 15 of chapter 3 it follows that the left-hand side of (18)
is identically equal to the right-hand side of (30). Therefore the
coefficients of like powers of x are equal, and (20) hold. This com-
pletes the proof of theorem 1 .

It is to be noted especially that the leading coefficient in (16)
is 1 ..
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2 The fundamental theorem on symmetric functions la (13)

there appear certain simple expressions involving the roots ri,

,
Tn of an equation These same expressions in n independent

variables xi, ,
Xn are desi^ated by E\,

,
E„ Thus, in the

definition preceding (13), u, ,
are replaced by si, •

, z.

Also, if & IS an mteger such that 1 g A, g n, then, by definition,

Ek 13 the sum of the distinct products of Xi, •
, j, taken fc at a

time Therefore, in symbols, if n > 2 then

Ci^xid- +x.,

£3 S III3 + + *lX, + XiXz + +

£„ at Z1Z3 Xk

If n - 2 then £v = xi + x^ and Et m xiXz Also, by definition,

(32) Ek{xi. Xn) = Ek, k ^ ,n

Id these symbols, and later when dots occur m the symbol of a
function, the dots indicate that the subscripts of the omitted vari-

ables are in natural order

An important property of each of the functions (31) will now
be explained This property will be proved in detail if tv 4
and the function is Bi By (32) and (31), if n = 4 then

(33) £i(*i>X2,<r3,Z4) s X, +X2 -f-za +Z4

Therefore £i(x2, Xj, xj, X4) = xj + xi + Xg + X4 Also addition

IS commutative Therefore the function Ei (xg, xt, xg, X4) is iden-

tically equal to the function ^ifxi, Xa, xj, 14) , that is,

(34) Ei(X3, Xi, Xj, X4) = El

In the same way it is proved that

(35) ^i(z3»xj, ii, X4) = El,

(35) ^i(*4.Zg,X},Xi) = £1,

(37) Ei(xi, z^, X2, Z4) = £t.

(38) £i{xi i4,x3 xs) = El,

(39) E\(*i *8 X4 = El
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Identities (34) to (39) me summaiizcd in the statement that Ei

is an illustration of a function f{xi, • •
•, Xi) ^shich has the piop-

erty that each of the functions of Xi, • •
•, which is oirtained bj'

interchanging two of Xi ,

•
*
,
.T4 in /(xi ,

• •
-

, Xi) is identically equal

t0/(Xi, ••
•, Xi).

It will now be proved that

(40) -El (3-3, xi, X4, xo) = El.

Since Ei(xi, xo, X3, .T4) is a very simple function of Xi, •••, Xi,

direct verification is the easiest method of ]n'oving (40). Another

method of proving (40) will now be explained, because the pi oof

by this method would be easy even if the function were compli-

cated. This method is also important because it can be used to

prove for any function man}’' identities analogous to (40), after

identities analogous to (31 )
,•••, (39) have been proved for this

function. Now, if 21,
• 24 aic aibitiaiy variables, by (39 ) it is

true that Ei(zi, 22, 24, 23) s Ei(zi, Zn, 23, 24). Replacement of 24,

22) 23) 24 by X3, xi, X2, Xt icspcctively shows that

(41) Ei(.X3, Xi, .T4 ,
X2) = EiiXs, Xi, .X2, .T4 ).

Similarly, by (37), Ei(2i, 23, 22, ri) s a;,(2i, 22, 23, zj). Replace-

ment of 2i, zo, 23, 24 by X3, Xi, Xo, X4 icspcctively shows that

(42) Ei(.X3, X2, Xi, .1:4) = Ei(.T3, Xi, .T2 ,
.r4).

Similarly, by (35), ^1(23, 22, 2i, 24) = Ei (24, 23, 23, 24). Replace-

ment of 2i, 22, Z3, Z4 by X3, X2, .Xi, X4 icspcctively shows that

(43) Ei(Xi, X2, .X3 ) ^4) = Ei(X3, .T2, Xi, .T4).

Then
(40) follows from (41), (12), (43).

In general, by this method it is a corollary of (34) to (39) that,

if ^l^2^3^4 is an arrangement of 1
,
2

, 3 ,
4

,
then

(44) Ei^Xtif X|2, X13, X|^) — El.

Thus, as a coroUaiy of the property of Ei (xi ,
a2, X3, .X4) which was

stated as a summaiy of (34) to (39), it follows that Ei is an illus-

tration of a function /(xj, vhich has a second piopeity,
namely, that each of the functions of Xi, • X4 which is obtained
by rearranging xi, • •

•, X4 in /(xi, X2, X3, X4) is identically equal

I{xi, Xi, X3, X4). The statement that / is a symmetric function
of xi, X2, X3, X4 means, by definition, that / has the second propeity.
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Conversely if a function has the second property then it has

the first property

It can be verified that Eg Eg and are symmetnc functions

of Xi X4

If n is an arbitrary positive int^er the statement that

f{xi x„) li a ajmmeinc funttion of Xt x« means by

definition that each fimction of Xi z, which is obtamed by

rearranging the variables Zi in/(xi x,) is identically

equal to /(zi z,) This is equivalent to the statement that

each function of Zi z« which is obtamed by interchangmg

two of zj z, in/fzj z,) IS identically equal to/fzj

z„) The functions E^xte cMed the ehmenlary aymmetne

funcHons of Zj Zr

The function z * + zj* + zj* + z,* is a symmetnc function of

z, xg 13 z« The notation 2zi* is used to des gnate this func-

tion If n 3 then 2zi* means zi* + Z2* + Z3* If there are

n vanables tl en Szi* meonx zi* + + Zn* This function Szj*

IS called a 2 function If n - 3 the function zi^Z2 -|- Zi*Z3 +
*2**1 + *2*2^8 + + zj*Z2 13 luiother illustration of a 2 func

tion It IS designated by 2xi‘z2 If n » 2 then 2zi‘z2 means

Zi*Z2 + Z2*zi In general o 2 funclum is the sum of all the dia

tinct terms that can be formed from Ihe exhibited term by replac

mg the list of subscripts m that term with a list of distinct mtegers

from 1 n Therefore a 2-functJon ts a s} mmetric function

in zi Zn Finallj it is to be noted that Ei 2ii Eg —
XxiXg £„_i — 2ziZ2 z„^i En “ 2zi Xn

If 6 is independent of zj i, and if each of ILi is a

positixe integer then lizi* Xa^ is by defimtion a polynomial

m Zj z„ which consists of just one term The degree of this

term in Zj Zn is A-i + + A* In general by definition a

polynomial m Zi x„ is a single term of this type or a sum of

a finite number of «ueh terms The degree of the polynomial tn

Zi z„ lb the largest degree JLi + + fcn among all those

terms m the polimomial for >hich the coeffic ent b is not zero

The statement that o polynomwl tn ij r„ js I omogeneous tn

Zj Xn means by definition that the degree ki A- +
the same for all the terms m the polynomial Thus Zj^ +Z1Z3

+ Z3* IS a homogeneous polynomi^ of degree 2 m zj xg xg and

^1* + XiXg + Z3® is a homi^eneous polynomial of degree 3 in Zi

^2 X3 Agam zi* + Z1Z2 -|- zs IS a polynomial of degree 2 m
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,Ti, X2, xs, but it is not homogeneous in Xj, X2, X3. Again,

is symmetric in xi, •
•

, Xn, but it is not a poljmomial in xj, • •
•

,
x„.

The fundamental theorem on sj'mmetric functions is a theorem

about symmetric polynomials in Xi, •••, x,,. TJiis theorem will

now be illustrated, using the poljmomial g which is defined by

(45) g{xi, X2, X3) s 3xi^ + 8x2^ + 8x3® + 5xiX2 + SxjXs + 6x2X3.

First, by (81) with n — 8,

(46) Ei^Xi-\-X2-\-Xz, = XiXo + X1X3 + .T2X3, F3SX1X2X3.

Next, by performing the indicated operations and simplifying the

result, it is verified that 8(xi + Xo + x^)^ — (X1X2 + X1X3 + X2X3)

= (7(xi, X2, X3). This is precisely the meaning of the statement

that g{x\, Xo, X3) is equal to SEi~ — E2 identically in Xi, X2, X3.

This identity is indicated by

(47) g(xi, X2, X3) s SEi^ - E2 .

In general, if /(xi, • • •, .Xn) is a poljmomial in xj, • •
•, x„, and

if F{Ei, • •
•, En) is a polynomial in Fi, • •

•, E„, then/(xi, • •
•, x„)

= F{Ei, •••, Fn) means, b}’’ definition, that the polynomial in

) ^nj which is obtained fyom F{E\, * •
•

, Fn) by substitution

from (81), equals /(xi, • •
•, x„) identically in Xi, • •

•, x„. There-

fore (47) illustrates that part of the fundamental theorem wliich

states that, if /(xi, • •
•, x„) is a symmetric polynomial in Xi, • • •,

Xn, then there is a poljTiomial F(jEi, • •
•, F„) in •••, En such

that/(xi, • •
•, x„) s F{Ei, • •, En).

The other part of the fundamental theorem is illustrated more
satisfactorily using the polynomial f wliich is defined by

(48) /(Xi, X2, X3) S c(Xi^X2^ + Xi^Xs^ + X2“X3^)

+ b(Xi^X2Xs + XlX2^X3 -f XlX2X3^).

If H{El, E2, Ez, b, c) designates the pol3Tiomial cEz^ + {b —
2c)EiEz in El, Ez, Ez, h, c, then, by (46), H{Ei, Ez, Ez, b, c) be-
comes a polynomial /i(xi, xa, X3, b, c) in Xj, Xz, X3, b, c. By per-
forming the indicated operations and combining terms it is veri-
fied that 7i(xi, X2, X3, b, c) equals the right-hand side of (48) iden-
tically in xi, X2, X3. This is precisely the meaning of the state-
ment that/(xi, X2, X3) is equal to cEz^ + (b - 2c)EiEz identically
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in ii, X2, X3 This identity 13 indicated by

(49) /(Ii,X2,X3) = cE22 + (6_2c)EiE3

In general, if / is a polj’nomial in xt, , Xn. and if E is a poly-

nomial in El, ,
E, and the coefficients of /, then the statement

that / equals F identically *n xi, •
,
x« means, by definition, that

the polynomial in Xi, , x„ and the coefficients of /, which is

obtamed by substitution from 01) in F, equals / identically in

xi, ,
x„ In notation tins statement is expressed by / = E

Therefore (49) illustrates both parts of the fundamental theorem

that, if / la a symmetric polynomial in xi,
,

then there is

a poly nomial E m £1, , £, and the coefficients of /, mth mte-

gral coefficients, such that / = E
The symmetric poljmomial cfxj* + s-^ + x^) -f- 6(ii + 12 + •*3)

18 not homogeneous in tj, xj zj However, it is the sum, of two

polynomials each of which is homogeneous and symmetric m zi,

Xj, Zj, becau«e it is the sum cSzi* 62xi In general, a symmet-

ric polynomial in Z|
,
x„, which is not homogeneous m Zi,

, Xn, IS a sum of polynomials to Z|, , x^, each of which is

symmetric and homogeneous in xj, , Xn Therefore, if the

fundamental theorem is proved for all polynomials which are sym-

metric and homogeneous m i,,
,
x*, it will follow that the

fundamental theorem is true for all polynomials which me sym
metric in xi,

,
z« For example, since c(ri* -|- X2* + Xj*) «

c£i* — 2c£2 and b(xi -t- xj za) as 6£i, the non-homogeneous
symmetric polynomial cSxi* + 62xi is equal to c£i* — 2c£8 + b£i

identically in Xj, Xa, X3

The polynomial /(X|,X2,X3), which is defined to be

C(.Xl*X2^l3 + Xi^XjXj® -b Xj’xsXa* + Xi^Xi*Xi + Xil2*X3®

(50) -I- XiXj^Xa*) + 2c(xi^X2*Xs* + Xi*X2*X3* -f- ii^xa^xa'*)

+ d(Xj®Xa®X3* + Xi*X2*X3* + Z|*X2®X3®),

IS symmetne in xi, xj X3 It can also be wntten

(51) c2Xi*l2®X3 + 2cSxi*X2^Xz^ + d2Xi®X2^X3®

The polynomial m £,, £2 B3, e, d, to which /(xj, xa, X3) is equal

identically in Xi, X2, X3, will now be found by ft method which

illustrates the method of proof of the fimdaxnental theorem for

symmetric homogeneous polynomials in Xj,
,
Xn
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As a first step in finding this polynomial in Ei, En, E3 ,
c, d, (50)

is -n-ritten wth its terms in the order

CXi‘^X2^X3 + 2cxi%-X3^ + + CXih2‘^Xs

(52) + dxi^X2W + dxi^X2W + cxi^.Ta.Ts'* + 2c.Ti-.'r2S‘

+ d.T:i^.T2^X3^ + 2cXi".T2^a:3"‘ + CXiXo^Xz^ + CXlX2^X3^.

The rule for ordering the terms will now be explained. First, the

coefficients are disregarded in 'determining this order. Next, the

term in which .ri'"a-2'‘’a-3
'‘'

is a factor piecedcs the term in which

xi'x2 ^x^^ is a factor if and only if one of (53) holds:

(i) hi > A'l,

(53) (ii) hi — h'l, and /)2 > ko,

(iii) /ii = ki, ho = A.-2 ,
and hs > ks.

This condition, that one and only one of (53) holds, is equivalent

to the condition that the first of the differences /q — Aq, Ao — 1:2 ,

A3 — ks which is not zero is indeed positive. It should be verified

that the terms in (52) have been ordered by this rule.

The term c.Ti‘‘a-2^'C3 in (52), which precedes every other term in

(52) when the terms are ordered by the rule Avhich has just been

explained, is called the highest term in (52). Also, when one term

precedes another term in (52), then the former teira is said to be

higher than the latter term.

The second step in finding the poljmomial in Ei, E2 ,
E3 ,

c, d
which is identically equal to the polynomial (51) involves a new
relationship between homogeneous symmetric polynomials. This

relationship A\dll now be explained. Thus, if g{xi, X2 , 0:3) and
0{xi, X2 ,

X3) are tAvo polynomials AA'hich are homogeneous and
symmetric in Xi, X2 ,

X3, then the statement that g is higher than
G means, by definition, either that the degree of g is greater than
the degree of G, or that the degree of g is equal to the degree of

G and that the highest term in <7 is higher than the highest term
in G. This last condition means that, if the degrees of g and G
are equal, and if axi^'x2^^X3^^ and hxi^'xs^^Xs^^ are the highest terms
of g and G respectively, then g is higher than G if and only
if the first one of Vi — ii, V2 — Q2, Pa — Qs AAffiich is not zero is

positive.
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The rule (53) for ordering the terms m a symmetric homo-

geneous polynomial in xi xi *3 can be extended to give a rule

for ordermg the terms m a symmetne homogeneous polynomial

m ii Xn Thus the term m which is a factor

precedes the term in uhich *1* Xi,** is a factor if and only if

(54) the first one of the differences hi — ki
1
h, ^ in

which is not zero la positi\e

Also by definition the highest term m a symmetne homogeneous

polynomial in xi in is the term which precedes every other

term when the tcrmsha\e been ordered by this rule Agam when

one term precedes another term then the former term is said to

be higher than the latter term Finally if g and G are two sym

metric homogeneous polynomuib in ij in then the state-

ment that g is higher than G means by definition either that the

degree of g is greater than (he d^^rec of G or that their degrees

feta and K'oslX d tha bigbesV m g » oii^ «/* fead

the highest term in G is 6it* i«* then the first one of pi — ji

Pn — gn which IS not zero is positive

It will no' be pro'ed that if 61/ ij*’ z,** is the highest

term m a polynomial which is bomc^encous and symmetne in

Xi In then

(65) A, S Aj a > A,

This will be done by prov mg tt at if / 1 < A2 then there is a contra

diction and also tliat if j is an integer such that I <J <n and

Ai — A2 = = h, < h +t then there is a contradiction By the

definition of a sj mmetric function if ftij* 12**13*' Xn*' ts a term

in a symmetne function (hen 6x2*11**13*’ z„** is aloO a term

in this function If Ai < Aj (hen the latter term fe higher than

the former term Therefore if fcri* 12**13** if,** is the highest

term m this function and d fci < Aa then there is a cotitcadiction

Similarly there is a contradiction if Ai = As = = h, < A^+t

The property stated m (55) is illustrated if n = 3 by the first term

m(52)

The highest term in Sii is ij The highest term m 2iii2

11I2 If n = 3 it can 1^ verified that the highest term in

(rxi)(2xii2) IS the product (ii){liX2) of the highest term Xi in

2xi and the highest term 11I2m Siiij Thus the follow mg lemma
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has been verified if n = 3 and the symmetric poljmomials are the

particular functions S-ri and Dxiro.

Lemma 1. Iff and g are symmetric homogeneous 'polynomials in

^1 ) ^n, Ihcn fg is a symmetric homogeneous polynomial in

^1 ,
• •

•) ^n, and the highest term in fg is the product of the highest

term in f and the highest term in g.

Lemma 1 will now be proved. First, fg is a symmetric homo-

geneous poljmomial in xi, • Xn, by tlie definitions and the hy-

potheses in the lemma. Next, if Xi”*'
• • • xf”" is a factor of a tenn

in fg, then there is a product xi** • • • Xn*" which is a factor of a

term in /, and a product Xi*‘
• • • .Xn*" which is a factor of a term in

g, such that mi = si -{- ii,
* *

•, win = Sn -f tn- Again, it will be

proved that, if &x/‘ • • • x„'’" is the highest term in / and if

cxi®‘ • • • Xn®" is the highest term in g, then tcxi’’''^'’ • • • x„*’"'^®" is

a term in fg. This will be done by showing that the product of

bxi^‘ • • • x/" in / and c.xi’‘
• • • Xn" in g is the only product of a

teim in f and a term in g which has xi'’*'^®' • • as a factor.

Thus, if Xi*'*
• • • Xn’'" from / and xi'* • •

Xn*^" from g are sucli that

+ t'l = Pi + gi,
• •

•, Wn + V„ = Pn + g„, then (pi - ui) -f-

(gi - Vi) = 0, (Pn- U„) -f (g„ - v„) = 0. In the first of

these equations either pi — wi > 0 or pi — ui = 0, since hxf'^

• • x„^ is the highest term of /. If pi — ui > 0, then it follows

that gi — ai < 0. This contradicts the hypothesis that cxi” • • •

x„®" is the highest term in g. Therefore pi — vi = 0, and qi — Xi

= 0. Thus, from the first equation it follows that pi = tq and

gi = Vi- Similarly from the second equation it follows that

P2 = U2 and g2 = rg- Repetition of this argument pioves that

Pi = Wi, • •
•, Pn = Un', gi = I'l, qn = v„. This is precisely

the statement which was to be proved.

It will now be proved that the term bcxi*’^'*’’* • • • Xn^""^®" is the

highest term in fg. This udll be done by showing that, if xi™’
• • • Xn”" is a factor of a term in fg which is not the term bcxi^'"*"®*

• • • x/"+®", then one of Pi + gi - mi, Pn + Qn - nin is not
zero, and the first one which is not zero is indeed posith^e. Now,
as noted earlier, there is a product Xi®* • • • x„'" fiom /, and there
is a product xi'* • • • x„'" fiom g, such that mi = si -f- /i,

• •
-
,

mn = Sn + tn. Therefore Pi + g,
— = (p^ - sf) + {q, - tf) if

i = 1,
• •

•, 71. If Pi — Si -f gi — Ii 0, then either (i) pi — si
5=^ 0 and gi — <1 5^ 0, or (li) pi — si 5^ 0 and qi — h = 0, or
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(ui) pt — sj = 0 and 91 — <i 0 If (i) Js true, then pi — si

> 0, because bxi”' is the highest terra in / Similarly

5i — > 0 Therefore pi — «i + 91 — <1 > 0 Again, if (ii) is

true, then pj — si > 0 and 91 — fi = 0, and hence pi — «i + 91

— > 0 Finally, if (111) is true, then pi — <i = 0 and 91 — <1

> 0, and hence Pi — «i + 9i — <1 > 0 If Pi — Si + gi — h
— 0 then Pi — sj = 0 and 91 — fi == 0, and the argument 13

repeated on P2 “ *2 + 9» fa Thus finallj it is pro\ed that

either pi = Si,
, pn = «*, 9i = f|, > 9n = tn, that is, mi =

Vi + ?ii «= p„ + 9, or one of pi + 9i — mi, •
, Pn +

9n — win is not zero and the first one which is not zero is positive

This completes the proof of lemma I

The second step in finding the polynomial in Ei, E^, Es, e, d

which IS identically equal to the pobnomial (51) will now be ex-

plained Fir«t the highe«l term ui/(ri, X2, 13) IS wTitten

down Next the coefficient e and the exponents 4, 3, 1 on

Xi xj X3 re®pecti\ ely, in this highest term are used to construct

the expression

(66) cEi*

The expression obtained b\ substitution of (4C) in (66) is a s>m
metric homogeneous polynomial m X| xj X3 which is of the same

degree in ii xi xa as J(x, 13 xa) Therefore if g{xi xa xs) «
defined by

(S7) 9(xi,X2 xj) =/(x, Xa xj) -

then 9 (xi,X3 X3) is a sxmmetnc homogeneous pobmomial m
Xi, Xa Xa which is identicnll> zero or of the same degree m xj, xa,

xs as /(xi xj Xa)

Now by (40) the highest term in £| is Xi, the highest term m
£3 is xixa and the highest term m £3 is XjXaXa Therefore the

highest term in the expression which is obtamed by substitution

of (46) m (66) is by lemma 1 «Xi*“*(xji2)’“’(3^i3^2ar3)', that is

cxi*X2^X3 But this is also the fa^est term in/(xi, xa, xa) There-

fore a term haxing xi^xj^xa as a factor does not appear m the

difference /(zi xa X3) - c£,*~®£j®-i£3‘, that is, bj (57), m
ff(^i.xa, X3) Therefore bj the definitions, /(xi, Xa, X3) is higher

than9(xi,xa X3) '

The third step in finding the polynomial m £1, £3, £3, c, d,

which IS identicallj equal to the polynomial (51), will now be ex-
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plained. By (57), /(.ri, .T2, .T3) = cEiEz^Es + g(xu .Ta, .Ts). There-

fore, if a poljTiomial in Ei, En, Ez, c, d is found, to which

g(xi, X2 ,
X3) is equal identically in Xi, Xo, X3 ,

then the required

poljTioniial in E\, Eo, Ez, c, d for /{a^i, •'To, Xz) will be known. Bj

use of (50) and (46) in (57) it is found that

(58) gixi, Xz, Xz) = (d~ 5c)Sx-iW.T3^

The first step in finding a polynomial in Ei, Eo, Ez, c, d which is

identically equal to g(xi, xo, Xz) is exhibiting the highest term

(59) {d - oc)Xi^X2^Xz-

in g{xi, X2 , Xz). The second step in finding this polynomial is using

the coefficient d — be, and the exponents 3, 3, 2 of arj, .to, Xz re-

spectively, in this highest teim to construct the expression

(60) {d - bc)Ei^-^E2^-^Ez-.

If h(xi, X2 , Xz) is defined by

(61) h{xi, X2 , Xz) s g(xi, X2 , 3:3) — (d — 5c)Et,^~^E2^~^Ez^,

then h{xi,X2,Xz) is a symmetiic homogeneous polynomial in

.Ti, X2 ,
Xz vhich is identicallj'- zero or of the same degice in Xi,

X2 , Xz as ^(.Ti, X2 , Xz). Bj' (46) and lemma 1, the highest teim in

(60) is (d — 5c).Ti^“^(xia:2)^"'^(a'ia:2a:3)", that is, {d — 5c).Ti''*a;o®.T3^.
‘

This is also the highest term (59) in ^(.ai, Xz, Xz). Theiefore, by

(61)

, g(xi, X2 , Xz) is higher than h(xi, xz, Xz).

By using (58) and (46) in (61), it is found that

(62) h(xi, Xz, Xz) = 0.

Therefore, by (61) and (57),

(63) /(xi, X2, X3) = cEiEz^Ez + (d- bc)EzEz^.

The expression on the right-hand side of (63) is the polynomial
in El, Ez, Ez, c, d wliich is identically equal to (51). It is to be
noted that the coefficients of this poljmomial in Ei, Ez, Ez, c, d
are integers.

In other particular illustrations the process would terminate at

(57) if in (58) it were found that g{xi, xz, X3) = 0, but it would
extend beyond (61) if in (62) it were found that h(xi, xz, X3) were
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not identically zero In all cases tfie process terminates after a

finite number of steps, because the ordered tnples of non-negative

mtegers, which are exponents of xt, X2, xj m the highest terms of

/(rj, X2 xs), g{xi, x^ 13), A(ii, xj, X3),
,
are distmct tnples, and

because the sum of the mtegers in each tnple is either 0 or 8, the

degree of these homogeneous polynomials m xj, ij, X3

PROBLEMS

In each of the following problems if nand/are as stated, find the ptolynomial

m Eh , En and the coefBctenla of / to which / is equal identically in zt

z,

1 3 iSzi^a^zj 4- e2zi*zj*

2 3, bSzi’zi «2ii*zjzi

3 3, iSzi'zi + eSzi’zi

4 3 iSzi’zjzj -1- eSzi’xj

6 3 6Szi*^zj + e2zj*zj*zi

8 3, tSzj’zj’xj + eJzi’xt’

7 8 62zi*zj* -I- e-zi’^zj + dSzi*zt

C 3 6Szi*z»r} + eSzi’^* + dlzi^zt

9 3, 6Sii**j’ -t- elzi'z2*z»

10 3 ,
Vmxfi^Xi + cSzi’zt’zj*

11 4, 62zi*zj*zi + e2zi*zjz>

12 4, 6Szi‘zj* + cSzi’zszjzi

15 4 62zi*zj’zjzi + c2zt*z»*ri

14 4,62zi’zjz»zj -I- cSziVjZj

16 4 62zi*Z3Zj 4- f2zj*z»*«

16 4 62zi*zj* 4- c2zi’zi*z»

No new ideas are mvohed in the proof that if n is a positive

integer and if / is a symmetric homogeneous polynomial in Xj, ,

X, then there is a polynomial Fm E^,
, En and the coefficients

of / w ith mtegral coefficients such that / equals F identicaUy in

xi, i„ If the degree of /m xi, , Xr is zero, then the poly-

nomial F is precisely the polynomial/ Therefore it is assumed m
the follow mg proof that the degree ifc of/m xi , ,

x„ is a positive

mteger If k\,
, arc mtegers, each of which is positive or

zero and if A:i
-1-

-f- A, =•
Ifc then there is only a finite number

of possible values for each of fci , A,, Therefore the list of

symbols which is obtamed from (Ai, , Ar) by givmg such \ alues

to Ai A„ in all possible ways is of fimte length

If the highest term m / is

(W)
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then the coefficient b and the exponents hi, h„ in this highest

term are used to construct the expression

(65)
• • • En-i^"~'~^’'E,!''‘.

By (31), (65) is a sjunmetric homogeneous polynomial of degiee

hi -i \-hninxi, • •
•, x„. If fi is defined by

(66)
'
*j ^n) = /(®1) > ^n)

- bEi’‘^-^^E2’‘-~’'’ • • ’ En-l^"-'~’'"En’‘\

then fi is a symmetric homogeneous polynomial in Xi, •••, x„

which is either identically zero or of degree hi d h /in- By

(31) and lemma 1, the highest term in (65) is, in fact, the highest

term (64) in /. Therefore, by (66), a term which has Xj*’ • • • x„*"

as a factor does not appear in fi. Therefore / is higher than fi.

If /i is identicaU}’^ zero, then, by (66), the required poljTiomial

in iSi, • En and the coefficients of / is (65). If /i is not identi-

cally zero, then the argument which has been applied to / is re-

peated on /i- Thus, expressions for /i, which ate analogous to

(64), (65), (66) for/, are written. The new function /o is a sym-

metric homogeneous polynomial in Xi, •••, Xn, which is either

identically zero or of degree hi H }- hn in Xi,
• •

•, x,,. In the

former case the required polynomial has been found. In the

latter case the argument is repeated on/o.

It wall now' be proved that in the sequence • •
•

,
to which

this process leads, there is a function w'liich Ls idcnticallj' zero and

hence that this process terminates. First, each of the exponents

hi, ,h„ in the highest term (64) of /is a positive integer or zero,

and the sum of these exponents is the degree k of /. Thus the

symbol (hi, • • •,h„) is one of the sjmbols in the list wlrich was
described earlier. If /i is not identically zero, the same .statements

are true of the exponents in the highest term of /t. Tlrej' are also

true for each /, in the sequence to which this process leads, if /,

rs not identically zero. Also, if /, and /, are two such functions in

thrs sequence, and if t j, then the symbol for/, is different from
the symbol for f,. All these different symbols appear in a list of

finite length. Therefore in the sequence /, fi, /2 ,

• • • there is a
function which is identicallj' zero. The process terminates with
this function Therefore there is a finite set of identities of wdiich

(66) is the first. If each of these is substituted in turn in the pre-
cedmg identity, the final identity obtained by substitution in (66)
yields the desired polynomial F
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It IS to be noted especially that the degree of (65) m Ej E„

IS /ij and that hi la the exponeit on in the highest terra (64)

of / Again the degree m Ei E, of the term which is sub-

tracted from fi to gi\ e /2 IS the exponent on Xi in the highest term

of /i Similar statementaholdforthercmainmBideotities There-

fore the degree in Ei E» of the desired polynomial F is the

largest of these exponents on ii Now hi is the largest of these

exponents because each poljnomial in the sequence/ fi /j is

higher than the peljraomials which follow it Therefore hi is

the degree of f in Ei E„ For example m (50) fii — -i

Also ff(xi ij za) in (58) is/i(xi x,) in this case The expo-

nent on ii in the highest term (59) of p is 3 and the degree of

(60) m El Ej £3 13 3 The degree of the right hand side of (63)

ra B\ Ej E3 IS 4

It IS also to be noted that (05) is a polynomial in Ej E»
and the coefficients of / with integral coefficients Bj (CO) the

coefficients of / arc combined only bj addition and subtraction to

gti e the coefficient^ of /i Therefore the term which is subtracted

from/i to give/} is a poljmoroial in Ej £« and the coefficients

of / with mtegral coefficients An analogous statement holds of

all the terms subtracted Since F is the sum of these terras it

follows that E 13 a polynomial m £| En and the coefficients

of / with integral coefficients This completes the proof of theo-

rem 2 the fundamental theorem on symmetric polynomials

Theobeji 2 If n ts a ponUie tnleger if Ti x„ are init

pendent lanablfs if tJ e elementary symmelru: functions Ei En
of these tanabUs are defined by (St) and if f is a symmetric poly-

nomial in Xi j„ then there ts a polynomial F in Ei En
and the coefficients of f vnlh intergral coefficients such tl at in accord

ance icith the defnition which follows (49) / equals F identically in

It x„ If the deyree of / in Xi ts hi then the degree of F tn

El En IS hi

Other facts about eymmetne polynomials are guen in the refer

ences cited at the end of the book

3 Resultants Discnmmants The definition and importance

of resultants will now be illustrated with/(x) and g(x) defined by

(07) /(x) = a{>x* -I- OiX* + fl}! -h oj Oo 5^ 0

(68) g(x) M box^ + bix -f- 6} 60 5^ 0
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If n, To, rz are the roots of f(x) = 0, and if Si, S2 are the roots of

g{x) = 0, then by theorem 15 of chapter 3

(69) fix) s ao(a: - ri)(a; - r2)(a; - r^),

(70) g(x) s hoix - si)(a: - s^).

Now Ti, r2, r3 are also the roots of the equation obtained by

dividing + aix? + a2X + 03 = 0 by oq. The resulting equa-

tion is given the notation

(71 ) x^ -f a'lX^ -b a'ox -f a'3 = 0.

Theiefore

,
o-t ,02, 03

(72) a'l = — , 0 2 = —, 03 = —
OQ Oq Oq

If the elementarj’- symmetric functions of ?-i, r2, Vs are designated

by ^1, A2, A3, then, by definition,

(73)
= ri -b r2 -f r3 ,

A2 = riro -b rirs -b r2r3 ,
A3 = ri?-2r3.

Therefore, by theorem 1 with n = 3,

(74) Aj = —a'l, A2 = 0*2, •''^3 = ~o’3.

The product g(ri)g(r2)g(t3) is a sjmimetric function of the roots

n, r2, r3 of (71 ). By (68),

(75) g(ri)g(r2)g(r3) =

+ biXi -hb2)(bor2^ -b bir2 -b 52)(5o’*3
^ + bir3 -b &2)-

If 71 = 3 in theoiem 2, and if xi, X2, X3 are replaced respectively

by ri, r2, rs, then Ei, E2, E3 are replaced by Ai, A2, A3. There-

fore, by theorem 2, there is a polynomial F in Ai, A2, A3 and the

coefficients bi, 62, bs, such that F equals giT\)gir^gir3) identically

in n, ’’2, ^3. The degree of 7?' in Ai, A2, A3 is 2
, because, by (75),

the degree of giri)gir2)gir3) in ri is 2 . Therefore, by (74) and (72),

F is a polynomial of degree 2 in Oi/oo, 02/ao, Os/oq. If this poly-

nomial is multiplied by Oq^, the result is an expression in which
Oq does not appear in a denominator. The result is indeed a homo-
geneous polynomial of degiee 2 in gq, ai, 02, 03. It is designated
by R{i, g) and is called the resultant of / and g. Thus R{f, g) is

a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2 in Gq, ai, 02, 03, which is

also a polynomial in bo, bi, b2, such that

(76) Rif,g) = aQg{r\)gir2)gir3).
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By (7G) and (70),

(77) W,ff) =

oo%^{rt - 8i)(Ti - *8)(r2 - »i)(r2 - S2)(r3 - s,)(r3 -

If the symbol Jf designates the prodaet obtained when t takes

the \alues 1, 2, 3 and independently j takes the values 1, 2, then

(78) KCf.jl-ooV

By (77), R(f, g) = 0 if and only if one of the roots ri, rj rs equals

one of the roots *t, sj Therefore R(J, i?)
= 0 is a necessary and

sufficient condition that /(i) 0 and g{x) « 0 have a common
root This fact is also expressed by the statement that x has been

eliminated between /(z) «» 0 and g(x} » 0 This discussion is an

illustration of a simple part of the theory of elimuiation

It IS to bo noted especially that / and g are used in different

ways m the preceding discussion Therefore, if this method were

applied to g and / instead of to /and g, the resultant Rig,/) o!

g and / would be obtained Thus R{g /) is n homogeneous poly-

nomial of degree 3 m ho, 6|, bj, which is also a polynomial in

Ooi Oi> Oji <>3i such that

(79) «(?,/) -V/(^i)/(*a)

Also

(80) R(,gJ) e f)o®<io*(»i - ri)(si - r2)(«, - fs)

(*2 - rj)(<2 - r2)(82 - rs),

(81) S(j/)-6.WlT(«,-rJ

Now, by (80),

(82) R{g,S) = (-l)*i>c.W(ri -atKrs — «i)

- SlXn - 82)(r2 - S2)(r3 - Si)

Therefore by (77), for the particular poljnomials (67) and (68)

(83) K(ff/) = (-DW.S)
No new ideas are mvolved m a discussion of the resultant of

the pol>nomials/(z) and g{x) defined by

(84) /(z) “ aoi" + Oiz"~* + +a«_iz + a„, ao 5^ 0,

(85) g{x) = box" + biz"~* + + hn—jx + bn, bo H 0
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By the fundamental theorem of algebra, there are in roots ri,
•

r„ of fix) =0 and there are Ji roots Si,
• •

•, s„ of (/(x) =0. The

product gin) • • gir^) is a symmetric poljmomial in ri,
• •

•, r„,.

By theorem 2 there is a poljmomial F in the elementarj’- sjunmctric

functions Ai, • •
•, Am of ri, — ,

r,„ and the coefficients ho, — ,
h„,

such that F equals gin) • •
• ff(Jm) identicallj’’ in rj, • •

•, r„,. Now
F is of degree n in Ai, • Am because gin) •

• ffi^m) is of degree

n in n- Also A, = (— l)'a,/flo for t = 1,
• •

•, n?. If these sub-

stitutions aie made for Ai, • •
•, Am in F, and if the lesult is multi-

plied by ao", a homogeneous poljmomial of degree in Oq, •
•
•, «m

is obtained. It is designated by Rif, g) and is called the rcsidiani

of f and g. Thus Rif, g) is a homogeneous poljmomial of degree

71 in Oo, • •
•, a„„ which is also a polynomial in 2>o,

• •
•, 1>„, such that

(86) Rif,g) =ao''gin) -- 9ir,n).

By theorem 15 of chapter 3, fix) = ao(x — ri) • •
• (z — r^) and

gix) = boix — si)
• •

• (x — s„). If the symbol JX designates the

product obtained when i takes the values 1,
• •

•, m and f inde-

pendently takes the values 1,
• •

•, ti, then

(87) Rif, g) = ao”6o”* 11 {r, - s,).

Therefore Rif, g) = 0 if and only if the equations fix) — 0 and

gix) = 0 have a common root.

Similarly, the resultant Rig,f) of g and / is a homogeneous
polynomial of degree ttj in 6o,

• •
•

, bn, which is also a polynomial
in ao, •••, am, such that Rig,f) = bo”'fisi)--.-fis„). Also,

RiOtf) = bo^af' XX (s; ~ I",)- Therefore

(88) Rig,f) = i-Vr’^Rif,g).

This completes the proof of theorem 3.

Theorem 3. If fix) and gix) are the polynomials iSJf) and (55),
and if the roots of fix) = 0 are designated by ri, • ?•„ and the
roots of gix) — 0 by si, •

-
,
s„, then girf) • •

• g(r„) is a symmetric
polynomial in ri, • •

•, rm- There is a homogeneous polynomial of
degree n in oo, • •

•, Om, which is also a polynomial in bo, • •
•, 6„,

and which is designated by Rif, g), such that Rif, g) = ao”g(ri) • • •

Sirm)- Rif, g) is called the resultant of f and g. Rif, g) — 0 is a
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ncce«-sary and suffiAtant eimbtvm thal f(x) = 0 and g(x) = 0 late a

ccmmoti Toot

IROBUMS

If/ and j are as stated m eneb of the folUmmg problems find J!(J g)

1 Oox +ai 5jr + 6i

2 <i»r + oj Sas* + bj* + b*

3 ojr* + Oil + 0* +M + fij

4. + aii* + + «» b®* + bi

6 oor* + flj?* + o»r + oj 6»t* + i,x + b3

6 ooi* + Oil* + <>»* + ®J + bt* + bj

7 Oor* + o a* + “*** + oj* + «»4 6»r + 6i

3 0[ki* "b Ois^ “b OaS* “b osS + Oi bjii* + bia -b bj

9 oai* + Oil* + Oil* + OjT + «« b^* + fill* + 5ir + 6i

10 OftT* + OlZ* + Ojj’ + fljt + Oi bjl* + biZ* + bti* + biz + b4

The discrtmmant of the genetal cubic equation s' as defined in

theorem 4 of chapter 2

The discriminant of the generat quartvc equation v.as defined m
theorem 8 of tliat chapter The discnminant of the general poly

tiomial equation /(x) 0 of degree n will now be discussed If

/(i) 18 given the notation (84) and rj r„ are the rtots of

/(*) - 0 then the product (ri - rj)* (rj - r„)*(r2 - rj)*

(T2 — f«i)* (r*-! ~ »„)* 13 a symmetric poljmomial in r\

r«, If the symbol IX desi^ates the product obtained when i

<1

takes the values 1 m — 1 and independently j takes the

lalues 2 m which are such that t </ then the preceding

symmetne polynomial in rj r„ can be written JT (r —

Therefore by tbeovtn 2 there is a polynomial F in Aj Am
such that F equals JX (» - 7 )* identically in rj r„ ^o'^

n (' - 7/)^ IS of degree 2(m — 1) in ri Also A = (— l)'fl Mo

Therefore ao*” *F is a homogeneous pcJynomial of degree 2m — 2
in do Om This polynmnial is called the discnminanl of f and

IS designated by S Therefore 5 vs a homogeneous polynomial of

degree 2m — 2 in cio such that

(89) '-“o’" ’ll
<

Now by (89) 6 = 0 vs o necessm^ ond sufficient condition that

f{x) = 0 shall haie a mr lltple root
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B}’’ theorems 17 and 18 of chapter 3, f{x) — 0 has a multiple

root if and onlj' if f(x) — 0 and f'(x) — 0 have a common root,

and hence, theorem 3, if and onh' if R{f, f) = 0. It will now

be proved that

(90) /?(/,/') =

By theorem 15 of chapter 3, f{x) s aoix — 7'i)
• •

• (x — Vm).

Therefore, by the iule for differentiating a product,

f'(ri) = ao(ri - r2)(ri - rg) •
• (r, - r„,),

/'(rn) = ao (?-2 - ri)(r2 - rg) • •
• (ro - r,„),

f'(rv,) = ao(r,„ - ri)(r„. - ro) • •
• (r„, - r,„_i).

Therefore, by (80), with g replaced i)y/' and ?i by tn — 1,

m,f') = ao"‘“'-ao’”-(-l)’""‘(D - ^2
)-" • •

• (ri - r,„)\

(-1)"—>2-r3)"-" (r2-r„)"...

(-l)-(r,„_2 - r,„_i)-(r„_o - r„,)^

-n„)^

Also (-i)("‘-u+(m-2)+ ••+2+1 Therefore

(91) m,f') = ao2"-H-l)”'^”'“'^'- n
<<j

If (89) is used in (oi), the result is (90).

This completes the proof of theorem 4.

Theorem 4. If f{x) is the polynomial (84) and if the roots of

f(x) = 0 are designated by ri, ••,rm, then J][ (r,- — rff is a sym-
><j

inetric polynomial in ri, •••, r,„. There is a homogeneous poly-

iwmial of degree 2m — 2 in ao, • •
•, a^, which is designated by 8,

such that 8 = JX (ri — rff. 8 is called the discriminant of
• <1

fix). 8 = 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition that f(x) = 0
shall have a midtiple root. Equation (90) relates 8 and R(f,f'),
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If m *= 3 and 8 is found by the method explained in the proof

of theorem 2 the express on 'which nas given m theorem 4 of

chapter 2 is obtamed Another method of obtammg the homo-

geneous polynomial m oo whidi is R(f g) will be explamed

later This will gi\ e m particular a new method of obtammg

R{f / ) and hence by (90) a new method of obtaining 8

It will now be pKived that if /(x) and ^(i) are defined by (67)

and (68) then /(x) = 0 and s(x) = 0 have a common root if and

only if

Oo Oi 02 Os 0

0 Oo o Oj 03

(92) bo h, ha 0 0 = 0

0 bo bj 62 0
0 0 bo bi b2

First it will be proved that if/(x) - 0 and g{,x) - 0 have a com

moo root then there is a polynomial /i(x) of degree 1 and a poly

nomuf {TiCx) of degrve 2 sach that

(03) J‘i(x)/(x) - 9i{i)g{x)

If S{x) 0 and g{x) - 0 1 ave a common root then the notation

for the roots can be chosen so that r, > Then (03) holds with

/i(x) defined to be bo(i ss) and g (i) defined to be ao(x — r2)(x

— rj) Next It will be proved that if there are polynom als/i(i)

and gi(x) of degrees 1 and 2 respectively such that (03) holds

then /(x) = 0 and g(x) — 0 have a common root By (93) and

(69) the product (x — ri)(x — r2)(i — rs) 13 a factor of the poly

nomial of degree 4 in x wb cb is obtamed if the operations mdi
cated m gi(x)g(x) are performed Bj the fundamental theorem
of algebra and theorem 15 of chapter 3 ffi(i) is a product of two

Imear factors Therefore one of the Imear factors x — r x — r2

X — rz IS a. factor of g{x) Therefore /(x) — 0 and g(z) — 0 have
a common root

If the not&tioDS

(94) fi(x)=CoZ + ei Co 7^0

(95) gi(x) -doX^ + dtx-i-ds do 7^ 0

are used then (93) is equivalent by (67) and (68) to (cox +
Cl) (oox^ -f cix^ -t- 021 -h 03) — (dflX* + dix + dz) (boi* -|- bjz + b2)

and hence to (ooCo -- bod£t)x* 4- (oiCo 4- «ioCi — bido - bodi)x® 4-
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(ooCo + aiCi - b2f^o - hdi - bodn)x^ + (agCo + OaCi - hodi -

bid2)x + (osCi - bzdz) s 0. Hence (93) is equivalent to

OoCfl — &oclo *= 0|

fliCo } ooCi — bido — bodi = 0,

(96) G2C0 ”1~ ®iCi — bodo — bidi — ^0^2 ~ 0)

O3C0 "f* O2C1 — b2di — bid2 ~ Oj

a^Ci \
— &2<^2 = li-

lt has been proved, therefore, that/(.T) = 0 and g{x) — 0 have a

common root if and only if there are numbers co, Ci, do, di, ^2 such

that Co 0, do 5^ 0, and (96) hold. Now the five linear homo-

geneous equations

Oo^i + boZg = 0,

OiZi d" 00*2 + biZg -}- bgZ^ = 0,

(97) 02^1 + “122 + &223 + biZ4 -f- Zjo^S == 0)

flaZi d" 02^2 d“ &224 d* biz^ = 0,

03^2 d- b2Z5 = 0,

have a solution which is not the zero solution if and only if

Go 0 bo 0 0

Gl Go bi bo 0

G2 Gl 62 61 bo

G3 0,2 0 h2 bi

0 03 0 D b2

Also, this determinant is zero if and only if the determinant which

is obtained from it by interchanging rows and columns is zero.

This proves the statement involving (92).

It is proved in the references cited at the end of this book that,

if f(x) and g(x) are defined by (67) and (68), then E(f, g) is the

determinant on the left-hand side of (92).

If/(a:) and g(x) are defined by (84) and (85), then the determi-

nant B which is analogous to the detenninant on the left-hand side

of (92) is defined in the follo^ving manner. There are m + ?i rows
andm + n columns in B. The first row of B consists of them + 1

elements oo, ai, • • followed by n — 1 zeros; the second row
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of B consists of the elements 0 oo <i| a™ follow ed by n — 2

zeros finally the nth row of B cons sts of n — 1 zeros followed

by Oo flm The row of B which is numbered n + 1 con

s sts of bo b„ followed l?y m — 1 zeros the row numbered

n 4- 2 consists of 0 bo bj followed by tn — 2 zeros

finally the ro v numbered n + m consists of m — 1 zeros followed

by ho bj b„ No new ideas are involved in the proof that

/(x) 0 and 5(1) = 0 ha\e a common root if and only if there is

a polynomial /i(i) of degree n — 1 and a polynom a! pi(i) of

degree m — 1 such that (93) holds Therefore f(x) *= 0 and g(z)

= 0 have a common root if and only if the set of m + n 1 near

homogeneous equations in m + n var ahtes \ hose coeffic ent de-

termmant is B has a solut on which is not the zero solution and

hence if and only if B =* 0 In more advanced treatments it is

proved that R(f j) « B

PROBLEMS

If/acd^a eaastaUd nthap oblemsoopage^CS wnt«/i(f p)asadetenn]
nant B Expand B and dent fy tbe result mtb that obtained by the former

method
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3. -1, (1 + V3t)/2/(l - V3O/2.

Page 8

1. V2(cos 135°+ I sin 135°), I(cos 240° +

1

sin 240°), l(cos 270° +
1 sin 270°). 3. V2(cos 285° + i sin 285°). 6. oj.

Page 14

3. zo, 22 ,
24 are cube roots of unity.

Page 18

1. r = 1, 0 = 40°, 1C0°, 280°; r = 1, 0 = 64°, 126°, 198°, 270°, 342°.

3. r = 1, 0 = 36°, 108°, 180°, 252°, 324°; r = 1, d = 24°, 96°, 168°, 240°,

312°. 6. r = •^, 0 = 33° 45', 123° 45', 213° 45', 303° 45'; r = 1, 0 = 60°,

132°, 204°, 276°, 348°.

Page 20

1. r = '^, 0 = 45°, 165°, 285°; r = V2
,
0 = -45°, 75°, 195°. 3. r = 2,

6 = 0°, 120°, 240° for 8 and for its conjugate. 5. r = 1, 0 = 20°, 140°, 260°;

r = 1, 0 = -20°, 100°, ’220°.

Page 25

1. 1/2, -1 + 2o) - («V2), -1 + 20)2 - (^/2). 3. 7/3, 2 + o - (2o)=/3),

2 + 0)2 - (2o)/3). 5. (1/3) + -^ - (2^/3), (1/3) + '^o) - (2^or/3),

(1/3) + -^2 _ (2-^5^/3). 7. _2 + -^ + ^^1/3, -2 + -C/So) +
•V^o)2, -2 + •v'3o)2 + ''Ti/So). 9. -4/3, -1 + (2o)/3) -
-1 + (2o)2/3) - 0). 11. 1 - + (1/3-^), 1 - -Vio, + (0)2/3-^), 1 -

(o)/3^). 13. 2 + '^(5 + V^)/2 + (5 - V^)/2, 2 +
toA^ (5 + + o)2->^ (5 _ V^)I2, 2 + o)2>^(5 + V29)/2 +

(5 - Vm)/2. 15, -2 + "^-2 + V3 + "^-2 - V3, -2 +
u'^-2 + + o)

2 '>y-2 - V3
,
-2 + o)

2 ''y-2 + + o)'^-2 -
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1. 1/2, -1 + 2<0 - (a)V2), -1 + 2co® - (a./2). 3, 7/3, 2 + u - (2or/3),

2 + 0)2 _ (2o)/3). 6. (1/3) +V2 - (2-^/3), (1/3) + Vio - (2Vlor/3),

(1/3) + Vio? ~ (2-^/3). 7. -2 +^ + VT/3, -2 + VSa, +
Vl/801^, -2 + + Vi/3<o. 9. -4/3, -1 + (2o)/3) - co®,

-1 + (20)
2
/3) - 0). 11. 1 - -^ + (1/3-^), 1 - V2<o + (o,-/3V2), 1 -

'^
co2 + (o)/3-^). 13. 2 + ”^(5 + V29)/2 + (5 - V29)/2, 2 +

o)V (5 + + 0)2''^ (5 - VM)/2, 2 + o)2-V^(5 + V29)/2 +
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1 -1206 -3 5321 -234730 3 1 3302 -3 1201 -120164 E 28G08

-1 1149 1 2541 7 0 3221 -2 4912 -0 83092 9 2 83757 0 8928

2 26959 11 2 673 -0 4697 079664 13 -0 7330 -3 5257 -174135

16 0 8130 -21764 -0 13657

p»e«32

li=0 3A>0 BA=0 7A<0 9A<0 11A<0
13 A <0 16 A «=0

Page 36

1 -1 ± 1 ± ^21 3 1-2 (1/2) =b {V3/2)» 6 w

a±V2i)/2 7 lsb»V3 -1 -1 9 (-l±V5)/2 (l±iV7)/2

II {-3=t»V3)/2 (3±>/i7)/2 13 (3 ± V5)/2 (-•3±VT7)/2

16 3±4'/2 3±V7 It (-1 + V2 *V-29 + l4V2)/4

(
-1 - Vo ± V-29 - 14V2)/4 19(6 + 6VTT73±

V^34 + Vi32)/24, <6 - oViTs ± V'-34 - VlK)/?!

Pag«42

13>0 S4<0 8»>0 7<«0 94<0 111"0

Page 46

1 1 3 -2 3 3 6 -2 1 6 1 -4 T 2 -3 9 1 2 3 -4
11 None IS ±l 4 16 *2 -5 7 17 2 6 19 None

Page 63

1 r = -1 3 f - -31 6r-304 Tr = 71 9r = 29 llr-O
13 r - 0 16 r - 16618 17 r - -8849

Page 66

12-3 3 ±3 -2 -5 6 None 7 4 -2 9 6 -2. 11 None
13 ±2 ±3 1 16 6

Page 61

10-4 Sl + Vs-fl 61 + Vli -3 71 + V^-2 91 +
V? -2 11 8 -1 - V? 13 5/2 -2 18 4 0

Page 6$

1 -3 4 1/2 2/3 3 3/4 -2/5 6 4/3 -1/2 7 2/9 -1 3 4

9 None 11 -6 -12 13 2 1/3 -1/2 15 None
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Pages 70, 71

1. 1, double. 3. 2, triple. 6. None. 7. 2, double. 9. 3, triple. 11. None.

13. —1, 3, each double. 16. None,

Page 76

These answers list the roots of/(x) =0. 1. —2, —2,3,3 3. —3, —3, —7,

4. 6. 2, -3, ±1. 7. 1, 1, 1, 2, 2. 9. 2, 2, 2, 3, 3. 11. 1, 1, 2, 2, -3. 13. 1,

1, -2, -2, -3, -3. 16. 1, 1, 1, 1, -3, -3.

Page 81

1. 3, (-1 ±tV7)/2 3. -1, 2, 3, (-3 ± 7\/7)/2. B. 1 ±i\/2, each

double. 7. (l±tV^)/2, each triple. 9. 1, triple; (1 ± t\'^)/2, each

double 11. —2, —1, each double; 2 13. (3 ± iV^)/2, each double.

Page 84

These answers list /i, ft, ft foi problems 1, 3, 5, 9, 11 and /i, ft, fz, fi for

problems 7, 13, 15. 1. 3(2“ - 2r - 5), 12(3a: + 1), -3S-12. 3. 3(x= + 2x

+ 2), 6(-a: + 7), -G-G5. 6. 3(a:2 + Sx + 4), 9(8x + 9), 3-2151. 7. 4(,x^

+ 3x- - 2x + 1), 4(5x2 _ 5x + 2), 4(-8x + 3), -4-53. 9. 3(x2 - 4x),

G(4x-1), 24. 11. 3(x2-l), 3(2x-5), -G3 13. 4(x2 + Gx^ - 1),

12(4x= + X - 1), 12(19x - 7), -32-12. 15. 2(2x2 + Sar + 4x -f 1), -2(5x2

+ 2x + 7), -8(2x - 13), S-925.

Page 86

These answers list consecutive integers between which the ical roots ho.

1. -3, -2; 0,1; 5, 6. 3, 1,2. 6. -11, -10; -2, -1; 0, 1. 7. 0,1; -5, -4.
9. 0, 1; 5, 6; -1, 0. 11. -3, -2. 13. -8, -7; -1, 0; 0, 0.37; 0.37, 1.

16. None.

Pagq 93

These answers list consecutive integers between which the real roots lie.
^ 1- 1, 2. 3. 0, 1. 6. 0, 1; 2, 3. 7. 1, 2; 0, 1; -3, -2. 9, 2, 3; -1, 0.

Pages 112, 113

1. X = 2, 2/
= -3, z = -1. 3. 7/ = 3x + 5, z = 2x - 1. 6. u/2 =

*'/(—3) = 7y/(— 1). 7. y = 3t — 1, s = 2t. 9. Inconsistent. 11. w = 0,
M = 2y + 1. 13. « = 2s + 1, < = s - 2.

Page 120

1- 6, 1, -4. 3. 5, 3, 1.
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p«e«i32

1 I = 2 V “ ® IncoBSisteBt 8ti — 0 e^O (“0
7 Inconsistent 9«-«2 p»— Iib** 3 11 Inconsistent

Pages 136. 127

1 r — 3 = ra 1 = 2 y ^ a = li S r — 2 ri, = 3 inconsistent

5 r = 2 = fa infinitely many aolutaoos 7 r = 1 = 2 inconsistent

9 r = 2 = re, Infinitely many soIutioDs 11 f = 3“rau — 0* = lt-3

* Page 132

lr = 4 = ras; = 2i/--ls = lv> = 5 3r = 3r. = 4 mcon

Bistent 6f = 4 = rai-0 — v = s = tc 7f“3r» = 4 inconsistent

9 r = 4-raD = 0i=-2tolu>--l

Pages 139 140

3 + aiia«auOi4n« — 6ji6«8fj8 «6» + ajiacajjaMau — &s

— anatiOssOMau + 6i 6 12 13 7 + atii>i}aH0j4an3MO47

— fes — aTiai}ajsaMa«(ae«ati + h
— oe cija jBiiaiso-taji +

Page 147

3 + atUaaisaHaji + bt bt28i)6u6<s + aoBROssaitau + ftii^ss^sstitfeiJ

— ae aed souait 6] i S — Oj aisatjatiauaseaeT

— 6i 5n8i36»4!i#s8766«r + ajianaua «ouotsa«7 + 8iiSesliss6Mbi(6ss6sT

+ 04 a750j3an03Sa«as7 + bt i>ss(>u8 4fi7s8««8}7

Pages 162 163

1 -48 -75 87 -129 3 -U2 03 -75 -53 6 942 7 651

Pages 161 162

1 -3565 9 -954 -2 9M -3 954 -954 954 6 254 208

Page 164

1 -29 35 3 -486 42 6 234 185 7 161 278.

Pages 186 187

1 X — 1 y = 0 s= 2 »=»— 1 3 Inconsistent. 6 p = 0 s = 1

<=—lu — 2 7a: = 0jr — la = 0« — —3 p = 2 9 Inconsistent
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Pages 193, 194

1. r = 3 = r,,. 3. r = 2, fo = 3. 6. r = 3 = ra. 7. r = 4, Ta = 6 .

9. r = 3 = ra.

Pages 198, 199

3. r = 4, To = 5. 6. r = 4, Ta = 5. 7. r = 3 = Ta.

Page 201

Page 193, problem 1. y = (13 — 3x)/9, z — (—35 + C2:)/9, u — —4/3.

Page 193, problem 5. x = — (29 + 92i/)/117, z = 7(1 + 2/)/18, t = (—17 +
3v)/26. Page 194, problem 9. s = -(13 + 13y + 51t-)/12, « = (3 - j/ +
9w)/4, w = (5 — j/ + 27a)/3. Page 199, problem 7. p = (—31 + 42a: —
59h)/17, s = (43 - Cli + 44!/)/17, a = (21 - 4Gx + 29!i)/17.

Page 204

Page 193, problem 1 . — /i 4-/; + 8/3 Page 193, problem 5. jz =/i
- 2/1 4-/5 , S\- -/i 4-3/i 4-/s Page 194, problem 9. /s rz /j -/s 4-/c,

/a = 2/1 4- /6 4- /c, /4 = /i 4- /t - /o. Page 199, problem 7. /a = /i - /4 - /c,

/a s /, +/4 - 2/c, /s = /i - /i 4- 2/c

Page 207

Page 193, problem 1. 0, 13/9, -35/9, -4/3; 1
, 10/9, -29/9, -4/3;

-1, 16/9, -41/9, -4/3 Page 193, problem 5 -29/117, 0, 7/18, -17/20;
-112/117, 1

, 28/9, -7/13; 7/13, - 1
, 0, -10/13. Page 194, problem 9. 0,

- 13/12, 3/4, 0, 5/3; - 1
, 0, 1

, 0, 2
; 0, lG/3, 3, 1

, 32/3 Page 199, problem
7. 0, -31/17, 43/17, 0, 21/17; 1, 11/17, -18/17, 0, -25/17; 1, -48/17,
26/17, 1, 4/17.

Pages 210, 211

1. r = 3 -- To. 3. r = 3, = 4. 6. r = 4 = Tp. 7. r = 4, Ta = 5.

9. r = 2, rp = 3. 11. r = 3 = rp.

Pages 212, 213

1. r = 3. 3. r = 3. 6 . r = 4. 7. r = 4 9. r = 3.

Page 218

1. (3, 2, 8, -2), r = 2 3. (-1, 11, 6, -7), r = 2. 5. (2, -1, 4, -3, 1),
r = 3. 7. (2, 1, 3, 1, -2), r = 3. 9. (1, 1, -1, 2, -2), r = 3.

Page 220

1. r = 3; f4 = 3fi — fa — fa- 3. r = 2; 2f3 = fi 4* fa, 2f4 = —3fj 4" fa.
6. r = 3; 4f4 = —fi — fa 4- 2f3, f6 = 3fi — fa — f3. 7. r = 4; fs = — fi —
fa 4- fa 4- f4, fe = -2f2 - fa 4- f4.
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Pages 222, 223

lr=2 3r=2 6r=3 7f=4 9

Page 226

3r=2 Br=4 Tr-3

Pages 234 235

lr='2r. = 13f-=2r. = 3 6r=*2



INDEX

(Ahimhcrs refer io pages.)

Addition, of detorminants, 15S

of number paii^, 230

of vectors, 215

Addition to column, of determinant,

159

of matrix, 191

Algebraic processes, 2 i

Algebraic solution, of cubic equation,

24

of quartic equation, 32

a m
, 124, 187

Amplitude, 7

Approximation coiTcct in h decimal

places, 98

Arrangement, 118, 129, 130

Associative law, of addition, 230

of multiplication, 237

Augmented matrix, 124, 187

Basis, 216

Binomial equation, 4

Cardan’s formulas, 24

Closed interval, 88
c.ra

, 124, 187

Coefficient, leading, 54

Coefficient matrix-, 124, 187

Coefficients and roots, 243
Common root, 260, 261

Commutative law-, of addition, 230
of multiplication, 237

Complementary minors, 165, 160
Complex numbers, 239

conjugate, 18

division, 9

multiplication, 7, 239

trigonometric form, 7

Conditions, necessary, 113, 114, 117,

128, 131, 182

necessary and sufficient, 262

Conjugate complex numbers, 18

as roots, 79

Continuous function, 89

Contracted divirion, 101

Coprime integers, 01

Correction method, 101

Correctness in k decimnl places, of a

root, 98

Correspondence, one-to-one, 131, 143,

140, 167, 173, 238

Cramer’s rule, 185

Cubic equation, algebraic solution, 24

general, 21

number of real roots, 30

real, 21

reduced, 22

resolvent, 35

trigonometiic solution, 25

with real roots, 25

Degree, 44, 248

Dc Moivre’s theorem, 11

Dependence, linear, 202, 216, 218

Depiessed equation, 53

Derivative, first, 75

Descartes’ rule of signs, 94

Detached coefficients, 72

Determinant, 106

elements, 116

of order 2, 119

of order 3, 116, 119

of order 4, 129, 130, 131

of order 5, 133

of order n, 134

symbol, 116, 134

Determinants, addition, 158

multiplication, 162

Discriminant, of general cubic equa-

tion, 30

of general polynomial equation, 262

275
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Discriminant, of quadratic cquatioi,

23,29

of quartic equation, 38

of reduced cubic equation, ig

Distinct products, 212, 243

Distributive law, 237

Division algorithm, 60

Division, by detached cocfBcicnta, 72
contracted, 104

Divisor, 43, M
’ greatest common, 71

Double infinity of solutions, ICk/

Elementary symmetne functions^ 218
Elements of determinant 116

Elimination 2G0

«, 13, 16

Equation, 1

binonual, 4

cubic, 22 24 25, 30, 33

depressed, 53

m number pain, 237

polynomial 44

quartic 32 38

Equations, equivalent 2, 21 33 107
195, 196

homogeneous, 110 113 211

identically equal under traoaf^ifiga

tion, 56

inconsistent 108 109 121 I20 ](h;

satisfied identically 201, 20^
simultaneous linear, lOG

Equivalent equations 2, 21, 33 ]Q7
195, 196

EqtcfraAmc sygoeois, 1S5 106

Expansion of determinant, I34 347
149, 151, 152

'

Factor 43 60

in column of detenmnant, ll}!

in row of detenmnant 155

Factor theorem, 50

Factored form of polynomial, 54 gj
First fundamental property of

imuants, 134, 137, 139

Function, 1

continuous, 89

factonsation, 3, 54, 69

Function, homogeneous, 110, 248

linear, 107, 108 110, 206

ll«l-homogeneoiis, 107, 108

symmetne, 247, 248

2^248
Functional values, 3

Functions, Sturm, 84, 87

identically equ^, 2, 3, 48, 66, 249,

250

Fundamental properties of deterim*

nanis, 134, 137, 139, 142, 145

Fundunental set, 215, 225

Fundamental theorem of algebra 240

Fundamental theorem on symmetne
polynomials, 249, 250, 258

Oeneral polynomial in t, 44

General solution, 107, 103, 110, 209

General term 139, 143

Geometrical interpretation, 220

Greatest common divisor, 71

Higher polynomial, 251, 252

Higher term, 252

Highest term, 251, 252. 253

Homogeneous equations, 110, 113,

211

Homc^neous polynonual, 110, 248

Homer's method, 65

Identity, 2, 3, 48

Inconsistent equations, 103, 109, 121,

126. 196

Inconsistent system, 103, 109, 121,

126, 106
''

Independence, linear, 216, 220, 222

Induction, mathematical 11, 47, 50,

244

Infinity of solutions double, 107

sin^ 108, 109, 110

Integer, 44

Integral roots 44

Interchange, of two columns 139

of two rows, 146

Interval, closed, 88

lovetaion, 118, 136

Isidation of roots 82

laomorphism, 238
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Laplace’s development, 1C5, 171, 173,

175

Leading coefficient, 54

Linear combination, of functions,

202

of vectors, 216

Linear dependence, 202, 21G, 218

Linear equation in number pairs, 237

Linear function, 206

Linear independence, 216, 220, 222

Linear space, 215

Lines, 229, 230, 234

Literal product, 118, 129, 139, 143

Lower bound, 61

Mathematical Induction, 11, 47, 50,

244

Matnv, 106, 113, 123, 125, 187

augmented, 124

coefficient, 124

rank, 123, 125

Minor, 125, 130, 148, 188

Minors, complementary, 165, 166

Modulus, 7

Multiple root, 69

Multiplicity of root, 67

Multiplication, of complex numbers,

7, 239

of determinants, 162

Necessary conditions, 113, 114, 117,

128, 131, 182

Non-homogeneous linear function,

107, 108

Normal line to plane, 231

Number pairs, 236, 237, 238

Numbers, complex, 239

real, 237

Numencal solution of linear equa-

tions, 207

fi-vector, 215

«, 10

One-to-one correspondence, 134, 143,

167, 173, 238

Order of determinant, 116, 119, 129,

134

Ordered pairs, 236

Particular solution, 108

Planes, 232, 234

Polynomial, 248

homogeneous, 248

Polynomial in x of degree n, 44

factored form, 54, 69

Polynomials identical term-by-term,

55

Product, literal, 118, 129, 139, 143

signed, 130, 138

Products, distinct, 242, 243

Proportional sots of numbers, 228, 232

Quartic equation, 32

algebraic solution, 32

discriminant, 38

real, 32

Quotient by sjuithotic substitution, 52

r„, 125

Radical, 7, 16, 17

Rank of matrix, 123, 188

Rational number, 61

Rational roots, 62

Real cubic equation, 21

Real polynomial, 44

Real quartic equation, 32

Real roots, isolation, 82

lower bound, 61

upper bound, 60

Reduced cubic equation, 22

discriminant, 29

Relations between roots and coeffi-

cients, 243

Relatively prime integers, 61

Remainder theorem, 50

Resolvent cubic equation of quartic

equation, 35

Resultant, 259, 261

Root, 2

common, 260, 261

integral, 44

multiple, 69

rational, 62

simple, 69

Roots, isolation of real, 82

number, 54

relations with coefficients, 243
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Roots of unity cube 10

fifth 12

nth 14

Row by-column rule 163 165 175

Scalar multiple of vector 2l5

Second fundamental property of de-
terminants 134 142 145

J.3f> .138

S gns variations 85 87

Simple root 69
Simultaneous 1 near equabotig X06
Single infinity of solutions 105 KX)

no
Solution 2 IOC 107 103 H4

particular 108

trivial 211

unique 109 110 120

sero 110 211

Space linear 215

vector 215

Square root 7

Stum functions 84 87

Sturm 8 theorem 82 80 93
Sum of detertniuanta 158

of producta of roots 242

Symmetne fuocc on 247 248
1

elementary 248
I

Synthetic gubsututian 40

I

S^tem of equations 2

inconsistent 108 109

Systems of equations equivalent 195

196

Term general 139 143

typical 140

Thewm fundamental of algebra

243
fundamental on s)rimnetnc poly

nomials 249 250 25S

Sturms 93

Trivial solution 110

Typical terra 140

Unique solution 109 UO 126

Upper bound 60

I » 85 67
1 anal ons in $ gns 85

\ector 215

scalar multiple 215

Veciorspace 215

lectors bnear combination 215

Zero pair 236

Zcrosotutxin 110 211

Zero vector 215
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Roots of un ty c

fifth 12

nth 14

Row by-column t

Scalar mult pie

S cond fundam

terimnants 1

S gned product

S gns variation.

S mple root CO

5 multaneoua 1

6 ngle nfimty

110

Solution 2 lOT

part cu a IC

tnvial 2U
un qua 109

zero 110 21!

Space linear 2

vector 215

Square roo 7

Sturm funct or

Sturm s thcorr

Sum ofdetcrr-

of products

Symmetr c fun

el m ntary

Syntbet c sub
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